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Abstract

Achieving sustainable landscapes is one of our greatest challenges, not least in the tropics
in which almost half of the world’s people live, many of whom experience high levels of
poverty. Yet land use policy interventions continue to be impaired by partial knowledge
of how these complex systems function, and thus how interventions actually affect
land management outcomes on the ground. Increasingly there are calls to recognise
these landscapes as variable and complex social-ecological systems, where the drivers
of land use are often sufficiently diverse, dynamic and heterogeneous that conventional
technical approaches to land use modelling and policy (e.g. those focused around simple
environmental and economic factors) will likely only provide partial knowledge and
solutions. In particular, land use interventions face two new demands: 1) to better
understand and integrate into decision making variability in social-ecological systems,
and how social and institutional factors drive this; and 2) to develop more effective
interdisciplinary ways of working which leverage the value of not only technical analyses,
but also the experience and contextual knowledge of local and other actors.

In this thesis I aim to contribute to these two areas through an interdisciplinary analysis
of the social-ecological drivers of actual land management outcomes across 1299 farms
in three of the world’s oldest tropical smallholder carbon agroforestry projects: the
Scolel’te project in Mexico; the Trees for Global Benefits project in Uganda; and the
Sofala Community Carbon Project in Mozambique. In doing so I treat our study
projects as case studies of payments for ecosystem service (PES) projects, and of rural
tropical land use interventions generally. I use primary data I collected during field
expeditions in each country, and a range of other existing biophysical and social data.
I situate my study broadly within the field of environmental geography, with various
chapters drawing on theories and methods from ecology, sociology, economics, political
ecology, science and technology studies, and systems science.

In Chapter 2 I examine the actual level of variability of land management outcomes
across 1299 project farms. I use tree inventories and ecological methods to assess
two common metrics used to assess land management outcomes in forest-based PES:
aboveground biomass (AGB) accumulation; and diversity of tree species. I find that,
while there has been AGB accumulation at the project-level, within each project there
is great variability in AGB and tree diversity between farms, beyond that predicted in
project designs. Additionally, this variability increases over time. I argue that similar
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interventions should thus expect and plan for such persistent and increasing variability
in their project designs.

In Chapter 3 I use a mixed-methods analysis across 492 farms to examine the effects
of a series of hypothesised social and environmental drivers on AGB and tree diversity.
I include not only drivers commonly cited in theory, but also drivers suggested in
interviews with local farmers and project technicians. Using biophysical and social
data I employ regression techniques to assess quantitatively the effects of the social and
environmental drivers, then supplement this through a qualitative thematic synthesis
of views from interviews with local actors. I find that, amongst farmers participating
in these projects, while tree diversity is mainly predicted by environmental variables,
household wealth is a better predictor of AGB than environmental factors. Additionally,
AGB and tree diversity often tend to be similar within the same village, and this appears
to be an institutional rather than spatial phenomenon (e.g. institutions supporting
farmer training and tree nurseries). I also find that projects with higher levels of
administrative control over land management do not necessarily have lower variability
in outcomes. I draw two broad conclusions for natural resource management and land
use science generally: 1) social and institutional factors can be just as important as
environmental factors in determining land cover; and 2) land management outcomes
and their drivers cannot necessarily be closely controlled by project administrators
managers, so flexible and adaptive approaches are necessary.

In Chapter 4 I extend my analysis into a more in-depth examination of how a series
of within-project (or ‘intra-institutional’) factors have been associated with farm-level
AGB outcomes across 39 smallholdings in Mexico and Mozambique. Situated within
a critical institutionalist theoretical perspective, I use fuzzy qualitative comparative
analysis combined with a thematic synthesis of farmer perspectives to analyse four
institutional attributes that relate to a number of key debates on design in PES
projects: organisational centralisation; organisational decentralisation; participation in
decision making; and responses to monetary incentives. I find the presence of effective
participation by local people, and the perception of long term (monetary and non-
monetary) incentives, to be most commonly associated with high AGB outcomes in
our cases. Beyond this, the degree of (de)centralisation is not important in our cases,
as long as there is some form of strong (vertical or horizontal) project process. The
actual degree of centralisation appears to be culturally and historically contingent, with
effective institutions linking to, and evolving with, local contexts. I thus conclude
that PES practitioners should not expect to have direct control over the ‘design’ of
project institutions, but instead focus on supporting the evolution and adaptation of
(centralised and/or decentralised) processes in response to social-ecological diversity and
dynamism—a form of ‘intra-institutional bricolage’. Within this, practitioners should
focus on maintaining good communication and relations with local participants, and
emphasising monetary and non-monetary benefits in both the short and long terms.
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In Chapter 5 I take a step back to look at how different key groups of actors with
shared views (i.e. epistemic communities) perceive that PES causes overall change in a
social-ecological system, and to what degree of certainty (or ‘certitude’). I also explore
the epistemological origins, interactions, complementarities and tensions between these
different perspectives. Drawing on theories and methods from science and technology
studies and social-ecological systems theory, through thematic analyses of 65 interviews,
23 project documents and existing academic literature, I assess the views of three key
groups of actors already established in the PES literature: actors from theory, market
administration and local practice.

I argue that, in our cases, local actors perceive and engage with change in PES with
the aim of transforming the system to support broader ‘domains of attraction’ and
associated ‘regime shifts’, while other perspectives are focused on simpler shifts in state
variables, which are perhaps less concerned about the sustainability of changes. I find
that, while these approaches have found a way to co-exist, this does not occur without
tension, and is largely supported by local actors working double-time (and not always
successfully) to satisfy the narrower views of external stakeholders while also dealing
with their own complex day-to-day reality. Given the typical nature of our cases, I argue
that PES practice would benefit from greater reflexivity by rule-makers, and improved
understandings of perspectives between different groups of actors. I also offer ideas on
how PES could supplement existing metrics of success (which are focused on particular
system states; e.g. tonnes of carbon per hectare), with other metrics that better reflect
the things that drive decision making and change at the local level: namely, relative
measures of progress in supporting desired domains of attraction, and adaptive capacity.

Finally, in Chapter 6, I synthesis the key findings from my thesis and discuss the
implications for the PES field, and for land use policy and theory more generally. I
argue that my findings provide novel evidence that socio-economic and institutional
factors affect AGB and tree diversity as much as environmental factors in forest land
use projects. I also argue that my findings move forward the debate on PES design
by showing that there is no trade-off to be had between economic design features and
community participation or legitimacy—they all appear equally important. Finally,
I argue that my application of systems theory to PES provides new insights on
different understandings of causal change in land use systems, which may both improve
interdisciplinary ways of working in such projects, and offer new ways of monitoring
PES success.
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Lay Summary

Why do trees grow differently between farms that are environmentally similar? How do
we better deal with this variability in planning and decision making? I examine these
questions by studying how the growth and type of trees has varied across three tree
planting projects with small-scale farmers in Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique.

These questions are important because we still struggle to make good decisions about
using our natural resources. Because humans and the environment affect each other in
such complicated ways, no two interactions are usually the same, and even our current
advanced scientific knowledge struggles to understand how and why these differences
occur. This is particularly the case when making decisions at small scales. For example,
on small-scale farms, while our main theories about how the world works usually work
on ‘typical’ or ‘average’ scenarios, in reality most farms are not typical or average. No
farm or farmer is exactly the same.

In this thesis I examine how environmental and social factors have affected variability
in tree type and growth on over a thousand small-scale farms. I also assess how to make
better decisions by integrating our scientific knowledge with other information, such
as the experience and contextual knowledge of local farmers. First, I find that while
the projects have good tree growth overall, this has varied greatly even between farms
that should theoretically be the same. Also, the level of control exerted by project
administrators of tree planting activities appeared unrelated to tree growth. I argue
that similar interventions should thus expect and plan for such persistent variability in
their project designs, and that this may involve flexibility in rules rather than increased
administrative control.

Second, I find that the wealth of the farmer has more of an effect on tree growth than
environmental factors such as rainfall. Additionally, village-level social processes (such
as farmer training and supporting tree nurseries) appear to be another major driver
of tree growth. I argue that projects need to consider farmer- and village-level social
factors on the same level as environmental factors when predicting tree growth.

Third, I examine how aspects of project administration are linked to tree growth. I find
that the participation of local people in decision making, and long term monetary and
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non-monetary incentives are the most important factors. The degree of control exerted
by project administrators is unimportant, as long as project procedures are accepted
and supported by local people. I conclude that projects should allow their organisation
to evolve organically in line with local expectations and cultures, in addition to ensuring
good local participation and incentives.

Fourth, I look more broadly at how different groups of people in these projects (theorists,
administrators and local people) perceive that tree planting programmes cause change
in our environment. I show that local people view change as a complex, gradual and
uncertain process, while other people view it mainly as simple, direct, and certain. I find
that while these different perspectives co-exist, views from theory and administration
are more powerful and can cause problems for local people. I argue that tree planting
programmes would benefit from greater compromise between rule-makers and local
people. I also argue that we should measure progress in such projects, not just through
simple, strict metrics like tree growth, but also through relative measures of progress
around cultural change and project durability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why I did this research

If genuine local participation in decision-making is so important for sustainable
development, then why don’t we see more of it? This question occurred to me years
ago while seeing the benefits of participation first-hand in northern Kenya, where I
was working as part of a team supporting pastoralists to strengthen their community-
based natural resource management (NRM). As I gained broader experience in the
environment and development sector it seemed that, even though theories on the benefits
of participation have been around for several decades, in the daily mayhem of proposal
development, project implementation and donor reporting, the subtle and laborious
requirements of genuine participation (and its equally subtle benefits) often played
second fiddle to more tangible and easily implemented objectives (e.g. amount of money
spent and number of schools built).

Perhaps then, if we could better show when participation provided hard, tangible
benefits to the bottom-line of sustainable development projects, people would pay more
attention? Surely, with the increasing amount of social and environmental data at our
fingertips, and the (slowly) increasing number of long-running ‘participatory’ projects,
we should now be able to rigorously test how participation effects outcomes on the
ground?

This idea eventually led me down the path of commencing my PhD and writing this
thesis. On the way I had been lucky enough to build on my background in social science
and economics through post-graduate training in environmental geography, ecology and
systems science. In the process I had begun to incorporate into my understanding of
participation broader concepts about social-ecological interactions, resilience, adaptive
capacity and institutional factors. I had also moved on to (amongst other things)
working with local participants in smallholder carbon agroforestry projects across the
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tropics, which focus on restoring native tree species and improving local livelihoods.
These projects eventually became the case studies in my PhD.

In setting up this research, I sought to frame it in a way that would appeal to those policy
makers and practitioners whom I was hoping to inform. I also had to narrow the scope
to something more manageable within the timeframe of my PhD. Thus, with the help of
my colleagues, I eventually settled on a series of questions aimed at better understanding
and managing the variability and uncertainty of land management outcomes in these
agroforestry projects. How variable has tree growth and diversity been between farms,
villages and projects? Were the primary drivers of this variability environmental, or
were they related to socio-economic resilience, adaptive capacity, participatory decision-
making and other institutional factors? How certain are different actors about how
changes in land use occur, and which of these perspectives dominate? What does this
all mean for smallholder carbon forestry, other payments for ecosystem services (PES)
schemes, and the fields of NRM and land use science generally? These are the questions
I investigate throughout this thesis.

In the rest of this introductory chapter, I first outline the academic and practical
relevance of this research, and the specific knowledge gaps I seek to address. I then
provide an introduction to my study projects, and summarise my theoretical perspective
and related conceptual frameworks. Next, I outline my approaches to data generation,
analysis and research ethics. Finally, I provide outlines of the subsequent chapters in
the thesis, which (apart from the final synthesis chapter) are presented as individual
(but related) academic articles for future submission to various journals. Henceforth in
this thesis, I mainly use the collective ‘we’ when describing the research and findings
to recognise that, while I led the inquiry and did most of the work, this research was
in fact a collective effort encompassing many people (academic contributions of various
authors are detailed at the beginning of each chapter).

1.2 Setting the scene: social-ecological approaches for
sustainable tropical landscapes

Achieving sustainable landscapes is one of our greatest challenges, not least in the
tropics in which almost half of the world’s people live, many of whom experience high
levels of poverty (Edelman et al. 2014; DeFries et al. 2010). Tropical forest biomes
(henceforth used generally to refer to tropical biomes dominated by trees, ranging from
dry woodlands to moist tropical forests; Ratnam et al. 2011; McElhinny et al. 2005)
hold large amounts of carbon and much of the world’s biodiversity, as well as providing
myriad other ecosystem services which underpin human wellbeing (MEA 2005; Barlow
et al. 2018; McNicol et al. 2018; Poorter et al. 2012; Pan et al. 2011; Ryan et al. 2016).
Yet the future of these areas is uncertain as they experience rapid changes to land cover
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and associated ecosystem services from agricultural expansion and a range of other
factors (Lambin et al. 2003; Carter et al. 2017; Curtis et al. 2018).

While this expansion of agriculture has been associated with improvements in local
livelihoods for many in the short term, it has also led to widespread clearing and
degradation of forest landscapes, and probable declines in wider ecosystem service
provision in the longer term (Carter et al. 2017; Curtis et al. 2018; Angelsen 2010).
Such degradation is of particular concern in areas with high levels of poverty: vulnerable
and marginalised groups are often excluded from many of the benefits of large-scale
agricultural expansion and broader economic development, and so remain directly
reliant on their surrounding environment to generate food and fibre for daily survival,
and as safety nets during times of hardship (Pritchard et al. 2018; Suich et al. 2015;
Vedeld et al. 2007; Walsh-Dilley et al. 2016).

Land use policy interventions seek to manage such trade-offs and to maximise the accrual
of human wellbeing from landscapes, yet are often impaired by partial knowledge of
how these complex systems function, and thus how interventions will actually affect
land management outcomes on the ground (Lambin et al. 2014; Rindfuss et al. 2008).
Over the past two decades there has been increasing recognition that simple mechanistic
explanations of land use change are insufficient for managing such systems (Parker et
al. 2008; Lambin et al. 2000; Klapwijk et al. 2018). There have been calls to instead
recognise these landscapes as variable and complex social-ecological systems, where the
drivers of land use (and other ecosystems) are often sufficiently diverse, dynamic and
heterogeneous that conventional technical approaches to land use modelling and policy
can only provide partial knowledge and solutions (Ostrom 2009; Folke et al. 2016).

To help deal with such complexity and variability, we have seen two key new demands
put on land use science and policy. The first is to better understand and integrate
into decision-making how social and institutional factors drive variability in land use, in
addition to more traditionally considered economic and environmental drivers (Reyers
et al. 2013; Redman et al. 2004). Second, there have been associated calls for ‘open’
and ‘broad’ interdisciplinary analyses and decision-making where, in addition to expert
scientific analyses, we also leverage other sources of knowledge, including the experience
and contextual knowledge of local people and others often excluded from decision-
making (Stirling et al. 2007; McCarthy et al. 2011). Key to this approach is the concept
of adaptive management where, given our partial knowledge of the system, interventions
are adjusted over time as our knowledge of the system improves, and as emergent factors
cause unforeseen variability (Folke et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2014). Overall, these
demands have coalesced into calls for truly integrative, inclusive and adaptive social-
ecological approaches for managing landscapes.

While attractive in theory, however, the adoption of such approaches remains challenged
by our poor understanding of social-ecological interactions, and through the entrenched
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nature of more conventional (and often more simplistic) approaches towards decision-
making (e.g. one-size-fits-all interventions generated through high-level technical
environmental and economic analyses) (McGinnis et al. 2014; Armitage et al. 2008).
Essentially, given the inevitably limited financial resources and political capital available
to land use programmes, we cannot address every driver, and we cannot include everyone
in decision-making. Thus, are there particular social-ecological drivers that we should
we focus on? When are more open and broad decision-making processes warranted, and
how can they be effectively implemented?

In this study we examine these broad questions through an interdisciplinary analysis
of the social-ecological drivers of actual land management outcomes across 1299 farms
in three of the world’s oldest tropical smallholder carbon agroforestry projects: the
Scolel’te project in Mexico; the Trees for Global Benefits project in Uganda; and the
Sofala Community Carbon Project in Mozambique. In doing so we seek to contribute
to theory and practice in PES schemes, as well as in NRM and land use science more
broadly. We situate our study broadly within the field of environmental geography, with
various chapters drawing on theories and methods from ecology, sociology, economics,
political ecology, science and technology studies, and systems science (Castree et al.
2009).

To summarise our overall approach, we focus on smallholder carbon agroforestry
schemes as case studies of land use systems generally. We use quantitative and
qualitative analyses to generate findings relevant to each of our specific study projects.
We then highlight the relevance of these findings for PES, NRM and land use science
more broadly, through examining the likely differences and commonalities between
our projects and other cases (Yin 2014). In Chapter 2, we use tree inventories and
ecological methods from our study sites to model and assess the actual variability of land
management outcomes (aboveground biomass (AGB) and tree diversity) between farms,
villages and projects. In Chapter 3, we then use environmental and social datasets to
assess quantitatively and qualitatively how a series of hypothesised social-ecological
drivers have affected this variability. Next, in Chapter 4 we use data from semi-
structured interviews with farmers to examine if and how AGB accumulation has been
associated with a series of institutional factors related to organisational decentralisation,
local participation in decision-making and monetary incentives. Finally, in Chapter 5 we
use a thematic analysis of interviews and project documents to theorise how perspectives
on how PES causes change in a social-ecological system, and how these views differ and
interact between theorists, carbon market administrators and local farmers. This is
then followed by a synthesis in Chapter 6. Below we introduce in more detail our case
studies, theoretical frameworks and methodology, before summarising our chapters.
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1.3 Smallholder carbon agroforestry projects as cases of
land use change

We focus on three cases of agroforestry land use by rural smallholders in developing
countries. Here we first define our treatment of smallholders, then highlight the broader
relevance of our cases for PES, NRM and land use science.

Definition of smallholders

We use a broad definition of a smallholder based on the types of participants in our
study projects. Broadly smallholders in our cases are rural people for whom agriculture
and/or pastoralism is their primary livelihood, and who rely mainly on family labour
to conduct these activities (Morton 2007). In our cases this definition does not imply
a particular farm size: some smallholders may have larger tracts of land that is less
productive, and so they are still ‘small’ producers. Thus, we treat our definition as
being synonymous with the increasingly used notion of ‘family farms’ (i.e. smallholdings
reliant on family labour without a size limit) (Lowder et al. 2016). Generally, however,
the size of smallholdings in our study can be assumed to involve much smaller parcel
sizes than fully commercial farms in the project areas.

Relevance of smallholders

We view that land use projects involving smallholders represent good case studies
for two reasons. First, while there is ongoing debate as to what degree small-scale
subsistence farming contributes to tropical deforestation and degradation relative to
large-scale commercial agriculture (Curtis et al. 2018; De Sy et al. 2015), estimates
suggest that smallholders manage approximately 75% of the world’s agricultural land
(Lowder et al. 2016). Additionally, small subsistence farmers are estimated to make up
most of the world’s poor (Morton 2007). Thus, any solution to balancing livelihoods
and environmental degradation must engage such actors.

Second, smallholder systems likely represent extreme cases of social-ecological variability
in agriculture-forest landscapes. In addition to the already-variable environmental
context in such areas (Chave et al. 2014; Poorter et al. 2012; Staver et al. 2019; Ryan et
al. 2011), smallholdings likely experience even greater heterogeneity due to the relatively
small land units, where land management is determined by the diverse and varying social
and environmental contexts of each farmer (Nahuelhual et al. 2018; Pritchard et al. 2018;
Tittonell et al. 2005; Giller 2013). Our study projects thus represent widely applicable
cases which should clearly exhibit variability in land management outcomes—the main
phenomenon we are investigating.

We included in our initial sample all smallholders who were participants in our study
projects. We excluded from our sample the small number of larger organisations
(e.g. churches; schools) who were also participating in these schemes. An important
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distinction of the group of smallholders in this study is that, in order to avoid
food security issues from farmers planting trees on land they actually need for food
production, participants can only join the projects if they have (customary or formal)
land rights to a minimum amount of land (usually about 3 hectares). The impact of this
practice on the potential for PES to contribute to poverty alleviation and to combat
social marginalisation has been examined in detail in the wider PES literature (Fisher
2013). For this research, it means that our case studies exclude those poorer members
of the community who do not have access to sufficient land to join the programme.
In subsequent chapters we reflect on how this sampling limitation affects our findings.
For example, while we link our findings to aspects of gender in PES where possible
(Benjamin et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2015; Bourne et al. 2015; Lee 2017), female farmers
were few in our sample, thus limiting our conclusions on such subjects. Nonetheless, we
view that our sample is sufficient for our main purpose: to better understand some of
the social-ecological interactions for smallholders that do currently participate.

Relevance of our study projects to PES and other land use instruments

We also contend that our case study projects are good general examples of interventions
aimed at changing land use due to both their focus on agroforestry, and their similarities
to other PES schemes and land use instruments. Regarding agroforestry, each of
our study projects offer a menu of potential agroforestry interventions to farmers
(detailed in the next section). At their heart, such agroforestry schemes are aimed
at encouraging alternative land uses which avoid the usual ‘forest transitions’ (i.e.
deforestation) associated with agricultural expansion and industrialisation (Rudel et al.
2005). Agroforestry land uses aim to allow crops and trees (and sometimes livestock) to
coexist in a landscape. They are advocated as a way of delivering improved ecosystem
services by reintroducing trees to agricultural areas while maintaining (and in some cases
improving) crop and livestock production, and by reducing deforestation pressures on
existing forests (through both providing alternative sources of timber and fuelwood, and
increasing agricultural productivity to reduce the need to open new fields) (Schroth et
al. 2011; Nair et al. 2014; Ashton et al. 1999).

In the cases of our study projects, while these projects are primarily funded to support
the ecosystem service of climate regulation (i.e. by removing and sequestering carbon
from the atmosphere), the implemented land uses are proposed to support a range
of other ecosystem services, including pest regulation; pollination and seed dispersal;
nutrient cycling and soil protection; water regulation and provision; and cultural services
(Jose 2009). Our cases can thus be seen to share the same objective as other forest
land use policy instruments which aim to avoid ‘forest transitions’ associated with
deforestation.

We also view our cases as being relevant to land use policy generally. Carbon forestry
schemes like our study projects are one of many types of PES all of which share the
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same logic: a service provider (e.g. a farmer) makes a change to their resource use
(e.g. planting or not cutting down trees) in return for a payment from a service buyer
(e.g. someone willing to pay to stop deforestation) (Wunder et al. 2008; Pirard et al.
2014; Skutsch et al. 2011; Vatn 2015; Peskett et al. 2011; Ruiz-De-Oña-Plaza et al.
2011; Grace et al. 2010; Kollmuss et al. 2008). PES schemes are a subset of a wider
array of land use policy instruments, ranging from command-and-control approaches
(e.g. land zoning; protected areas; moratoria) to market-based interventions (e.g. eco-
certification; PES), all of which share the common objective of altering land use by
various, often local, actors (Lambin et al. 2014). Given this focus on changing land
use at the local level, the cases examined in this study may be informative not only
about the drivers of land use and change in PES schemes, but also about such drivers
in land use policy instruments more generally: no matter the policy instrument, each
will contend with the same social-ecological system at the local level. In subsequent
chapters, we use these similarities with other PES projects, and land use instruments
more broadly, to highlight the wider relevance of our findings.

Relevance of our cases to PES theory and sustainability science

We view that our study projects also link well to many ongoing academic debates in
PES theory and sustainability science. For PES, we highlight findings relevant to the
following ongoing debates: balancing environmental and economic design features with
broader social factors and objectives (Pascual et al. 2010; Muradian et al. 2012; Wunder
et al. 2018); improving the treatment of variability and uncertainty in forecasts of PES
outcomes (Berry et al. 2013); finding ways to increase the coverage (or ‘upscale’) PES
projects (Porras et al. 2013; Pirard et al. 2010); seeking a more effective approach
to REDD+ implementation (Turnhout et al. 2017); links between PES and poverty
alleviation (Bulte et al. 2008; Hegde et al. 2015; Jindal et al. 2013); and links between
PES and environmental justice and fairness (e.g. social marginalisation; gender)
(Benjamin et al. 2018; Martin et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2015; Bourne et al. 2015; Lee
2017).

Our cases also link to many key ongoing debates in sustainability science generally.
Forest-based PES projects like our study projects were originally conceived in the
mid-1990s as an innovative way to overcome the perceived inertia and inflexibility of
command-and-control land use instruments by allowing market forces to reconcile the
need for agricultural production with the local and global benefits of having trees in the
landscape (Engel et al. 2008; Ferraro 2001). In the two and a half decades since their
conception, we have seen mixed success of such schemes, and a series of wide ranging
critiques linked to their effectiveness and fairness (Börner et al. 2017; Van Hecken et al.
2015; Fletcher et al. 2017; Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2015). These critiques are linked
to wider debates in sustainability science around (amongst other things): mainstream
(neo-classical) economic models of human behaviour; the role of institutions and power
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dynamics in decision-making; interactions and feedbacks in social-ecological systems;
and the validity of different analytical methods and types of knowledge (Huber-Stearns
et al. 2017). These links are further elaborated in subsequent chapters. For now, we
simply point out that our cases provide a useful window onto many of these wider
academic debates.

1.4 Case study descriptions

Our three study projects are carbon agroforestry land use projects, each with their own
unique contexts and histories. We chose these projects due to their long periods of
operation, the wealth of environmental and social data available for each project, and
our existing relationships with project staff and local participants. This gave us access
to a wide range of personal perspectives and commercial-in-confidence information.
Below, for each project we describe the study site, outline the project’s history, and the
existing academic research conducted at each site. We also introduce the organisation
which certifies the carbon credits generated by these projects, the Plan Vivo Foundation,
who is a key actor in the administration of the projects. While these projects represent
relatively early examples of forest carbon PES, we view that the commonalities with
other PES and NRM projects are sufficient to offer lessons for the wider sector.

1.4.1 Scolel’te, Mexico

The Scolel’te project has been operating since 1996 and is spread across a 240 km section
of the highlands in the southern state of Chiapas, comprising two ecozones: the tropical
zone in the north (mean temperature 28 °C; mean annual rainfall 1,800 mm; mean
altitude 800 masl) and the subtropical zone in the south (mean temperature 18 °C; mean
annual rainfall 1,030 mm; mean altitude 1600 masl) (De Jong et al. 1995) (Figure 1.1).
The area is mountainous with the main natural vegetation being biodiverse montane
and tropical rainforests in the tropical zone, and pine-oak forests in the subtropical area
(De Jong et al. 2000). Existing land use is primarily focused on: unmechanised, low-
input, small-scale shifting maize cultivation (milpa); the extraction of forest products;
and sheep and cattle grazing. Livestock grazing is more common in the subtropical zone,
while the tropical zone has a higher proportion of land in protected areas. Participating
in the project are over 1300 smallholders from five culturally distinct Maya linguistic
groups, as well as many mestizo farmers of mixed descent (Ruiz-De-Oña-Plaza et al.
2011; AMBIO 2018). The state of Chiapas is one of the poorest in Mexico, where in
2015 8% of the population were assessed to be poor or severely poor according to the
Global Multidimensional Poverty Index (GMPI; which accounts for indicators relating
to education, health, basic infrastructure and physical assets) (OPHI 2015). Income-
based assessments indicate that in the same year, 53% of the population in Chiapas was
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living below the World Bank’s global poverty line of US$4 per day, with poverty higher
amongst Mayan communities (UNDP 2010; World Bank 2014). Land management
in the area varies between tight restrictions when farms are within or near protected
areas, and relatively unregulated land use elsewhere (Trench et al. 2017). Broadly, there
exists in Chiapas a culture of village-level independence stemming from the Zapatista
Uprising in the early 1990s (Assies et al. 2008), and most land use governance processes
are centred around village structures.

The Scolel’te project originated from a scoping study commenced in 1993 in which
researchers from the Colegio de la Frontera Sur (Mexico) and the University of
Edinburgh (funded by the Instituto Nacional de Ecologia, Mexico) worked with a range
of local communities in Chiapas to assess if and how carbon forestry could work for
local communities (i.e. by avoiding expensive top-down certification approaches and
allowing cheaper and more locally responsive approaches) (Tipper 2008). In 1996 a
group of thirty Mayan farmers from a local farmer’s cooperative, the Union de Credito
Pajal, took up the project and, with support from the University of Edinburgh and the
UK Department for International Development, developed a system for designing and
monitoring agroforestry land uses, and certifying, tracking and marketing associated
carbon credits. This approach is centred around each farmer choosing from a menu
of agroforestry options which prioritise the planting of native trees, with an associated
estimate of carbon sequestration. The farmer then adapts this general land use (within
bounds) to their farm. Farmers are then monitored for adherence to these initial
plans and targets. Where targets are achieved, carbon credits are issued and sold, and
farmers are paid. This process is periodically subjected to audits, or ‘verifications’, by
external independent consultants. This process usually also involves initially setting up
community-run tree nurseries to provide seedlings to farmers. Over time, and with the
support of a range of other donors, this system developed into the Plan Vivo Standard,
which is now overseen by the Plan Vivo Foundation who also certify many other PES
projects. The Plan Vivo approach is described in more detail below.

For Scolel’te, since 1996 the project has grown from its initial 30 farmers to include
over 1300 smallholders across 90 communities. In this time project institutions and
processes have evolved in response to the growth of the project and different community
needs. After initially being managed by the farmer’s cooperative, in 1998 a local NGO,
Cooperativo AMBIO, was established to provide independent financial management,
project monitoring and silvicultural extension services to the farmers. AMBIO’s office
is located in San Cristobal de las Casas, many hours journey from most of the farms.
During this time the project also developed a network of community technicians (usually
local farmers with some training in agroforestry) who provide the link between AMBIO
and the participating farmers, facilitating communication, training and monitoring.
AMBIO also engages (often foreign) technical experts to carry out particular analyses
and advise on different issues, and frequently permits academic researchers to study the
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(a) Map of field sites

(b) Landscape in tropical zone (c) Landscape in sub-tropical zone

(d) Interviews with Tzeltal farmers (e) Interviews with Lacandon farmers

Figure 1.1: Map and photos of Mexico field sites and participants
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project and associated communities. In this study, we henceforth refer to AMBIO and
similar local NGOs in our other study projects as ‘intermediaries’.

The Scolel’te project encompasses a range of different land uses. In this study our sample
covered farmers who variously implement selections of four different types of agroforestry
using native tree species: live fences; intercropping; improved coffee plantations; and
improved fallow fields. These are described at Table 1.1 with photos at Figure 1.4.
Broadly, within our land use science paradigm, the Scolel’te project can be seen as a
land use intervention incentivising farmers to increase native tree cover on their land
while maintaining agricultural production.

Scolel’te is a well-studied project having been the subject of many published studies.
In addition to literature on the prospects of PES in Mexico generally (Corbera et al.
2009; García-Amado et al. 2011; Orihuela-Belmonte et al. 2013; Costedoat et al. 2016;
Costedoat et al. 2015), studies have mainly focused on: which farmers access the scheme
and the (positive and negative) social impacts of access (Corbera et al. 2007; Brown
et al. 2003; Osborne 2011; Hendrickson et al. 2015); the prospect of tree growth and
carbon sequestration potential in the project (Schroth et al. 2011; Soto-Pinto et al.
2009; Breugel et al. 2006; De Jong et al. 2006; De Jong et al. 2000; De Jong et al. 1995;
Soto-Pinto et al. 2016; De Jong et al. 2004; Torres et al. 2010); and descriptions and
critiques of decision-making, monitoring and institutional development in the project
(Corbera et al. 2007; De Jong et al. 1995; Paladino 2011; Nelson et al. 2003; Ruiz-De-
Oña-Plaza et al. 2011; Wells et al. 2016; Otto 2016; Soto-Pinto et al. 2007; Osborne
et al. 2018). We draw on various themes in this literature in subsequent chapters.
Broadly our research adds to this research by explicitly examining environmental and
social factors of land use alongside each other, and focusing on actual land management
outcomes at the farm-, village- and project-level.

1.4.2 Trees for Global Benefits, Uganda

The Trees for Global Benefits project started in 2003 and encompasses farms along
a 330 km section of the Albertine Rift in western Uganda, covering the districts of
Rubirizi, Mitooma, Kasese, Hoima, Masindi (Figure 1.2). The project area is tropical
and mountainous (mean temperature 21 °C; mean rainfall 1,500 mm; mean altitude 1400
masl), with crater lakes and biodiverse tropical high forests (within and outside various
protected areas) competing against the expansion of large-scale commercial (tobacco,
tea, sugar) and smallholder agriculture (ECOTRUST 2006). The project encompasses
over 3000 farmers from six or more Bantu linguistic groups (ECOTRUST 2018). These
participants mainly practice low-input unmechanised subsistence agriculture to produce
bananas, maize, beans and millet (ECOTRUST 2006). Western Uganda has lower levels
of poverty than many other rural areas in the country, but in 2018 58% of the population
in the region were still assessed to be poor or severely poor according to the GMPI
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(OPHI 2018b). Structures of environmental governance are relatively highly centralised
in Uganda due to a pre- and post-colonial history of authoritarian government and of
command-and-control conservation measures in the area (Purdon 2015; Turyahabwe et
al. 2008).

The project was one of the first to implement the new Plan Vivo Standard following
its development in Mexico. With encouragement and support from the Plan Vivo
Foundation and CARE International, the local NGO intermediary, ECOTRUST, built
on their existing relationship with the Bitereko Women in Development Association
(BWIDA), a local women’s group in a small village, to introduce agroforestry with
native tree species (Schreckenberg et al. 2013; Fisher 2011). Since its initiation in
2003, the project has grown from an initial pilot involving 31 farmers to now including
3000 farmers across several districts. The ECOTRUST office is based centrally in
Entebbe (near the capital, Kampala), far from the participating farms and villages.
ECOTRUST employs a group of formally qualified project staff and foresters who visit
the farms to coordinate the project, provide extension services and conduct monitoring.
These project staff are assisted by a network of local ‘farmer coordinators’, who provide
coordination at the village level. ECOTRUST also engage a range of external experts
for technical advice and to conduct independent audits, and have interacted frequently
with academic researchers studying the project. All farmers in this project implement
the same type of ‘intercropping’ agroforestry (see Table 1.1 and Figure 1.2) which, as for
Mexico, is primarily about reintroducing native tree species into landscapes deforested
for cultivation.

Existing academic research on the project covers a broad range of topics including:
economic preferences and motivations for farmers choosing to participate in the project
(Fisher 2012; Clot et al. 2014; Clot et al. 2017); the biophysical potential for carbon
sequestration in the area (Nakakaawa et al. 2009); questions around the ability of the
project to address poverty alleviation and development (Lee et al. 2016; German et al.
2010; Mahanty et al. 2013; Tacconi et al. 2013; Carter 2009); environmental justice
and equity implications of project processes (Fisher 2013; Schreckenberg et al. 2013;
Fisher et al. 2018); the institutional design and monitoring of the project (Peskett et
al. 2011; Wells et al. 2016); and critiques of broader neo-liberal justifications for PES
(Carton et al. 2017; Nel 2017; Nel 2016; Carton et al. 2018; Purdon 2018). As for our
Mexico site, we build on this literature by explicitly linking social and environmental
considerations through an interdisciplinary social-ecological approach using data on
actual land management outcomes.

1.4.3 Sofala Community Carbon Project, Uganda

The Sofala Community Carbon Project commenced in 2007 and is situated in Sofala
Province in central Mozambique, spanning 30 km along in a protected area ‘buffer
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(a) Map of field sites

(b) Highland forest and agriculture (c) Agriculture around crater lakes

(d) Project technicians during monitoring

Figure 1.2: Map and photos of Uganda field sites and participants
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zone’ along the western border of the Gorongosa National Park (Figure 1.3). The area
is tropical and low lying (mean temperature 25 °C; mean rainfall 850 mm; mean altitude
180 masl), and mainly comprised of open miombo woodland (sometimes classified as
savannah) (Woollen et al. 2012; Ryan et al. 2011). Land use in the project area is
mainly focused around low-input, unmechanised subsistence farming (corn, sorghum,
other vegetables), as well as small-scale fuelwood and charcoal production (Hegde et al.
2011; Envirotrade 2010). There are over 1300 farmers registered with the project, which
include long term residents as well as refugees returning or newly arriving since the end
of Mozambican civil war in the 1990s. Farmers generally share Sena as their local
language (Envirotrade 2013). In 2018, Sofala Province was assessed to be one of the
more deprived areas of Mozambique with the GMPI categorising 72% of the population
as being poor or severely poor (OPHI 2018a). Land management decisions in the area
need to be approved by the leadership in each village, with some restrictions flowing
from its location in a protected area buffer zone (Hegde et al. 2015).

The project commenced in 2002 with initial funding from foreign investors, after being
advocated by the neighbouring Gorongosa National Park. The project intermediary,
Envirotrade Ltd., was a private organisation staffed by ex-military and forestry staff
from elsewhere in Mozambique and other countries. Envirotrade set up offices and staff
accommodation in the first village, Nhambita, and initially engaged 51 farmers to set
up live fence agroforestry on their farms. In 2003, the project gained financial support
from the European Union (as part of a wider sustainable development initiative), and
the University of Edinburgh was engaged to provide the technical support needed to
gain certification from the Plan Vivo Standard. Over the initial seven years, the project
expanded to include over 1300 farmers in the area, most of whom were implementing
the same type of native ‘live fence’ agroforestry land use (Table 1.1). The project had a
streamlined structure where most decisions were taken by senior Envirotrade staff, with
some consultation with the local village leadership. Formally trained Envirotrade staff
designed all of the land uses (with assistance from external technical assistants), and
conducted most aspects of training, monitoring and administration with some support
from local assistants in each village.

Following an initial seven-year period of implementation and growth, in 2010 the project
stopped expanding and in coming years sought to deal with a number of challenges
related to unfavourable media coverage, associated fluctuations in donor and carbon
market funding, increased costs from rapid expansion, staff departures, changes in
company ownership and military conflicts in the region. In 2013, Envirotrade officially
closed down and passed ownership of the carbon credits, and responsibility for project
management, to a local community association set up as part of the project. Since
then, while participating farmers continue to grow already-established trees, the project
appears to have become dormant.
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(a) Map of field sites

(b) Sofala landscape (c) Nhambita village

(d) Participating farmer and
family

Figure 1.3: Map and photos of Mozambique field sites and participants
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Table 1.1: Descriptions of agroforestry land uses analysed in this study. In Mexico, the
improved fallow intervention occurs in the subtropical zone, while all other interventions
occur in tropical areas

Land use name Description

Live fence, Mexico Planting of Cedrela odorata around the edge of existing arable
fields or areas of pasture. Initial minimum tree spacing of 3m (a
stocking density of 133 stems around a one ha. field).

Intercropping, Mexico Establishment of forestry plantations of C. odorata and
Swietenia macrophylla alongside existing annual agricultural
crops. Initial minimum stocking density of 333 stems per ha.

Coffee, Mexico Enrichment planting of C. odorata to provide shade in coffee
plantations. Initial minimum stocking density of 180 stems per
ha.

Improved fallow, Mexico Planting of Pinus oocarpa and Quercus spp. on long term
fallows or areas unsuited for agriculture. Initial minimum
stocking density of 475 stems per ha.

Live fence, Mozambique Planting of native hard wood tree species (typical of miombo
woodland) around the edge of existing arable fields. Initial
minimum tree spacing of 4m (a stocking density of 84 stems
around a one ha. field).

Intercropping, Uganda Establishment of forestry plantations of Maesopsis eminii
alongside existing annual agricultural crops. Initial minimum
stocking density of 333 stems per ha.

There has been some academic research conducted on the project, mainly assessing its
livelihood impacts (Jindal 2010; Hegde et al. 2011; Jindal et al. 2012; Palmer et al. 2012;
Groom et al. 2012), with some studies on the institutional design of the project (Grace
et al. 2010) and the types of farmers who participate (Hegde et al. 2015; Mudaca et al.
2015). As for our other study projects, we draw and build on these studies throughout
the thesis.

1.4.4 Carbon certification standards

All three projects receive funding from the sale of carbon credits through the Plan
Vivo Standard, one of many different such competing standards, all of which follow
similar procedures to validate carbon credits and deliver them to the carbon market
(Kollmuss et al. 2008). Developed initially from the Soclel’te project in Mexico, the
standard is now overseen by staff at the UK-based Plan Vivo Foundation. Plan
Vivo mainly aims to serve smaller community-based carbon projects—such projects
often find it prohibitively expensive to access the carbon market through other carbon
standards (Dougill et al. 2012). The core staff are based in the UK and work closely
with local intermediary organisations in each country, as well as range of specialist
advisors and independent project auditors. Apart from academic studies of particular
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(a) Intercropping, Mexico (b) Shade coffee, Mexico

(c) Live fence, Mexico (d) Improved fallow, Mexico (e) Live fence, Mozambique

(f) Intercropping, Uganda

Figure 1.4: Photos of land uses analysed in this study
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carbon projects associated with the carbon standard (such as those outlined in previous
sections) peer reviewed publications on the Plan Vivo Standard specifically are rare,
with studies mainly comparing Plan Vivo against other carbon standards as an example
of a relatively community-based PES approach (Dougill et al. 2012; Estrada 2011;
Orrego 2005; Corbera et al. 2010; Swallow et al. 2010).

Plan Vivo, and other carbon standards, are guided by general principles on accounting
and verification of land-based emissions originating initially from rules associated with
the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and forestry practice from the management
of timber plantations (Kollmuss et al. 2008; tabular et al. 2014). Currently, carbon
standards are being encouraged to adhere to a form of ‘best practice’ being advocated
by the International Carbon Reduction and Offset Alliance (ICROA) (ICROA 2019).
Where a carbon standard adheres to these criteria, they can become an ICROA
‘member’, which is intended to demonstrate to potential carbon buyers the robustness
of a certification standard (and its associated carbon credits). The influence of such
best practice rules on PES practice is examined in Chapter 5.

For our study projects, their certification by Plan Vivo confers on each of them a
common set of processes (Plan Vivo 2013). Initially, where a group of farmers wish
to access the carbon market, an in-country intermediary, usually a non-governmental
organisation or similar, agrees to manage the project. Technical experts are then
engaged to conduct scoping studies with two primary purposes. First, they inform which
farmers are targeted in the project, usually focusing primarily on the environmental
criterion of the biophysical capacity of the land to support increased provision of
ecosystem services (in our cases, mainly potential biomass accumulation through net
primary production, to support carbon sequestration). Where this is deemed a worthy
investment, there follows an assessment of the economic feasibility of the proposed land
use change in the area, as well as some consideration of how the current institutional
and socioeconomic contexts can be negotiated to implement the project. For the second
part of the scoping study, the technical experts develop a series of generalised land use
designs of native tree species from which farmers can choose to sequester carbon. These
designs, at a minimum, specify: the number and arrangement of different tree species to
be planted and maintained; the estimated amount of carbon that would be sequestered;
and progress targets upon the achievement of which a farmer would receive a carbon
payment (e.g. the stocking density and size of surviving trees).

Next, within the overarching project process, and within the bounds set out by the initial
designs from the scoping studies, farmers make their own plan for planting and apply to
join the project. Farmers who are assessed to have produced a suitable land use design,
and to have sufficient spare land for agroforestry (i.e. to safeguard local food security)
are then permitted to join the project. Where successful, they sign a contract with the
intermediary and, with technical support from the intermediary staff (i.e. agroforestry
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extension by forest technicians; support to set up and maintain tree nurseries), begin
to plant the trees. Over subsequent years, their progress is periodically monitored by
the intermediary and external auditors. Where a farmer meets their target, with the
intermediary as the middle-man, they receive from carbon buyers a payment for the
amount (tonnes) of carbon sequestered. Payments are usually negotiated and agreed
previously, when the contract is signed, and are usually the same rate per tonne for
all farmers implementing the same land use type. For administrative purposes, the
intermediaries usually group farmers together into village units and appoint some form
of village coordinator to manage the farmers within the area. These common processes
amongst our study projects provide a basis for comparison in future chapters.

One key difference between our study projects and many other PES projects is that our
projects use ‘ex-ante’ carbon crediting. This is where, while a farmer may have signed
a contract to grow and maintain trees for several decades, their income for carbon
sequestered over the entire contract period is paid in full within the first few years (e.g.
a farmer might receive 25 years worth of carbon income within the first ten years). This
was designed to help farmers cover the large upfront costs of tree planting, with the
assumption that once trees are established they will (to within bounds of certainty)
maintain them until maturity. This creates slight differences to other ‘ex-post’ projects
which only make payments in arrears. Mainly, it puts more onus on the accuracy of
initial carbon calculations. While in ex-post projects, initial calculations are only used
to test profitability and design land uses, in ex-ante schemes these initial predictions also
determine the level of payment. Thus, in an ex-ante project, if these initial estimates are
incorrect, it could theoretically lead to the over- or under-payment of carbon income,
and an under- or over-achievement of climate mitigation impacts. In practice this risk
is managed through conservative modelling and risk buffers (see Chapter 5). While the
ex-ante nature of our project creates some slight differences with other PES projects,
we view that our projects are still sufficiently similar to highlight lessons for PES and
NRM more broadly. The opportunities and limits of this to our analyses are discussed
in subsequent chapters.

1.4.5 Key actors in our cases

In each of our chapters we will focus on groups of people, henceforth actors, who play
specific roles in our study projects. Here, for clarity, we set out the full range of actors
included in this thesis:

• Farmers: these are the local people who have signed a contract with the project
to change their land use and conduct agroforestry;
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• Households: the group of people associated with a particular farm in the analysis
who share a common source of food (i.e. from the same farms and sources of
income) (Beaman et al. 2012);

• Villages: farms and/or households grouped under a specific village name for
the purpose of project administration. This may imply some degree of spatial
and cultural grouping, but the extent of this may vary between villages (e.g.
some ‘villages’ may include farms that are relatively distant from each other, or
households that are culturally distinct);

• Municipalities: the next highest level of formal administrative grouping above
village. As for the term village, this does not necessarily have a standardised
spatial or cultural designation;

• Community technicians or coordinators: local farmers who have,
respectively, a part-time formal technical or coordination role in the project;

• Intermediaries and staff : the local NGO, and its managerial and
administrative staff who run the project in-country;

• Project technicians: technical intermediary staff, usually with certified
technical training, who coordinate the project, provide farmer training and
monitor land use;

• Carbon standards and market administrators: the organisations and
associated staff who establish and enforce rules for certifying the carbon from
projects, and administer transactions in the carbon market (e.g. Plan Vivo;
ICROA);

• External experts: external technical specialists (usually from overseas) who
conduct ecological, economic or social analyses for intermediaries and carbon
standards, usually as consultants; and

• Theorists: a general term referring to the large research community who produce
knowledge on PES schemes and associated land use.

1.5 Theoretical perspective and conceptual frameworks

I undertake this research from a critical realist perspective where I assume that an
independent reality exists, but that our methods for understanding it are always partial
(Crotty 1998). I view that the ‘truth’ about our world can thus only be approximated
with multiple methods and continued critical reflection. Within this I take a social
constructivist approach where I assume that individuals develop their own differing
understandings (i.e. approximations) of reality based on their own worldview and
experiences. Multiple understandings of our hidden reality can thus co-exist. There
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is also an element of action research in the way that I have conducted the research: I
aim to change practice by working in an applied way with existing PES projects, with
the aim of improving the practices and outcomes for local farmers, project staff and
other stakeholders (Chandler et al. 2003). These perspectives will become increasingly
apparent throughout the thesis. While initial chapters appear largely post-positivist
through my focus on testing quantitative hypotheses on the variability and drivers
of land uses, the discussion sections and subsequent chapters open up the inquiry by
reflecting on the different ways that people perceive land use change its drivers (Moon
et al. 2014).

As mentioned previously, we frame this research broadly as environmental geography.
Within this we draw on a variety of disciplines and conceptual frameworks from various
disciplines. These are described in detail in the relevant chapters and summarised briefly
below.

Forest ecology provides our main methods for estimating biomass and tree diversity
(Goetz et al. 2015). Ecological theory and methods are also central to our analysis of
drivers: the potential environmental drivers and the regression methods we implement
for the quantitative analysis were also largely based on the ecological literature (e.g.
Poorter et al. 2012; Sande et al. 2017).

Ecological economics provides the vocabulary for examining how monetary and non-
monetary motivations influence human behaviour and associated land use in our projects
in PES schemes (Wunder 2013). We do not conduct detailed econometric analyses, but
instead refer to theories from ecological (and behavioural) economics which challenge
more traditional neoclassical perspectives of humans as utility maximising rational
actors, instead emphasising diverse and often unpredictable drivers of human behaviour
in such schemes (Muradian et al. 2010; Pascual et al. 2010). In Chapter 5 we also
link to critiques from ecological economists of the limitations of monistic approaches
to environmental decision making (e.g. decisions made based solely on estimations of
monetary value) (Spash 2008).

Political ecology provides a general basis for Chapter 5 where we examine how the
perspectives and power relations of different actors interact to influence the use of land
by local farmers. Many of these actors (e.g. theorists and experts) are from places
far away from local communities, yet their perspectives appear to have a significant
amount of power in determining how farmers are permitted to use their land. Local
actors in return accept or resist these perspectives depending on their own objectives.
This follows a long tradition in political ecology of examining how politics and power
influence the use of natural resources (Robbins 2011; Blaikie et al. 1987). We also link
to emerging debates on the importance of considering how power relations affect PES
schemes, and whether the often-equal power relations may affect justice and equity in
such schemes (Van Hecken et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2014). A key aspect of our findings
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is that local perspectives are often more nuanced and holistic than those posed by
external (yet more powerful actors). This finding links to existing critiques in political
ecology, of technocractic approaches to environmental management (such as PES) as
forms of ’social ecological reductionism’ which present complex problems as ’simple
stories’ which may fit the worldview and agendas of those with power, but which may
be damaging to local actors (Dawson et al. 2015; Roe 1991; Leach et al. 2010).

Critical institutionalism motivates our examination of how institutions in land
use projects evolve, and how individuals interact and respond to these institutions.
In contrast to ’mainstream’ institutionalism, critical approaches emphasises the role
of individual agency in institutions (i.e. different people will interact and respond
differently to the same institutions) (Cleaver et al. 2015). Critical approaches also
argue that institutions are more likely to evolve with local contexts in a relatively
unpredictable way, rather than being susceptible to being ‘designed’ (Koning et al.
2014).

Science and technology studies provide a framework for assessing different
approaches to understanding and generating valid knowledge about land use change.
Our use of such approaches is linked to our above use of political ecology concepts, and
draws on theories that knowledge generation (or ’science’) is driven as much by politics
and society as by the discovery of facts (Kuhn 1962; Sismondo 2010): we assess how
different perspectives on valid knowledge interact to influence local land use, and how
power relations lead certain perspectives to dominate. In doing so we draw on notions of
epistemic communities (coalitions of actors with similar values and perspectives) (Haas
1992; Mørk et al. 2008), and different treatments of uncertainty in knowledge generation
(Stirling et al. 2007). Our findings indicate the value of adaptive management and post-
normal science (Williams et al. 2014; Funtowicz et al. 2003).

Complex systems science underpins the social-ecological approach which ties all of
our analyses together, and provides the vocabulary for comparing how different actors
perceive change in a system, including through discussions of regime shifts, domains
of attraction, resilience and sustainability. We mainly draw on the notion of complex
adaptive systems set initially set out by C.S. Holling (1978), then further developed by
others including Beisner (2003) and Folke et al. (2005), although we also occasionally
also link to perspectives from Ostrom et al. (2009) which emphasise institutional aspects
of social-ecological systems.

1.6 Mixed methods data collection and analysis

In conducting this research, we used a variety of quantitative and qualitative data and
methods. Once again, these are detailed in full in the relevant chapters. For now, we
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explain our broader approach to our data and analysis, and briefly summarise our data
sources.

In generating data, hypotheses and propositions, we aimed to balance both inductive
and deductive approaches to research (i.e. testing existing theories versus letting them
emerge from the data)(Nastasi et al. 2010). We sought to do this in two ways. First,
as will become apparent in subsequent chapters, we took a grounded approach to our
research design where we based our various hypothesis and propositions on both existing
theories in the literature, and perspectives generated through open question in semi-
structured interviews with local farmers and project staff. Second, after conducting our
structured (quantitative and qualitative) empirical analyses, we referred to these initial
to interviews to better understand and contextualise our results. Broadly, this implied
a three-part sequencing to our mixed methods process: 1) qualitative construction of
hypotheses and propositions; 2) empirical testing of these views; then 3) a critical
and grounded interpretation of our findings (Brannen 2005). Following Yin (2014)
we implement this sequential approach by presenting each of our chapters as separate
comparative or exploratory multiple case studies. We use statistical generalisation where
appropriate within our case studies, then rely on analytical comparisons to compare
between cases and to examine the relevance of our findings to other cases.

The data collection phase of the research involved field visits to all three countries for
varying lengths of time: two and half months in Mexico (November 2016, and January
to February 2017); two weeks in Uganda (June 2016); and one month in Mozambique
(May 2018). In Mexico and Mozambique, most of this time was spent interviewing
farmers in local villages. In Uganda, due to a lack of resources, we were based in the
main office in Entebbe and only interviewed project staff and local technicians. We
were assisted by Nadia Merkel in Mexico, Sheila Katushabe in Uganda and Chadreque
Gurumane in Mozambique, who worked as research assistants to interpret interviews in
local languages and enter data from project records. We were also assisted by a range
of local guides and project staff including Ruben Trujillo and Nicolas Hernandez Perez
in Mexico, Lydia Kuganyirwa in Uganda, and Afonso Jornale Thole in Mozambique. In
addition to this fieldwork, we relied on: records from project intermediaries (provided
through confidentiality agreements with these organisations); contextual data collected
in Mexico and Uganda during a prior research project (essentially serving as extended
scoping studies for this research; Wells et al. 2016); social datasets from prior studies by
other researchers at the project sites (Jindal 2010; Fisher et al. 2009); and other existing
global datasets (detailed in full in Chapter 3. In summary, our analyses variously relied
on the following data:

• Tree inventories periodically carried out over several years by project technicians
on each of the farms included in the study. These include data on the growth and
diversity of trees planted as part of the projects;
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• Project management databases containing additional social information
about farmers, and further details about their land use;

• National and global spatiotemporal datasets on environmental (e.g. rainfall,
soils) and social (e.g. travel time to nearest city) variables;

• Household socio-economic surveys from existing studies and new primary
data collection in Mexico;

• Semi-structured interviews conducted in all three countries with local farmers
and project actors about their experiences in the project, and their perspectives
on the environmental, social and institutional drivers of tree growth and diversity;
and

• Project documents, both confidential and publicly available, on project
processes, rules and regulations.

Our quantitative analyses relied primarily on established ecological methods for
modelling biomass and tree diversity, and on regression analyses for assessing the
effects of different hypothesised social-ecological drivers. Our qualitative analyses
mainly used thematic coding to find themes in interviews and documents, as well as
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) to provide a structure to some of these data.
We implemented all analyses using the R software environment (version 3.6.0; specific
packages are cited in the relevant chapters; R Core Team 2019) within R Studio (RStudio
Team 2019), except for the thematic coding which was implemented in Microsoft
Excel. We used the Bitbucket implementation of the Git system for version control
and collaboration. This thesis was produced using the LaTeX typesetting system.

1.7 Positionality and ethics

In conducting this research, in addition to the usual ‘procedural’ ethics of conducting
research (i.e. approvals by the university ethics committee) we also had to manage
‘ethics in practice’ (Guillemin et al. 2004). Our practical ethical concerns mainly centred
around our engagement with two groups of actors: people in the rural communities that
we visited; and staff from intermediary organisations and carbon standards. Below I
reflect on my own positionality, and that of my research assistants and local guides,
with respect to these different groups. I then examine the potential issues for research
ethics and validity, and how we sought to address this.

Regarding my own positionality, during this research I interacted with a wide range
of people from rural agricultural communities in three different countries. All of these
interactions were affected by my position as a young foreign (British-Australian) white
male researcher seemingly associated with a land use programme which provided income
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to many of these people. People’s initial perceptions of me also appeared affected by
their prior experiences with other visiting researchers and carbon buyers, and the fact
that my presence in the community had usually been endorsed by the village leadership.
In Mexico, where communities have been visited by researchers and buyers for many
years, some respondents appeared very interested and keen to learn from a foreign
‘expert’, while to others I was just yet another ‘rich American’ researcher who would
visit for a few days then never be heard of again—it seemed that for these people I could
be safely ignored or circumvented. In Uganda, given their colonial history, continued
close links to the UK, and relatively centralised project administration, I appeared to
be a privileged white (‘mzungu’) British expert associated with the carbon project who
needed to be provided with information but also treated with caution. In Mozambique,
I seemed to be viewed as a ‘white’ foreigner, possibly British, who was assumed to
represent a lifeline for a quite vulnerable community wishing to reactivate their now-
dormant sources of carbon income.

This positionality affected my interactions with different people in different ways. For
some, my apparent status seemed to make them nervous and hesitant to divulge opinions
and other information. Others interpreted my outsider status alternatively as a threat
or opportunity, and sought to divert our conversation accordingly. Still others appeared
to be dismissive about the research, either because of my outsider status or my age.

On a personal level, being a foreigner visiting communities for a relatively short period
of time (three days to two weeks), it was clear that my immediate apprehension of
local contexts, histories and meanings were at best partial. Additionally, prior to the
PhD I had worked as a research assistant (employed by the University of Edinburgh)
on research with the project intermediary organisations and the Plan Vivo Foundation.
During this time I had observed how these programmes were run, heard a lot of opinions
on such projects, and had built professional relationships with many of the project staff,
and some local farmers. Thus I brought to the project a series of my own preconceptions
on both the positive and negative aspects of these projects and smallholder carbon
agroforestry generally.

My positionality also interacted with that of my research assistants in each country. In
Mexico Nadia is a young female from another part of Mexico, in Uganda, Sheila is a
female intermediary staff member with existing relationships with project staff, while
in Mozambique Chadreque is a male from a different ethnic group in neighbouring
Zimbabwe. All are well educated and were likely viewed as privileged by local
participants. Their backgrounds appeared to disarm some respondents and divert
others. Additionally, I was often relying on them to translate between myself and
respondents. The meanings I interpret from the interviews are therefore coloured by
the interpretations of my assistants (Krzywoszynska 2015). The presence of local guides
also had a potential influence on our interaction with local people.
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This raised a number of issues around ethics and research validity that we had to address
during our research. First, given our privileged position and that in many cases the
village leadership had endorsed our research, we were concerned that many respondents
may feel coerced into participating in the research. We thus had to pay particular
attention to getting genuine prior and informed consent from participants, by fully
explaining the origin and purpose of the research, and offering them the opportunity
to opt not to have their responses recorded, to opt out of the interview as a whole, or
to speak about something else entirely. Second, given our apparent association with
the carbon projects themselves (and thus with sources of carbon income), we had to
manage expectations about the research. For interviews with farmers in Mexico and
Mozambique, we repeatedly sought to make clear to respondents that we were neither
staff members of the project, nor carbon buyers, and that we had little direct influence
on the project itself. Having said this, we did offer to pass on any issues or feedback to
intermediary staff at the end of the fieldwork.

Third, given people’s initial reactions to us, we had to be aware of the risk of strategic
answering during project interviews. Our first step in dealing with this was to try
and build a rapport with respondents. For example, for me personally, I sought to do
this through sharing a meal, relating that I grew up on a farm in Australia, and/or
(sometimes) offering to play guitar for the village (Nadia was also a keen guitar player).
However, given our limited time in the villages (and that many people had never heard
of Australia and/or didn’t like our guitar playing) we were aware that to some degree
this risk remained. We sought to manage this bias through: informing respondents
that all interviews were confidential (we couldn’t guarantee full anonymity given the
small size of many of the villages and the public nature of respondent’s participation
in the project); asking local guides and any project staff to leave the area during the
interview; conducting debriefs with the research team after each interview (in which we
reflected on potential biases); and through triangulation between questions within the
interview and with other data sources (e.g. project records). Fourth, the qualitative
aspects of our research relied on my own interpretation of interviews, the records of
which, as previously stated, were themselves the interpretations of my field assistants.
Given my only partial understanding of local meanings, I had to be acutely aware of
possible biases in my interpretation (e.g. halo bias, heuristic confirmation, anchoring
bias; Atkinson et al. 2010). I sought to anticipate this through piloting interviews in
each country to clarify language; detailed field notes on the context of the interview;
and a two-phase review of qualitative evidence, where I revisited and checked my initial
interpretations weeks after the initial coding.

Many of these above issues also related to our interactions with the staff from project
intermediary organisations and carbon standards. To many of them I appeared to
be seen as a privileged external expert who could either help or hinder their PES
scheme. My research assistants may also have appeared as external actors outside of
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the intermediary’s trusted community of supporters. These are perhaps particularly
sensitive positions when dealing with the PES sector because external experts often act
as gatekeepers to PES markets (and associated PES income), passing judgement on
which schemes should be trusted by buyers (see Chapter 5). Particular PES projects
have also often become unwitting examples in broader, heated academic and political
debates around the merits and fairness of market environmentalism. Much of the
information and data held by PES projects is thus kept as commercial-in-confidence.
While the projects we were working with have been relatively open in inviting scrutiny
from researchers, in doing so they have also learnt to be cautious.

We sought to build constructive relationships with intermediary staff by helping them
with technical aspects of their project, including them in the research design, and by
being open with them about our findings. Personally, I sought to develop a direct and
honest relationship so that my role as an independent research was clear, and that any
issues I raised were presented as constructive feedback rather than unhelpful criticisms.
At the beginning we enshrined these ways of working by signing an agreement with
each organisation laying out the tasks of the research, confidentiality requirements, and
a process giving the intermediary a right of reply to our findings (i.e. they can see and
comment on drafts of the research, but cannot require changes). When conducting and
interpreting interviews of project staff, we had to be particularly aware of the risk of
strategic answering. As for interviews with local participants, we sought to deal with
this through interview debriefing and reflection, and triangulation within and between
interviews.

One final overarching ethical consideration in this research was to make sure that the
research was accurate and that it has impact. On the former, we have sought to do
this by seeking feedback from project intermediary staff and community technicians on
our initial findings in the field. Intermediaries will also comment on drafts of academic
articles before they are submitted for publication. On research impact, we have tried
to build this into the research process with periodic non-academic outputs on the way,
including inputs into project design documents, the provision of free AGB modelling
to participating projects, policy blogs on PES schemes and interdisciplinary research.
Going forward we intend to work with Plan Vivo and the International Institute for
Environment Development to use our findings to inform PES practice and policy (e.g.
through publishing policy briefs, practical guidance and toolkits).

1.8 Chapter outlines

The rest of this thesis consists of four research chapters presented as articles for
submission to various journals, as well as a synthesis chapter highlighting the key
findings and the broader relevance of the thesis. The research chapters were written
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as separate research papers. Thus, while they have been edited to reduce repetition
as much as possible, given that they share the same field sites and many of the same
data sources, some information on case descriptions and methods inevitably reappears
in different chapters. Author contributions in the research chapters are outlined at the
beginning of each chapter.

Chapter 2: How variable are farm-level land management outcomes in
smallholder land use interventions?

Smallholder PES projects represent notionally extreme instances of variability in NRM,
due to the relatively small size of the land management units, and the diverse social-
ecological contexts associated with each smallholder household (Nahuelhual et al. 2018;
Tittonell et al. 2005). In this chapter we aim to help PES and other NRM projects better
understand the extent of variability of land management outcomes from interventions
in smallholder contexts. We use tree inventories, AGB modelling and tree diversity
metrics to assess the variability in outcomes in AGB and tree diversity across 1299
farms in our three study projects. Our research question for this chapter is: what has
been the variability of AGB accumulation, and the diversity of established trees, on
project farms?

Chapter 3: What drives farm-level land management outcomes in
smallholder land use interventions?

Managing variability and uncertainty in the drivers of land use and land cover remains
a key challenge for land-based sustainability programmes (Lambin et al. 2014; Naeem
et al. 2015). In this chapter we assess the social-ecological drivers of land management
outcomes across 492 farms in our study projects. We include not only drivers commonly
cited in theory, but also drivers suggested in interviews with local farmers and project
technicians. To judge at what scale they should be managed, we also assess at what
administrative grouping (i.e. institutional scale) land management outcomes tend to
cluster (household, village or municipality). Using data from existing tree inventories,
spatiotemporal datasets, existing social surveys and a new household survey in Mexico
we assess a set of drivers quantitatively through regression trees, assessments of spatial
autocorrelation, bivariate correlations, and linear mixed models. We then supplement
this with a qualitative thematic synthesis of drivers suggested by local technicians and
farmers in each country. Our research question for this chapter is: which social-
ecological drivers have had the greatest effect on the AGB and diversity of trees
established in the project, and at what institutional scale do these land management
outcomes vary?

Chapter 4: (De)centralisation, participation and incentives: which
institutional attributes provide better land management outcomes within
a PES project?
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There is ongoing debate around which aspects of project design are most important
for success in PES projects (Ezzine-de-Blas et al. 2016; Pascual et al. 2014;
Wunder et al. 2018). In this chapter we focus on our Mexico and Mozambique
study projects, the projects for which we have sufficient farmer-level qualitative
data. We analyse qualitatively across 39 farms how the following within-project, or
‘intra-institutional’, attributes have been associated with different AGB outcomes:
organisational centralisation; organisational decentralisation; participation in decision-
making; and responses to monetary incentives. Using data from tree inventories
and semi-structured interviews we conduct a fuzzy qualitative comparative analysis
to identify patterns across our cases, before unpacking and examining these patterns
in more depth through a thematic synthesis of farmer experiences. Our research
question is: in our study projects in Mexico and Mozambique, how have organisational
centralisation, decentralisation, local participation in decision-making, and perceptions
of monetary incentives been associated with different land cover outcomes?

Chapter 5: How does PES cause change within a social-ecological system?
Comparing theory, market rules and local experiences

To improve the success of PES schemes, and NRM interventions in general, there are
increasing calls for improving inter-disciplinary ways of working (St John et al. 2014;
Wesselink et al. 2017; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017). In this chapter, across all three of
our study projects, we explore how different groups of actors with shared views (i.e.
epistemic communities) perceive that PES causes change in a social-ecological system,
and the interactions between these perspectives. We focus on three existing epistemic
communities already apparent in the PES literature: actors from theory development,
market administration, and local practice. Using concepts from science and technology
studies and social-ecological systems theory, we summarise the dominant perspectives
in the literature on PES theory, then thematically analyse perspectives from market and
local actors from 65 semi-structure interviews and 22 project documents. Our analysis
contrasts the ways that different epistemic communities view that PES causes changes
to system states and domains of attraction, and how this feeds through to affect PES
rules, practice and outcomes. Our research questions are:

1. What are the origins, differences and similarities of perspectives amongst epistemic
communities from theory, markets and local practice?

2. How do these epistemic communities view that PES causes change in a social-
ecological system?

3. How do these epistemic communities interact, what are the associated
complementarities and tensions, and what are the implications for PES success?

Chapter 6: Synthesis and conclusions
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Here we summarise the main findings of the research in this thesis, and draw out
lessons for PES practice and theory. We highlight our novel findings on how social and
institutional factors drive AGB and tree diversity, the interdependence (rather than
competition) between economic incentives and community legitimacy in PES, and how
PES may be better conceived as, and rewarded for, seeking broader changes of domains
of attraction in the landscape (and associated regime shifts), rather than just seeking
simple shifts in state variables. Finally, I discuss the implications of this research for
NRM and land use science more broadly.
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Chapter 2

How variable are farm-level land
management outcomes in
smallholder land use interventions?

Geoff J. Wells1, Casey M. Ryan1

1School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh

Abstract

Achieving sustainable natural resource management (NRM) in the tropics is central to
the global sustainable development agenda. A key challenge for NRM interventions
is to better understand and manage the variability, and resultant uncertainty, of land
use drivers and outcomes. Smallholder payments for ecosystem service (PES) projects
represent notionally extreme instances of variability in NRM due to the relatively small
size of the land management units, and the diverse social-ecological contexts associated
with each smallholder household. In this chapter we aim to better understand the
extent of variability of land management outcomes from interventions in smallholder
contexts. We examine the actual level of variability in land management outcomes
which has occurred across 1299 farms in three of the world’s oldest smallholder carbon
agroforestry projects in Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique. We use tree inventories and
ecological methods to assess the variability of two important outcomes in forest-based
interventions: aboveground biomass (AGB) accumulation; and diversity of tree species.
We find that, while there has been AGB accumulation at the project-level, within each
project there was great variability in AGB and tree diversity between farms, beyond
that predicted in project designs. Additionally, this variability increases over time. Our
results suggest that similar interventions should thus expect and plan for persistent and
increasing variability in their project designs.
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2.1 Introduction

A key challenge for land use programmes seeking to achieve more sustainable land use is
the management of uncertainty about the drivers and outcomes of interventions during
the targeting, design and implementation of projects (Lambin et al. 2011; Naeem et al.
2015). Part of this uncertainty stems from the great variability of drivers and outcomes
within social-ecological systems (SES) (Holling 2001; Turner et al. 2013; Cumming et al.
2006; Folke 2006).

Smallholder carbon agroforestry projects, a subset of schemes within the ever-expanding
payments for ecosystem services (PES) sector, present notionally extreme cases of
variability in NRM. In addition to the already-variable nature of tree diversity and
growth in primary and secondary forests and woodlands (Chave et al. 2014; Poorter et
al. 2012; Staver et al. 2019; Ryan et al. 2011), smallholder systems are likely even more
heterogeneous due to varying land management across relatively small (e.g. hectare-
level) land management units, driven by the diverse social and environmental contexts
of different farmers (Nahuelhual et al. 2018; Woollen et al. 2012; McNicol et al. 2015;
Pritchard et al. 2018; Tittonell et al. 2005; Giller 2013). Better understanding and
managing variability of drivers and outcomes, and resultant uncertainty in project
design and implementation, has been identified as a major challenge for the PES sector
(Naeem et al. 2015), which has so far mainly seen weaker than expected impacts on the
ground (Börner et al. 2017).

In this chapter we contribute to this knowledge gap through an empirical analysis of
the level of variation in land management outcomes across 1299 farms in three of the
world’s oldest smallholder agroforestry payments for ecosystem services (PES) projects
in Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique. We then explore the potential drivers of this
variability in Chapter 3.

We frame our research in this chapter around improving knowledge about variability
in PES, or reducing ‘variability uncertainty’ (Ascough et al. 2008). Through better
understanding the extent of variability in land management outcomes in our cases, we
aim to assess to what extent this variability (and resultant uncertainty) needs to be
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accounted for in PES project design. We use quantitative ecological methods to assess
variability in aboveground biomass (AGB) and tree diversity, two common metrics for
assessing changes to land cover and associated ecosystem services (Goetz et al. 2015).
Our research question is: what has been the variability of AGB accumulation, and the
diversity of planted trees, on project farms?

Below, we first describe our study areas, data and methods. We then present and discuss
our results together. Finally, we draw lessons for both smallholder PES projects and
NRM more widely. In Chapters 3 and 4 we explore these results further by examining
the potential drivers of this variability. In Chapter 5 we then examine the opportunities
and challenges of better managing such variability in PES generally.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Socio-ecological contexts of study areas

We selected our three smallholder PES projects based on expectations of high levels
of social and environmental diversity (making them good cases for an analysis of
variability), and because of their shared project structures and objectives as smallholder
carbon agroforestry projects (to enable comparisons between cases). All projects have
also been operating for significant periods of time, and have a wealth of primary data
available on tree growth and diversity.

As outlined in the case descriptions in Section 1.4 in Chapter 1, all three projects
implement carbon agroforestry in rural contexts. Overall, while the three projects
are spread across the world, they can be seen to share broadly similar social and
environmental contexts and objectives, where relatively poor subsistence farmers from
varying cultural backgrounds are being engaged to arrest and reverse a loss of tree
cover. Sub-national assessments of the Global Multidimensional Poverty Index suggest
a gradient of relative poverty across our study sites: in 2014 8% of the population
in Chiapas in Mexico was assessed to be poor, while in Western Uganda and Sofala
Province (Mozambique) the level was assessed to be 58% and 72%, respectively, during
2018 (OPHI 2015; OPHI 2018b; OPHI 2018a). While poverty appears relatively low
in Mexico, farmers participating in the study were mainly from Mayan cultural groups,
which have much higher levels of poverty than others in the region (UNDP 2010). The
multi-dimensional poverty amongst our study participatns is thus likely much higher
than 8%.

All of our study projects are carbon agroforestry schemes (as outlined in Section 1.4)
where, broadly, buyers wishing to mitigate their greenhouse gas emissions pay farmers
to sequester carbon through planting and maintaining trees on the farms. Farmers
wishing to join the project apply to an intermediary (usually a local environmental
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organisation) who, subject to the farmer passing an initial assessment, offer the farmer
a list of possible land uses they can implement. Included in each of these land uses are
targets for tree diversity (i.e. the type and number of species to be planted) and growth
(i.e. minimum levels of AGB accumulation required to achieve target levels of carbon
sequestration). The degree to which actual land management outcomes do or do not
diverge from these initial forecasts of tree growth and diversity are of key interest to
this chapter (i.e. how does actual variability of growth and diversity compare to those
in project designs?).

We focus on AGB and tree diversity as two common metrics used to assess the success
of forest-based NRM interventions (Goetz et al. 2015). While this does not cover the
varying social objectives of PES directly (e.g. impacts on livelihoods), given that the
delivery of ecosystem services is the core justification of PES, we view that social goals
can only be met when intended environmental objectives are also being achieved. Thus,
understanding variation in AGB and tree diversity can be seen to underpin not only
environmental objectives, but also other social outcomes.

In this and subsequent chapters we focus on farms implementing one of six agroforestry
land uses described in Chapter 1 at Table 1.1 and Figure 1.4. On each farm, all trees
were planted at approximately the same time, and existing trees were excluded from
the measurements used in this study. Thus, all farms are treated as having even-aged
stands of planted trees. In all of our study projects, land uses were designed to only
include native tree species.

In discussing and comparing between projects, a key level of comparison in this and later
chapters is the ‘village’. In this thesis we use the term village to refer to all farms grouped
under a particular village name for the purpose of project administration. We use this
term intentionally to distinguish from the less precise but more commonly used term
‘community’. In natural resource management the term community can have several
meanings including designating a spatial unit, a homogeneous social structure or shared
norms (Agrawal et al. 1999). Here we substitute the term village to simply mean farms
that share the same administrative village-level grouping for project purposes. While
this likely does imply some degree of spatial and cultural clustering, the extent of this
may vary between villages (e.g. some ‘villages’ may include farms that are relatively
distant from each other, or households that are culturally distinct).

2.2.2 Sampling

We used farm-level tree inventories, AGB modelling, and tree community and diversity
analyses, to estimate the variability of AGB and tree diversity between smallholdings
with the same land use designs. We used tree inventory data from electronic project
monitoring records verified against hardcopy records obtained during field visits to each
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region. These records included: supplementary information on farm size; the years the
trees were planted; farm location information (GPS); and the village associated with the
farm. This data was collected on all participating farms over several years by certified
forestry technicians in Uganda and Mozambique, and by project-trained community
technicians in Mexico. Here we treat data collected by forestry and community
technicians as equally robust (Holck 2007).

We conducted separate analyses for AGB and planted tree diversity, analysing all farms
that had complete monitoring data for the associated analysis. Monitoring of planted
trees was conducted in two phases. During the establishment phase (between three
to five years since planting) the number and species of trees were counted on each
farm. Following this establishment phase, growth measurements (stem diameter at
breast height (DBH) in Uganda and Mozambique, and stem height in Mexico) were
taken in subsequent monitoring visits (up to 10 years since planting). Given our
focus on assessing the growth and diversity of surviving, established trees, we extracted
monitoring records for all farms that were old enough to have had growth measurements
taken. Our sample thus excludes farms that failed the initial establishment phase and
where the farmer then chose to leave the programme (and so was not subsequently
monitored). According to the electronic project management databases, the number of
farmers who left the programme was very small (less than 1% of farms in each project).
Additionally, the datasets do include farms where, despite very poor performance,
farmers have chosen to stay in the project and attempt to improve their performance.
Thus, while our sample excludes some poorly performing farms, we view that these were
small enough in number to not undermine our overall conclusions.

From these datasets, further farms were excluded from either the AGB or diversity
analyses if the associated data was missing, inconsistent (e.g. where total stocking
density was not the same as the sum of individual species counts) or where there were
apparent errors in data entry (e.g. impossible growth rates or stocking densities). For
the analysis of AGB, this resulted in a loss of 20% of farms for Mexico (184 missing
from a total of 944), 1% of farms for Uganda (2 missing from a total of 303) and 7% of
farms in Mozambique (17 missing from a total of 255). For the tree diversity analysis,
this resulted in a loss of 37% of farms for Mexico (353 missing from a total of 944), 2%
of farms for Uganda (4 missing from a total of 303) and 8% of farms in Mozambique
(21 missing from a total of 255). The greater missingness in Mexico is likely because:
a) the project is ten years older than the others and so has many more farmers with
records past the establishment phase (and so more potential for missingness); and b)
for the initial ten years this project relied on a paper-based filing system, and then a
prototype database, thus leading to increased issues in data entry and translation (i.e.
deciphering technician monitoring notes). To assess how this exclusion of farms would
affect our sample, before excluding the data we used two-variable boxplot comparisons
to look for patterns in the missing and invalid data (i.e. comparing x where y is
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present against x where y is not present) (van Buuren et al. 2011). This showed no
significant structure to the missing or invalid data, thus suggesting that excluded farms
were ‘missing-at-random’ (i.e. the occurrence of null values, inconsistencies and data
entry errors appeared random) (Little et al. 2014). Along with the wide scope of our
sample of farms in each project, we therefore interpret our sample to be random, and
representative of the total population of farms within each project (Little et al. 2014).
Overall, we included 1299 farms for the AGB analysis, and 1124 farms for diversity.

2.2.3 Aboveground biomass: data and analysis

To generate farm-level estimates of AGB, we used data on DBH, tree height and wood
density (see Section A.1 in the Appendices for a data summary for each country),
the pantropical allometric model provided by Chave et al. (2014) and the BIOMASS
package in R (Rejou-Mechain et al. 2018). We used the Monte-Carlo resampling function
in the BIOMASS package to find the error of the estimates (i.e. from the propagation
of error throughout the allometric model, DBH-height models, and estimated wood
densities). Next, using the different aged plots within each AF type as a chronosequence,
we conducted least square log-linear regressions to find AGB accumulation curves (AGB
predicted by age) for each land use type up to year ten (the last year with monitoring
data) (Eq.1).

AGB = aebt (Eq.1)

Where t is the age of the plot, e is the exponential function, and a and b are
regression coefficients.

We view that our AGB datasets are good candidates for a chronosequence analysis
due to their decadal timescales, and the relatively low tree diversity and standardised
nature of each of the intended land use designs (Walker et al. 2010). Additionally, we
only apply the chronosequence to the temporally dependent phenomenon of biomass
accumulation (Paine et al. 2012), and not to aspects of tree diversity, which may have
a less clear temporal dimension. We opted for a log-linear approach as the maximum
tree age in the datasets was 10 years, which appeared too young to reflect the latter
part of a sigmoidal growth curve. The initial part of this tree growth curve can be
approximated through a log-linear function (Paine et al. 2012). To estimate the error
of our AGB curves, we also regressed the curves at the upper and lower 95% confidence
intervals of the ABG estimates. General goodness-of-fit metrics are reported at Figure
2.2.

To understand the ‘average’ AGB accumulation of each land use type, we extracted
from the regressions the conditional mean values of AGB in year 10. To understand
how AGB has varied within a land use type, and to enable comparisons across land
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use types (and with other studies) we computed two universal metrics of variation.
First, to assess the degree of spread in AGB within each land use, we calculated their
respective coefficient of variations (CV) (the root-mean-square-error for each farm in
the regression divided by the conditional mean of AGB for a given plot age). Second,
to assess the extremes of this spread, we calculated a ‘median performance ratio’ by
dividing maximum AGB by minimum AGB at all plot ages and taking the central value
for each land use.

An important distinction of our AGB analysis from other assessments of forest-based
PES outcomes is that, while our AGB estimates and accumulation curves are useful for
assessing land management outcomes between plots, they are not necessarily indicative
of total carbon sequestration levels and impacts. A full assessment of the carbon
impact of these projects would also require data on other carbon sinks and sources
(e.g. soils, direct and indirect emissions from fertilizers, livestock, fire) (Woollen et al.
2014; Seebauer 2014), as well as additionality and leakage (i.e. relocation) of emissions
(Engel et al. 2008).

2.2.4 Tree diversity: data and analysis

To assess variation in the diversity of trees between farms and villages within a land use,
we used the counts of individual tree species on each farm to generate four plot-level
metrics of diversity, and produced a community ordination graph for each land use. To
summarise the types and abundances of species planted on each plot, we also produced
a (to our knowledge) novel type of ‘disaggregated’ rank abundance (or Whittaker) plot
for each land use (see Section A.2 for further details and a summary of the tree diversity
data).

We calculated the following plot-level metrics using the R packages vegan (Oksanen
et al. 2018) and adespatial (Dray et al. 2018):

• Local contributions to beta diversity (LCBD) uses the type of species, the total
number of different species (i.e richness) and the number of each of these species
on a farm (i.e. abundance) to calculate how unique the farm is when compared to
all other farms within the land use (higher LCBD means more unique) (Legendre
et al. 2014). We used the Hellinger distance method to help deal with the large
variations in species abundance between farms (Oksanen et al. 2018).

• Rarefied species richness informs us about the number of different species on
a farm (higher richness means more species), with rarefaction accounting for
differences in farm-level stocking densities (i.e. bigger samples are more likely
to contain rare species) (Legendre 2014)
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• Simpson’s evenness tells us about the balance of species abundances on a farm
(based on the relative dominance and richness of existing species). A high score
indicates that the extant species on a plot are evenly balanced, while low scores
indicates dominance by a particular species. For pure mono-cultures, Simpson’s
evenness will always be high (i.e. a score of 1). (Morris et al. 2014).

• The dominance of targeted trees measures what proportion of the trees actually
planted by farmers are included in the original land use designs, and thus how far
farmers have diverged from the species and stocking densities originally set out by
the project intermediaries (higher proportions mean more dominance of targeted
species).

These metrics allowed us to compare aspects of diversity between individual farms,
villages and land use designs. To examine if there were significant differences in diversity
between different types of land uses overall, we also calculated beta diversity (i.e. the
degree of difference of species within a group of biological communities) at the land use
level using Simpson’s dissimilarity index (Baselga 2010).

To further examine variability of tree communities within a land use, and how this has
diverged from the tree communities set out by intermediaries in initial land use designs,
we conducted ordinations of the tree communities planted on each farm within each land
use. Community ordination is a method of identifying and visualising in 2-dimensional
space, patterns within groups of biological communities (here, plant tree communities on
individual farms grouped by the initially intended land use) (Chahouki 2013). The closer
together two farms are on the ordination diagram, the more similar are their biological
communities. In ecology, the technique is widely used to map the differences in biological
communities across environmental gradients. Here we instead use the ordination plots
to visualise how similar are farms within a particular village, how similar are villages as
whole, and how far have these farms and villages diverged from the initially intended
land use designs. The possible explanations of these differences (i.e. the gradients of
social and environmental drivers) are examined separately in Chapter 3.

We conducted the ordination in the vegan R package (Oksanen et al. 2018) using
detrended correspondence analysis with Hellinger transformations (Borcard et al. 2011;
Legendre et al. 2001). To facilitate comparisons of farms within and between villages,
we used ‘spider ordination graphs’, where farms within a particular village are connected
by lines crossing the group’s centroid location (i.e. a spider). The bigger the spider,
the more diverse are farms within the village. The further apart are two village spiders,
the less similar they are. We represented the tree communities in the land use designs
initially set out by intermediaries through a separate spider overlaid on the diagram.
Farms close to the lines of this overlaid spider are similar to the initial land use design,
while those further away show divergence.
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We also attempted to cluster farms within a land use into classifications of tree
communities, but none of the attempted ordination methods (i.e. detrended
correspondence analysis with Hellinger transformation; nonmetric multidimensional
scaling with Bray Curtis dissimilarity and a range of different linkage and outlier
methods) yielded reliable classifications beyond single clusters within a land use. This
is likely due to insufficient richness amongst established project trees (i.e. a maximum
species richness of eight) and is discussed further in the Results and discussion section.

A limitation of the datasets underlying these diversity analyses is that they rely on
binomial (scientific) species names translated from the local common names recorded
by project technicians. While species identification using local common names has
proven to be reliable and consistent within a region (i.e. where people with the same
vernacular are recording the species names), the use of common names allows for less
precision amongst similar species (i.e. similar but taxonomically different species may
be recorded under the same common name) (Peroni et al. 2014). Thus, while in this
study, for simplicity, we continue to refer to ‘species’, these could more accurately be
called ‘ethnospecies’ (i.e. species identified based on local, rather than external criteria).
Given that our focus is on highlighting the broad differences in species between farms
(rather than contributing new ecological knowledge on the exact scientific nature of the
tree communities), and that in each project the species were identified by technicians
with the same background and training, we view that this limitation does not deter
from our findings.

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Aboveground biomass

Table 2.1 reports the mean AGB estimates for each land use at 10 years, as well as the
indicators of spread (i.e. variation): the CVs and median performance ratios within each
land use. Figure 2.2 shows the AGB accumulation curves and the spread of individual
farm AGB in each land use.

Under all land uses types, AGB accumulation at the land use level overlaid large farm-
level variation, where underperformance on some farms was offset by overperformance
on others. This is evident in Figure 2.2 from the spread of the farm-level AGB
estimates around the project-level regression lines (i.e. mean AGB accumulation
curves), and from the high CVs and performance ratios in Table 2.1. In general, tropical
interventions in Mexico (coffee, live fence and intercropping) had the highest CVs (Table
2.1). Performance ratios show there was always extreme over- and under-performance.
Intercropping in Uganda had the biggest performance ratio, potentially due to some
farms being badly affected by a pest targeting the main species initially targeted in
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Table 2.1: AGB and variability at 10 years. Indicators of average farm-level AGB
and variability 10 years after planting: number of plots (n); conditional mean at 10
years (from regression); coefficient of variation (CV) for farms in land use; and median
performance ratios (highest AGB / lowest AGB in given year and land use).

AGB Perf. ratio

n Mean CV Median

Coffee, Mexico 91 3.9 ± 2 0.96 7.57
Live Fence, Mexico 258 2.3 ± 0.8 0.80 9.90
Intercropping, Mexico 300 8.6 ± 2.8 0.86 13.11
Improved Fallow, Mexico 111 2 ± 0.9 0.54 8.86
Intercropping, Uganda 301 6.3 ± 2.2 0.57 25.00
Live Fence, Mozambique 238 3.4 ± 1.1 0.62 6.72

this intervention, Maesopsis eminii. Variability also increased at longer periods after
planting: Figure 2.1 plots the interquartile range of AGB at different farm ages and
shows that older farms are more variable. The clustering of points of the same colour
in Figure 2.2 gives an initial indication that performance is similar across villages. This
is explored further in Chapter 3.

We could not find comparable studies for similar agroforestry systems in the region, but
comparisons of variation in AGB in forest and woodlands generally show that our study
plots were much more variable than on similar size plots in natural tropical forests in
Mexico and Uganda (CVs of ∼ 0.1 in Saatchi et al. 2011; Clark et al. 2000). This could
reflect that managed systems are subject to a wider array of drivers of tree growth
and disturbance relative to these types of natural forests. In Mozambique variability of
AGB was broadly the same as for woodlands in the area generally (CV of 0.54; derived
from Ryan et al. 2011). This could reflect that the region generally has a relatively high
level of natural and anthropogenic disturbance in both managed and unmanaged areas
(Ryan et al. 2011).

2.3.2 Tree diversity

The boxplots at Figure 2.3 summarise the variation in our four metrics of diversity,
while Table 2.2 provides further details including land use-level beta diversity (β).
The community ordination for the coffee and intercropping land uses in Mexico is at
Figure 2.4, while all other ordinations are reported in Section A.2 of the Appendices.
The disaggregated rank abundance plots in Section A.2 also show which species were
dominant at particular farms and villages. Here we summarise results first between,
then within, land uses (i.e. between farms).
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Figure 2.1: Interquartile range of AGB in a given year, in each land use

Table 2.2: Variability of diversity of planted trees, by land use type. Beta diversity (β)
and medians ± SDs of LCBD, species richness, Simpson’s evenness (E), and dominance
of species specified in initial land use designs.

n β LCBD Richness E % Targ. spp.

Live Fence, Mexico 195 0.29 0.004 ± 0.003 3.6 ± 1.5 0.6 ± 0.2 0.29 ± 0.3
Intercropping, Mexico 240 0.30 0.004 ± 0.002 3.7 ± 1.3 0.5 ± 0.2 0.53 ± 0.28
Coffee, Mexico 47 0.35 0.02 ± 0.008 3.2 ± 1.9 0.5 ± 0.3 0.57 ± 0.34
Improved Fallow, Mexico 109 0.09 0.003 ± 0.013 1 ± 0.4 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.32
Intercropping, Uganda 299 0.38 0.003 ± 0.001 3.2 ± 1.6 0.7 ± 0.2 0.09 ± 0.34

Live Fence, Mozambique 234 0.36 0.004 ± 0.002 3.1 ± 1.7 0.7 ± 0.2 0.92 ± 0.3
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(c) Improved Fallow, Mexico
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(e) Intercropping, Uganda
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(f) Live Fence, Mozambique

Figure 2.2: AGB accumulation curves for each land use type. Points are actual AGB on observed farms (vertical lines are 95 CIs). Farms
from different villages are in different colours.
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(d) Dominance of target species

Figure 2.3: Boxplots of farm-level LCBD, species richness, Simpson’s evenness and dominance of species targeted in initial land use designs.
Number of plots for each land use displayed across the top of each boxplot.
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At the land use level, there are four key results. First, all land uses had similar general
levels of diversity (e.g. β, median richness and median evenness), except for improved
fallow in Mexico, which had a much lower diversity across all metrics (the high evenness
for Improved Fallow in Mexico reflects that many plots were mono-cultures of Pinus
oocarpa). The lower diversity for improved fallow in Mexico may be because this land
use occurs in a subtropical region (which may naturally have lower diversity), as well
as a range of other factors examined in Chapter 3.

Second, these land uses experienced higher levels of dominance compared to other,
more natural systems. In our projects, land use-level β and species richness were both
lower than in studies of natural (i.e. unmanaged) forests and woodlands in our study
regions (with similar sized plots) (Tripathi et al. 2019; Kappelle et al. 1995; Van de
Perre et al. 2018; Fayolle et al. 2019). Our failed attempts to cluster and classify tree
communities within a land use (see Section 2.2.4) also suggest that all plots within
a land use shared similar patterns of dominance: none of the attempted ordination
methods yielded reliable classifications beyond single clusters. This may reflect that,
while these managed systems experience the same environmental conditions as more
natural systems nearby, the resultant ecological niches are being filled with fewer and
more dominant species due to social factors (e.g. farmers prevent some tree species
from becoming established).

Third, the tree communities within each land use differed greatly. All land uses had
similar levels of richness (except for the subtropical improved fallow intervention in
Mexico), but had different species mixes (see Figures A.13 to A.18). Within this, the
dominance of targeted species occurred across a spectrum between land uses: improved
fallow in Mexico and live fence in Mozambique were dominated by target species; all
tropical land uses in Mexico (live fence, intercropping, coffee) had moderate dominance
by such species; and intercropping in Uganda was not dominated by target species at
all. In the case of Uganda, the low dominance of target species reflects an adaptation
away from the initially targeted but pest-affected M. eminii towards the more reliable
Grevillea robusta (Figure A.17). In addition to this and other ecological effects (e.g. a
tropical/subtropical gradient), this variation of species mixes and dominance between
land use could reflect varying levels of intermediary and local control over which species
were planted by farmers. This is explored further in Chapter 3.

Finally, all land uses show at least some level of divergence of species selections
away from those specified in original land use designs. While a few species usually
dominate plots, and while many of these species are the ones specified in initial
plans, the ordination plots show that very few farms ended up establishing the exact
tree communities initially targeted (e.g. Figure 2.4). Further, these different tree
communities appear to cluster at the village-level: some villages, as a whole, depart
further from the intended land use designs (i.e. farms within a village are usually more
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Figure 2.4: Spider oridnation plots (using hellinger transformations and detrended
correspondence analysis) for Coffee and Intercropping in Mexico, to compare between
actual communities of planted trees (at the farm-level) and the spectrum of tree
communities anticipated in the initial land use designs: small points represent farms,
each spider is a village (large points with the number are the centroid of village
diversity), while target tree communities from initial land use designs are overlaid in
red. Displaying the names of the ten most abundant planted tree species.’
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similar, and diverge from the land designs as a group). In the case of improved fallow in
Mexico, tree communities are clustered towards one end of the spectrum of communities
permitted in the initial land use design (Figure A.16). This is because, while the initial
land use design specified the planting of Quercus spp., initial attempts at establishment
failed, so farmers reverted to planting mainly P. oocarpa.

2.3.3 Conclusion: implications for PES programmes

Through an empirical analysis of the variation of farm-level AGB and tree diversity in
three smallholder carbon agroforestry projects, we have shown that, while there is AGB
accumulation overall at the land use level, within each land use there was great variation
between farms of AGB and tree diversity. Also, farms in the same village were likely
to perform similarly. The implications for PES and NRM more broadly are discussed
alongside the results of subsequent chapters. For now, we highlight the preliminary
implications for PES projects operating in similar contexts with similar objectives.

Broadly, the main implication is that great variability in land management outcomes
appears to be the norm rather than the exception in such projects. In our study projects,
despite all farms within a land use being given the same initial land use designs, both
AGB and tree diversity showed persistent variability. Project administrators should
thus explicitly plan for such variability in their project designs.

Additionally, in the case of AGB, this variability increased over time. This suggests
that, rather than project actors managing to progressively refine their knowledge and
management of the system in order to reduce variability in outcomes, project actors
may in fact begin to lose influence over land management outcomes after the initial
establishment of the system. After this, exogenous and stochastic influences may come
to bear, so pushing the system beyond the predictive power of our models, and beyond
the immediate control of farmers and project administrators. PES projects thus need
to allow for this increasing diversity of land uses and outcomes in their project rules
and projections.

In the subsequent chapters of this thesis, we proceed to explore in more depth the
potential causes of this variability, the implications for PES practice, as well as for
NRM and land use science more generally. In Chapters 3 and 4, we assess the potential
drivers of this variability, and so bring into focus the main factors projects may need
consider in order to better understand and predict variability in land management
outcomes. In Chapter 5 we elaborate on the potential opportunities and challenges
for better accommodating variability in PES practice by contrasting the perspectives
of different PES actors on how such interventions cause change in a social-ecological
system.
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What drives farm-level land
management outcomes in
smallholder land use interventions?
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Abstract

Managing variability and uncertainty of land management outcomes remains a key
challenge for land-based sustainability programmes. In this study we sought to learn
from the social-ecological drivers of land management outcomes across 492 farms in three
smallholder carbon agroforestry projects in Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique. Through
a mixed-methods analysis we examined the effects of a series of hypothesised social and
environmental drivers on aboveground biomass (AGB) accumulation and tree diversity.
We included not only drivers commonly cited in theory, but also drivers suggested in
interviews with local farmers and project technicians. To examine how institutions
affect land management outcomes, we also assessed at what administrative grouping
(i.e. institutional scale) land management outcomes tended to cluster (household,
village or municipality). We generated our data from existing tree inventories, spatial
datasets, existing social surveys, interviews with farmers in each country, and a new
household survey in Mexico. We assessed a set of drivers quantitatively through
regression trees, assessing spatial autocorrelation, bivariate correlations, and linear
mixed models. We then supplemented this qualitatively using a thematic synthesis of
views from interviews with local actors in each country. Broadly, we found that, amongst
farmers participating in these projects, while tree diversity was mainly predicted
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by environmental variables, household wealth was a better predictor of AGB than
environmental factors. Additionally, AGB and tree diversity tended to be similar
within the same village, and this appeared to be an institutional rather than spatial
phenomenon. We also argue that projects with higher levels of administrative control do
not necessarily have lower variability of outcomes. We draw two broad conclusions for
natural resource management and land use science generally: 1) social and institutional
factors can be as important as environmental factors in determining land cover; and 2)
land management outcomes and their drivers cannot necessarily be closely controlled
by resource managers, so flexible and adaptive approaches are necessary.

Author contributions

GJW developed the research questions, and sourced and prepared the data, with advice
from CMR and JAF. RJ provided the social data for Mozambique and provided advice
on fieldwork there. GJW analysed the data, with CMR advising on methods. GJW
wrote the manuscript, with comments from CMR and JAF. An edited version of this
paper, in combination with the paper in Chapter 2, is intended for submission to Global
Environmental Change.

3.1 Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 2, managing variability and uncertainty in land management
outcomes remains a key challenge for land-based sustainability programmes (Lambin
et al. 2014; Naeem et al. 2015). Addressing this challenge will require more informed
understandings on what drives changes in land management and associated land cover,
at the local level (Verburg et al. 2013).

In the case of PES, existing studies have generally shown that intended outcomes have
been variable and have rarely met initial expectations (Börner et al. 2017). However,
while there is general agreement that PES programmes are not working as expected,
there are wide and varied arguments as to why. Some authors suggest technical
factors related to the design of economic incentives (Ezzine-de-Blas et al. 2016), others
advocate the better use of environmental science (Naeem et al. 2015), while still others
emphasise the importance of social and institutional factors (Pascual et al. 2014). There
are also continuing questions in the PES literature about the administrative level, or
‘institutional scale’, these drivers operate, and so at what level their variability should
be managed (i.e. should project designs anticipate drivers and outcomes to vary at
farm-, household-, village- or regional levels?) (Mauerhofer 2018; Corbera et al. 2009;
Bennett et al. 2015; Farley et al. 2010). For example, our initial results from Chapter 2
suggest that, in our cases, land management outcomes are similar within villages. While
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current theories and tools from ecological science, environmental economics and critical
social sciences have highlighted a range of potential drivers of land use change in PES,
understanding the relative importance of different drivers, and the institutional scale
at which they operate, remains a research frontier (Börner et al. 2016; Huber-Stearns
et al. 2017).

Building on the findings from Chapter 2, which showed great variability in land
management outcomes in three smallholder carbon agroforestry projects, in this chapter
we analysed the potential social and environmental drivers of this variability at the
farm-, village-, municipality- and project-levels. Within a social-ecological theoretical
framework, we used quantitative and qualitative data and methods from ecology
and the social sciences to assess the effects of a set of hypothesised drivers on
relative aboveground biomass (AGB) and tree diversity, across 492 farms from Mexico
(Scolel’te), Uganda (Trees for Global Benefits) and Mozambique (Sofala Community
Carbon Project). Our data were generated from tree inventories, spatial datasets,
existing socio-economic household surveys, a new household survey we implemented
in Mexico, and semi-structured interviews with 62 local participants. We took a
grounded approach where we assessed not only drivers suggested in the existing technical
literature, but also drivers suggested by local actors. Our research question was: which
social-ecological drivers have had the greatest effect on the AGB and diversity of trees
established in the project, and at what institutional scale do these land management
outcomes vary?

Below, we first outline conceptual background around SES, drivers and institutional
scale. We then detail in-depth, the existing academic literature on which environmental,
economic and social factors causes variation in PES outcomes. This literature review
helps not only to situate the analysis of this chapter in the PES literature, but also to
contextualise subsequent chapters of the thesis. In the methods section we then describe
our data, sampling and methods. We then present and discuss our results concurrently.
Finally, we draw lessons for both smallholder PES projects and land use interventions
more generally, and discuss the wider implications for land use change science.

3.1.1 Analysing PES within social-ecological systems

PES schemes are increasingly implemented to influence people to adopt more sustainable
land use practices (Börner et al. 2017; Schomers et al. 2013; Farley et al. 2010). While
the disciplines of ecology, economics and critical social sciences have provided a range
of useful insights on PES, increasingly there are calls for more holistic approaches,
where interventions are conceptualised and analysed within a broader, integrated social-
ecological system (SES) (Adhikari et al. 2013; Muradian et al. 2010; Asbjornsen et al.
2017; Bennett et al. 2015; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017).
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A range of theoretical frameworks exist for thinking about social-ecological systems
(Reyers et al. 2018). In this chapter we utilise the relatively simple, mechanistic
SES framework originally theorised in Ostrom (2009) and updated in McGinnis et
al. (2014), which is centred around SES outcomes—the main focus of our research
question. While this framework is perhaps less extensive than others, it is well suited
for providing a structure for empirical analyses of interactions in an SES (Fisher et
al. 2013). Ostrom et al. (2009) present an SES as consisting of: resource systems
(e.g. a forest); resource units (e.g. timber); governance systems (e.g. a PES scheme);
actors (e.g. people harvesting timber); and the surrounding social, economic, political
and ecological context. Between each of these ‘subsystems’ there are ‘interactions’ to
form ‘outcomes’. Using this framework, land use can be seen as the interaction by
which actors generate and utilise resource units from a resource system. From this
perspective, a PES scheme introduces a new governance structure to influence actors
to change their land use to generate more sustainable resource units (e.g. sequestered
carbon) instead of undesirable ones (e.g. unsustainable timber). This in turn supports
a desired change in the state of the resource system (e.g. more sustainable levels of
biomass and biodiversity). Using this paradigm, the main aim of PES is to change the
land use of actors within an SES.

Viewing PES and other land use interventions as occurring within an SES may not only
help to integrate diverse concepts, but also to enable comparisons and generalisations
between different types of interventions. In this study, using an SES approach, we seek
to draw lessons for not just PES projects, but also other types of land use interventions
generally. This is also assisted by the framing of our smallholder study projects as cases
with great social and environmental heterogeneity which are of relevance to PES, NRM
and land use science more broadly (see Chapter 1). Broadly, we argue that the projects
in this study represent extreme cases for examining generally the drivers of variability
when seeking to change the state of land use in an SES (Yin 2014).

3.1.2 Drivers and institutional scale in PES

This study is focused on understanding how and why PES causes changes in land use
in an SES. We focus on both specific drivers of land management outcomes, as well as
the institutional scale at which these outcomes vary. Following Meyfroidt (2016), here
we define a ‘driver’ as an explanatory variable for which there is some knowledge of its
causal effect on an outcome variable, but for which there is insufficient evidence to firmly
establish the effect. In our study projects these are environmental and social factors
which are theorised by experts and local actors to greatly influence AGB accumulation
and tree diversity.

In addition to specific drivers, we are interested in the effects of NRM institutions more
broadly on PES land management outcomes. In the absence of detailed information on
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institutions at several different scales, we investigated this by assessing the institutional
scale at which outcomes vary. Where a particular institutional scale explains a large
amount of variation (and where there is a weak spatial effect; see below) we can assume
that institutional factors operating at this scale are important (even if we do not know
exactly what these drivers are). We define the term ‘institutions’ broadly as the set of
social rules, norms and structures which shape interactions between humans and their
environment (see Chapter 1 for a broader discussion of the institutionalist perspective
from which this definition originates; Cleaver et al. 2015). In this study the use of
the term ‘scale’ does not necessarily imply a particular spatial extent, but is instead
about the size of organisational processes (discussed further below). Institutional scale
is of central importance in NRM generally, given the need to match management
interventions with the scale of both biophysical (e.g. watershed; biome) and socio-
economic phenomena (e.g. household units; administrative boundaries; infrastructure
links; informal social networks) (Lovell et al. 2002; Dovers 2010; Concu et al. 2013).
In PES, institutional scale has been argued to be important for making sure that
land management practices, decision making processes and financial incentives are
implemented at scales that both increase the provision of the targeted ecosystem
services, and align well with existing or new governmental and community structures
and processes (Mauerhofer 2018; Corbera et al. 2009; Bennett et al. 2015; Farley et al.
2010).

Following on from our speculative findings in Chapter 2 that land management outcomes
appear grouped at the village level, in this chapter we seek to examine this empirically
(i.e. at what institutional scale are land management outcomes, and so their associated
drivers, are grouped?). Specifically, we examine the importance of three institutional
scales for explaining land management outcomes: the producer/household; the village;
and the municipality. Each of these designations represent administrative groupings
used in our projects (i.e. project processes group farmers by household-, village- and
municipality), and generally align with the broader formal governance structures in our
study areas. For the purpose of this analysis, we define a household simply as the
group of people associated with a particular farm who share a common source of food
(i.e. from the same farms and sources of income) (Beaman et al. 2012). For village,
as outlined in Chapter 2, we use the term village to refer to all farms grouped under a
particular village name for the purpose of project administration. For municipality, we
refer to the next highest level of formal administrative grouping above village.

As per our treatment of the term ‘village’ in the previous chapter, these institutional
scales do not necessarily imply a standardised spatial extent (i.e. farms associated
with a household, or households associated with a village, may be distant from each
other), although usually some sort of spatial designation is implied (e.g. a village
usually covers a smaller spatial area than a municipality). Thus, to assess when
land management outcomes were driven by institutional rather than spatial effects,
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we combine our analysis of the importance of institutional factors with assessments of
autocorrelation (see Methods). Where an institutional scale has a large effect and the
spatial effect is week, we conclude that this institutional scale is important for land
management outcomes.

3.1.3 Existing disciplinary contributions to understanding the
social-ecological drivers of PES outcomes

With our broader SES paradigm in mind, we can conceptualise how different fields
of science have contributed diverse (and not always complementary) theories of how
PES drives land management outcomes within an SES at different institutional scales.
Ecological science and environmental economics initially contributed much of the
original theory on PES, and focus mainly on the effects of environmental factors
and financial incentives (e.g. Ezzine-de-Blas et al. 2016). Other contributions from
behavioural economics, development studies and political ecology have broaden this
to emphasise the importance of social and political factors (e.g. Pascual et al. 2010;
Muradian et al. 2010).

While these different disciplines have built a range of theories on the drivers of land
management outcomes in PES, quantitative analyses of relative effects of such drivers
remain rare. To our knowledge, there is only one peer-reviewed quantitative post-
hoc evaluation examining the effects of both household- and community-level social
factors on land management within a PES project. In a quantitative analysis of how
socio-economic characteristics and communal governance affect household level changes
in livestock grazing behaviour in a PES scheme in Ecuador, Hayes et al. (2017) show
that households with greater wealth and stronger communal governance institutions are
more likely to reduce unsustainable grazing practices. This study provides compelling
evidence of the importance of social characteristics for explaining variation in PES
outcomes, but excludes factors of environmental variation. Our study seeks to address
calls for further robust empirical post-hoc evaluations of PES schemes to help uncover
the relative importance of causal mechanisms driving the apparent variation and
heterogeneity of land management outcomes in PES and other interventions (Börner
et al. 2017; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017).

To situate our study (and the remaining chapters of this thesis) within the extensive
existing PES literature, in the rest of this section we first outline in detail how these
literatures conceptualise different drivers of PES land management outcomes. We then
examine recent efforts to integrate these varying perspectives into (implicit or explicit)
SES frameworks.

Ecological science is at the heart of the ecosystem service concept and is fundamental
to the logic of PES. It underpins the premise that we can understand, predict and
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promote ecological functions that benefit humans (or the biosphere more generally)
(Fisher et al. 2009; Bateman et al. 2011; Bateman et al. 2015; Bullock et al. 2011;
Ricketts et al. 2016; Kremen 2005). In the case of forest-based PES, which are the
focus of our study projects, forest ecology has bequeathed a focus on managing mainly
tree biomass and (floral and faunal) biodiversity (Torres et al. 2010; Nakakaawa et al.
2010; Goetz et al. 2015; Baker et al. 2010).

In a practical sense, forest ecology is omnipresent in the targeting of forest-based PES
programmes (e.g. targeting areas assessed to be of high conservation value, or with
suitable ecological niches for particular biological communities), and in the design of
land uses (e.g. prescribing the species and format of trees to be planted or maintained)
(Ferraro 2001; Wendland et al. 2010; Sims et al. 2014; Soto-Pinto et al. 2009; Nakakaawa
et al. 2009). In forest-based PES, forest ecology introduces a focus on biophysical
outcomes (usually biomass accumulation and/or biodiversity) and drivers, mainly:
water availability, light environment, soil quality, inter-plant competition, disturbance,
pests and pathogens (Ashton et al. 1999; Corona-Núñez et al. 2018). Institutional
scale is not closely theoretically linked to these drivers, but PES projects usually group
environmental drivers at regional institutional scales (e.g. municipality).

Environmental economics has built on this biophysical basis to give PES its
fundamental structure, and its core logic on how financial transfers change land use.
This latter concern has engendered a focus on getting the right price for ecosystem
services and targeting the right farmers. Regarding the structure of PES, based
on Coasean economics and notions of Pareto efficiency, neoclassical environmental
economics assumes that where property rights are well defined and where there is
an efficient market structure for trading a good or service, society will negotiate the
correct price for the good or service, and will produce it at the optimal quantity (i.e.
a sufficient amount to maximise societal welfare, but not more or less; also Pareto
efficiency) (Ferraro 2001; Engel et al. 2008; Sattler et al. 2013). Thus, in the case of
PES, Coasean economics says that where a farmer or community has clear rights to PES
payments generated from a piece of land, and where the PES price reflects the true value
of an ecosystem service, farmers and communities will provide the service at the optimal
level (thus diminishing environmental degradation, where a service is underprovided)
(Muradian et al. 2010; Börner et al. 2017; Wunder et al. 2008; Kinzig et al. 2011).
This theoretical contribution underlies the overall structure of PES projects: to first
define property rights and a market structure, then facilitate verifiable (i.e. conditional)
payments between buyers and sellers.

With regard to behavioural change, implicit within this Coasean perspective is a model
of human behaviour which assumes that we all respond rationally (and similarly) to the
introduction of financial incentives. Rational choice theory, which underpins much of
neoclassical economics, posits that individuals best know how to make choices about
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their own consumption to maximise their own wellbeing (Vatn 2005). Thus, in a
competitive market, given a price for a good or service, an individual will observe
the price, weigh up the costs and benefits of consumption, then consume the good
or service if the marginal benefit of consuming one more unit is higher than the cost
(Engel et al. 2008). In a market full of rational individuals, this will eventually arrive at
a Pareto efficient outcome that maximises welfare at the societal scale. In PES theory,
the contention is that, if the price of an ES is right, farmers will continue to produce
the ES, and buyers will continue to purchase it, until the optimal level of ES provision
is reached (Ferraro et al. 2002).

This model of human of behaviour affects PES practice in two primary ways. First, there
is great focus on getting ‘right’ the financial incentive paid to farmers or communities.
While theoretically, in a perfect market, the socially optimal value of an ecosystem
service would be found through market negotiation between buyers and producers,
buyers often have hidden preferences or non-use values for such services, so additional
analyses are needed to uncover these (Bateman et al. 2011). Environmental economics
has provided a range of valuation methods for determining the appropriate value of
ecosystem services, ranging from eliciting values directly from potential buyers and
providers, to observing values on similar or related proxy markets, to more detailed
econometric modelling of the value added by an ecosystem service to production
processes (Pascual et al. 2010). In PES practice, projects use these methods to estimate
the price that buyers are willing to pay and that producers are willing to accept (Kaczan
et al. 2013; Torres et al. 2013; Raes et al. 2017; Mohebalian et al. 2018b; Barr et al.
2014; Kanchanaroek et al. 2018).

Second, rational actor theory, combined with notions of Pareto efficiency, bestow in
PES a focus on targeting the ‘right’ farmers in order to avoid freeloaders (also known
as ‘additionality’). For most ecosystem services, there is already some level of service
provision in the absence of a PES scheme, driven by existing motivations (Ferraro 2008;
García-Amado et al. 2011). These existing service providers incur no additional cost
(i.e. opportunity cost) to continue to provide it (e.g. some farmers or communities
are already, and intend to continue, protecting their trees), so payments to these
providers would not provide any additional benefit (and so would not help achieve Pareto
efficiency). In theory, a PES scheme will only target those farmers and communities
that would not have otherwise provided the ecosystem service in the absence of the PES
scheme (Bladon et al. 2018). Thus, in practice, PES are required to only target farmers
who will provide additional ecosystem services (e.g. through assessing a counterfactual
scenario of what would happen in the absence of the project and targeting those
areas that would not otherwise change; matching prices to opportunity costs through
bargaining or auctions between providers)(Lundberg et al. 2018; Mohebalian et al.
2016).
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Overall, these contributions from environmental economics engender in PES a view that
land use behaviours (and so land management outcomes) are determined by property
rights, market transaction costs, producer opportunity costs, payment conditionally, and
the level of the incentive. This is sought in PES practice through: targeting farmers
with sufficient land who would not otherwise provide the ecosystem service; ensuring a
sufficient price for the service; and on verifying the service provided. The assumption
is that, if you get these right, it will drive good land use. In theory, these drivers are
assumed to vary at the individual (i.e. household) level, but in PES practice they are
mainly generalised at higher institutional scales (i.e. all farmers in a municipality are
assumed to respond similarly to the same incentive)

These perspectives on PES from ecological science and environmental economics are
largely complementary and, when combined, form the core theoretical idea of affecting
land use change through PES: using neoclassical economic models of rational behaviour
to change land use, and deliver objectively higher levels of ecosystem function, as
assessed by ecological methods.

Behavioural economics, development studies and political ecology have built
on this initial theory by using empirical analyses and theoretical critiques to assess how
PES has actually played out in practice. Each of these fields (sometimes gathered under
the disciplinary title of ecological economics; Wunder 2013) have extensive, growing and
interacting literatures suggesting additional factors driving the success (or failure) of
PES schemes, and land use interactions more generally. A full review of each of these
literatures is beyond the scope of this study. Instead we highlight their two main
combined theoretical contributions on the drivers of land use in PES.

First, unlike the assumptions in Coasean theory, these fields collectively suggest that
individuals and communities may not have uniform (or predictable) responses to
simple financial incentives. Instead land use decision making is often a more complex
phenomenon, where the impacts of financial incentives are moderated, and sometimes
overidden by other factors. A wide body of evidence shows that the extent to which
individuals or communities respond to a financial incentive by choosing to participate
in a project can vary depending on household- and community-level socio-economic
factors, including: wealth; education; type of land tenure; gender dynamics; resource
dependency; risk appetite; time preferences; cultural identity; prior experience with
land use programmes; and interactions with other policy instruments (Hendrickson et
al. 2015; Clot et al. 2014; Clot et al. 2017; Hayes et al. 2015; Lundberg et al. 2018;
García-Amado et al. 2011).

Likewise, participation has been shown to often be dictated by other non-monetary
concerns such as the building of social capital, collective action, learning opportunities,
other agricultural objectives, community norms, personal worldviews and other non-
use values or altruistic preferences (Fisher 2012; Drescher et al. 2017; Jindal et al.
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2013; Kosoy et al. 2008; Hendrickson et al. 2015; Clements et al. 2010). Further, some
argue that the introduction of a financial incentive can itself change other existing
motivations, either by changing perspectives on the environment (Martin et al. 2014),
or by ‘crowding out’ existing non-monetary motivations so that ES provision becomes
entirely dependent on sustained financial transfers in the long term (Chervier et al.
2017; Kerr et al. 2012; Vatn 2010; Martin et al. 2014). While this body of research is
focused on the initial recruitment and participation of ES providers, by extension, it
does suggest that land use decisions generally are affected by a range of other factors
apart from simple responses to financial incentives.

While the ecological economics literature does not agree on a particular set of key
drivers, one commonality is that the determinants of land use, including the impact of
simple financial incentives, are highly heterogeneous at both individual and community
levels. It therefore appears to be highly difficult to predict the response of individual
farmers or communities to a particular financial incentive. Environmental economists
generally propose that such heterogeneity can be dealt with through making markets
efficient and allowing PES participants to self-select and negotiate different levels
of payment through auction processes or similar (therefore allowing individuals to
reconcile the expected payment with their other unique concerns through their own
rational decision making) (Wünscher et al. 2008; Schilizzi et al. 2007; Polasky et al.
2014). However, targeting based on additionality and conservation value implies a
significant level of market intervention and regulation to determine which ecosystem
service providers are eligible. Thus, to some extent, project designers must ‘pick
winners’ rather than allow Coasean-style market entry and bargaining. Given the
great heterogeneity in behavioural responses, and the persistent uncertainty of targeting
metrics and methods suggested by economic theory (e.g. opportunity costs; forecast
ecosystem service benefits; auctions) (Ickowitz et al. 2017; Sims et al. 2014), such
targeting is likely to remain imperfect. These new literatures on PES schemes thus
suggest that PES projects should expect variability in the response of land use to
financial incentives, even amongst targeted farmers.

The second key combined contribution of the ecological economics literature is
that successful PES programmes usually utilise existing, or develop new, strong
institutional arrangements and governance structures. PES projects have been
shown to be reliant on good procedural and administrative processes, including those
that support decentralised and participatory decision making, strategic planning,
clear allocation of responsibilities, capacity building, transparent monitoring, efficient
financial transactions and good communication (Kosoy et al. 2008; Hendrickson et al.
2015; Wells et al. 2016; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017; Corbera et al. 2008; Gross-Camp
et al. 2012).
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Further, research shows that the purpose of these processes is not only to facilitate
efficient and conditional market transactions, as per economic theory, but is also social
and political. Apart from simply facilitating payments, procedural and administrative
processes also play a key role in maintaining support for PES programmes amongst
participants, surrounding communities, ES buyers and government actors (Ma et al.
2017; Muradian et al. 2010; Paladino 2011; Farley et al. 2010; Wells et al. 2016;
Corbera et al. 2007; Van Hecken et al. 2010). Studies on environmental justice, fairness,
equity and legitimacy in PES schemes show that where project objectives, participation,
payments or sanctions are perceived locally to be illegitimate, unjust or unfair, projects
are at risk of partial or total failure (Drescher et al. 2017; Bladon et al. 2018; Fisher
et al. 2018; Corbera et al. 2012). This may be caused by the design of the project itself
(e.g. where rules are perceived to unfairly exclude or penalise certain participants), or
perceived inequities of existing arrangements that predate the project but with which
the project must nonetheless engage (e.g. if existing land ownership is perceived to be
unfair) (Duke et al. 2014; Otto 2016; Osborne 2015).

While the extent to which equity concerns should be prioritised over goals of economic
efficiency remains an ongoing debate (e.g. if individuals or communities should be
allowed to participate in order to bolster political support and build project legitimacy,
even though their opportunity costs may be low), there is a general acknowledgement
that local perceptions of legitimacy, which are at least partially linked to perceptions of
justice, equity and fairness, are integral to sustained PES success (Rodríguez et al. 2011;
Börner et al. 2017; Wunder et al. 2018; Martin et al. 2014; Pascual et al. 2010). Thus,
robust socially and politically responsive institutions and governance are key drivers of
PES outcomes.

Overall, behavioural economics, development studies and political ecology have
combined to demonstrate that PES schemes are rarely simple economic instruments
in practice, but instead become hybrid processes that account for a wider range of
drivers apart from those laid out in ecological and Coasean theory (Sattler et al. 2013).
Generally these bodies of theory argue that drivers operate at several institutional scales
at once (i.e. individual motivations may vary, while broader socio-political contexts are
shared at different scales).

Together, the contributions of ecology, economics and critical social sciences provide
a rich picture of the multiple factors driving outcomes in PES and land use projects
generally. These are summarised, along with drivers suggested by study participants,
at 3.1. But how do these myriad factors fit together and interact? And which factors
are most important?

Integrative studies on PES outcomes have generally coalesced around either
theoretical PES frameworks, or high-level empirical PES impact evaluations. Recently,
an increasing number of reviews have developed integrative PES frameworks which
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attempt to bring together diverse perspectives on the requirements of PES. Sattler
et al. (2013) propose four practical phases of PES design (exploration, development,
piloting, and operation) which mainly focus on the practical steps required to set up
an implicitly Coasean-style structure. They allow for hybrid PES approaches to emerge
by suggesting an essentially adaptive approach where PES schemes review and alter
processes based on new or changing social and environmental contexts. Borner et al.
(2017) develop a theory of change framework more explicitly aligned with Coasean
principles, with the diversity of social contexts acknowledged through a separate set of
‘welfare effects’ (including procedural unfairness and existing inequities) that moderate
the outcomes of the economic model. Grima et al. (2016) present a similar series of
factors associated with the types of actors involved, the scale and duration of the project,
the type of incentive, and the clarity of the ecosystem service provided. Paudyal et al.
(2018) have a similar focus on economic efficiency and effectiveness, but also bring in
equity concerns are social inclusion and outcomes. While all of these frameworks focus
on economic, and to to varying degrees social drivers, they do not focus explicitly on
ecological drivers. Both Bennett et al. (2015) and Huber-Stearns et al. (2017) go further
towards achieving this through more holistic frameworks assessing, respectively, social-
ecological ‘factors’ and ‘enabling conditions’ which affect PES outcomes, separated into
biophysical, economic, governance and socio-cultural factors. Across these integrative
frameworks there is occasional emphasis on the importance of designing projects at
appropriate institutional scales, but there is little assessment of determining at what
scale this might be.

Regarding studies on high-level PES outcomes, an increasing number of empirical
studies are evaluating specific environmental and social outcomes of PES at the project
level. In summary, evaluations of core environmental and social objectives (e.g. reduced
deforestation, poverty alleviation) usually show that these primary outcomes have been
modest, and variable between projects: selected projects have shown great success, but
most have shown only small or no change, and in some cases detrimental effects (for
recent reviews and additional studies see: Börner et al. 2017; Börner et al. 2016; Samii
et al. 2014; Hayes et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2017; Ingram et al. 2014; Phan et al. 2018;
Mohebalian et al. 2018a; Wang et al. 2017; Ramirez-Reyes et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018;
Andersson et al. 2018; Calvet-Mir et al. 2015; Adhikari et al. 2013). In addition to these
core outcomes, studies have shown a variety of other social impacts such as changes in
environmental values or the creation of new elites (Martin et al. 2014; Baruah 2017).

While these impact evaluations have highlighted particular project-level outcomes, and
while the previously mentioned integrative frameworks are moving towards more holistic
social-ecological models, there has been little post-hoc quantitative research explicitly
testing in a holistic way the relative effects of different drivers of land use, nor how
this varies within (as opposed to between) projects. The body of evidence on drivers
from ecology, economics and critical social sciences is informative, but overwhelmingly
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focuses on either the impact of particular household- or community-level factors on
initial participation (which have been shown to differ from the drivers of sustained
behaviour change; Selinske et al. 2017), or how particular high-level project design
and institutional factors affect project success in aggregate. The treatment of drivers is
also usually partial and limited to subsets of those outlined in more holistic integrative
PES frameworks. Thus, robust integrative, social-ecological assessments of what drives
variation within projects, and at what institutional scale, remain rare.

As stated previously, we are aware of only one study which quantitatively assesses the
drivers of household-level land management outcomes of PES (Hayes et al. 2017), and
this did not include environmental factors. Our study seeks to contribute to this very
limited literature by examining post-hoc the impact of a series of possible environmental
and social drivers on the land management outcomes of AGB and tree diversity across
three smallholder PES projects.

3.2 Methods

Using the AGB and tree diversity metrics calculated in Chapter 2 we assessed the effects
of the potential drivers of variability in AGB and tree diversity in three parts. First, we
determined a set of hypothesised drivers provided by external experts and local actors.
We then assessed a subset of these drivers for which we could obtain quantitative data
using regression trees, spatial autocorrelation analyses, bivariate correlation analysis
and linear mixed models. Finally, we assessed all drivers through a qualitative analysis
of semi-structured interviews with local actors.

Below, we first describe in more depth the aspects of our study areas relevant to the
analysis in this chapter. We then outline our data sources for both the outcome and
independent variables in our study, including our implementation of a household survey
in Mexico. We then describe our approach to sampling, and our methods for the
quantitative and qualitative analyses.

3.2.1 Study areas

We conducted this study for the same projects, land uses and farms described in
Chapter 2. As outlined in Section 2.2, our projects share a number of commonalities yet
exist in diverse social-ecological contexts, thus making them good candidates for both
analysing drivers of variability, and comparing across projects. Below we first outline
the similarities between projects, then highlight main aspects of diversity between and
within projects.
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3.2.1.1 Similarities in participants and institutions

As outlined in the case descriptions in Section 1.4 in Chapter 1, all of our study projects
share broadly similar social and environmental contexts and objectives, where relatively
poor subsistence farmers from varying cultural backgrounds are being engaged to arrest
and reverse a loss of tree cover. Through their adherence to the Plan Vivo Standard,
our projects also have similar high-level administrative structures and processes.

Overall, these processes lead to commonalities between the projects in the types of farms
and farmers who participate, and in the hierarchical structure of project administration.
Regarding the types of farms and farmers, the process of targeting during the scoping
study, and the minimum land size requirement, means that farms with poor biophysical
potential (e.g. severely limited water availability), and poorer farmers (i.e. those with
insufficient land), are excluded from the project. This reduces the overall variability of
environmental and social contexts amongst participating farmers (though there is still
great variability, as discussed below).

Regarding hierarchical structure, the shared project process creates similar layers of
in-country administration in each project: the intermediary-to-village level, where
intermediary staff and other actors (e.g. head office staff, forest technicians, external
consultants, auditors) work with the village coordinators; and the village-to-farmer
level, where the village coordinator facilitates work amongst individual farmers. The
village-to-farmer level work is usually grouped around three functions: establishing
and maintaining tree nurseries; establishing and maintaining agroforestry land uses;
and facilitating monitoring and payment. Often the village coordinator is linked to
other village-level institutions (e.g. they are part of or report to the existing village
leadership).

With regard to our institutional scale variables, each project confers responsibility for
land management outcomes at the producer/household level (i.e. through farmer-level
contracts), then uses the village- and municipality-levels as larger scale groupings for
training, monitoring and decision making (i.e. each village usually has an associated
project technician and/or community representative, who then meet occasionally at the
municipal and project-levels)

3.2.1.2 Variability within and between projects

While our study projects share broadly similar contexts, participants, high-level
institutional structures and agroforestry land uses, they nonetheless exhibit great
within-project variability (i.e. between farms, farmers, villages and institutions), and
exist along a spectrum of institutional centralisation (i.e. the degree of control by the
intermediary and farmer coordinators).
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With regard to within-project variability, the focus of these projects on smallholder
households and farms implies relatively heterogeneous social and environmental contexts
amongst participants. Existing studies in all three projects indicate that, while the
project areas are generally poor by national and global standards, and while the
projects usually exclude the poorest in the community (due to project food-security
safeguards on the minimum amount of total land required to join the project) there
is variability of wealth, social capital and livelihood strategies amongst participating
households, and amongst villages as a whole (Hegde et al. 2011; Jindal et al. 2012;
Hendrickson et al. 2015; Carter 2009; Fisher 2013). This varying social context is
likely greater in Mexico, where there is a higher level of linguistic and cultural diversity
amongst participants. Similarly, existing ecological studies in the project area suggest
a high level of heterogeneity of environmental factors between even proximate parcels
of land (Soto-Pinto et al. 2017; Woollen et al. 2014; Nakakaawa et al. 2009). This
environmental variability is likely enhanced by the fact that, in all of our study projects,
farms belonging to one household are often not continuous parcels of land, but are
disconnected and scattered across the landscape. Additionally, the project areas in
Mexico and Uganda occur in highland areas with greatly variable topography.

Regarding the level of institutional centralisation, while all three projects rely on similar
intermediary-to-village and village-to-farmer structures, they vary in the degree of
control exerted by intermediary staff and village coordinators, with the Mexico project
as the least centralised and Mozambique as the most. The Mexico project began through
a local farmer cooperative, initially without an intermediary, and relies heavily on
‘community technicians’ for coordination, capacity building and monitoring (Tipper
2008). These technicians are usually interested farmers, not necessarily drawn from
the existing formal village leadership. Additionally, there exists in Chiapas a culture
of village-level (ejido) independence stemming from the Zapatista Uprising in the early
1990s (Assies et al. 2008). Along with the project’s great social diversity, and the fact
that the main office of the intermediary is located in a city several hours travel from
the nearest farm, the consequence is that, village-to-farmer structures in the project
appear to vary greatly (i.e. some are dominated by the village coordinators, while in
others individual farmers are very independent), with the intermediary providing more
of a facilitative (rather than directive) role.

The Uganda project sits somewhere in the middle. Structures of environmental
governance are already highly centralised in Uganda due to a pre- and post-colonial
history of authoritarian government and of command-and-control conservation measures
in the area (Purdon 2015; Turyahabwe et al. 2008). Additionally, the intermediary
employs highly trained external forest technicians to support the project, maintains
field offices in each district, and usually recruits village coordinators endorsed by the
existing village leadership. Thus, in Uganda, the intermediary appears to play a much
a greater role in most aspects of the project, and retains a higher level of control than
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in Mexico (though still appears relatively responsive to farmer’s views; Fisher et al.
2018). The consequence is a lower diversity in village-to-farmer structures compared to
Mexico.

The Mozambique project is the most centralised having originally been conceived by
administrators from the neighbouring protected area and then further advocated by
private foreign entrepreneurs. The intermediary has been headed by foreign experts
and ex-military personnel, with its other staff drawn from forestry experts originating
elsewhere in Mozambique. Additionally, its main office has been located in the middle
of the (relatively small) project area. The project also occurs in the context of a
highly hierarchical (patriarchal) village structure where village heads hold a lot of power.
All project processes appear to be dominated by intermediary staff, with the village
coordinators playing only a basic supporting role. Where village representation are
required, the intermediary negotiates directly with the existing village leadership. This
appears to have bequeathed little variation in village-to-farmer structures in the project.

Overall, the projects have within-project variability of social, environmental and
institutional factors, with Mexico being the most diverse and Mozambique the least.
We use this within-project variability to examine the social-ecological drivers of land
management outcomes at the individual- and village-level.

3.2.2 Hypothesised drivers

As outlined above, here we define a ‘driver’ as an explanatory variable for which there
is some knowledge of its causal effect on an outcome variable, but for which there
is insufficient evidence to firmly establish the effect. Our analysis seeks to test the
hypothesised effect. We first collated the set of hypothesised drivers from the review of
the literature summarised in Section 3.1.3 alongside drivers suggested in semi-structured
interviews with 39 farmers and 23 project staff, conducted during field visits to all three
countries during 2017 and 2018. We were motivated to include the perspectives from
local actors by the recognition that knowledge on land use change exists outside of
the expert community, and by the view that truly integrative and interdisciplinary
approaches must, by necessity, include non-academic actors (Krueger et al. 2016; Pohl
2011; Danielsen et al. 2008). Our approach to these interviews is outlined below in
Section 3.2.7.

One of the main novelties of this research is the linking of theoretical drivers with
quantitative metrics of land management outcomes across a large sample of farms. With
this in mind, we sought to analyse as many drivers as possible using mixed (quantitative
and qualitative) methods. Table 3.1 shows the drivers assessed with mixed methods,
and those only assessed qualitatively due to a lack of quantitative data or variability.
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Table 3.1: Drivers of variation and their likely effects on AGB and tree diversity as hypothesised by stakeholders (* indicates where the view
was apparent for that stakeholder group). Expert views are from review of the literature. For effects: + = positive effect; - = negative effect;
∼ = insufficient data and/or unclear effect. Seperated in to environmental, social and economic drivers.

Stakeholder group Hyp. effects

Drivers Experts Technicans Farmers AGB Tree div.

Assessed with mixed methods
Env. Water availability * * * + +

Soil quality * * * + +
Light availability * + +
Pests, pathogens, inter-plant
competition

* * * - ~

Soc. Household wealth * * + -
Access to knowledge * * * + +
Assessed qualitatively Reason excluded in quant. analysis

Env. Human disturbance (fire) * * * - - Lack of reliable data
Quality of seedlings * * * + + No data available

Environmental shocks * * * ~ ~ No data available
Soc. Access to tools * * + NA Insufficient data

Collective action on
agroforestry

* + NA Insufficient variation in indicators

Socioeconomic and political
trends/shocks

* * * ~ ~ Insufficient data

Responsive institutions * * * ~ ~ Insufficient data

Non-monetary motivations * * * ~ ~ Insufficient data
Econ. Monetary incentives * * * ~ ~ No variation. Same all farmers.

Land tenure * + + Low variation. Similar all
participants.

Conditionality * + + No variation. Same all farmers.
Opportunity costs * + + Insufficient data

Transaction costs * + + Low variation. Similar all
participants.
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3.2.3 Data: AGB and tree diversity

For our outcome variables relating to tree diversity and AGB we used the farm-level data
generated in Chapter 2. Thus, our metrics of tree diversity were: local contributions
to biodiversity (LCBD), rarefied species richness, Simpson’s evenness, and dominance
of targeted species. Each variable is a standardised metric of diversity which can be
directly compared between land use and projects (Morris et al. 2014; Legendre et al.
2014).

For AGB, while absolute per hectare measures of AGB (as generated for each farm in
Chapter 2) are useful for comparing performance between farms which are implementing
the same land use designs with the same AGB targets, they are not appropriate for
assessing relative performance between farms that are implementing different land uses,
with different expected levels of AGB accumulation. For example, highly performing
farmers under a live fence land use (which has a relatively low tree stocking density),
may still have lower absolute AGB levels than poorly performing farmers under the
intercropping land use (which has a much higher intended stocking density). Likewise,
absolute AGB figures are only useful for comparing farms that are the same age. Thus,
to enable comparisons across our entire dataset, which includes farms with differing
land uses and ages, we created a measure of ‘relative AGB’ (RAGB).

Using the growth curves generated in Chapter 2, we extracted for each farm the adjusted
standardised pearson residual (i.e. the deviation from its associated AGB accumulation
curve, in standard error units) as a measure of the performance of each farm relative
to the expected value for that land use type in a given year (Figure B.1). Adjusted
standardised pearson residuals have been widely used in conservation, land use and
economic research to indicate relative performance in regression modelling (Sorice et
al. 2014; Kastenholz et al. 2007; Maschinski et al. 1997). Given the linear nature of
our AGB accumulation curves, the resultant residuals (and so our RAGB) variable,
should be normally distributed, thus making RAGB an easy-to-interpret, standardised
outcome variable in our driver analysis. To check the quality of our RAGB variable, we
used quantile-quantile plots to confirm that RAGB (for each land use and collectively)
followed a normal distribution, and scatter plots to make sure that there was no bias
from age (e.g. from the higher natural variation in absolute terms in older years).

3.2.4 Data: social-ecological drivers

We next collated both quantitative and qualitative data on the hypothesised
environmental and social drivers outlined in Table 3.1. Following approaches in causal
modelling, we conceptualise these hypothesised drivers as generalised, multifaceted
theoretical constructs (hereafter, latent variables) which are often difficult to measure
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directly, but which must instead be investigated through observable proxy variables
(hereafter, observed variables) and theoretical inquiry (Kline 2015).

The quantitative analysis focused on six latent constructs (i.e. drivers): water
availability; soil quality; light availability; inter-plant competition and pest vectors;
household wealth; and access to knowledge on agroforestry. The observed variables
measuring each of these latent constructs are described broadly below and are laid out
in detail (along with their sources and frequency distributions) in Appendix B. For the
qualitative analysis, the latent constructs are defined and discussed generally in the
Results section below.

Water availability was measured using two observed variables generated from existing
spatiotemporal datasets: mean annual rainfall since planting; and mean annual climatic
water deficit (CWD) since planting, which is the annual difference between potential
and actual evapotranspiration (i.e. a proxy for plant water availability) (Poorter et
al. 2012). We used modelled historical monthly precipitation and temperature records
at 0.5 decimal degree (approx. 55km) resolution from Willmott et al. (2014). CWD
was calculated with the CWD R function provided by Redmond et al. (2015), with
topography (slope, folded aspect) information from a 15m resolution digital elevation
model (DEM) provided by INEGI (2018) and USGS (2006). For ease of interpretation,
in the analyses we use the inverse of CWD so that it is (hypothetically) positively
correlated with the latent construct of water availability. While the relatively coarse
resolution of the climatic data reduces variability between farms, the temporal variation
between farms (i.e. plots started in different years) provides further variation for the
analysis.

Soil quality is a particularly complex concept, encompassing a wide range of factors
that are difficult to observe. Accordingly, forest site indices often rely on proxy variables
to measure the concept (Bontemps et al. 2013). Here we relied on three observed
variables for soil nutrient availability from the ISRIC SoilGrids spatial datasets at 250m
resolution (Hengl et al. 2017): soil organic carbon (SOC); sand content; and cation
exchange capacity (CEC). SOC is strongly associated with soil nitrogen availability, a
widespread limiting factor of tree growth (Gaiser et al. 2013), while excess sand content
is associated with the leaching of nutrients from soils (Moral et al. 2017). CEC is related
to both SOC and sand content, and is associated with the capacity of soils to adsorb
certain macronutrients critical for tree growth (e.g. magnesium, potassium and calcium)
(Schoenholtz et al. 2000). As for CWD, we use the inverse of sand content so that it
is theoretically positively correlated with the latent construct of soil quality. While
the resolution and modelling uncertainties of the 250 m SoilGrid products reduce their
explanatory power at smaller scales (Hengl et al. 2017), we assume that the large spatial
spread and scattered nature of the farms in the study provides sufficient variation to
assess difference in soil quality at a general level.
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Light availability while integral to tree growth, is not generally seen as a limiting
factor in tropical agricultural areas because incoming solar radiation (insolation) is
assumed to be relatively uniform throughout the tropics, and because the removal
on farms of trees with a large canopy has reduced competition for light (Ashton
et al. 1999). In villages within our study area, however, farmers and technicians
reported that both existing trees and, in mountainous areas, the aspect of the the farms
hindered the establishment of trees due to light conditions. Further, farmers suggested
that surrounding vegetation introduced other aspects of inter-plant competition, and
provided vectors for pests. Thus, to test these drivers we included generalised latent
constructs of light availability and competition. We measured light availability through
the observed variable of estimated annual potential (direct and diffuse) insolation as
affected by local topography, modelled using the potential incoming solar radiation
function of the RSAGA R package (Brenning 2008), with topographical input data
DEMs for each country (INEGI 2018; USGS 2006). Competition was measured through
the estimated proportion of tree cover on the plot at the time of planting based on
Landsat and MODIS remote sensing data (we also took the inverse of this so that it
was hypothetically positively correlated with RAGB) (Sexton et al. 2013).

Household wealth is one aspect of multi-dimensional wellbeing and socio-economic
resilience (Angelsen 2011; Fisher et al. 2014). A full assessment of wellbeing and
resilience is beyond the datasets available to this study. Thus, we examined this driver
in a general way by focusing on simple indicators of household wealth (Scoones 1998).
Indicators on physical (e.g. number of valuable assets), financial (e.g. diversity of
income sources) and human (e.g. education and literacy levels) capital are commonly
use in rapid assessment of rural poverty and have been found to be useful indicators of
relative poverty at the national level for each study area and in the wider development
literature (Schreiner 2013; Schreiner 2017; Schreiner 2015; Grosh et al. 2000; Angelsen
2011). We used data from a household survey we conducted in Mexico (described in the
next section), and from primary datasets used in existing peer-reviewed studies in the
other study areas (Jindal et al. 2012; Fisher 2011). Additional indicators were generated
from spatial imagery on the distance to the nearest large city from Weiss et al. (Weiss
et al. 2018), and project records on whether a household’s land tenure was formal or
informal when they joined the project (Reardon et al. 2000). Such indicators have been
widely used to assess whether a household is above or below a specified poverty line.
Here we are simply concerned about the variation amongst households (rather than a
poverty threshold).

Access to knowledge on agroforestry is related to processes of agricultural extension
where farmers gain knowledge and support to implement new land uses. Extension
can be both vertical (i.e. from experts to farmers) and horizontal (i.e. farmer to
farmer) (Altieri et al. 2011). In all three study areas, agroforestry (and silviculture
generally) were not widespread before the projects were introduced, so the provision of
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such knowledge appeared dependent on extension processes. With this in mind we used
several indicators, generated from project records, to assess the likely level of access
each household had to agroforestry knowledge. For vertical extension, we included
whether a technician resides in the village and whether there was a feasibility study
initially conducted in the village by external experts. For horizontal extension, we
included both how long the project had already existed in the area, and the number of
participating farmers already in the project in the area at the time an individual farm
was planted (i.e. what was the potential for horizontal learning at the time of planting).
In Mexico, for horizontal extension we also included from the social survey whether a
farmer was a member of a farmer association, and whether the household had prior
silvicultural experience (Krishna 2004).

While the nature of the environmental observed variables and most social observed
variables were the same between projects, there was some variation in the type of
social variables available at each site (i.e. some projects had slightly different, or more
comprehensive, data) (See Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 in Appendix B). The limitations of
this are discussed further in relation to specific methods. Overall, we assume that the
similarities are sufficient to allow comparisons between projects.

3.2.5 Mexico household survey

In our Uganda and Mozambique sites, household-level socio-economic data were already
available from previous studies (Jindal et al. 2012; Fisher 2011). To generate this data
for Mexico, guided by Angelsen et al. (Angelsen 2011), we implemented a household
survey of participating farmers during a field campaign during January and February
2017. The survey was aimed at gathering the basic information on household wealth and
agroforestry extension services described in the previous section. We used a stratified
random sample to target respondents from across a spectrum of performance (i.e.
quantiles of AGB outcomes) from villages across a spectrum of sizes (i.e. quantiles
of village size, because access to extensions services may vary depending on village
size).

The questionnaire was designed and piloted during a scoping visit in November 2016 (see
Appendix B for final questionnaire). During the main field campaign, given our limited
time in the field and to maximise the number of respondents to our survey, in each village
we invited selected participants to a workshop where, with the assistance of two field
assistants, a questionnaire was completed with each respondent. To thank workshop
participants for their time, we provided them with a group meal (and sometimes a
complementary musical performance). Given the factual nature of the indicators being
generated in the survey (e.g. on house assets etc.), we view that the risk of bias from this
incentive was minimal (i.e. we were not asking for opinions on the project) (Angelsen
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2011). Where targeted respondents did not attend the workshop, we then followed up
with them at their residence to complete the questionnaire.

Following each workshop, we entered the survey data into a database alongside any
comments on the validity of particular respondents and or questions. Issues with validity
lead to the exclusion of 7% of respondents (e.g. due to assessments by field assistants
that some respondents did not properly understand the questions, or were answering
strategically).

3.2.6 Quantitative analyses: sampling and methods

From these environmental and social datasets, as for the analysis in Chapter 2, we
included all farms in each country for which we could obtain complete datasets for both
environmental and social data. Our social datasets contained much smaller samples than
our environmental datasets, thus leading to a smaller number of farms being included in
the analysis than in Chapter 2. We included 492 farms for the AGB analysis (215 from
Mexico, 235 from Uganda and 42 from Mozambique), and 396 farms for the diversity
analysis (123 from Mexico, 235 from Uganda, and 38 from Mozambique). As in the
previous chapter, before excluding plots with missing data, we assessed the dataset
for structures of missingness (van Buuren et al. 2011). According with the random
sampling underpinning the social surveys, no structure to missingness was apparent.
We therefore assumed our sample to be a random subset of the population of farms
within the projects (Little et al. 2014). One limitation of our sample is that there are
very few complete cases from Mozambique. We thus conducted only limited project-
level quantitative analyses for Mozambique, but included the quantitative data from
this site in all analyses of the larger combined (cross-country) dataset (see below).

In summary for the quantitative analysis, we first used regression trees, and an analysis
of spatial autocoreelation for AGB, to assess which institutional scale explained the
most variation in AGB and our four metrics of tree diversity (LCBD, richness, evenness
and dominance of target species). We then used bivariate correlations and linear mixed
models to assess the relative effects of particular drivers. We conducted the quantitative
analysis for each project, then as a combined dataset. Due to the small sample of farms
in Mozambique, farms in this site were only included in the bivariate correlation analysis,
and in the combined datasets. Due to the high number of observed variables for the
social latent variables (household wealth; access to knowledge) we conducted principle
component analysis (PCA) to generate a reduced number of social indicator variables
for use in the regression trees, mixed models and SEMs. These methods are outlined in
greater detail below.

Regression trees are a method for, amongst other things, ranking a set of independent
variables in order of their importance for explaining variation in a dependent variable
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(Logan 2011). It progressively ranks explanatory variables based on their ability to
create a binary partition in the dependent variable data (i.e. the explanatory variable
with the smallest sum of square deviations in each dichotomous partition is ranked
first). The ‘fit’ of the regression tree can be assessed by the total explained variance.
They are widely used in ecology to assess the explanatory variables of biomass and
other ecological attributes (Stevens et al. 2010; Sankaran et al. 2005). Here we used
the randomForestSRC package in R (Ishwaran et al. 2008) to assess the importance
of our institutional scale variables (houshold, village and municipality). The resultant
ranks of these scaling variables tells us the main institutional scale at which RAGB
and tree diversity vary. In addition to the institutional scale variables, we also included
in the regression trees all other quantitative observed variables to help improve the
explanatory power of the model, and to triangulate the results of other analyses. We
also used the spatial mapping of RAGB to further illustrate the impact of institutional
scale.

As discussed previously, these institutional variables do not reflect common spatial units
(e.g. farms under the same administrative structure may be geographically distant).
To distinguish between institutional and spatial effects in our data we included an
analysis of spatial autocorrelation for RAGB, which seemed to be explained by
village membership (see Results). Where spatial autocorrelation is apparent, we can
assume that RAGB may be at least partially driven by spatial factors. Where there is
no spatial autocorrelation, we can assume that the groupings are largely institutional.
To assess spatial autocorrelation of RAGB, we used the spdep R package (Bivand et al.
2013) to calculate Moran’s I in each project, for all plots for which we had highly
precise plot locations (some plot locations were only precise to within 1km, which
was suitable for extracting data from low resolution imagery, but not for assessments
of autocorrelation). Moran’s I assesses correlations between a variable weighted by
their spatial proximity, and has been widely used to assess population-level spatial
autocorrelation in land use research (Overmars et al. 2003; Chen 2013). Here we used
weightings based on the single nearest neighbour, and checked results against a Monte
Carlo simulation (n = 1000). Each project-level dataset had sufficiently large samples
(n > 95) for robust calculations of Moran’s I (Carrijo et al. 2017).

Bivariate correlation analysis assesses the strength and significance of the
relationship between two variables (Logan 2011). We conducted bivariate Kendall’s
Tau-b correlation analyses in R to compare the individual correlations between the
each independent (observed) variable and the dependent variables (RAGB and tree
diversity). In addition to assessing the correlations between the hypothesised drivers
and dependent variables, we also used bivariate correlations to test correlations between
the dependent variables (i.e. are metrics of diversity correlated with AGB?). We used
the non-parametric Kendall method because many of the independent variables had non-
normal frequency distributions and/or were categorical, and the number of observations
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was too high for other non-parametric methods (e.g. Spearman rank-order) (Logan
2010). This assumes that relationships between the variables are approximately linear.
As for all other quantitative methods we only used complete cases, and because bivariate
correlations on rely on two variables, the number of complete cases was higher for certain
correlation analyses.

Linear mixed models are a form of regression analysis that assesses the relative effects
of independent variables on a dependent variable (i.e. fixed effects), as moderated by
grouping variables (i.e. random effects). Random effects are not assessed for the effects
but which recognise that some of the observed cases (and their fixed effects) are from
similar sub-populations (e.g. farms from a particular village). While simple linear
models treat all cases as being equally similar (i.e. pooled), mixed models average these
pooled effects with the effects from regressions within each sub-population (i.e. partial-
pooling). The regression tree analyses suggested that village was a key grouping factor
(see Results). Thus, following Pinheiro and Bates (2006) we used the lme4 package in
R (Bates et al. 2015) to apply linear mixed models with restricted maximum likelihood
(REML) estimation with village as the random effect in the project-level analyses, and
adding an additional effect of country for the combined analysis. Unlike simpler ordinary
least squares regression methods, REML fits regression parameters based on the (log)
likelihood of obtaining the observed values in the underlying data. It differs from simple
maximum likelihood (ML) by fitting to a transformed set of observations to produce
unbiased estimates of variance and covariance, and is suitable for unbalanced and small
datasets (Logan 2011). To assess model fit, we report the conditional (random and fixed
effects) and marginal (fixed effects only) psuedo-R2 values (Nakagawa et al. 2013).

Principle component analysis, or PCA, is a technique used to reduce complex data
into fewer primary underlying, uncorrelated vectors in the data. Each of these vectors
represents a new ‘principal component’, each of which is formed of a different weighted
combination of the original variables. It is widely used in socio-economic and natural
resource management analyses to uncover the different dimensions of social constructs
(e.g. wealth), and to form new simpler indices of these constructs (either by having
an index for each new dimension, or combining them into a single additive index)
along which subjects (e.g. households) can be compared (Vyas et al. 2006; Campbell
et al. 2002; Bisung et al. 2014). Each of these indices can be given a typified label or
description based on the weighting of the original variables for that index. The quality
of these new indices can be assessed through the collective variance explained in the
original dataset (e.g. if all new indices explain 100% of the original variance, they would
collectively be perfect indicators).

Here we applied PCA to the observed variables under the ‘household wealth’ and ‘access
to knowledge’ latent constructs in each project to generate new indices for use in the
regression trees and linear mixed models. For all projects this yielded three social
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Table 3.2: Principle components of social variables (household wealth; access to
agroforestry extension services) and their explained variance. N.B. the variables which
explain 100% of the variance only have one underlying indicator and are thus technically
not principle components (but simply observed indicators). I have presented them
alongside the other principle components for simplicity.

Project Principle component Explained variance (%)

Mexico Wealth index 45.84
Mexico Horizontal extension (informal) 59.60
Mexico Horizontal extension (formal) 43.66
Mexico Vertical extension 30.07
Uganda Wealth index 71.63

Uganda Horizontal extension 81.64
Uganda Vertical extension 100.00
Mozambique Wealth index 68.60
Mozambique Horizontal extension 92.78
Mozambique Vertical extension 100.00

indices: a wealth index, separating wealthier and poorer farmers; horizontal extension,
indicating the level of capacity building from local actors; and vertical extension,
indicating the level of capacity building from external, technical actors. In Mexico,
horizontal extension was further split into informal and formal components, to reflect
our additional data on the presence of learning between farmers (informal) and the
presence of learning through local formal processes (e.g. farmer associations). This
additional data on extension was not available for the two other study projects. The
new indices for each project, and the amount of variance they explain, are summarised
at Table 3.2. This PCA also enabled us to combine the indices from each project to
run a combined comparison of all farms together (Vyas et al. 2006).

One limitation of this approach is that it that it does not allow for error terms (i.e.
unexplained variance) in our observed and latent variables—we are effectively assuming
that we have perfect measures of the drivers. In the cases of this study, we assume that,
while these new variables are not perfect measures, their explained variance is sufficient
to broadly separate out farms and farmers who score well or poorly for a construct, and
so allows us to investigate the broad relative effects of these drivers.

Similarly, a further limitation stems from the combination of datasets. While the
observed variables for our environmental and knowledge constructs were the same across
all projects, some indicators of wealth varied, and so would not be directly comparable
without further treatment (See Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 in Appendix B). We overcame
this issue through the PCA of social variables, where the new indicators produced by
the PCA were reliant on similar underlying datasets (i.e. data on physical, financial
and human capital) and were all normally distributed, scaled and centred (i.e. they
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all had a mean of zero and were in standard deviation units). We could thus combine
the new indices for each latent construct across projects (Vyas et al. 2006). While
this represents a from reductionism which may downplay differences in wealth between
our projects, given our aim at understanding the effect of relative differences of wealth
within a project (rather than comparing absolute values between projects), we assume
that the indicators are sufficient for our analysis.

3.2.7 Qualitative analysis: sampling and methods

To support the quantitative analysis, we included qualitative summaries of the full
array of potential drivers reported in interviews with local respondents. The full details
of these interviews, including sampling, design, and the interpretation and coding of
data are outlined in full in Chapter 5, where they form the core empirical basis of that
chapter’s analysis. The full list of (anonymised) respondents and interview schedules
are also at Appendix C. Below, we provide a summary for this chapter.

Interviews were conducted during field visits to Mexico and Uganda in 2017, and
Mozambique in 2018. We used a purposive sample to speak to farmers with varying
levels of performance (i.e. ranging from farmers who had achieved very high to very low
biomass) and the main project technicians associated with those farms (Punch 2013).
We based the parts of these interviews used in this chapter around open questions on
why some farmers have bigger or different trees compared to others. To analyse these
interviews we relied on interpretation by the researcher to arrange the various statements
into ‘themes’ (i.e. broad headings for the different types of drivers) (Ritchie et al. 2013).
We thus reviewed the audio and notes from each of the interviews and entered relevant
statements into an Excel database, attributing codes to each statement to designate
their source and thematic code. To synthesis the results under each theme, we arranged
the statements by theme, then produced a written summary of the statements (see the
Results section). In analysing the themes in the interviews, theoretical saturation (i.e.
where additional interviews do not yield further themes) appeared to be reached after
the 51st interview, after which no new themes on drivers emerged (Guest 2006).

3.3 Results and discussion

We assessed the drivers of variability through both quantitative and qualitative analyses,
with only qualitative methods applied to those drivers for which we could not obtain
sufficient quantitative data (Table 3.1). Below we first outline the quantitative results
on the institutional scales at which variation occurs, the effects of analysed drivers, and
the relationship between RAGB and tree diversity. We intersperse these results with
supporting qualitative information where needed. We then summarise the qualitative
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results for the other drivers not already addressed. Finally, we link our results to the
literature and draw conclusions for PES, NRM and land use science more generally.

3.3.1 The institutional scale of land management outcomes

Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show the level of importance of institutional scales in explaining
variation in RAGB and aspects of tree diversity in the combined analysis, Mexico and
Uganda, respectively. Generally, the regression trees explained approximately a quarter
of variation in RAGB and tree diversity (mean R2 = 0.27). The remaining variation
could be from: a) variation in the modelled latent constructs (i.e. drivers) that was not
captured by our observed variables; b) the other latent constructs reported as drivers by
stakeholders but not modelled due to a lack of data; c) other drivers not hypothesised
in the interviews; and d) a high level of stochasticity (i.e. randomness) in the system.
Broadly, while the explained variation is useful for examining the importance of different
drivers (as elaborated subsequently), the large residual unexplained variation illustrates
the difficulty in analysing and understanding variability (and associated uncertainty)
in such systems, even with relatively comprehensive data and advanced analyses. The
implications for PES practice and theory are further discussed below.
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(e) Dominance

Figure 3.1: All three projects: importance of hypothesised drivers of variability (from random forest analysis) of RAGB, LCBD, species
richness, evenness and dominance of species specified by LU designs. Institutional scales of household, village and municipality are respectively
in blue, orange and green. All other variables are in grey, as they are secondary to the institutional scale anaysis, and are outlined in more
detail in the linear models presented subsequently.
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Figure 3.2: Mexico: importance of hypothesised drivers of variability (from random forest analysis) of RAGB, LCBD, species richness,
evenness and dominance of species specified by LU designs. Institutional scales of household, village and municipality are respectively in blue,
orange and green. All other variables are in grey, as they are secondary to the institutional scale anaysis, and are outlined in more detail in
the linear models presented subsequently.
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Figure 3.3: Uganda: importance of hypothesised drivers of variability (from random forest analysis) of RAGB, LCBD, species richness,
evenness and dominance of species specified by LU designs. Institutional scales of household, village and municipality are respectively in blue,
orange and green. All other variables are in grey, as they are secondary to the institutional scale anaysis, and are outlined in more detail in
the linear models presented subsequently.
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Within the explained variation, for the combined analyses (Figure 3.1), the village
and municipality institutional scaling variables were always ranked as being of high
importance for all variables, except for LCBD, which was determined at the household
level. Village-level variation in outcomes is also apparent in the tree diversity community
ordination plots in Chapter 2 (Figures 2.4, ?? and ??).

For the project-level regression trees, village and municipality were also important in
Mexico, but not so in Uganda: in this project the producer/household was always more
important for all variables. These results were further supported by the assessment of
spatial autocorrelation, where there was a significant spatial effect in Uganda (in line
with the primacy of the household in determining outcomes), but not so in Mexico
and Mozambique (Table 3.3). This varying institutional effect is also evident from an
examination of the mapping of RAGB (Figure 3.4 below, and ?? to ?? in Appendix
??), where spatial patterns are only visually apparent in sites in Uganda.

This suggests that drivers at village- or higher-levels are often important for determining
land management outcomes, but sometimes this effect can be overridden by drivers at
the household level. Statements from local actors in our projects suggest that this
village-level effect in Mexico and Mozambique was due to the quality of the support
provided by the forest technician in the village, as well as the quality of the shared
nursery within each village. In Uganda, technicians suggested that these village-
level factors were important, but that household-level variation in tree growth came
from the extent to which individual’s responded to the spread of a pest affecting
the commonly-planted Maesopsis eminii : those farmers who responded quickly and
replanted alternative species had better trees.

Table 3.3: Test of spatial autocorrelation of RAGB amongst farms in each country
using Moran’s I. Showing results from sample plots and Monte Carlo simulation (with
1000 simulations). Where p > 0.05, spatial autocorrelation is not likely.

Plot data Monte Carlo

Country n Moran’s I p Moran’s I p

Mexico 290 -0.4247 0.66 -0.0459 0.64
Uganda 179 3.8544 0.01 0.3622 0.01
Mozambique 97 -0.8048 0.79 -0.1280 0.79

Broadly, we argue that these results show that larger scale institutions are often
important for AGB accumulation and many aspects of tree diversity. In two out of our
three cases, we are seeing larger scale institutional effects unrelated to spatial factors.
The importance of higher-level institutional scales is further triangulated by qualitative
evidence, where many of the drivers reported by stakeholders but not included in the
quantitative analysis (Table 3.1) relate to village-level organisation (e.g. institutions
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to regulate disturbance and respond to environmental shocks; political processes that
affect the capacity of farmers to conduct agroforestry).

Figure 3.4: Map of RAGB between villages in one area of the Uganda project.
Larger red dots mean higher RAGB, while smaller blue dots mean lower RAGB. The
community on the right is performing better than the one on the left

3.3.2 Effects of social-ecological drivers

Figures 3.5 to 3.7 present the standardised effects of the linear mixed models with 95%
confidence intervals for the combined analysis, Mexico and Uganda, while Table 3.4
shows the correlations between RAGB and tree diversity in each site. Appendix ??
contains the regression results in tabular form (Tables ?? to ??), and full reports of the
bivariate correlations in each project (including Mozambique) (Tables ?? to ??)

As for the regression trees, the observed variables in the linear mixed models explain
approximately a quarter of the variation in RAGB and tree diversity (mean marginal
pseudo-R2 = 0.24). Once again, at a general level, this illustrates that uncertainty
about system dynamics and outcomes will likely persist even with comprehensive data
and analyses. With the inclusion of village as a random effect the variance explained
increases to approximately half (mean conditional pseudo-R2 = 0.53), thus further
supporting the importance of village-level factors in explaining variation. Within this,
a number of both social and environmental variables had significant effects on RAGB
and tree diversity.

RAGB

For RAGB, across all analyses, household wealth was the only social or environmental
driver that had a significant positive effect on RAGB across all three analyses (at 95%
confidence in Uganda and the combined analyses, and with 90% confidence in Mexico).
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The bivariate correlations for Mozambique on their own do not show any significant
correlations between wealth indicators and RAGB, though conclusions here are limited
by the low sample size of plots with household wealth data at this site. Regarding
other social variables, the level of horizontal extension (i.e. the number and duration
of farmers already in a village) had a significant positive effect in Uganda, and in the
bivariate correlations for Mozambique (which had a high sample size for this correlation).

For environmental drivers of RAGB, none of the modelled environmental drivers
appeared significant in any of the linear models, although water availability had an
almost-significant positive effect across all three. This was accompanied by almost-
significant negative effects from solar insolation, perhaps indicating a correlation
between insolation levels and water availability (i.e. more exposed plots have higher
evapotranspiration, and thus lower water availability). This suggests that all sites are
largely water-limited (as opposed to nutrient or light limited) but that the variation
between farms is not enough to have a major effect on RAGB. This lack of variation
in environmental drivers of primary production (and so biomass accumulation) may
suggest that across all projects the intermediaries are doing well to target farms with
suitable biophysical conditions (i.e. they have already excluded farms with the most
extreme environmental factors; see Section 3.2.1.1 in Chapter 1).

Overall for RAGB, while the explanatory power of this analysis is only partial, across
all cases the analyses do offer novel quantitative evidence in support of theories that
social factors relating to wealth, and learning between farmers, have measurable positive
effects on land management outcomes such as AGB accumulation. Further, within land
use projects targeting farms with higher biophysical potential, such social factors can
explain more variability in AGB than commonly assumed environmental factors: the
usual drivers of primary production appear to explain little or no variation in AGB
across our project farms.

Tree diversity

For tree diversity, in contrast to the results for AGB, environmental factors in the linear
models were more often significant drivers relative to social factors. Varying aspects
of water availability and soil quality most often came out as a significant predictor of
tree diversity. In Mexico, Uganda and the combined analyses, soil carbon mainly had
negative effects on richness and evenness, and a positive effect on dominance by targeted
species. The bivariate correlations in Mozambique suggested the opposite relationship
in this site. Canopy cover at planting was also negatively associated with richness
and evenness in Mexico and the combined analysis (i.e. higher canopy cover meant a
narrower range of planted species and higher dominance), but had the opposite effect
in the Uganda linear model and Mozambique correlations.

The varying direction of relationships between countries could reflect varying ecological
niches for different species mixes, as well as a spectrum of project control over
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Figure 3.5: All projects: standardised fixed effects of household- and farm- level social and environmental variables on RAGB, LCBD, species
richness, evenness and dominance of target species, with 95 CIs. Marginal and conditional psuedo R2s reported. ** and * means different from
zero to 95% and 90% significance, respectively
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Figure 3.6: Mexico: standardised fixed effects of household- and farm- level social and environmental variables on RAGB, LCBD, species
richness, evenness and dominance of target species, with 95 CIs. Marginal and conditional psuedo R2s reported. ** and * means different from
zero to 95% and 90% significance, respectively
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Figure 3.7: Uganda: standardised fixed effects of household- and farm- level social and environmental variables on RAGB, LCBD, species
richness, evenness and dominance of target species, with 95 CIs. Marginal and conditional psuedo R2s reported. ** and * means different from
zero to 95% and 90% significance, respectively
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species. The bivariate correlations in Mozambique suggested the opposite relationship
in this site. Canopy cover at planting was also negatively associated with richness
and evenness in Mexico and the combined analysis (i.e. higher canopy cover meant a
narrower range of planted species and higher dominance), but had the opposite effect
in the Uganda linear model and Mozambique correlations.

The varying direction of relationships between countries could reflect varying ecological
niches for different species mixes, as well as a spectrum of project control over
tree species. For the latter, Uganda and Mozambique had increasing levels of
control, respectively, thus environmental factors initially affecting species selection
and establishment (e.g. existing canopy cover) may have been overcome by close
restrictions on land management by project intermediaries (e.g. by ensuring that
farmers conduct sufficient maintenance to protect planted saplings from competition
from existing vegetation). Water availability was positively correlated with richness
and evenness in Mexico, but was insignificant in all other cases. This perhaps reflects
greater variability, and so greater effect, of water as a driver of tree diversity in Mexico.

While significant explanatory variables were mainly environmental, the social factor of
horizontal extension was also often a significant predictor of aspects of tree diversity.
In Mexico, informal horizontal extension was positively correlated with richness and
evenness, and negatively correlated with dominance of targeted species (i.e. the presence
and duration of other project farmers meant higher numbers of different species, a
greater number of which were not in the initial project designs). In the Uganda linear
model, and the Mozambique correlations, the effects were the opposite at significant or
almost-significant levels. This mirrors the opposite effects of environmental drivers in
these different countries, and may have the same explanation: due to a higher level of
centralised control in Uganda and Mozambique, the number and duration of farmers
may have served to reinforce existing practices rather than leading to the adaptation of
new ones. Additionally, in Mexico the presence of formal horizontal extension (i.e. prior
experience with AF; farmer associations) had positive effects on dominance by targeted
species. This may reflect greater influence by key experienced actors and institutions
in sourcing seedlings and capacity building in support of project land use designs. This
factor was not modelled in other countries due to a lack of data.

Household wealth also had a significant, but very small, positive effect on LCBD in the
combined linear model. While not apparent in any of the other analyses, it provides
some weak evidence that species choices may be affected by socio-economic status.

In summary, tree diversity on farms was mainly explained by environmental variables,
though the social variable of horizontal extension was also a relatively strong predictor.
The directional effects of both social and environmental drivers were reversed between
Mexico on one hand, and Uganda and Mozambique on the other, potentially relating
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to different species mixes and increased project control of species in the latter two
countries.

The relationship between AGB between tree diversity

The comparison of bivariate correlations between the dependent variables in each
country suggests mainly non-significant relationships between RAGB and measures
of diversity (Table 3.4). Exceptions were significant correlations suggesting that less
diverse plots had higher RAGB: a weak negative correlation between RAGB and richness
in Mexico; a strong negative correlation between RAGB and LCBD in Mozambique;
and a strong positive correlation between RAGB and the dominance of target species
also in Mozambique. The strong correlations in Mozambique could reflect that the
two most dominant species were nitrogen fixing legumes specified in the project design
(Albizia lebbeck and Millettia stuhlmanii). Thus, farmers could maximise the potential
of their soils (and so tree growth) by just focusing on these target species, rather than
a more diverse but more nutrient limited community of trees.

Table 3.4: Bivariate correlations between RAGB and diversity variables. * = 95
percent significance

Mexico Uganda Mozambique

Observed variable n tau p n tau p n tau p

LCBD 402 -0.02 0.5 337 0 0.99 231 -0.24* 0
Richness 402 -0.08* 0.02 337 0 0.44 231 0.01 0.91
E’ 402 -0.06 0.06 337 0 0.11 231 -0.01 0.82
Dom. targ. spp. 402 0.04 0.24 337 0 0.93 231 0.13* 0.01

3.3.2.1 Qualitative results

Below, for those drivers not assessed quantitatively, we summarise the qualitative results
from our semi-structured interviews with local technicians and farmers. We first report
together their suggested effects on RAGB and tree diversity, then summarise their
overall contribution to understanding the types and effects of drivers of these land
management outcomes.

Pests, pathogens and human disturbance were suggested by local actors in all
projects as majorly affecting tree establishment and mortality, and so farm level AGB
and species selection. In Uganda there was a persistent pest affecting M. eminii, which
led to the adaptation of land designs towards other species. Technicians and farmers
suggested that pests and disturbance were more of a problem where there was poor
management or a lack of resources to respond.
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Seedling quality was the reason most commonly cited by technicians and farmers as
the reason for poor tree growth. Often it was suggested that this was due to the poor
setup or management of nurseries (e.g. initial seed stocks were said to be of poor quality
or not adapted to the local environment; nursery staff were said to be poorly trained or
under-resourced).

Environmental shocks were reported as reasons for high mortality and low growth
at different spatial scales: floods sometimes affected particular farms, while droughts
were cited as affecting whole regions or projects.

Access to tools was suggested as a problem by external experts and local technicians,
but no local farmers reported this as an issue.

In all projects larger socioeconomic and political trends and shocks were cited
as affecting the quality and type of land management on farms. For example, in
all projects, there were examples where the village leadership developed particularly
effective (or ineffective) relationships with project staff, which affected the establishment
and maintenance of trees. In another example from Mexico, after initial establishment,
some farms were subsequently included by the government in a restricted conservation
area, which removed the prospect of harvesting firewood or timber from the farms.
Interviewees reported that this led the farms to effectively be abandoned, and to
higher mortality rates amongst planted project trees (due to a lack of maintenance
and increased interplant competition).

Technical experts considered that unresponsive institutions would evolve due to the
need of intermediaries to implement a series of rules conferred by the requirements of the
carbon market. Experts theorised that this may restrict farmer capacity to respond to
changed and uncertain circumstances which in turn may lead to poorly adapted land use
designs, lower AGB and less tree diversity. Interviews showed that this varied across
the projects, and that in the less centralised projects (Mexico and Uganda), project
staff were in fact facilitating adaptation and flexibility, and investing significant time to
negotiate and reconcile this with the rules and restrictions from carbon standards. In
Mozambique, there was little adaptation of project land use designs, perhaps reflecting
a greater level of centralised control. Interviews with farmers suggested that flexibility
was important to allow farmers to adapt to their local environment, and to fulfil varying
farmer objectives (e.g. some farmers lobbied to be allowed to also grow occasional fruit
or medicinal trees).

External experts suggested that the presence and strength of collective action would
affect the quality of management and so AGB. This was investigated through household-
level survey questions in Mexico which detected little presence of collective action across
two indicators (i.e. having received free labour to establish the plot from outside the
household; and a perception that project trees were a community responsibility rather
than an individual one). However, the aforementioned quantitative evidence shows
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that AGB and tree diversity vary at the village level and that this is, at least in
part, institutional. Aspects of these institutions could be implied to be collective (e.g.
volunteering to collect seeds, manage nurseries, provide advice etc.).

Non-monetary motivations were reported by all stakeholders as a reason for
variation in both AGB (due to the associated variability in the quality of management
of farms) and tree diversity (due to personal preferences about species). Motivations
varied from short term financial and/or extractive utilitarian motivations (e.g. carbon
payments; for firewood, timber), to other longer-term utilitarian motivations (e.g.
bequest value of tress to children; protecting soils), to more personal and highly variable
motivations such as a general interest in learning about forestry, or the desire to create
enjoyable green spaces (cultural services). For tree diversity, beyond the ‘core’ dominant
species occurring across most farms within a land use, the addition of other species were
motivated by common utilitarian motivations in most cases (e.g. the adoption of popular
fruit tree species), with vary rare species usually being due to very personal motivations
(e.g. a cultural attachment to particular trees; a desire to collect, grow and learn about
rare tree species).

Monetary incentives, tenure, conditionality and costs are the primary drivers
of land use in PES projects suggested in economic theory. Given that our study
projects have uniform entry requirements, carbon prices (per tonne) and administrative
structures for all participating farmers, we assumed that these would not vary
sufficiently within our sample. Results mainly suggested that there was indeed a lack of
variation of these aspects within our sample. Questions to farmers about opportunity
costs (e.g. would you have been better off doing something different with your land?
if you could, would you do something different with your land now?), transaction costs
(e.g. do you find the administration onerous?) and conditionality (e.g. how do you feel
about the monitoring and payment process?) were largely the same: farmers mainly
reported that they were satisfied with their decision to join the project.

In summary, our qualitative results suggest that variations in land management
outcomes are driven by a range of other environmental and social drivers.
Environmentally, the respondents emphasised the importance of pests, disturbance,
seedling quality and environmental shocks. Socially, interviews suggested that outcomes
were heavily impacted by socio-economic and political events, the responsiveness of
institutions, and non-monetary motivations. The impact of collective action, responsive
institutions and incentives is further examined in Chapters 4 and 5.

Broadly, all of these factors, or the response to them, can be seen to have social and
institutional aspects (e.g. regulating human disturbance, responding to environmental
shocks; managing nurseries; responding to plagues). Thus, in addition to suggesting a
range of individual factors, we view that the qualitative results support our quantitative
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findings on the importance of social factors, and higher-level institutions, for explaining
variation in AGB and tree diversity, and land management outcomes more generally.

3.3.3 Implications for PES programmes

In summary, building on the findings from Chapter 2, which showed great farm-level
variability in RAGB and tree diversity, we have highlighted a number of village- and
household-level factors that drive land management outcomes. Similar performance
of farms at the village and higher levels appears related to institutional, although
not always spatial, factors. Out of the farm- and household-level drivers assessed
quantitatively, we found that RAGB was primarily driven by the social factors of
household wealth and access to horizontal extension (i.e. learning between local actors),
with water availability also likely having a small effect. We found that tree diversity
was mainly explained by environmental drivers and the level of horizontal extension.
Broadly, the level of centralised administrative control in the projects had little effect
on RAGB, but a potentially greater effect on tree diversity. Interviews suggested that,
in addition to these factors, AGB and tree diversity were affected by environmental
factors causing mortality (i.e. pest, disturbance, poor sapling, natural disasters) and
village- and individual-level social factors (i.e. project institutions and relationships,
individual non-monetary motivations), all of which at least partly relate to collective
processes at village-level.

Overall, our results paint a rich picture of factors underlying the variability of land
management outcomes in PES schemes, and in land use interventions more broadly.
Below we discuss four implications for managing uncertainty in PES schemes, then
summarise how they may apply to other types of land use interventions. Finally, we
examine the implications of land use science more generally.

Expect variability, even with close control

Extending on our conclusion from the last chapter that PES projects should expect and
plan for great variability in their projects, the findings in this chapter suggest that this
variability will persist even where there are attempts to closely control outcomes. Our
study projects exist across a spectrum of centralised control by project administrators.
While this may have affected species selection in Uganda and Mozambique, there was
little evidence of reduced variability of RAGB in villages with a high level of centralised
control. Further, even given our relatively comprehensive datasets, large amounts of
variation remain unexplained. This reaffirms and builds on our conclusion in the
last chapter that, no matter the level of administrative control exerted by project
administrators, eventually diverse and varying drivers will push the system beyond our
direct control and predictive abilities. Thus, while there are increasing calls for better
targeting and closer control (i.e. monitoring) in PES schemes (Wunder et al. 2018),
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there are apparent limits to how far we can estimate and influence land management
outcomes.

Invest in responsive village-level institutions

Second, PES projects should pay particular attention to, and invest significant resources
in, responsive village- and higher-level institutions. In our projects, village and
municipality membership were often powerful explanatory factors of the variation in
RAGB and tree diversity, and this appears to be at least sometimes due to institutional
factors that support land management. While such village- and municipality-level
structures are already part of such projects, great resources are often allocated elsewhere
to the activities of intermediaries and external experts (Cacho et al. 2010; Chan et al.
2017). Ensuring that local actors are sufficiently supported to be responsive to the
diverse and evolving environmental and social contexts in the surrounding area, and on
individual farms, appears key. Broadly, this relates to building the adaptive capacity of
both the project intermediary, and village level actors, through leadership, participation,
and devolved power and accountability. This is further explored in later chapters.

Household socioeconomic resilience may affect ecosystem service provision

Third, and relatedly, our results indicated that wealthier farmers, and those with access
to higher levels of support from other farmers in the village, achieved higher levels
of AGB accumulation. This aligns with the findings of Hayes et al. (2017) that
wealthier households are more likely to implement land use changes. Household wealth
is one indicator usually correlated with higher overall socio-economic resilience (or lower
vulnerability) (Béné 2013; Hughes et al. 2013). Broadly, we suggest that our results are
indicative that those farmers with higher socio-economic resilience are better able to care
for their trees (e.g. by having more capacity to make use of opportunities; or by adapting
to changeable conditions and shocks (i.e. environmental and social variability) and
minimising the effect on their intended land use objectives Folke et al. 2010; Fisher et al.
2014). Where these intended land use objectives align with those intended by the PES
scheme (i.e. the accumulation of AGB), outcomes are likely improved. The varied role
of resilience and other SES concepts in PES are elaborated in Chapter 5 (e.g. resilience
can work against intended PES outcomes: an unwilling participant may be resilient in
maintaining their original land use). Here we simply use the concept to highlight that
projects may benefit from explicitly considering variation in the socioeconomic contexts
of individual farmers when trying to improve AGB accumulation.

Practically, this could involve classifying and supporting farmers when they join the
project based on their capacity to respond to shocks and changes on their farms.
Socioeconomic context is already an implicit consideration in determining who can
participate in a project. Additionality concerns push projects to exclude farmers with a
socioeconomic context that already supports the desired land use. Also, some aspects of
socioeconomic resilience are already implicit in project processes which exclude farmers
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with a lack of tenure or insufficient land (i.e. excluded farmers are more likely to be
poorer with higher vulnerability). However, there appears little explicit consideration
of socioeconomic difference between farmers already participating in a project. Also,
excluding farmers based on their apparent vulnerability limits the potential of PES to
address poverty alleviation, and raises equity and justice issues (Milder et al. 2010).

Projects may better be able to anticipate and manage land management outcomes by
expressly classifying and supporting farmers that may have difficulty. This did already
happen informally in some of our projects (e.g. through intermediaries providing more
support or ‘corrective actions’ to farmers that appear to be struggling), this was largely
reactive and likely inconsistent. To formalise this process, the vulnerability of particular
farmers could be assessed locally (e.g. by a local technician), and could lead to a closer
level of consultation and support for ‘at risk’ farmers.

While such assessments could also be used to exclude higher-risk farmers, this would
need to be considered alongside perceptions of local equity and legitimacy (e.g. some
farmers may disagree with their classification) (Pascual et al. 2010), social objectives
around social inclusion (e.g. gender considerations; Benjamin et al. 2018) and alongside
objectives of changing land use at the landscape level (e.g. excluding farmers in a
landscape may lead to a greater fragmentation of restored tree cover) (Prager et al.
2012). The new power dynamics of classifying farmers would also need to be considered
(e.g. local actors who do the classifying would be in a powerful position to distribute or
deny material support, especially in areas with high levels of poverty) (Staddon et al.
2014). Nonetheless, finding ways to identify and assist vulnerable farmers in PES may
be important if PES is going to ever truly support poverty-alleviation by engaging the
marginalised and poor people (Muradian et al. 2010).

Some flexibility in land use is ok

Finally, while there was large variation of AGB between farms, and while species
mixes had departed to some degree from those in initial project designs, projects were
still accumulating AGB overall, and changes to tree diversity appeared to have little
effect on this. Projects can thus permit some farm-level flexibility in land use designs
and outcomes without endangering their broader land use change objectives. This
is particularly relevant given the apparent spectrum of centralised control across the
three countries: higher levels of control over land use designs may not be necessary,
and may in fact prevent farmers from building up and benefiting from multifunctional
land use systems (i.e. farms with diverse species delivering diverse goods). Such
flexibility would also potentially increasing mosaics of land cover and increase beta
diversity at the regional level—something seen as increasingly important for resilient
and multifunctional landscapes (Fischer et al. 2006).
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3.3.4 Implications for other land use policy instruments

While our study projects are focused on smallholders and are a subset of market-based
policy instruments, they do share in common with other policy instruments the objective
of changing land use at the local level, and in similar contexts (i.e. rural areas with great
heterogeneity of environmental and social factors). Here we use these commonalities to
draw out the broader implications of our study for other types of land use interventions.

For incentive-based policy instruments specifically, our results offer new insights as
to how such instruments affect land management outcomes after a participant has
subscribed to a scheme. While our results show that such schemes have resulted in
AGB accumulation within in our study projects (although, as discussed above this is
not necessarily indicative of net carbon sequestration; see 2.2.3), land management
outcomes are not uniform. Farmers do not, or cannot, always respond to PES financial
incentives by seeking to maximise their income through maximising the delivery of
ecosystem services. Instead farmers implement alternative or adapted land uses in
response to changing social and environmental contexts, or their own non-monetary
motivations. While if the financial incentive was higher (and carbon prices are generally
fairly low) (Jayachandran et al. 2017), it would presumably have a different and perhaps
more powerful effect, uniform responses are still not guaranteed. This extends existing
critiques that simple versions of Coasean rational actor theory do not always apply
in decisions to participate in a scheme, by showing that that it also does not always
dictate how farmers then go on to behave (Van Hecken et al. 2015; Costedoat et al.
2016). Overall, it suggests that incentive-based instruments should not always assume
financial incentives to be the dominant driver of land use decisions and outcomes.

For land use policy instruments generally, we suggest three points of interest. First,
land management outcomes will be variable and in some cases unpredictable in models
and project designs. The social and environmental drivers of variability within our
study sites were attributes of the existing SES, rather than something introduced by
the specific policy instrument implemented in our projects. Even where instruments
operate at higher scales, variability and resultant uncertainty will likely be persistent.
Land use interventions should thus be realistic in the capacity of technical approaches
to predict and manage variability and uncertainty, and ensure sufficient resourcing and
flexibility for adaptive approaches (Allen et al. 2015).

Second, variation in land management outcomes may occur (at least partially) at the
same scale as the dominant institutions in a policy instrument, and this may not
necessarily be spatial. Paying attention to institutional scale (and recognising that
this is not necessarily a spatial designation) may thus be important for understanding
and managing variability generally. Finally, in managed systems with a high level
of anthropogenic intervention (such as agricultural landscapes), the drivers of land
cover will be as much social as environmental. And the ability of targeted actors to
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implement a change in land use will likely be related to their socioeconomic resilience
more generally: no matter the intervention, a less resilient population may be less able
to continue to implement a change in land use if faced with changed circumstance and
shocks. In sum, an intervention may only be as good as the socioeconomic resilience of
the targeted actors.

3.3.5 Implications for land use change science

In addition to applying to other policy instruments, our case projects inform debates
in land use change science more broadly. First, as discussed above, our study reaffirms
the widely accepted view that the drivers of land use change are social as well as
environmental (Geist et al. 2006). However, we suggest that the treatment of social
factors is still often partial in analyses of forest cover and other land use changes (Poorter
et al. 2012). We suggest that equal effort should be made to analyse social drivers
of variability in land cover (especially in managed landscapes), particularly given the
opportunities presented by big data and remote sensing technologies.

Second, our study suggests that institutional factors are likely a major factor in
explaining patterns and variation in land use cover. When analysing landscapes,
consideration should be given to the scale and distribution of the dominant institutions
affecting land cover. While this does already occur in some cases (e.g. designating
protected areas; zones of urban expansion) (Curtis et al. 2018), this is usually simply
a spatial (rather than truly institutional) designation, and is often secondary to more
commonly considered ecological criteria. Including formal and informal institutions as
standard variables in land cover analyses may be informative.

Finally, our study reaffirms the importance of interdisciplinary, open and broad methods
of inquiry for understanding changes in SES, including in land use cover (Stirling et
al. 2007). While established quantitative methods are useful, the great complexity,
variability and uncertainty of the drivers of land use puts limits on their ability to make
sense of the chaos. In this study, by considering the existing contributions of diverse
disciplines, as well as the contributions of ‘non-expert’ local actors, we have developed
a rich and informative picture of land use change that would not have otherwise been
possible. We suggest that the illustration in this study of the complex phenomena
driving land use only reaffirms the importance of truly interdisciplinary approaches for
understanding land use change, and ultimately for achieving sustainable landscapes.

3.4 Conclusion

Through a mixed-methods empirical analysis of the social-ecological drivers of AGB
and tree diversity farms across three smallholder carbon agroforestry projects, we have
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shown that household social-economic and village-level institutional factors can have a
direct impact on land management outcomes, on par with oft-considered environmental
drivers. The implication for PES, NRM and land use science more generally is that we
need to be better at accounting for and managing these factors if we are to successfully
achieve sustainable landscapes. In the rest of this thesis we assess in more depth the
types of institutions that may support better land management outcomes (Chapter
4), and the opportunities and challenges for implementing a social-ecological systems
approach in PES (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 4
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and incentives: which institutional
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PES project?
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Abstract

There is ongoing debate about which aspects of project design are most important
for success in payments for ecosystem service (PES) projects. In this paper, through
a qualitative empirical analysis across 39 farms in two PES projects in Mexico and
Mozambique, we seek to contribute to this debate with an analysis of the importance
of different within-project, or ‘intra-institutional’, attributes for land management
outcomes. Within a broad theoretical perspective of critical institutionalism, we
focus on four intra-institutional attributes which we view summarise many of the
existing debates around PES design: organisational centralisation; organisational
decentralisation; participation in decision making; and responses to monetary incentives.
We assess how these different attributes have been associated with the land use outcome
of aboveground biomass in our cases, up to ten years after planting. Using data from tree
inventories and semi-structured interviews we conduct a fuzzy qualitative comparative
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analysis to identify patterns across our cases, before unpacking and examining these
patterns in more depth through a qualitative thematic synthesis of farmer experiences.
Broadly, we find that the presence of effective participation by local people, and
the perception of long term (monetary and non-monetary) incentives appear to be
the most important institutional attributes in our cases. Beyond this, the degree
of (de)centralisation was unimportant, as long as there was some form of strong
(vertical or horizontal) structure by which farmers could interact. The actual degree
of centralisation appeared to be culturally and historically contingent, with effective
institutions linking to, and evolving with, local contexts. Overall, we suggest that
PES practitioners should not expect to be have direct control over the ‘design’ of
project institutions, but instead focus on supporting the evolution and adaptation of
(centralised and/or decentralised) processes in response to social-ecological diversity
and dynamism—a form of ‘intra-institutional bricolage’. Within this broader process of
institutional evolution, practitioners should focus on maintaining good communication
and relations with local participants, and emphasising benefits in both the short and
long terms.

Author contributions

GJW developed the research questions, and sourced and prepared the data, with advice
from CMR and EC. GJW analysed the data, with CMR advising on methods. GJW
wrote the manuscript, with comments from CMR and EC. An edited version of this
paper is intended for submission to Ecological Economics.

4.1 Introduction

While PES schemes are increasingly common, in most cases, their effectiveness has
lagged behind initial expectations (Börner et al. 2017). One of the debates on the causes
of this apparent underperformance focuses on the importance of different aspects of
PES institutions. For example, while some argue that project institutions should focus
mainly on enforcing rules and making payments, others suggest that project institutions
should play a political role in building wider community support for the schemes (Ezzine-
de-Blas et al. 2016; Pascual et al. 2014; Wunder et al. 2018). Here we seek to contribute
to this debate by assessing how different within-project institutional attributes have
played out with regard to actual farm-level land management outcomes. We focus on
four institutional attributes that we view represent many of the issues at the heart of
this debate: organisational centralisation; organisational decentralisation; participation
in decision making; and responses to monetary incentives. In doing so, we extend the
existing debate beyond the larger scale analysis of how PES schemes as a whole interact
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with other natural resource management (NRM) institutions (i.e. inter-institutional
interactions) to examine in more detail intra-institutional processes within specific PES
schemes (i.e. interactions within projects).

In addition to contributing to the academic debate on PES institutions, we also seek to
make a practical contribution to PES practice. PES projects continue to have limited
resources to invest in activities, and often need to make hard choices about which
project processes to foment and support (e.g. should technical analyses and detailed
monitoring be prioritised over broader community participation and development?)
(Milder et al. 2010). Relatedly, there is great pressure for smallholder PES projects
(which are predominantly operating at smaller scales) to ‘upscale’ to include far greater
numbers of farmers and achieve sustained changes at the landscape level (Porras et al.
2013a; Pirard et al. 2010). To effectively upscale, PES projects need to know which
institutional attributes are important and need to be encouraged elsewhere. Generally
for NRM and land use change science, our analysis helps to illuminate how different
institutional processes have been associated with land management outcomes at the
ground level. As will become evident throughout this paper, much of the variation in
within-project processes stems from micro-level variation in social-ecological contexts,
and from persistent uncertainty about how PES actually causes changes in behaviour
and land cover.

We conduct a multiple comparative case study analysis of the institutional attributes
associated with the actual land use outcome of aboveground biomass (AGB)
accumulation in 39 households across two established smallholder carbon agroforestry
PES projects: the Scolel’te project in Mexico, and the Sofala Community Carbon
Project (SCCP) in Mozambique. We take a qualitative approach to enable in depth
and rich analyses of institutional phenomena. We use fuzzy set qualitative comparative
analysis (fsQCA) to analyse patterns across the cases, then unpack these initial findings
through a qualitative thematic analysis of the experiences of farmers related to us
during semi-structured interviews. Our research question is: in our study projects
in Mexico and Mozambique, how have organisational centralisation, decentralisation,
local participation in decision making, and perceptions of monetary incentives been
associated with different land cover outcomes?

In the rest of this paper, we first provide conceptual background around institutionalist
perspectives, organisational decentralisation, participation and incentives. We then
describe our cases, data and methods, before presenting and discussing our results
together.
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4.1.1 Conceptual background

Perspectives on appropriate institutions in PES, and in NRM more generally, are wide
and varied (Koning et al. 2014). In this study we define institutions generally, as the
underlying social rules, norms and structures by which society negotiates interactions
between people and natural resources (Cleaver et al. 2015). Institutions are related to
the broader concept of governance, which encompasses the overarching sociopolitical
processes within which these institutions operate (Leach et al. 2007). Governance can
be seen as the societal process which results in decisions about natural resources, with
institutions as the day-to-day tools of governance.

In this study we are primarily concerned with the internal attributes of those particular
project institutions that evolve within PES projects: our focus is on those institutional
factors which are (notionally) under the direct control of project staff and participants.
For example, we compare different levels of control in decision making by formal
project staff and local farmers. We thus characterise our focus as ‘intra-institutional’,
rather than an ‘inter-institutional’ analysis of broader governance processes. While
these particular project institutions will interact with others through wider governance
forums (and while we do reflect on this in our analysis), given our aim of making a
practical contribution to PES practice at the project-level, we explicitly focus on those
institutional levers available to local project actors.

For the purpose of our analysis we characterise and analyse four intra-institutional
attributes that, in our view, represent many of the issues at the frontier of the debate on
PES design: organisational centralisation; organisational decentralisation; participation
in decision making; and the impact of monetary incentives. Below we first set out the
critical institutionalist theoretical perspective within which our analysis is embedded.
We then go on to outline the state of the existing academic debate around each of the
four institutional factors, and how these factors can interact.

4.1.1.1 Institutionalist perspectives

The focus of our study on institutions implies an institutionalist perspective.
Institutionalism is a broad school of thought in social science which seeks to explain
human behaviour through the influence of our surrounding political and social rules,
practices, norms and structures (Lowndes et al. 2013). Since the 1990s, ‘traditional
institutionalism’, which focused on formal or official rules and processes, has given way
to ‘new institutionalism’, which makes room for informal processes as well (Marsh et al.
2010).

Within the institutionalist school there are many and varied perspectives which
can be usefully categorised into ‘mainstream’ and ‘critical’ (also sometimes ‘post-’)
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institutionalism (Cleaver et al. 2015). Within NRM theory, de Koning et al. (2012),
and more recently Cleaver (2017), characterise mainstream institutional approaches as
those which assume that one can identify and design optimal institutions to achieve a
desired behavioural outcome. Mainstream institutionalist perspectives on market-based
institutions (such as those in PES) are partly grounded in rational actor theory which
posits that individuals are economic beings who seek to maximise their own utility.
Accordingly, individual behaviour can be predictably shaped through institutions that
deliver economic incentives. Critical institutionalism, on the other hand, emphasises
that institutions and their outcomes are rarely explicitly designed but instead evolve
from existing social and historical processes. It also assumes that behaviour of
individuals within these institutions is not simply determined by utility maximising
behaviour. Instead individuals have agency within their surrounding institutions,
where their behaviour, in addition to being economic, is also emotionally and morally
determined. de Koning et al. (2012) thus advocate the perspective of institutional
bricolage:

Institutional bricolage is a process in which actors consciously and unconsciously
reshape or piece together different institutional arrangements at hand ... In so
doing, they modify old arrangements and invent new ones. Consequently, these
new patchworks of different rules, norms and beliefs are always linked to commonly
acceptable ways of doing things.

At first glance, our central research theme (i.e. which institutional aspects are good
for PES) aligns with a mainstream institutionalist view. It reflects the perspective of
many of the current debates on PES design, which focus on the merits of different
‘project designs’ for influencing (inherently predictable) human behaviour (Wunder et
al. 2018; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017). It implies some level of control over the design of
institutions, and an ability to assess the ‘effectiveness’ of different institutional factors.
However, as will become evident throughout this paper, while our initial framing is
somewhat reductionist, and while we are explicitly focused on the apparent effectiveness
of different institutional arrangements, we simply use this as a basis to explore in our
cases many of the ideas introduced by critical institutionalism and concepts such as
bricolage: are there widely applicable ‘optimal’ institutional designs, or is the shape
of effective institutions unpredictable due to their contingency on variable, local social
and historical contexts? Is behaviour of PES participants utility maximising or are
there other forms of human agency at play? Thus, our study represents an empirical
critical institutionalist assessment of how four institutional factors that are theorised to
be important for PES have (or have not) been experienced by smallholder farmers in
our projects.
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4.1.1.2 Organisational centralisation and decentralisation

At the core of our analysis is the contrast between two intra-institutional attributes:
organisational centralisation and decentralisation. While these two terms may
intuitively appear to be referring to the same concept (i.e. either end of a spectrum
of centralisation), we distinguish between the two because our findings suggest that
the two concepts can co-exist. For example, we find that PES institutions can at one
time have both centralised (e.g. strong monitoring and strict decisions on payments)
and decentralised (e.g. farmer-level flexibility on land use designs) dimensions. An
institutional process may thus be centralised and decentralised to varying degrees.
Further, this does not necessarily occur along a unidimensional spectrum but may
be multidimensional - there may be different mixes of centralised and decentralised
processes. We thus present centralisation and decentralisation as distinct higher level
variables, and explore the different underlying dimensions within these concepts in the
qualitative analysis of interviews (see Methods section). This approach also aligns with
the logic of ’fuzzy set’ theory, which underpins the first part of our analysis (Dusa 2019).

In framing this part of our study we draw on organisational theory from the fields
of international development and public policy (Peckham et al. 2005; Gibbs et al.
2000; Madon 1999; Fowler 1992; Bainbridge 2000). Following Fowler (2000) we define
organisational centralisation and decentralisation as ‘the way in which authority over
decisions about goals, resources and tasks are distributed in an organisation’. In
centralised approaches, decision making authority is confined to a small number of actors
usually at the top of a (vertical) hierarchical structure. Decentralised approaches extend
this authority downwards or outwards through more horizontal structure. Fowler (2000)
presents decentralisation as a conscious decision within an organisation to shift authority
to other actors. In line with our critical institutionalist perspective, here we assume that
decentralisation can be something intentional or something that evolves organically: it
is a consequence of (intra-)institutional bricolage. Additionally, as emphasised above,
unlike Fowler (2000), we view that an institution can at one time have both centralised
and decentralised dimensions.

The concept of organisational decentralisation, while more narrowly focused on
processes within an institution, is linked to the concept of democratic decentralisation
in broader societal governance processes, and shares many of the same justifications,
strengths and weaknesses (Peckham et al. 2005). Over the last three decades, notions of
decentralised governance have become popular in NRM theory (if not always in NRM
practice) due to both normative views on the benefits of its apparent democratising
power, and because of assumptions that it is more effective than centralised approaches
(Larson et al. 2008; Ribot et al. 2004). A key pillar of this argument is that decentralised
approaches facilitate improved decision making through the integration of ‘broad’ types
of knowledge (e.g. technical approaches combined with local knowledge) in an iterative
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process of adaptive learning and ‘open’ (i.e. pluralistic) decision making (Stirling et al.
2007; Allen et al. 2015). In practice, decentralisation involves transferring the power to
make NRM decisions from traditionally centralised institutions to lower levels (e.g. from
national- to village-level government), with the aim of better grounding practices in local
realities and of making interventions more responsive to community needs (Blomquist
et al. 2010).

While decentralisation is increasingly popular, however, its effectiveness and feasibility
is still contested. Many researchers have highlighted that decentralisation does not
necessarily solve issues related to elite capture, scale mismatches, and a lack of
accountability (Lockwood et al. 2010; Blaikie 2006). In response to these issues, some
advocate a co-governance compromise (or similarly, networked or nested governance)
in which centralised and decentralised approaches are balanced to accommodate
coordinated decision-making at different levels (Leach et al. 2007; Blomquist et
al. 2010). In this paper, while we focus on the much narrower phenomenon of
organisational decentralisation, the above justifications and criticism of broader societal
decentralisation can also be seen to apply (Fowler 1999).

In relation to PES, discussions on decentralisation have mainly been focused on higher-
level inter-institutional assessments of broader governance processes. Early advocates
framed PES itself as a broad form of democratic decentralisation in a neo-liberal
sense: PES would allow better decisions about environmental resources through handing
decisions to free and rational individuals in the marketplace, rather than being made by
centralised governmental command-and-control structures (Engel et al. 2008). Following
on from these have been further higher-level assessments of power dynamics between
PES institutions at different levels (Corbera et al. 2009), vertical and horizontal
coordination of activities between institutions (Kolinjivadi et al. 2014), the role of
organisational leadership (Escobar et al. 2013), and the characterisation of PES schemes
as a middle-ground hybrid type of governance that is neither purely market-based, nor
a form of command-and-control (Muradian et al. 2012).

With regard to intra-institutional assessments of organisational decentralisation, while
not addressed directly in the existing PES literature, we argue that many of the existing
debates on PES design are indeed framed around a tension between centralised and
decentralised project processes. On the one hand, centralised approaches seek to exert
control and minimise risks within a PES project through the robust implementation of
centrally managed (i.e. project-wide) rules, land use designs and sanctioning (Ezzine-
de-Blas et al. 2016; Ferraro 2011; Wunder et al. 2018). On the other hand, decentralised
approaches emphasise more community-based structures that rely on cooperation and
‘collective action’ type processes (Muradian et al. 2010; Nieratkaa et al. 2015; Corbera
et al. 2008; Pascual et al. 2014). Where rules and sanctioning are concerned, these
decentralised approaches often prioritise negotiation and compromise to maintain local
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support for the project (i.e. legitimacy) rather than adhering to strict rules around
payments by results. Of course, in reality this dichotomy rarely plays out so neatly,
and, as we will see in this paper, these different institutional approaches can co-exist
within the same project (see Section 4.1.1.5). We accommodate this in our analysis
by categorising the strength of both centralised (i.e. vertical) and decentralised (i.e.
horizontal) institutional structures in each of our cases (rather than attempting to
capture both concepts in one dichotomous variable).

A final contribution from the PES literature on intra-institutional organisational
decentralisation relates to the role of leadership in PES schemes. Different studies
emphasise the importance of strong leadership by central administrators or by
community representatives (Fisher 2012; Escobar et al. 2013; Kosoy et al. 2008; Corbera
et al. 2007b; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017). Such leadership may be formal (e.g. a project
staff member with formal decision-making power; a legally appointed village head) or
informal (e.g. a project technician or local farmer whom people listen to due to existing
knowledge or social status). We reflect on the type of leadership in each of cases in
the descriptions of our study villages, and throughout our results and discussion. As
described in the Section 4.1.1.5, strong leadership does not preclude a decentralised
approach (e.g. the leader may simply support farmers to make their own decisions).

While the debates outlined above are concerned about the broad structure of PES
institutions, the way that individuals engage in these institutions are determined by a
range of other factors (Blomquist et al. 2010). In our analysis we focus on two of these
with particular relevance to PES: participation in decision making; and the impact of
monetary incentives.

4.1.1.3 Participation in decision making

The notion of participation has a varied and ambiguous usage in NRM and other fields
(Scoones et al. 2007; Larson et al. 2008). Here we use it to describe the degree to which
‘local’ actors (in our cases farmers participating in PES schemes) are engaged with
project institutions and the extent to which they can influence decisions (Lockwood
et al. 2010). We define this as an ‘empowering participation’ for farmers as laid out by
Johnson et al. (2003) where:

... decision making authority is shared between farmers and scientists [or project
staff in our cases], and involves organised communication among them. [Project
staff] and farmers know about one another’s opinions, preferences, and priorities
through organised two-way communication.

In the PES literature, aspects of participation are apparent in two ways. The first uses
a more literal understanding of the term to examine how and why different stakeholders
are motivated to join (i.e. participate in) PES schemes (e.g. Fisher 2012). Our study
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focuses on cases of farmers who have already chosen to participate in a scheme, so we
pay less attention to this usage. The second notion of participation in PES is apparent
in debates on how PES design can affect ‘procedural equity’ (and similarly, ‘procedural
justice’ or ‘procedural fairness’), which in its simplest form means ‘participation in
decision making’ (Corbera et al. 2007a; Martin et al. 2014; Pascual et al. 2010). Our
analysis focuses on this aspect of participation.

Debates about participation in decision making in PES are related to the aforementioned
debates around intra-institutional centralisation and decentralisation. Generally,
advocates of a more decentralised approach emphasise participatory processes and
negotiation in PES design and implementation over more control and enforcement-
focused (and apparently less participatory) designs (Pascual et al. 2014; Ezzine-de-Blas
et al. 2016). Here we examine this debate, but do not assume that participation is only
the province of decentralised approaches. We assume that both types of institutional
structures can have high participation. For example, a PES scheme could still be
designed and responsive at the community-level but be centrally administered. We
will develop this theme later in the article.

4.1.1.4 Monetary incentives

As outlined in detail in Chapter 3, the core logic of PES is that, by providing a
conditional monetary incentive, projects will influence farmers to achieve a particular,
desired land use objective (Vatn 2005; Engel et al. 2008; Ferraro et al. 2002). From
this perspective, the most important purpose of project institutions is to deliver this
incentive. Other concerns around the level of centralisation of project processes, or the
degree of participation in decision making, can be seen to be secondary: where the
monetary incentive is right, farmers will participate in, and respect the rules of, the
project institutions in order to achieve the desired change in land use. The impact of
incentives can thus be seen to be central to the effectiveness of PES project institutions.

While the influence of monetary incentives on behaviour is broadly accepted by more
mainstream environmental economists, contributions from behavioural and ecological
economics have shown that the extent to which a person responds to a financial incentive
is moderated by their socio-economic context, and the presence of other non-monetary
motivations (Bryan 2013; Singh 2015; Blas et al. 2019). Additionally, it is argued that
in some cases the introduction of a financial incentive can cause a perverse outcome
by ‘crowding out’ existing altruistic motivations for conservation (Chervier et al. 2017;
Kerr et al. 2012; Vatn 2010; Martin et al. 2014). In this study we seek to contribute to
this debate by examining the importance of perceived monetary incentives for achieving
land use objectives, relative to other institutional factors (i.e. was the delivery of the
financial incentive a more important institutional attribute than other factors around
centralisation and participation?).
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4.1.1.5 Interactions between institutional attributes

In our analysis, and in line with our critical institutionalist perspective, we assume
that these concepts can interact in diverse ways and are not mutually exclusive. For
example, as related above, different aspects of project institutions may at the same time
be highly centralised and decentralised. Alternatively, while a project may be highly
decentralised (e.g. community-based monitoring and decision making about land uses),
particular farmers may not effectively participate due to communication issues or social
conflicts (Bainbridge 2000).

4.2 Methods

Below we describe our study sites, case study approach, data generation process, and
how we used fsQCA and thematic analysis to analyse the four institutional factors
outlined above.

4.2.1 Study areas

In this chapter we analyse the Scolel’te project in Mexico and the Sofala Community
Carbon Project in Mozambique. We do not include our Uganda site as we were unable to
conduct the necessary in-depth interviews with farmers there. As outlined in Chapter
1, we selected the projects in Mexico and Mozambique due to their long periods of
operation (since 1997 and 2007 respectively), and because of our existing relationships
with the participating communities. This enabled us to gather in depth qualitative
information from visits to the field sites.

We view that these two smallholder carbon agroforestry projects are well suited for
assessing different forms of intra-institutional processes in PES. As outlined in Chapter
3, both projects encompass a variety of different institutional arrangements at the
project- and village-levels, and varying social-ecological contexts at the household-level.
As we will see, these different household-level contexts mean that different farmers
experience the same institutions in diverse ways. Additionally, both projects are typical
examples of smallholder forest PES schemes, where farmers are coordinated by an in-
country intermediary and receive individual performance-based payments to plant trees.
The intermediary is usually a local organisation which organises the project, conducts
monitoring and facilitates payments. This not only enables comparisons between these
two projects, but enables us to relate our case study findings to other PES and NRM
projects more broadly (Yin 2014).

In Mexico, the project spans a large geographical area across a 240 km section of the
highlands in the southern State of Chiapas. People are mainly subsistence farmers
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who are relatively poor: in 2015 8% of the population was assessed to be poor or
severely poor according to the Global Multidimensional Poverty Index (GMPI), while
the World Bank assessed that 53% of the population were living below its $4/day
poverty line, with higher levels of poverty in the types of indigenous Mayan communities
which are the subject of this study (OPHI 2015; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2014).
Participating farmers, in addition to having diverse socioeconomic and environmental
contexts, are drawn from five culturally distinct Maya linguistic groups, as well as
many mestizo farmers of mixed descent (Ruiz-De-Oña-Plaza et al. 2011; AMBIO 2018).
Associated with this cultural diversity is a history of village-level (ejido) independence
stemming from the Zapatista Uprising in the early 1990s (Assies et al. 2008). At the
project-level, administration takes a partially decentralised co-governance approach,
with the project intermediary organisation being based in a distant town, and with
many decisions occurring at the village-level. At the village-level, the type of governance
varies: in some villages it is very decentralised (i.e. where farmers individually make
decisions about land management), while in others it is closely controlled (i.e. where
the village leadership decides on the type of land management).

In Mozambique, the project occurs across a much smaller area, spanning only 30 kms.
Given this smaller area, there is less social and environmental diversity in the project.
People in the area mainly engage in subsistence farming, with the GMPI categorising
72% of the population as being poor or severely poor (OPHI 2018). Farmers generally
share Sena as their local language (Envirotrade 2013). The project occurs in a context
of a highly streamlined and centralised project design, with almost all decisions on land
use designs and project implementation taken by project staff. The project intermediary
and staff reside in the village and are made up entirely from forestry and ex-military
staff recruited from outside the area. The staff coordinate activities through the highly
hierarchical (patriarchal) village structure, led by the village head.

With regard to the level of participation and responses to financial incentives in these
projects, as suggested above, these experiences appear to differ at the household level
depending on each individual’s own socioeconomic context.

4.2.1.1 Case study approach and case selection

Given the focus of this study on gaining nuanced understandings of institutional
processes, we relied on a qualitative approach to gain rich and deep understandings
of farmer experiences in these projects (Ritchie et al. 2013). Following Yin (2014) we
employ a multiple comparative case study design to explore the broad proposition that
the four institutional factors outlined above matter for land management outcomes.
We identify each case (or unit of analysis) as the experience of each farmer in the
project, and their associated level of AGB accumulation. Using fsQCA (outlined in
more detail below) we conduct a form of pattern matching, where each possible pattern
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of institutional factors represents a ‘rival proposition’ to explain the level of AGB in
the case. Henceforth we refer to each of these patterns of institutional factors as
‘institutional scenarios’. We then use a thematic synthesis of specific farmer experiences
to gain deeper understandings of how and why these institutional factors affect different
farmers and their land management outcomes.

QCA is a form of qualitative analysis which is useful for finding patterns in datasets
with too few cases for robust statistical analyses, but which are too large for common
qualitative thematic or narrative syntheses (Thomann et al. 2017). We thus do not
rely on a large random sample in this study, nor do we make statistical generalisations
from our results. We instead use a theoretical purposive sampling approach, aimed at
gathering a diversity of perspectives, and building the wider relevance of our results
through exploring the possible commonalities with other cases (Yin 2014). Relying on
the same interviews as in Chapters 3 and 5, we included thirty-nine farmers in this
analysis from across a spectrum of land management outcomes across several villages
(i.e. low AGB to high AGB) (Yin 2014). For this chapter’s question on institutions, we
assumed that, if institutional attributes do indeed vary and matter for land management
outcomes, we would capture this by targeting farmers with different levels of AGB. The
level of AGB accumulation was based on a tree inventory on each farm up to ten years
after planting (see below).

In presenting the results of the analysis, a key point of comparison between cases is their
surrounding NRM and socio-economic context at the village level. Not only is this a
key administrative grouping used by project staff, such scales have been suggested to be
‘knowledge centres’ generally in decentralised development organisations (Chapman et
al. 2002). Table 4.1 contains brief descriptions of the village contexts in which our cases
occur, along with the number of cases from the village. In Mozambique our selection of
cases is heavily biased towards one particular village, Nhambita. This occurred due to
logistical reasons in the field, and it limits our comparisons within Mozambique, which
we account for in our results. Nonetheless, we view that there is still sufficient diversity
from cases within Nhambita, and within our broader sample, to offer useful comparisons
for our analysis.

4.2.1.2 Data generation

Our analysis relies on assessing in each of our cases the experience of four intra-
institutional attributes (centralisation, decentralisation, participation and incentives)
and its impact on AGB accumulation. Each of these concepts represent theoretical
latent constructs that are difficult to measure in practice. Instead one must rely on more
readily available proxy variables (or observed variables). In this study, we primarily
assessed the presence of observed variables through semi-structured interviews with
the farmer in each case. For other selected observed variables, we assessed these from
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Table 4.1: Descriptions of villages in study. n = numbers of farmer semi-structured interviews (FSSIs)

CountryCommunity n Description

Mexico Alan-Samaria
kantajal (ASK)

5 A small Mayan-Tzeltal community, comprised of a few families. NRM decision making is largely
decentralised and informal. Household wealth is low relatively and equal in the community. A very
experienced project technician resides in the village.

Naha (NH) 3 A larger, mainly Mayan-Lacandon community living within a protected area. NRM is highly
centralised, and formalised in statues which award land rights to a few family heads through
hereditary titles (patrimonios). These family heads are the village leadership, and mainly government
employees for the protected area. The family heads are relatively wealthy while others are somewhat
poorer. There has been no steady project technician in the village during the project.

Nuevo Rodulfo
Figueroa (NVR)

2 A large mestizo community comprised of many families who moved to the area over the past few
generations. NRM decision making appears largely decentralised, but formal. The area is fairly
wealthy. There has been no steady project technician in the village during the project.

Punta Brava
(PB)

2 A medium sized, mixed Mayan-Tzeltal/mestizo community. NRM is largely informal, but relatively
centralised with a powerful village head. There is a wealthy elite in the village, while many others are
poorer. There has been no steady project technician in the village during the project.

Villa las Rosas
(VlR)

4 A large mixed Mayan-Tzeltal and mestizo community, with families from within and outside the area.
NRM appears decentralised, but well coordinated through community-based efforts to improve
agriculture/forestry. Household wealth is low and relatively evenly spread. There has been a
motivated project technician in the village during the project.

Yaluma (YLM) 8 A large mixed Mayan-Tojolobal and mestizo community, with entrenched familial networks.
Residence in the community is high controlled. NRM is formalised through a strong village
leadership, which apparently has wide community support. Most people appear relatively wealthy
due to proximity to a major town. There has been a very committed project technician in the villge
since the beginning of the project, who is also part of the village leadership.

Moza
mbique

Mutiabamba
(MBB)

1 A small Sena community comprised of a few families, but adjacent to many similar villages. The area
is in the buffer zone of a protected area, so NRM is notionally formal, but appears informal in
practice, and is highly centralised through a rigid village leadership structure. People in the area are
mainly very poor. There has been no project technician resident in the village.

Nhambita (NMB) 14 A large Sena community, adjacent and similar to Mutiabamba, with a similar NRM regime. People
in the area are slightly more wealthy due to its proximity to a main road and the presence of schools
and other services supported by various NGOs. The village has had a high level of support during
the project, with the intermediary organisation and its technical staff residing there.
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project records. Finally, following the initial fsQCA pattern matching, we then referred
back to the interviews to gain further depth and insight into particular concepts and
experiences. Below we first describe the process for conducting and interpreting the
interviews. We then describe how we used the accompanying project records.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with farmers (FSSIs) during field visits,
usually in the respondents own homes, or at their farm. Guided by Punch (2013),
Ritchie et al. (2013) and Atkinson et al. (2010), these interviews took the form of broad,
structured conversations about the respondent’s experience throughout the project. We
also conducted semi-structured interviews with technicians and projects staff (TSSIs)
about their experiences and views. The full list of interviews is presented in Appendix
C, along with the interview schedules used in each country. Some of the respondents
spoke local languages. We engaged interpreters from outside of the areas to assist with
the interviews, and we were usually assisted by a member of the local community to
identify and recruit participants. With the consent of the participant, we recorded the
audio of the interviews, and recorded responses in our interview notes.

We took a social constructivist approach to these interviews, whereby meanings and data
are built through a social interaction between the researcher and respondent (Ritchie
et al. 2013). We thus view our data from interviews to be ‘generated’ rather than
‘extracted’. Accordingly, in interpreting these interviews, we sought to reflect and be
aware of our own, and the respondents, potential biases and positionality (Guillemin et
al. 2004; Atkinson et al. 2010). In addition to piloting interviews and seeking to build a
rapport with the respondent, key to our reflexive approach was the process of structured
debriefing following each interview, in which the researcher and the interpreter would go
back over the interview and discuss any uncertainties or potential biases. Accompanying
field notes also served to recall the context of the interview when we were interpreting
the data.

We analysed the interviews in two phases. First, to assess the presence in the
respondent’s experience of observed variables that would feed into the fsQCA, in line
with our constructivist approach, we relied on interpretation and synthesis by the
researcher (Ritchie et al. 2013). After reviewing the audio and our notes, we would
use a binary code in each case for the presence or absence, or level (high/low), of the
observed variable. Second, following the fsQCA, we referred back to these interviews,
and additional semi-structured interviews with project technicians, to bring to life and
validate the findings of the QCA through the richer accounts of farmers’ experiences.
This latter step was aimed at restoring to our findings the individual contexts and
perspectives largely lost in the fsQCA.

For the data from project records, we compiled these from project databases and
documents on the number of farmers in each village, the type of support received by a
community and the amount of biomass on the farm. For additional analyses outlined
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below, we also used supplementary information on the level of wealth in each household
and the environmental quality of their farm. See Chapters 2 and 3 for more details
on the generation of these variables. From these project records we generated interval
variables to indicate the approximate level of the selected variables in each case.

Key limitations of our methodology are our reliance on a purposive sample which
only covers two PES projects, and our generation of indicators through an interpretive
analysis of qualitative interviews. While a more traditional quantitative social science
analysis may also have been useful for answering our research question (e.g. mixed-
modelling of responses to a large scale household survey using likert-scale questions on
institutional attributes), the pertinent themes to this research question (i.e. the four
institutional attributes) only emerged after our main field campaigns were finished and
after we had analysed the qualitative interviews from this fieldwork. At this stage,
resource and logistical limitations precluded returning to the field to conduct large
scale data collection exercises in each country. We thus designed the methodology in
this study to leverage the existing qualitative (and still robust) data from our main
field campaigns. Additionally, the use of interviews enables us to gain richer accounts
of farmer experiences which would have been lost in a more reductive quantitative
analysis. Given that our cases only span two PES projects, the variation between cases
may also be limited. Nonetheless, as shown in the results, the cases did appear to
exhibit sufficient variation for our analysis.

Regarding our purposive sample across two PES projects, as mentioned previously,
QCA does not rely on a random sampling approach and we do not seek to make
statistical generalisations from our data. The QCA simply provides a broad map to
our selected cases, rather than inferring findings to broader population. We thus use
the QCA to examine patterns, then, as previously mentioned, build the wider relevance
of our findings separately by discussing potential commonalities with other cases (Yin
2014). Regarding our interpretive approach to generating observed variables, while this
potentially increases the risk of bias or misinterpretation from the researcher, we sought
to limit this through the use of simple and factual observed variables that are relatively
easily coded (outlined in the next section). Conversely, one strength of this approach
relative to a simpler questionnaire is that we generated rich qualitative data which help
to elaborate and contextualise our findings in the latter part of his paper. Overall,
we view that while other methods could be useful in examining this research question,
careful interpretation of the results from our methodology still enables useful and valid
insights into which institutional attributes are important for PES.

4.2.1.3 Assessing institutional factors

Based on these data sources, we assessed the presence or level of a set of observed
variables theoretically associated with each latent institutional factor. We also use farm-
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level AGB as an observed variable for the level or success of land use objectives. These
observed variables are listed at Table 4.2 and their links to theory are detailed below.
While the observed variables outlined below are obviously not perfect measures of the
latent concepts they seek to measure (i.e. the indicators are rarely perfect matches with
their latent construct, and there is almost always some level of residual measurement
error not captured by the indicators), we argue that the relatively unambiguous nature
of these simple indicators, combined with their theoretical groundings, make them
sufficient to examine broad differences in the institutional experiences amongst the
farmers in our cases.

Centralisation and decentralisation are difficult concepts to measure and compare
directly (Larson et al. 2008). In this study, we borrow from the literature on
social network analysis and multi-level NRM to instead focus on the strength of the
underlying vertical structures (i.e. interactions between actors at different scales) and
horizontal structures (i.e. interactions amongst actors at the same scale) through
which centralised and decentralised organisational processes would respectively occur
(Jaja et al. 2017; Nunan 2018).

We assessed the vertical structures based on indicators in similar governance QCA
analyses (Pahl-Wostl et al. 2014): respondent perceptions of the level of centralised
control by village leadership; and whether the extent to which project staff were guiding
the project at the village level (either through technical studies or a qualified technician
residing in the village). For horizontal structures, we assessed both the number of
other farmers in the village (and so the extent of the project farmer network) and
whether there were indicators of collective action amongst them. Indicators of collective
action were based on indicators from similar empirical studies of the phenomenon: the
presence of voluntary behaviour (i.e. free labour); and perceptions that tree planting
was a community (rather than individual) responsibility (Meinzen-Dick et al. 2004;
Gebremedhin et al. 2004). As discussed previously, it is possible to have strong vertical
and horizontal structures in the same village (e.g. knowledge sharing and collective
action between farmers, alongside strong rules and guidelines from the village leadership
or external project staff).

Participation in governance, as stated previously, is a wide and varied concept which
is inherently difficult to measure (Larson et al. 2008; Mutamba 2004). Here we are
simply focused on the level of ‘empowering participation’: the extent to which farmers
in our cases felt able to influence project decisions that affected their land. Accordingly
we use three indicators of farmer engagement similar to other empirical studies assessing
levels of participation (Izurieta et al. 2011; Bagherian et al. 2011): whether respondents
reported communication problems with project staff; the level of flexibility they were
permitted in their land use designs; and any personal relationships with project staff.
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Table 4.2: Indicators for latent contructs and indicators used in analysis.

Latent Construct Indicator description Levels and measurement Source

Strength of vertical structures (VRT) - Level of centralised project
management in village

High/Low. Respondents reported close control at
village level.

FSSIs

- Level of vertical extension
services in village

High/Low. Presence of a feasbility study and/or a
technician living in the village.

PDs

Strength of horizontal structures (HRZ) - Perception of collective
action by respondent

Yes/No. Respondent reported a perception of
community responsibility for trees an/or reported
receiving free labour.

FSSIs

- Number of other project
participants in the area

Ordinal. Number of other project participants in the
area

PDs

Level of participation (PTI) - Communication problems
with project staff

Yes/No. Respondent reported problems in
communication with project intermediary.

FSSIs

- Level of flexiblity in land
use permitted by project

High/Low. Respondent reported sufficient flexiblity
in the project

FSSIs

- Personal relationship with
project forest technician

Yes/No. Respondent reported knowing technician
socially

FSSIs

Level of monetary incentives (ITV) - Level of monetary
motivations

Yes/No. Respondent indicated that monetary
benefits were their main motivation

FSSIs

- Efficiency of payments Yes/No. Respondent reported delays in their
payments (that were not related to sanctions)

FSSIs

Relative aboveground biomass (RAGB) - Aboveground biomass on
farm

Ordinal. AGB accumulation relative to farmers doing
the same type of agroforestry.

PDs
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We viewed that there was a particular risk of strategic answering in questions on
potential communication problems and the level of flexibility, where farmers may not
want to disparage the project in the presence of other members of the community. Apart
from attempting to build a rapport with respondents and giving the usual assurances
around confidentiality (see Ethics section in Chapter 1), we sought to address such
biases generally by: a) using a translator who was external to the region (in both Mexico
and Mozambique our translators were from other parts of the country); b) asking the
local guide to leave the area while we were conducting the interview; and c) during
our interpretation of interviews, triangulating responses on sensitive topics with other
questions in the interview, and with project records. While this does not eliminate the
risk of bias, we view that it is sufficient to pick up the main cases where there were
major issues with communication and flexibility in the project.

Monetary incentives would seem the easiest institutional aspect to measure given
the large number of existing empirical studies on incentives in PES. In our study,
however, we faced two difficulties. First, the actual carbon payment is fixed and the
same (per tonne) across all participants within a project. Thus, while we have diversity
in carbon payments between Mexico and Mozambique, there is no diversity within
projects. Second, the actual level of a financial incentive is theoretically relative to
a farmer’s opportunity cost at the time of joining (Wunder 2005). We attempted to
elicit information on the approximate level of respondent opportunity costs through
questions on whether they would have made more money doing something else with
their land. However, responses were generally ambiguous and, overall, we assessed them
to be invalid due to likely recall bias (recall periods were over several years) (Ritchie
et al. 2013). Additionally, responses to this recall question were likely influenced by
their actual current performance (i.e. farmers with big trees probably think it was
worthwhile). Thus, in the absence of reliable information on opportunity costs, we
instead focused on two other concepts around incentives in the PES literature for which
there was likely to be diversity, and valid information: the reported importance of
monetary motivations relative to non-monetary motivations; and the timeliness of the
carbon payment.

Following other studies on monetary and other motivations for participation in PES
(Fisher 2012; Martin et al. 2014), we assessed the importance of monetary motivations
to each individual through open questions on why the farmer joined the project and
what benefits they anticipated. Regarding delays in payments, late payments have
been shown to be a key factor in reducing engagement in PES schemes (Scullion et
al. 2011; Cole 2010), and were also reported as a key issue by respondents during
scoping interviews. Accordingly, we asked respondents if they had experienced any
payment delays during the project, then clarified in project records if this was due to
underperformance or if it was a genuine delay. If the latter, we coded this in the dataset.
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AGB is the dependent variable in our analysis, which is theoretically closely influenced
by the above mentioned institutional factors. AGB is a core metric of success in forest-
based PES and is associated with a variety of different ecosystem services (Torres et al.
2010; Nakakaawa et al. 2010; Goetz et al. 2015; Baker et al. 2010). While it does not
account directly for other environmental and social aspects of PES ‘success’, we view
that it is almost always associated with all of these in some way: if the trees don’t grow,
then associated co-benefits are also unlikely to occur. For the purpose of this analysis
it serves as a core indicator of the success of institutional scenarios in delivering desired
land management outcomes.

A key assumption in this study is that farm-level AGB provides a robust dependent
variable that is sufficiently associated with our proposed institutional factors for any
associations in the results to be valid. The drivers of AGB accumulation are known to
be diverse and complex, and by focusing on a limited number of drivers (i.e. our four
institutional factors) we run the risk of ignoring potential confounders or additional
drivers (Baumgartner et al. 2017; Ashton et al. 1999). Thus, to examine the influence
of other key drivers on our analysis, as described in subsequent sections, in addition to
the main analysis, we conduct an expanded analysis that includes environmental and
socio-economic metrics to assess if our main model is underspecified.

More broadly, we view that our use of AGB as a dependent variable, and its links to the
proposed institutional factors, is justified for two reasons. First, our analysis in Chapter
3 suggests that institutional factors are closely and strongly related to farm-level AGB in
our cases. In the chapter we found quantitative evidence that, for farmers participating
in our study projects, social and institutional factors were affecting AGB more than the
commonly theorised environmental drivers (i.e. relative AGB accumulation was often
similar within villages in Mexico and Mozambique, and this was not well explained
by environmental or spatial phenomena). This warrants further investigation of these
institutional aspects in our cases. Second, and more broadly, as outlined above there is
are wide theoretical literatures in the PES and NRM fields which propose links between
social and institutional factors and the biophysical state of the landscape. In this study
we test this broad theory by using farm-level AGB as the biophysical dependent variable.

We assessed the level of AGB accumulation through project records on tree stocking
density and tree size. We used a relative measure of AGB (RAGB) so that performance
could be compared between different land uses, with different planting designs and
associated differences in expected biomass. For full details on generating this variable
see Chapter 3.

The coding of the observed variables defined above was the starting point for the fsQCA.
The dataset with the observed variables for each case is in Appendix C at Table C.3,
while the details on how we used these to analyse their latent constructs in the fsQCA
are outlined in the next section.
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4.2.1.4 Analysis methods

Below we first set out the background and justification for our use of fsQCA, then
describe how we assessed the internal validity of the fsQCA results. We then provide
some background to our thematic synthesis approach, before finally describing our
approach to combining both of these methods.

Background to fuzzy set QCA

QCA is a type of qualitative comparative social research methodology which uses set
theory and Boolean algebra to find patterns in data where sets of ‘causal conditions’
lead to a particular ‘outcome condition’ (Jordan et al. 2011). It is used widely in
social science, economics and engineering, and increasingly in studies of environmental
change (Rudel et al. 2009; Hudson et al. 2013). It differs from statistical analyses
(e.g. regression) in that it is not concerned with estimating the effects or variance of
particular variables, but instead simply focuses on finding combinations of variables
that are present for a certain outcome: it identifies patterns rather than quantifying
effects. It is useful for studies with medium-sized samples (e.g. 5 to 70 cases), which
contain too many cases to effectively use other narrative- or discourse-style qualitative
syntheses, but too few cases for robust statistical analyses. The results of QCA are thus
not statistically generalisable, but instead serve analytic generalisation where external
validity is built through theoretical arguments about the representativeness of the study
cases (Yin 2014). Here we use QCA to complement our thematic synthesis by providing
a map of patterns across our 39 cases for further critical examination.

Central to the use of QCA is the somewhat controversial notion of causality. Here,
following Meyfroidt (2016), we initially define causation in a land use system broadly
as the process by which a factor brings about change in an outcome variable. However,
given the reductionism and constructivism that we view occurs in all scientific analyses,
we view that it is impossible to make categorical statements about causation. We
thus moderate our use of the term to mean ‘conjectural causation’ where, based on
a critical assessment of the results of the QCA and associated thematic synthesis,
different theories and associated propositions about the causal pathways that lead to
land management outcomes are supported or not supported in our cases (Jordan et al.
2011). Our approach is grounded in a critical realist ontology where we assume that
reality (or something close to it) can be described through broad critical examination
of available evidence (Byrne et al. 2009).

QCA relies on set theory implemented through Boolean algebra (Dusa 2019). Set theory
identifies from a collection of objects those that share a common property. Boolean
algebra is based on binary mathematics and logic. In QCA, set theory is implemented
through the use of the use of logical operators (e.g. ‘AND’; ‘OR’) to find and describe
sets (e.g. cases with causal condition X and outcome Y) and their negated complement
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(e.g. cases with causal condition X but not outcome Y). Also central to this process is
the notion of subsets: where set A is a subset of cases contained with the larger (and
more simply defined) set of B.

There are two forms of QCA: crisp set and fuzzy set. Crisp set theory relies on binary
statements about whether a case is entirely inside or outside a given set (i.e. a value of
0 or 1). Fuzzy sets are a more recent development which allow for a case to be a partial
member of several sets (i.e. a value from 0 to 1). Fuzzy sets allow for ‘simultaneous
subset relations’ where some of the cases in set A crossover with both set B and set C.
In social science this allows for a more nuanced treatment of phenomena. For example,
instead of being either rich or poor, one can be both rich and poor to certain degrees.
In our study this means that a farmer with mid-ranking AGB may be a member of both
a low and high biomass set. Prior to the invention of fuzzy sets, if a case was in both
set B and C, it would be categorised as a contradictory case. In fsQCA it is attributed
to either set based on a specified ‘cut-off’ membership value (i.e. below which it is
categorised as being outside the set in question; discussed further below). In this study
we use fsQCA to reflect that institutional factors and the level of land management
outcomes exist across a spectrum.

In this study we used two outputs of fsQCA. First, we analysed the ‘truth table’
produced by the analysis. A truth table groups all cases together based on the pattern
of their causal conditions and outcomes (each pattern being a ‘complete product’). The
researcher can then examine each of these patterns and the cases within them. In our
study, each of these patterns represent an ‘institutional scenario’ observed in our data
(i.e. a set of institutional attributes for a given AGB outcome; see section on case
selection).

The second output is a ‘minimised solution term’ which uses Boolean logical
minimisation to find across all complete products the simplest common combination
of causal conditions for a particular outcome. It does this by comparing all complete
products and using logic to eliminate redundant causal conditions (e.g. in its simplest
form, if condition X occurs in both positive and negative sets with outcome Y, it has no
explanatory power and is eliminated). This minimised solution is notionally the ‘best’
explanation for an outcome.

Assessing internal validity in fuzzy set QCA

To assess the internal validity of the QCA results we focus on four concepts: necessity;
sufficiency; logical remainders; and cut-off values (Dusa 2019).

Necessity and sufficiency are related concepts and similarly assessed. A condition is
necessary where it is always required for an outcome, while a condition is sufficient
where it is commonly associated with an outcome. Necessity thus designates a
stronger causal conjecture than sufficiency. These concepts are measured through the
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Figure 4.1: Crosstable explanation of consistency and coverage for both necessity and
sufficiency.

sequential consideration of the notions of consistency and coverage: where a condition
is first assessed to be consistent, the researcher then proceeds to assess its coverage.
Consistency and coverage are ratios with different (though mirrored) constructions for
necessity and sufficiency. These can be explained through considering the intersections
between a causal condition (X) and an outcome condition (Y) in the 2 x 2 crosstable
at Figure 4.1 (Thiem et al. 2012).

Necessity tests how often an outcome is associated with a causal condition. For necessity,
consistency is a general indicator of whether a particular causal pattern is sufficiently
robust to warrant further attention from the researcher: X is perfectly consistent and
necessary if every time Y occurs it also occurs with X. Coverage in necessity is a measure
of ‘triviality’ (i.e. how common is the causal pattern): X has perfect coverage if every
time X occurs, it occurs with Y.

For sufficiency, mirroring necessity, the focus is on how often the causal condition is
associated with an outcome. For sufficiency, as for necessity, consistency is an indicator
of robustness of the causal pattern: X is perfectly consistent and sufficient if every
time X occurs it is also with Y. Coverage in sufficiency differs from in necessity. Here
it assesses the proportion of an outcome explained by the condition (similar to R2 in
statistics): X has perfect coverage if every time Y occurs it is also with X. Coverage
in sufficiency has a further designation between ‘raw’ and ‘unique’ coverage. Raw
coverage just assesses the total coverage of the condition, including any cases that
overlap with other casual conditions, while unique coverage assesses only the coverage
that is attributable to that condition alone.
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An additional measure of validity for sufficiency is the Proportional Reduction in
Inconsistency (PRI), which assesses the degree to which a causal condition is as sufficient
for an outcome as for the negation of this outcome. PRI will be low if the consistency
of a causal condition is similar for both an outcome and its negation, thus indicating
low internal validity.

Values for consistency, coverage and PRI are always between 0 and 1, with higher
values indicating greater internal validity. For a condition to be necessary it must have
a consistency of 1. This rarely occurs for sets of conditions, so analyses of necessity
are usually limited to assessing associations between single causal conditions and an
outcome. Sufficiency is usually a more useful concept in practice as it enables one to
compare the robustness of different complete products (causal patterns) within a truth
table, and that of the minimised solution.

Validity was also assessed through the presence and treatment of logical remainders
(i.e. potential causal configurations that are not observed empirically in the QCA).
Logical remainders are common in QCA due to smaller sample sizes and often non-
random sampling (Jordan et al. 2011). There are two ways of dealing with these
logical remainders. They can either be excluded from the analysis to produce a
‘conservative’ minimised solution (i.e. one that may not be the most parsimonious,
but which is only based on empirical data). Alternatively, subject to vetting for
impossible configurations, they can be included in the minimisation process as useful
counterfactuals. This latter process produces a ‘parsimonious solution’ (i.e. a solution
that is based on all available information including our theorised counterfactuals). One
can also specify an intermediate solution where counterfactuals are vetted according
to a set of theoretical directional expectations. The correct approach to including or
excluding logical remainders is widely debated (Schneider et al. 2013). A key validity
concern is in ensuring that any logical remainders included as counterfactuals in the
minimisation process are tenable assumptions (Dusa 2019). Including counterfactuals
uncritically can lead to poor assumptions in the model and low internal validity.

Finally, for assessing internal validity in fsQCA, it is necessary to determine the inclusion
cut-off value for assessing which cases are consistent with particular sets (Rihoux et al.
2008). This is a threshold for consistency in the analysis, below which cases are assumed
not to be part of that set. One can determine the appropriate cut-off by observing
declines in the PRI amongst solutions in the truth table. Where there is a ‘gap’ (or
‘shoulder’) in the PRI between solutions, this can be used as the cut-off value (i.e.
subsequent causal configurations below this gap have far less consistency). In general
cut-off values below 0.7 provide unreliable (and likely invalid) solutions. Assessment of
this cut-off value is thus integral to establishing validity.

Thematic synthesis
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Thematic synthesis covers a broad set of approaches used in both qualitative (and
sometimes quantitative) studies whereby the researcher first groups the data or
information together under broadly descriptive codes, then develops these groupings
into analytically useful themes related to the research question and theory (Ritchie
et al. 2013; Barnett et al. 2009). The approach is related to grounded theory where
analytical themes emerge inductively from the data through the integration of individual
cases into overarching concepts, and exploring contradictions and commonalities within
and between the concepts (Thomas et al. 2008). In this study, we take an inductive
approach to our thematic analysis. First, through the fsQCA, we allow the groupings
and interactions of these concepts to emerge inductively from the data itself. Next, we
develop these analytically through the thematic exploration of the interviews.

Our approach

To implement our fsQCA, we mainly followed Dusa (2019) and used the associated QCA
package in R, with further technical guidance from Thomman et al (2017), Thiem et al
(2012) and Jordan et al. (2011), with reference to similar uses of fsQCA in governance
and NRM research (Pahl-Wostl et al. 2014; Rudel 2008).

Our first step was to generate the input data for the QCA operation. Consistency
in QCA results is compromised when the number of cases is not proportionate to the
number of causal conditions (as it makes consistency too difficult or easy to achieve). For
QCA analyses such as ours, with ∼40 cases, Marx et al. (2011) recommend a maximum
of seven causal conditions. Thus, including all ten of the observed indicators listed at
Table 4.2 directly in our QCA would have significantly reduced the validity of our study
(we would require at least 70 cases to assess all variables). To overcome this issue, for
each of our four latent institutional factors we constructed simple additive indices by
first converting each variable into min-max normalised scores in R, then adding together
for each case the relevant scores for each latent construct. This produced composite
ordinal variables for each latent causal condition.

While the use of simple additive indices implies a further reduction and loss of
information in our data (Gerring et al. 2017), here we argue that it is sufficient to
highlight the differing degrees to which respondents experienced each of the individual
factors. Nonetheless, such an approach does risk the creation of a ‘black box’, where the
underlying logic of our conclusions is not clear. We sought to address this in our analysis
in two ways. First, after examining the results of the fsQCA, we inspect the underlying
observed variables associated with cases in high and low AGB sets (see Tables C.8 and
C.9 in Appendix C). Second, to guard against the reductionism inherent in the use of
additive indexes, our subsequent thematic synthesis dissects and tests the validity of
these latent constructs, and their apparent causal mechanisms, in relation to the actual
experiences from respondents.
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Following the construction of the ordinal variables for our latent constructs, we
calibrated each variable using totally fuzzy and relative (TFR) calibration, which is
appropriate for both ordinal and interval variables (Dusa 2019). TFR uses the existing
data to calculate an empirical cumulative distribution function for a variable, then uses
rank orders of cases from this function to transform the data into fuzzy membership
scores from 0 to 1.

Using this calibrated data, we then began a three step process for conducting the fsQCA.
First, we generated an initial truth table with a low inclusion cut-off value of 0.6 to
observe the PRI of each resultant causal configuration. This indicated an appropriate
cut-off value for the final analysis of approximately 0.7 which we then used to run a
second fsQCA. We then assessed this intermediate truth table for any untenable logical
remainders. As will be discussed in the results, all logical remainders were tenable.
Finally, we ran the third and final version of the fsQCA including all of the logical
remainders as counterfactuals. The minimised solution of our main fsQCA is thus a
parsimonious solution (although we compare both the conservative and parsimonious
solutions in our results for improved validity). Using the measures of internal validity
described previously, we then examined the validity of the causal configurations (i.e.
the institutional scenarios) and minimised solution.

Following this main fsQCA, to further interpretation of the results, we then replicated
the fsQCA for the negated outcome (i.e. low AGB), and an expanded fsQCA which
included potential additional causal conditions (the reasons for this expanded fsQCA
are discussed further in the Results and discussion section).

After we had completed the fsQCA, we then related the patterns apparent in the results
to those individual experiences related in interviews. We conducted this through a
thematic synthesis approach where we reviewed each interview with the fsQCA results
in mind, and pulled out those accounts that offered a more in depth or contradictory
insight on each of the institutional factors under consideration. We develop these themes
in our results below, and include selected quotes from respondents to give a voice to the
general themes across the interviews.

4.3 Results and discussion

Our analysis yielded eight empirically observed institutional scenarios, summarised in
Table 4.4. The pattern immediately apparent from these results is that, in our cases,
changes in the perception of the level of participation and monetary incentives were
always associated with changes in biomass outcomes: all high biomass institutional
scenarios (1 to 3) had both high participation and high monetary incentives, while all
low biomass scenarios (4 to 8) were lacking in at least one of these aspects. Also apparent
is that, once participation and incentives were accounted for, all successful cases had
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Table 4.3: Results for model of relative aboveground biomass (RAGB) as a function
of participation (PTI), monetary incentives (ITV), and horizontal (HRZ) and vertical
(VRT) project structures. RAGB = f(PTI, ITV, HRZ, VRT).

Truth table

VRT HRZ PTI ITV RAGB n Consist. PRI. Cases

0 1 1 1 1 4 0.807 0.628 2,11,12,15
1 1 1 1 1 2 0.763 0.517 18,19
1 0 1 1 1 7 0.719 0.449 27,28,29,30,32,33,38
1 0 1 0 0 2 0.583 0.500 31,39
1 0 0 1 0 5 0.494 0.192 26,34,35,36,37
1 1 1 0 0 6 0.470 0.298 17,20,21,22,23,24
0 1 1 0 0 9 0.454 0.136 3,4,5,9,10,13,14,16,25
0 1 0 0 0 4 0.446 0.053 1,6,7,8

Solution terms

Cons. Cov.

PTI*ITV => RAGB 0.622 0.379

at least one type of strong institutional structure, either horizontal or vertical. Thus,
on first inspection, the broad message is that, in our cases, while farms could succeed
with either strong horizontal or vertical governance, high participation and monetary
incentives appear to always have been important.

Below we unpack these initial observations in three ways. First, we assess the
internal validity of the full truth table and the minimised (parsimonious) solution term
reported at Table 4.3, including by examining potential additional causal conditions.
We then seek a deeper understanding of the different causal conditions by relating
the fsQCA results to the experiences reported by individual farmers and technicians
during interviews. Finally, we relate our findings to wider debates on institutions and
governance in PES and NRM.

4.3.1 Validity of fsQCA results and potential additional causal
conditions

We assess the validity of the fsQCA results through examining the presence of logical
remainders, and the consistency and coverage of the results. We then consider additional
causal conditions which may improve the validity of the analysis.

The type of logical remainders, and the effect of including these in the analysis, do
not raise any major validity issues. There were eight possible causal configurations in
the analysis for which we did not have data (i.e. logical remainders) (see Table C.5).
We assessed the institutional scenarios represented by these logical remainders to be
tenable, and so included them in the minimisation process as counterfactual scenarios.
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Table 4.4: Characteristics of different institutional scenarios reported by participating farmers, and the number of cases for each scenario.
Each scenario consists of (RAGB) as a function of participation (PTI), monetary incentives (ITV), and horizontal (HRZ) and vertical (VRT)
project structures. Uppercase means characteristic is high, lowercase means characteristic is low.

Institutional Scenarios

Characteristics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Strength of vertical structures (VRT) vrt VRT VRT VRT VRT vrt VRT vrt
Strength of horizontal structures (HZR) HZR HZR hzr hzr HZR HRZ hzr HZR
Level of participation (PTI) PTI PTI PTI PTI PTI pti pti PTI
Level of monetary incentive (ITV) ITV ITV ITV itv itv itv ITV itv
Relative aboveground biomass (RAGB) RAGB RAGB RAGB ragb ragb ragb ragb ragb
No. cases 4 2 7 2 6 4 5 9
Villages in cases ASK

(Mx); PB
(Mx); VlR
(Mx)

YLM
(Mx)

NMB
(Mz)

NMB
(Mz)

NMB
(Mz)

YLM
(Mx)

ASK
(Mx);
NVR
(Mx); VlR
(Mx);
MBB
(Mz)

ASK
(Mx); NH
(Mx)
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This serves to confirm that we have indeed arrived at the parsimonious solution based
on our data. Regarding the effect of including them in the minimised parsimonious
solution, the alternative conservative minimisation (i.e. where all logical remainders are
excluded) yields almost the same results as the parsimonious minimised solution with
similar consistency and coverage: participation and incentives are always integral, while
either strong horizontal or vertical structures are needed (see Table C.6 in Appendix
C).

On the other hand, assessments of necessity and sufficiency indicate that there is
relatively high ambiguity in our results from the main model. The analysis of necessity
showed no non-trivial causal conditions (Table C.4 in Appendix C). While a lack
of necessity is not unexpected in a relatively large fsQCA such as this one, the
indicators of sufficiency of the institutional scenarios in the truth table, and of the
parsimonious solution, at Table 4.3 (which we may expect to be higher) also show
inconsistency. Regarding the consistency and PRI scores, while the high AGB scenarios
have marginally acceptable levels of consistency for a fuzzy QCA (i.e. > 0.7), their
PRI values indicate only marginally lower levels of membership in low-AGB sets (i.e.
membership is almost the same in low-AGB sets). This is further evident in cases under
scenario 3, which shift to being associated with low-AGB outcomes in the negated
version of the main model at Table C.7. For the parsimonious solution term, the
consistency score is relatively low, while the coverage is also minimal. Overall, this
suggests that, while there are patterns in the data that warrant further investigation,
our causal model appears partial (or underspecified) and missing further explanatory
variables (Rohlfing et al. 2013).

Such inconsistency is not uncommon in QCA analyses such as this one, which uses
latent constructs, complex causal conditions, and a relatively large number of cases
(Jordan et al. 2011; Greckhamer et al. 2013; Rhodes-Purdy 2014). Given the level
of inconsistency in our initial results, we resolved to expand the model based on the
findings from Chapter 3. These results showed quantitatively the importance of wealth,
and to a lesser degree water availability, on AGB. Our expanded model includes these
two conditions and is presented at Table 4.5 (it uses the same cut-off value as our
main model, includes all logical remainders as counterfactuals and contains a sufficient
number of cases).

The validity of this expanded model immediately appears higher than for the main
model: the number of causal conditions is still within the bounds of those laid out by
Marx et al. (2011); all logical remainders were assessed to be tenable; and the sufficiency
(i.e. consistency and coverage) of the complete products with a high AGB outcome
(the first six scenarios) are much higher than in the main model. The consistency
of the parsimonious solutions are also marginally acceptable, but the coverage is still
somewhat low.
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Table 4.5: Results for model of relative aboveground biomass (RAGB) as a function
of participation (PTI), monetary incentives (ITV), and horizontal (HRZ) and vertical
(VRT) project structures, wealth (WRT) and environmental quality (ENV). RAGB =
f(PTI, ITV, HRZ, VRT, WLT, ENV).

Truth table

VRT HRZ PTI ITV WLT ENV RAGB n Consist. PRI. Cases

0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.947 0.875 12
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0.917 0.833 15
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.905 0.687 11
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 0.889 0.675 9,10
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 0.857 0.647 18,19
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.784 0.485 27
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 6 0.663 0.269 28,29,30,32,33,38
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.621 0.547 31
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0.620 0.277 34
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 0.609 0.000 14,25
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.596 0.356 17
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.580 0.000 6
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.579 0.000 2
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 5 0.578 0.394 20,21,22,23,24
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.570 0.000 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0.564 0.000 7,8
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0.555 0.143 26,35,36,37
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0.466 0.000 3,4
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.436 0.327 39
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0.396 0.000 5,13,16

Solution terms

Cons. Cov.

HRZ*ITV*env + WLT*ENV => RAGB 0.743 0.595
HRZ*ITV*env + VRT*ENV => RAGB 0.729 0.531
vrt*ITV*env + WLT*ENV => RAGB 0.724 0.585
vrt*ITV*env + VRT*ENV => RAGB 0.708 0.521
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The results of this expanded model show causal patterns similar to those in the main
model. The main causal difference is that it shows two cases (cases 9 and 10, in
Mexico) where high AGB was achieved despite low incentives, but with high wealth
and environmental quality instead.

To understand how our observed data is feeding through into these results, Tables C.8
and C.9 in Appendix C present the observed variables associated with high and low
AGB sets, respectively. This shows that for participation, a personal relationship with
the technician, and good project communication, were consistently important for high
AGB. Flexible land use appeared to be the least important aspect of participation. For
incentives, both timely payments and a high ranking of monetary incentives were always
important. For observed variables related to vertical and horizontal structures, there
were no clearly dominant indicators, suggesting similar importance of our measured
aspects of (de)centralisations (collective action, farmer networks, extension services and
leadership).

4.3.2 Relating QCA results to farmer experiences

The scenarios outlined in Table 4.4 reflect patterns of experience amongst participating
farmers. Below we illuminate these experiences by discussing in more depth the
themes to emerge from the semi-structured interviews. The themes elaborated below
were generally apparent across all interviews, and we include selected quotes from
participants to provide a richer account of the phenomena. In the quotes from the
FSSIs below, the number of the interview relates to the number of the case in Tables
4.3 and 4.5.

Given the common importance of participation and incentives across our cases, we
first examine more deeply how respondents viewed these factors. We then examine
farmer perspectives on why and how vertical and horizontal structures, and associated
centralisation and decentralisation, affect land management outcomes. Overall, findings
indicate that, while the level of decentralisation and centralisation varies at the village
level, the way that farmers interact with these institutions is largely related to individual
contexts.

4.3.2.1 Participation in decision making

Broadly, the fsQCA results indicated the overall importance of participation in our cases.
Farmer experiences nuanced this finding by suggesting that, while the perception of
involvement in decision making was always important (i.e. through good communication
and interpersonal relationships with farmers), the importance attributed by farmers to
actually being able to make decisions about their own project land varied according to
cultural expectations: where farmers existed within an already tightly controlled NRM
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context which they viewed as legitimate, they appeared happy to accept rules as long
as they were clearly communicated.

Regarding the importance of communication and interpersonal relationships, farmers
linked the growth of their trees partially to the level of consultation with project staff:

I lived next door to the house where the project technicians would stay. It helped
to have them next door. They would always come and give advice which helped
the trees.

FSSI 29, Nhambita, Mozambique

After the first few years there was a problem with the technician in the village and
communication with [the project intermediary] broke down. Many farmers found
it difficult because of the lack of advice... some trees died because of this.

TSSI 9, Naha, Mexico

Technicians also emphasised that things ran much more smoothly when there was
personal contact with communities in a common language.

In Villa las Rosas, initially there were problems with communication because of
language barriers and different ways of looking at things. But I am from near there
and speak their language. When I went on my own it was much easier to discuss
properly and figure out what was working and what wasn’t working.

TSSI 13, Mexico

Relatedly, many farmers said that it was important to have flexibility to experiment
and find successful planting designs which also aligned with other farmer objectives:

I planted what project staff told me to plant for the first two times but 20% of the
trees were still dying ... so I had an idea to try some different local species and
they worked. I checked with the project technician and they said it was ok.

FSSI 9, Nuevo Rodulfo Figueroa, Mexico

There was flexibility ... it was good because people wanted to include some fruit
trees or let in their cattle ... initially it was not allowed so people were disappointed,
but the project agreed after we talked to them.

FSSI 2, Alan-Samariakantajal, Mexico

However, while respondents generally agreed that communication issues tended to affect
the maintenance of the trees, not all respondents agreed that issues with flexibility were
a problem:

I had difficulties establishing the trees because all of the trees died then I had to
replant, and even they died. But those were the species we were told to plant, so
we just did that ... it was ok because [the technicians] were trained people and we
were not.

FSSI 26, Nhambita, Mozambique
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[The project staff] told us what to do, but that was ok. I was happy with the
species ... even though some died, I just replanted and that worked. I didn’t want
to experiment in case it went wrong. It was something new and you shouldn’t
experiment when you don’t know what you’re doing

FSSI 25, Nhambita, Mozambique

These different perspectives on flexibility also appeared to mainly vary with cultural
and political contexts: most of the respondents who advocated flexibility were from
semi-autonomous areas in Mexico with a culture of independence, while flexibility was
less commonly cited as an issue in Mozambique, where village processes are much more
hierarchical (see site descriptions in Chapter 1).

These experiences of participation suggest two things. First, that effective
communication and interpersonal relationships with staff in our cases were key to good
land management outcomes. Second, that the degree to which flexibility was demanded
was culturally contingent.

4.3.2.2 Response to monetary incentives

The fsQCA indicated that relatively high monetary incentives in the form of timely
payments and perceptions of high monetary benefits were also important for good land
management outcomes. Farmer interviews generally supported this view, but suggested
that it was mainly the anticipation of cash income from timber in the long term (rather
than cash payments in the short term) that were motivating successful farmers.

... some people stopped [protecting saplings] because they didn’t get paid on time,
which then caused the trees to be sick.

FSSI 9, Nuevo Rodulfo Figueroa, Mexico

Some farmers lack interest because they don’t realise the benefits... there is some
benefit from the fruit trees but the money from timber takes too long for them.

FSSI 39, Nhambita, Mozambique

Further statements from farmers add to this general view in two ways. First, many
respondents reported that better performing farmers also had additional non-monetary
motivations in mind, while farmers who were too closely focused on the carbon payments
often only did the minimum necessary to get the payment, thus affecting the health of
their trees.

Trees are like children. You need to care for them. Some people stop giving proper
care because they are only interested in the payment, and they don’t think about
the other benefits

FSSI 28 Nhambita, Mozambique
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Some people’s tree are better than others because of the soils and shade, but also
because some people are better at looking after the trees ... because they find the
trees beautiful

FSSI 22, Yaluma, Mexico

This notion is further supported by a comparison between countries, which suggests
that very high carbon payments may ‘crowd out’ other non-monetary motivations
(Martin et al. 2014). In Mexico respondents mainly viewed the carbon payments as
being very low and did not often suggest crowding out as an issue. In Mozambique
on the other hand, respondents indicated that payments were very high, and also
often reported detrimental effects on trees from an overemphasis on cash payments,
rather than other non-monetary co-benefits. These views on non-monetary incentives,
however, are moderated by the results of our fsQCA, which suggested that, in our cases,
monetary motivations (perhaps in the long-term) continued to be more important. A
lack of importance of monetary motivations would have been indicated by low monetary
incentives (i.e. where money was not the primary motivation) being a key causal
condition of high biomass accumulation, which did not occur in our fsQCA results.
Overall the results thus suggest that, while non-monetary incentives did help in our
cases, anticipation of cash income remained central to success.

The second nuance to the broad perspective of the importance of long-term motivations
was that, while many respondents indicated that the lack of anticipation of long term
benefits amongst some farmers was a personal choice, some farmers who did not perform
well linked it to their precarious economic situation and their associated inability to plan
for the long term:

Some people are greedy and only want the money. They don’t succeed ... also lazy
people delay their work.

TSSI 8, Mexico

It was difficult because it was hard to do something new. The trees didn’t work
because of the drought, then my husband got sick and we couldn’t replant ... I
wouldn’t do it again because it is a lot of work and stops you doing other more
important things ... we didn’t even have a bar of soap to wash our clothes so we
needed to do something else to survive.

FSSI 37, Nhambita, Mexico

This highlights that perceptions of incentives, and responses to them, are dependent on
individual socioeconomic and emotional contexts.

Overall, respondent perspectives on incentives emphasised that in our cases financial
incentives in both the short and long term were very important. Initial carbon payments
to farmers did have to be timely (particularly for more vulnerable farmers who were
reliant on them) but long term financial benefits had to be emphasised to farmers
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alongside the immediate cash payments. While crowding out was potentially occurring,
its effect on AGB accumulation in our cases appeared to be minimal—however the long
term impacts of crowding out non-monetary motivations may still have an impact in
future. This is discussed further in later sections.

4.3.2.3 Organisational centralisation and decentralisation

The fsQCA showed that farmers in our cases could succeed with either strong
vertical or horizontal institutional structures (which theoretically underlie centralised
and decentralised approaches, respectively), but not in the absence of both. For
decentralised approaches, farmers emphasised the benefits of adaptive community
learning:

Initially all of the farmers worked together to help prepare the soils and learn about
the trees ... we learnt about which trees worked, and about when to do the planting

FSSI 24, Yaluma, Mexico

It was easier for me because I joined the project later ... I had seen people in
[the neighbouring village] do it and used their experience ... sometimes they would
come and give me advice on my trees.

FSSI 33, Mutiabamba, Mozambique

Additionally, contrary to what we anticipated, the evolution of the decentralised
structures appeared to be driven by largely individualistic motivations amongst farmers,
rather than because of some wider process of collective action associated with the
project. During discussions about aspects of collective action, respondents very rarely
perceived project trees and activities to be a collective responsibility, instead they
usually emphasise that each farmer’s trees were their own responsibility. Additionally,
cooperation or collective activities between farmers was almost always based on an
expectation of reciprocity.

For centralised approaches, these were mainly reported to be effective where there was a
demand for strong, centralised leadership and good access to external extension services.

[the village technician] is also a good community leader, so he takes the main
decisions about the project ... and we follow him. He organises the farmers.

FSSI 17, Yaluma, Mexico

There were consultations [by senior project staff] with community leaders, but not
with other farmers, and not on the tree species ... they figured out which trees
would work then told us. This was good because we didn’t know what we were
doing and were fearful ... the rules were rigid but it worked because there was a
lot to change. People had to stop burning and opening up new farms so rules were
necessary
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FSSI 3, Mozambique

At the beginning it was a lot of work, but it was good because we had so many
technicians, as well as [the local farmers association] and [foreign experts]

FSSI 3, Alan-Samriakantajal, Mexico

This reflects that some farmers endorse centralised approaches and find them effective,
and is related to the notion above that some farmers are not overly concerned with the
flexibility notionally (though not always) associated with decentralised approaches.

Experiences of centralised and decentralised approaches also tended to be similar at
the village level. Comparisons between experiences in particular villages with high
AGB outcomes (i.e. the first three institutional scenarios in Table 4.4) suggests that
this is related to cultural and environment factors. Alan-Samariakantajal and Villa
las Rosas both had an established history of decentralised NRM in their village (see
Table 4.1), and this appears to have led to a decentralised approach in the project.
Nhambita on the other hand had a centralised structure which reflects its existing
hierarchical governance at the village-level. Yaluma is an interesting case where both
centralised and decentralised structures appear to co-exist. Here the village leadership
was already highly centralised but also apparently highly consultative and focused on
building consensus and cooperation between participating farmers. This appears to have
sparked the development of horizontal structures and cooperation between farmers. A
village leader from Yaluma reported that:

At first the community didn’t want to plant the trees but we [the village leaders]
decided it was good because trees were disappearing from the fields ... but we
organised everyone into groups and they began to learn ... people joining later
then found it easier because there were lots of educated people to help them.

TSSI 11, Yaluma, Mexico

The level of centralisation of project processes also seemed to be associated with
the level of environmental variability in the villages. Alan-Samariakantajal, Villa las
Rosas and Punta Brava, all of which had strong horizontal structures (and so greater
centralisation), all are located in tropical highland areas with very variable terrain and
rainfall. In contrast, Yaluma and Nhambita, with strong centralised structures, exist
in more homogeneous areas in terms of terrain and rainfall. This corresponded with
farmer views on variability in these different areas:

People planted differently because in some places the soils are dark and the trees
would grow, but in other places, with hard, light soils, the trees would die ... the
[village head] and technicians said this was ok.

FSSI 15, Villa las Rosas, Mexico

Everyone in the village just planted pines, with a little bit of cypress if you could
get the seeds. But the pines worked for everyone ... so we all just planted that.
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FSSI 20, Yaluma, Mexico

This may reflect that, where there is great environmental variation, institutions evolve
to be more decentralised and flexible to deal with this variability.

Overall, our results on vertical and horizontal structures suggest that, in our cases
institutional structures may be culturally and environmentally determined. Within this
either or a mix of approaches can be successful as long as they align with the cultural
expectations of farmers.

4.3.2.4 Wealth and environment

The expanded fsQCA found that higher levels of wealth and environmental quality
improve AGB accumulation. This is explored in more depth in the quantitative analysis
in Chapter 3. Here, we simply point out that these additional factors interact with the
institutional attributes examined in this chapter.

With regard to wealth, as pointed out in section above, less wealthy farmers are less
likely to be able to plan for long term benefits and so will experience monetary incentives
differently. We also suggest that poorer farmers are more likely to be marginalised
with lower social capital, and so are likely to have lower participation. With regard to
environmental factors, as discussed above, this may influence the degree of flexibility and
decentralisation in the project: projects with greater environmental variability may need
more flexible arrangements. Additionally, there is potentially an interaction between
wealth and environmental quality itself: wealthier farmers are more likely to have access
to productive land, thus improving their performance further. Overall the impact of
the additional factors of environment and wealth serves to illustrate the complexity of
the systems being assessed in this study.

Below we highlight how, given the typical nature of our case projects, the results of
this study contribute to two larger debates in PES theory: the behavioural motivations
behind land use change, including the impact of financial incentives; and the appropriate
‘design’ of PES institutions. We then draw out specific lessons for the upscaling of PES.
Finally, we discuss our results in light of debates about critical institutionalism more
broadly, and how success in NRM appears linked to the adaptive capacity and associated
resilience of both project institutions and individual participants.

4.3.3 Links to theory: Behavioural motivations

Regarding behavioural motivations, our study suggests that there is no trade-off to be
had between more ‘pure incentive’ designs which emphasise financial incentives and more
‘collective action’ approaches which focus on building broad support and legitimacy for
the project in the community. As outlined previously, some view conditional cash
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incentives as the driving force behind behaviour change in PES (Ferraro 2011; Ezzine-
de-Blas et al. 2016), while others emphasise the role of non-monetary motivations
and other local political concerns (i.e. local legitimacy built through participation
in decision making) (Corbera et al. 2008; Muradian et al. 2010; Pascual et al. 2014).
While this will vary between communities, our findings across a diversity of contexts,
advance this debate in two ways. First, it builds on existing studies which highlight
the importance of monetary incentives for encouraging initial participation (Fisher
2012) by emphasising that different perceptions of monetary incentives then go on to
influence farmer behaviour within the programme, and ultimately levels of biomass
accumulation. Within this, our findings suggest that longer term benefits, monetary or
not, may be integral. PES effectiveness thus appears linked as much to planning longer
term livelihoods and development as to delivering short term cash payments. This is
particularly relevant given the barriers being faced by PES smallholders in accessing the
longer term cash benefits from harvesting, certifying and selling their timber (Gritten
et al. 2015).

Second, long-term monetary and non-monetary motivations, along with participation-
linked perceptions of legitimacy, all appear important for improved land management
outcomes. It could be argued that, given assessments that current prices of carbon
only reflect a fraction of the actual social cost of climate change (Nordhaus 2017), the
behavioural equation in carbon PES projects may change if financial incentives (e.g.
the carbon price) were as high as some forecast they should be (i.e. non-monetary and
participation-linked motivations may be less important). However, our findings around
the influence of high cash incentives suggests that this does not necessarily improve
outcomes, and may even lead to the crowding-out phenomenon discussed in the PES
literature (Martin et al. 2014; Chervier et al. 2017; Vatn 2010). Thus, maintaining long
term monetary, non-monetary and participation-linked motivations, alongside short
term monetary incentives appears key. PES designs need to find a way of balancing the
delivery of (monetary and non-monetary) incentives in the short and long terms, while
also maintaining project legitimacy. Overall, the administration of financial incentives
and issues of legitimacy should be treated on equal footings.

4.3.4 Links to theory: institutional ‘design’ in PES

Regarding appropriate institutions for PES, our study brings some perspective to
debates around the benefits of organisational centralisation and decentralisation in two
ways. First, the effectiveness of these different approaches depends on whether they
align with existing cultural and political contexts, rather than on where a design sits
on a spectrum of centralisation. The trend in the NRM literature, and in a part of the
PES literature, has largely been towards more decentralised approaches mainly based
on the assumption that these approaches will be better for, and more widely supported
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by, local people (Larson et al. 2008; Kolinjivadi et al. 2014). There are separate and
compelling arguments on the longer term benefits of decentralised NRM for broader
economic development (and many of these may apply to PES in the long term; see
discussion below) (Ribot et al. 2004). However, for PES in the timeframe that we
examined (ten years since planting), it appears that centralised approaches can be just
as effective when they are also perceived as legitimate locally.

Second, our study provides empirical evidence in support of existing theories that there
is not necessarily a dichotomy between the two approaches in PES: they can co-exist
in a hybrid or interacting form (e.g. hybrid or nested approaches) (Muradian et al.
2010). The question therefore is not ‘which side of the centralisation spectrum is best?’,
but ‘what institutional mix is locally appropriate?’. Overall, our cases suggest that
successful projects will allow their project arrangements to evolve and integrate with
existing institutional processes rather than being ‘designed’ (Van Hecken et al. 2015)—
although projects need to be aware of how this may reinforce existing inequities (e.g.
creating or perpetuating elite capture or exclusion of marginalised groups) (Corbera
et al. 2008; Staddon et al. 2015).

4.3.4.1 Upscaling PES institutions

Upscaling often implies streamlining project processes and institutions to reduce
administration costs and provide more efficient ways of managing large numbers of
PES participants (Pirard et al. 2014; Porras et al. 2013b). Theoretically this could
imply either a centralisation, by which the intermediary offers only narrow land use
options with strict targets and monitoring, or a decentralisation, where an intermediary
takes a distant role and largely allows farmers or communities to take decisions and run
the project. Our study suggests that either of these approaches can work, as long as
they are accepted locally, deliver meaningful (short and long term) incentives, and are
responsive to local concerns through personal contact and good communication with
farmers.

While these findings suggest that PES projects are free to support different types of
institutions in order to upscale, it does preclude approaches that diminish (or stop
completely) face-to-face interactions with farmers. This is particularly relevant to the
upscaling debate given the increased interest in using remote sensing, block chain and
cloud based technologies in an attempt to reduce field and transaction costs (Marke
2018; Howson et al. 2019). Many of the suggested new approaches imply a reduced
presence in the field which would likely diminish communication and representation of
farmers. Should this come to occur, our findings suggest that project outcomes may
suffer, and anticipated improvements to cost effectiveness may not occur. This supports
existing research showing that more technologically complex monitoring in PES will
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likely lead to diminished project legitimacy (and, currently, little or no improvement in
accuracy) (Wells et al. 2016).

An associated argument in favour of reducing field costs may be that associated
reductions in administration costs would allow a greater percentage of PES income
to flow to local participants in the short term, which may then offset any disadvantages
from lower participation. Our results on monetary motivations, however, emphasise that
it is longer term incentives that may be more important—and local understandings of,
and access to, these longer term benefits likely rely on close interactions with project
staff (e.g. through supporting the development of a viable sustainable timber industry).
While finding efficiencies in PES administration would no doubt be beneficial, apparent
cost savings would need to be considered alongside the costs of reduced participation
amongst local actors.

4.3.4.2 PES through the lense of critical institutionalism and resilience
theory

Broadly, our results largely support critical institutionalist perspectives on NRM. As per
the notion of institutional bricolage set out by de Koning (2014) (or ‘intra-institutional
bricolage’, as we have developed it here), our cases show the evolution of diverse
institutions even in the same project, and suggest that the path of this evolution was
both culturally and historically contingent. Additionally, individuals in our cases have
agency, and experience these institutions differently, based on their own individual
worldview and social-ecological context. This uncertainty around the appropriate
institutional attributes for PES in a given context, along with the broader dynamic
landscape within which PES exists, implies uncertainty around the whole enterprise.
While a project’s initial objectives and strategy may be clear, resultant processes and
outcomes may rarely be as anticipated. Likewise, the response of individuals to these
schemes may be moderated by existing or emergent social-ecological trends or shocks
at household or larger scales.

We argue that the inherent unpredictability of how PES projects will actually transpire
emphasises the importance of adaptive processes and capacity, and associated resilience,
at two levels. At the project-level, project processes need to be adaptive in nature,
using ‘broad and open’ approaches (i.e. inviting ‘broad’ multiple sources of knowledge,
with ‘open’ decision making which considers a wide range of options) to respond to
challenges and opportunities within the broader and continually changing institutional
context (Stirling et al. 2007; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017).

This argument also links to debates, alluded to previously, on the potential
disadvantages of centralisation in the long term (Ribot et al. 2004). Centralised
approaches are theoretically reliant on a narrower range of human, financial and physical
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capital (i.e. key project staff and centrally managed budgets and equipment). This
implies a lower level of redundancy in the institution (i.e. back up options) should
something go wrong (e.g. key staff leaving; a lack of funding; environmental shocks).
Additionally, when payments to farmers finish, along with the associated contracts of
key project staff, there may be neither willingness nor capacity in the community to take
up these functions. Thus, there is a question as to whether centralised project structures
can be resilient in the long term—a key concern given the dynamic and uncertain nature
of the surrounding social-ecological system in which they exist. Decentralised structures
may have more chance of persisting after implementation has finished, and are perhaps
more likely to be important to the longevity of impacts. This theme of organisational
resilience is explored further in Chapter 5.

At the level of the individual, PES schemes will need to anticipate that farmer
motivations and capacities will vary and change over time. This implies that the
individual resilience or vulnerability contexts of farmers will dictate their willingness
and ability to effect the change in land use desired by the project. Project must be
prepared to understand and adapt to these changing factors, particularly if PES is
seeking to address social objectives that target marginalised groups (e.g. based on
social marginalisation or gender; Milder et al. 2010; Benjamin et al. 2018). Such
participants will likely have different institutional preferences and responses compared to
the relatively (locally) privileged participants who currently dominate in such schemes.

4.4 Conclusion

This paper, through an empirical analysis of the experiences of smallholders in two
smallholder carbon agroforestry projects, has shown that the presence of effective
participation by local people, and of long term (monetary and non-monetary) incentives
appear the most important institutional aspects of PES. Beyond this, the degree of
(de)centralisation was unimportant, as long as there was some form of strong (vertical
or horizontal) structure. The actual degree of centralisation appeared to be culturally
and historically contingent, with effective institutions linking to, and evolving with, local
contexts. Overall, we suggest that PES practitioners should not expect to have direct
control over the ‘design’ of project institutions, but instead focus on supporting the
evolution and adaptation of (centralised and/or decentralised) processes in response
to social-ecological diversity and dynamism—a form of ‘intra-institutional bricolage’.
Within this broader process of institutional evolution, practitioners should focus on
maintaining good communication and relations with local participants, and emphasising
monetary benefits in both the short and long terms.
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Chapter 5

How does PES cause change within
a social-ecological system?
Comparing theory, market rules
and local perspectives

Geoff J. Wells1
1School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh

Abstract

To improve the success of payments for ecosystem services (PES) schemes, and natural
resource management (NRM) interventions in general, there are increasing calls for
improving inter-disciplinary ways of working. Yet such approaches remain challenged by
divergent perspectives on causal change amongst disciplines and a lack of understanding
of how these perspectives differ and interact. We sought to advance this issue through
an analysis across three smallholder agroforestry carbon projects (in Mexico, Uganda
and Mozambique) exploring how different groups of actors (i.e. epistemic communities)
perceived that PES causes change in a social-ecological system, and the interactions
between these perspectives. We focused on three existing epistemic communities already
apparent in the PES literature: actors from theory development; market administration;
and local participants.

Using concepts from science and technology studies, and social-ecological systems
theory, we summarised the dominant perspectives in the literature on PES theory,
then thematically analysed 65 semi-structured interviews and 22 project documents
for perspectives from market actors and local participants. Our findings show that,
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the different perspectives appear linked to different epistemologies, and different
perspectives on the certainty of our system knowledge, ultimately leading to different
methodological approaches. Actors from theory and markets mainly espouse positivist-
type epistemologies and assume relatively good system knowledge. Local perspectives,
however, are more closely aligned with a pragmatist epistemology, and perceive that
actual pathways to change are highly variable and uncertain. Accordingly, theory and
markets appear to privilege a narrower set of technical analyses, while local actors
adopt more open adaptive management approaches which encompass both technical
and other types of knowledge (e.g. traditional knowledge). Such technical and adaptive
approaches respectively appear useful at bigger and smaller spatial and temporal scales.

We argue that these different theoretical perspectives lead to different perceptions of
how PES cause change in the land use system. Many local actors perceive and engage
with change in PES with the aim of introducing or maintaining desired ‘domains of
attraction’ in the land use system and associated ‘regime shifts’, rather than only
changing specific system states. In doing so they consider how a wide range of drivers
(e.g. social and political factors) and broader system dynamics (e.g. feedbacks) affect
the ‘stability landscape’, and are focused on avoiding undesirable stable states. In
contrast, perspectives from markets and theory are often focused on narrower sets of
drivers (e.g. land tenure and financial incentives) and simpler direct shifts in state
variables, with less consideration of whether the change represents a sustained regime
shift. Ultimately local perspectives seem more focused on the sustainability of land use
changes.

We argue that while these different perspectives have found a way to co-exist, this does
not occur without tension. Perspectives from markets and theory tend to dominate
project rules, which can influence local actors to focus on technical analyses of narrow
metrics and system states (e.g. rigid land use designs; land tenure; tonnes carbon per
hectare) during project design and monitoring, which on their own do not necessarily
reflect the likelihood of sustained change in the land use system. Such approaches can
also prevent adaptation to variable and emergent factors. Given the typical nature of
our cases, we argue that PES practice would benefit from a broader and locally-grounded
focus on the wider stability landscape during design, implementation and monitoring.
We also offer ideas on how PES could supplement existing metrics of success (which
are focused on particular system states; e.g. tonnes of carbon per hectare), with other
metrics that better reflect the things that drive decision making and change at the local
level: namely, relative measures of progress in changing domains of attraction, and
measures of adaptive capacity.
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5.1 Introduction

Successfully designing interventions to cause desired changes within complex landscapes
remains a challenge for natural resource management (NRM) policy and practice
(Lambin et al. 2014). Different people, with different values and skills, have different
perspectives on the best way to approach such problems (Lang et al. 2012). This
relates not only to divergent understandings of how social-ecological systems function,
but also how certain we can be about this knowledge—while some view our knowledge
to be relatively complete, others view that we operate in a context of high uncertainty
and ignorance (Stirling et al. 2007; Ascough et al. 2008). Increasingly NRM research
is emphasising that, in order to successful achieve sustainable landscapes we need to
work together in inter-disciplinary ways which draw on, and respect, these multiple
perspectives (St John et al. 2014; Wesselink et al. 2017).

Payment for ecosystem service (PES) projects are one example of an increasingly
popular NRM approach within which there are now calls for better interdisciplinary
working (Baker et al. 2010; Asbjornsen et al. 2017). Recent reviews of the PES literature
have sought to pull together the various strands of PES research into interdisciplinary
frameworks for successful PES schemes, advocating (to varying degrees) the integration
of economic, social and environmental perspectives (Huber-Stearns et al. 2017; Sattler
et al. 2013; Börner et al. 2017; Grima et al. 2016; Bennett et al. 2015; Paudyal et al.
2018).

While such frameworks are useful for mapping out the array of factors and perspectives
that may need to be considered in PES design, questions remain on how these are
balanced in practice. Which of these factors currently dominate PES design and
practice, and why? Which factors are sidelined and what are the consequences?
For example, alongside this integrative literature there remains a prominent and still-
expanding body of literature advocating the primacy of economic design features and
appropriate monetary incentives (e.g. Wunder et al. 2018; Ezzine-de-Blas et al. 2016).
Conversely, there have been criticisms that PES as a whole is a reductive mechanism
not well suited to dealing with the complexities and uncertainties of social-ecological
systems (Kosoy et al. 2010; Muradian 2013b). Additionally, while inter-disciplinarity
may be aspired to in PES theory, in the case of carbon forestry research has shown that
not all perspectives are treated equally due to the dominance of entrenched methods
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and worldviews from the technical forestry and accountancy sectors (Leach et al. 2013;
Lovell 2015; Leach 2008).

For PES to move forward, we need to better understand these different perspectives,
where they come from, and how they interact, support or frustrate each other. As
Huber-Stearns et al. (2017)(p. 7) conclude at the end of their integrative study on PES
enabling conditions:

... [the] significant overlap across the theoretical perspectives ... suggests that
there is an opportunity to better connect these diverse conversations through an
integration of language and a synthetic theoretical framework ...

Here we explore how this integration plays out in practice through an empirical
assessment of perspectives amongst different groups involved in the implementation
of three smallholder carbon agroforestry projects. In doing so, building upon work by
Lovell (2015), we contrast the perspectives of different ‘epistemic communities’ (groups
of actors with a shared view). We take a novel approach of using social-ecological
systems (SES) theory to examine how these different communities view that PES causes
change in land cover. We also use science and technology studies (STS) frameworks to
assess how certain these communities are about their knowledge of these systems. At
the outset, we group actors in our project into three groups based on the epistemic
communities identified in Lovell (2015), and similar groupings used in other studies of
PES (Peskett et al. 2011; Corbera et al. 2009; Kollmuss et al. 2008): actors from theory,
markets and local practice.

Our research questions are:

1. What are the origins, differences and similarities of perspectives amongst epistemic
communities from theory, markets and local practice?

2. How do these epistemic communities view that PES causes change in an SES?

3. How do these epistemic communities interact, what are the associated
complementarities and tensions, and what are the implications for PES success?

In the remainder of this chapter, we first provide conceptual background for our study.
We then describe our methods before presenting our results on the theoretical origins of
perspectives amongst different epistemic communities. Subsequently, in our discussion,
we build on this evidence to theorise about how different actors view uncertainty (or
‘certitude’) in the system, their different approaches to knowledge generation, and how
they perceive change in an SES. We also discuss the apparent interactions between these
communities, and the consequences when the views of one community dominate PES
project design. Finally, we discuss how PES might benefit from more inclusive and
adaptive (or ‘post-normal’) approaches to knowledge generation, and provide ideas on
new metrics for measuring change in an SES.
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5.2 Conceptual background

We built our analytical frameworks with reference to existing theories on epistemic
communities and SES. Both bodies of theory have been widely used to support
qualitative comparisons of knowledge generation and perspectives amongst different
groups of stakeholders (Partelow 2018; Moisander et al. 2009; Mørk et al. 2008; Wagner
et al. 2004). Below we first define what we mean by epistemic communities and outline
existing research on such communities in NRM and PES. We then outline the concepts
we use to characterise these communities, and to theorise on their different perspectives
on certitude and change in an SES.

5.2.1 Epistemic communities in NRM and PES research

The term epistemic communities (also sometimes epistemic cultures, communities of
practice, knowledge communities, thought collectives, scientific communities) refers to
knowledge-linked groups of actors with shared views on the origins and solutions to
a problem (Haas 1992). Hence, we use the term ‘community’ in this paper to refer
to communities connected through common perspectives and ways of working, rather
than any particular place-based designation. Each of these communities have their own
‘machineries of knowledge production’, encompassing a shared ontology, epistemology
and theoretical perspective, and subsequent shared views on origins and solutions to
problems, and the validity of different methods for analysing them (Mørk et al. 2008).

The concept of epistemic communities originated from social theory and the notion
that, rather than everyone sharing the same reality or understanding of an issue, people
construct and understand reality differently, depending on their personal worldview and
experience (i.e. social constructivism) (Cross 2013). Since then it has been applied as
an analytical tool to assess different perspectives on a range of policy issues including
international relations (Haas 1992), health (Löblová 2016), business administration
(Moisander et al. 2009) and technology (Wagner et al. 2004).

In NRM research, it has been invoked to contrast perspectives on a range of different
problems, and the power dynamics between different epistemic communities, including
on climate change (Gough et al. 2001; Hulme 2011b), water management (Wesselink
et al. 2017), forestry (Leach 2008), ecological monitoring (Staddon et al. 2014) and
environmental advocacy (Wang et al. 2016). In PES, it has been used to assess the
theoretical perspectives within large scale carbon forestry REDD+ projects. Lovell et
al. (2011), Leach et al. (2013), Lovell (2014) and Kamelarczyk (2014) all examine
the influence of policy makers and technical specialists in REDD+ practice. Lovell
(2015) and van Hecken et al. (2015b) also highlight that the actual shape that PES
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programmes take is influenced through negotiation between different communities at
national and international levels.

In this study we used as a starting point the three epistemic communities in forest-
based PES identified in Lovell (2015). These communities also align broadly with
stakeholder categories used in other studies of PES (Peskett et al. 2011; Corbera et al.
2009; Kollmuss et al. 2008). Lovell conducted a thematic qualitative analysis of data
from interviews, ethnographic observations, online surveys and documentary analysis
to assess if there were different groups of actors, or epistemic communities, influencing
innovations on measuring and monitoring carbon in the forest carbon sector (focused
on REDD+). While Lovell’s analysis was mainly focused on the interaction between
those who advocated the use of more technologically advanced forms of monitoring (i.e.
remote sensing) over traditional types of monitoring (i.e. physical tree measurements in
the field), the conclusions of the study are focused broadly on the interplay of different
perspectives and knowledges in forest-carbon practice generally. Lovell identified three
broad communities: experts, who are primarily associated with providing expert advice
and developing best practice; market actors, focused on monitoring and compliance
in carbon markets; and local forest actors, focused on building capacity and improving
social impacts of carbon projects on the ground. Lovell’s focus was broadly on examining
if there were multiple communities influencing practices on monitoring and verification
in forest-based carbon projects, rather than on analysing the particular attributes of
these communities. Here we seek to examine these attributes in more detail.

These three communities also align with groupings of actors developed in similar studies
of stakeholder interactions and institutional structures in our, and other, forest-based
PES projects. Broadly these studies have grouped actors into similar categories as
Lovell (2015): local participants; those involved in rule-making and verification; and
external experts or consultants (Peskett et al. 2011; Corbera et al. 2009; Kollmuss et al.
2008).

Given the wide use of these categorisations in the PES literature, here we do not seek
to repeat an analysis of potential groupings. Instead we examine if these distinctions
between groups of actors are underpinned by different epistemic perspectives on how
PES causes change in an SES. In doing so, we examine in more detail, and at a local
level, the theoretical origins of the communities identified in Lovell (2015). We thus
initially group actors in our study projects according to their involvement in theory
development, market administration, or local practice. To recognise the likely diversity
of perspectives within and between these groups, we also explore differences within each
community and assess where views are shared between groups.
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Table 5.1: Attributes of epistemic communities assessed in this study.

Shared
attribute

Definition Source

Policy
enterprise

The main problem the
community is trying to solve

Haas 1992

Causal
beliefs

Understandings of why
problems occur and how to
solve them

Haas 1992

Notions of
validity

Criteria for assessing the
quality of knowledge

Haas 1992

Theory of
knowledge

A process of selecting valid
methods (guided by ontology
and epistemology)

Crotty 1998; Fox 2008; Biesta
2010

5.2.2 Characterising epistemic communities

To understand in more detail the origins of these different epistemic communities, we
examined community attributes drawn from two bodies of theory: theories on epistemic
communities; and philosophies of science. These attributes and their theoretical origins
are summarised at Table 5.1 and elaborated below.

Attributes from theories on epistemic communities

We draw on three of the core attributes of epistemic communities originally laid out by
Haas (1992). Here, an epistemic community is theorised to have certain shared criteria:
a common policy enterprise; shared causal beliefs; and shared notions of validity. Haas
also proposes that such communities have shared normative beliefs and values, but this
is beyond the scope of our study.

Attributes from philosophies of science

To examine the origins of the attributes proposed by Haas, we examine the dominant
ontological, epistemological and theoretical origins apparent amongst the different
epistemic communities in our projects. In doing so, we do not intend to contribute
to debates on philosophical perspectives in science. We instead implement basic,
speculative categorisations as broad analytical tools to highlight the potential origins
of different perspectives.

Ontology, epistemology and theoretical perspectives are related concepts. Ontology
provides a basis for what it is possible know about, while epistemology makes
statements on valid ways of generating this knowledge. Theoretical perspectives can
be seen to stem from both of these concepts and are what guide researchers in
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choosing methods they view as valid (Moon et al. 2014). Debates on the definitions,
interactions and philosophical origins of these different concepts are wide, varied and
ongoing (Crotty 1998). Here, for simplicity, we focus generally on the ‘theoretical
perspectives’ of different communities as the culmination of their respective ontologies
and epistemologies.

As will be come apparent in the analysis we contrast three generalised theoretical
perspectives: positivism; post-positivism; and pragmatism. Positivism, in a general
sense, has a long philosophical tradition stemming from the Enlightenment period, and
is grounded in the view that ‘truths’ (i.e. objective, factual knowledge) about the world
can be verified through the controlled scientific analysis of observed data—and it posits
that such objective knowledge can exist apart from, and should be privileged above,
subjective beliefs and value judgements (Crotty 1998). While many different types and
definitions of positivism are argued to exist, for the purpose of our analysis, we define
positivist approaches simply as those which assume that an objective reality can be fully
understood (and knowledge ‘uncovered’) through appropriate experimental or technical
design.

Post-positivism emerged in the 20th century through critiques of the rigid nature of
positivism. It moderates the more strict positivist perspective: while still emphasising
the use of appropriate scientific methods, and the separation of objective knowledge
from values and beliefs, it accepts that there are limits to these methods and so to the
objectivity of the knowledge generated (Fox 2008). It argues that, while an objective
truth does exist, all methods are in some way flawed. One can use these methods to
test claims about reality, and where these hypotheses repeatedly fail to be falsified, the
strength of the claim is increased—but our apprehension of the actual truth will always
remain approximate. Post-positivism thus emphasises the use of multiple, replicated
scientific analysis to build up objective knowledge and reduce uncertainty. In our
analysis, post-positivist perspectives encompass those which recommend the use of
multiple scientific methods to build valid knowledge about SES to within bounds of
certainty.

Pragmatism is an emergent theoretical perspective often associated with the rise of
mixed-methods and interdisciplinary research (Reason 2003), and is the broadest of
theoretical perspectives examined here. It assumes that, in addition to positivist-
type approaches, researchers can rely on any other theoretical perspective, most of
which assume that reality is a subjective construct of individual minds, cultures and/or
societies (e.g. constructivism, critical theory, structuralism, post-structuralism) (Biesta
2010). Pragmatism does not make particular prescriptions about which methods (e.g.
controlled experiments vs informal learning) or types of knowledge (e.g. objective vs
subjective) are valid. At its heart, pragmatism assesses and selects methods based on
their ability to solve the problem at hand: validity is what works in practice.
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While some would refer to these above theoretical perspectives as epistemologies in
their own right, and would no doubt argue the presence or absence of distinctions
between them, here we simply use them to highlight the potential origins of different
perspectives on change in an SES: they broadly indicate perspectives on valid ways of
understanding problems and developing solutions. For example, while we categorise
some perspectives as being ‘positivist’, we acknowledge that strictly positivist views
are likely to be rare amongst today’s experts. Nonetheless, we argue that fundamental
ideals about positivism (e.g. that the truth about our world can be uncovered through
a narrow implementation of the scientific method) are at the core of many perspectives
in our cases, and in the assessment of many human-environment problems more broadly
(Pyhälä et al. 2016; Hulme 2011a). We thus designate such perspectives as positivist
even though there may be some nuance at the individual level.

5.2.3 Frameworks on incertitude and change in social-ecological
systems

After using our evidence to examine the origins of different perspectives, in our
discussion we then theorise how these lead to different levels of certitude about systems
knowledge, and on change in an SES. In doing so, we draw on conceptual frameworks
on incertitude from STS, and on terminology from systems theory.

Incertitude in PES

Stirling et al. (2007) propose that many disagreements in sustainable development
problems originate from different views on the uncertainty, or more precisely
‘incertitude’ (to distinguish from other meanings of uncertainty; see below), of our
systems knowledge. The argument is that, where decision makers erroneously assume
knowledge to be high, this can result in poor and rigid decisions (such as blanket ‘one-
size-fits-all’ approaches) which do not account for uncertain system dynamics, local
variation or emergent factors. This argument is apparent in some critiques of PES,
which argue that its fundamental logic (i.e. that payments will cause predictable change
in land management) is undermined by persistent incertitude about how SES function
(Kosoy et al. 2010; Muradian 2013b).

In our discussion, to explore how different epistemic communities in our cases may
view incertitude, we use the ‘incertitude matrix’ outlined in Stirling et al. (2007).
According to this framework, incertitude can be categorised across two axes: knowledge
about outcomes; and knowledge about probabilities. Here we substitute ‘outcomes’ and
‘probabilities’ for definitions from Ascough et al. (2008) which are more closely related
to our research questions: knowledge about system ‘processes’; and knowledge about
‘variability’ (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Our adaptation of the matrix of approaches to incertitude by Striling et
al. (2007).

According to Stirling et al. (2007), where knowledge about both processes and
variability are assumed to be high, actors treat incertitude as a ‘risk’ and deal with it
through relevant methods (e.g. through risk assessments). Conversely, if all knowledge is
perceived to be low, such actors treat uncertainty as ‘ignorance’ and deal with it through
adaptive learning approaches. Here, to avoid potentially negative misunderstandings of
the term ‘ignorance’, we instead use the related term ‘indeterminacy’ (Spender 2003).
Incertitude is treated as ‘uncertainty’ where process knowledge is strong but variability
knowledge is weak (e.g. through statistical procedures for estimating upper and lower
bounds of outcomes), while ’ambiguity’ and associated approaches (e.g. participatory
deliberation) is invoked when there is little knowledge on processes but good knowledge
on probabilities.

With regard to methods for dealing with uncertainty, Stirling et al. (2007) propose that
these can mainly be grouped in to external (or exogenous) ‘expert-analytic’ approaches
and internal (or endogenous) ‘social appraisal’ approaches, which respectively emphasise
technical and adaptive learning approaches. In our discussion we contrast the different
perspectives of incertitude in PES, and their associated emphasis on technical or
adaptive methods. We also explore how these exogenous and endogenous approaches
interact to generate useful knowledge at different temporal and spatial scales.

Social-ecological systems theory in PES

In our discussion we also theorise whether and how the different perspectives of epistemic
communities feed through into different views on how PES causes change in an SES.
SES theory has evolved from attempts to find sustainable solutions to environmental
problems through the integration of concerns from natural and social science. In this
chapter we rely more on the notion of SES as complex adaptive systems (as per Holling
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1978; Holling 2001; Folke et al. 2016) as opposed to the institutional SES framework
outlined by Ostrom et al. (2009) (although we still examine institutions in our analysis).
Here we adopt the broad definition of an SES proposed by Folke et al. (2010) as
an ‘integrated system of ecosystems and human society with reciprocal feedback and
interdependence’. Broadly, the SES approach seeks to move on from simple explanations
of causal change in the environment to recognise that environmental change and human
behaviour are affected by a range of interactions and feedbacks, spatial and temporal
cross-scale dynamics, a diversity of system attributes, and non-linearities (Reyers et al.
2018).

SES approaches are being increasingly used (to varying levels of depth) to analyse
environment and development problems at different scales (for recent reviews see:
Reyers et al. 2018; Partelow 2018). In PES, SES theory has mainly been utilised in
two relatively simple ways. First, some critiques briefly mention the notion of SES to
emphasise that PES projects exist within broader, complex and dynamic systems and
so need to be responsive to this complexity (Kosoy et al. 2010; Muradian et al. 2010;
Kolinjivadi et al. 2014; Corbera et al. 2009). Second, many of the emerging integrative
frameworks for PES enabling conditions take an (explicit or implicit) SES approach by
emphasising the importance of both environmental and human factors (Huber-Stearns
et al. 2017; Sattler et al. 2013; Börner et al. 2017; Grima et al. 2016; Bennett et al. 2015;
Paudyal et al. 2018). However, while ideas from SES theory are increasingly applied
in PES, to our knowledge, no existing studies explicitly use SES concepts (e.g. state
variables, system parameters; see below) as an analytical framework to explore how
PES may cause change in an SES.

In our discussion, to examine how different epistemic communities perceive that PES
causes change in an SES, we draw on literature from Folke et al. (2010), Beisner (2003)
and Dawson et al. (2010). These concepts are summarised at Table 5.2 and elaborated
on below. We define a state variable as a variable which helps to describe the condition
of a system along a spectrum (Beisner et al. 2003). For the forest-based PES projects in
our study, we focus on two state variables which such schemes primarily seek to change:
the types of trees in an area (i.e. tree diversity); and the size of these trees (i.e. tree
biomass) (Torres et al. 2010; Nakakaawa et al. 2010; Goetz et al. 2015; Baker et al.
2010). The overall state of the system depends on the condition of the state variables
under consideration. All possible conditions of a state variable are collectively the state
space.

Surrounding a state variable are system parameters (Beisner et al. 2003). We define
these as the surrounding aspects of the landscape which influence the condition of a
state variable. In the case of our forest-based SES, this might be the surrounding
environmental, social or political contexts that affect tree diversity and the amount of
biomass on a piece of land. These system parameters introduce domains of attraction
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Table 5.2: Definitions of SES concepts used in this study.

Term Definition Source

State variable A variable which helps to describe the condition of a
system along a spectrum. All possible conditions of
the state variable are collectively the ‘state space’.

Beisner
2003

System parameters The surrounding aspects of the landscape which
partially influence the condition of a state variable.

Beisner
2003

Domain of attraction A state space to which a state variable is attracted
by existing parameters and drivers.

Dawson et
al. 2010

Stability landscape All domains of attraction within a state space and
the interactions between them. States can be
attracted to alternative states depending on their
position in the landscape, and the interactions
between different domains of attaction. When a state
switches from one domain of attraction to another it
has undergone a ‘regime shift’.

Beisner
2003

Drivers Influences in a system which cause a state or
parameter to move from one position to another.

Folke et al.
2010

into the system, towards which state variables are pulled (Folke et al. 2010). Multiple
domains of attraction can exist in a landscape, thus leading to different potential stable
states of a system (Beisner et al. 2003) (e.g. states with low or high tree biomass and/or
diversity).

Ultimately the interactions between these different domains of attraction, and the
different potential stable states, create in the state space a stability landscape. State
variables will be attracted towards a particular stable state depending on its current
position in the landscape and the influence of the surrounding parameters. Where a
state variable moves from one domain of attraction to another, this results in a regime
shift (Dawson et al. 2010). For example, if a land use policy were to make deforestation
unprofitable it could shift the land use system into a new regime that favours increased
states of biomass and tree diversity.

The position of state variables and system parameters (and so the current domains
of attraction and likely regimes) can be changed by drivers and subsequent
perturbations within the system (Dawson et al. 2010). For example, in our cases,
a conditional financial incentive might cause a farmer to immediately change the state
variables of the land use system by planting trees. Parameters might be changed through
a longer term programme of political reform that seeks to reduce illegal logging through
making forest NRM more transparent.
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A regime change can also be framed as a desired state shift which is resistant to external
and internal shocks and stresses (i.e. that is stable, durable, resilient, robust) (Dawson
et al. 2010), or which is ‘resilient’ in a broader sense of the word (i.e. a system’s ability
to maintain a function despite disturbance) (Folke et al. 2016). Note that, while much
literature presents concepts such as resilience as normatively desirable system traits,
such terms are in fact descriptive not normative—a system can be resilient against a
desired change (e.g. poverty traps).

5.3 Methods

Below we describe our cases, outline our case study approach, then summarise our
process of data generation and interpretation.

5.3.1 Case descriptions

As outlined in Chapter 1, we selected smallholder carbon agroforestry projects in
Mexico (Scolel’te), Uganda (Trees for Global Benefits) and Mozambique (Sofala
Community Carbon Project) due to their long periods of operation (since 1997, 2003
and 2007 respectively), and because of our existing relationships with the participating
communities. This enabled us to gather in depth qualitative information from visits to
the field sites, and to access confidential (in addition to public) project documents.

Detailed descriptions of each of these projects are at Chapter 1. Of particular
relevance to this chapter is that each project implements similar agroforestry land
use interventions and all certify their carbon credits through the Plan Vivo carbon
certification standard. Within this common process, each project can be seen to include
actors from each of our three putative epistemic communities (actors from theory,
markets and local practice). All three projects are agroforestry projects whereby local
farmers, with the help of project staff from a local organisation (usually a local NGO),
plant trees in order to generate income from carbon credits. Initially, local project staff
design a project and submit the design to the external carbon certification standard.
The technical committee of the certification standard then reviews this design and,
where it adheres to the standard’s rules and regulations, conditionally approves that
the project may proceed. After receiving resources and training, the farmers plant
the trees, which are then monitored by local project staff. These project staff then
submit annual monitoring reports to the external certification standard. Technical staff
in the certification standard then assess the level of performance and adherence to the
standard’s rules and, where all criteria have been met, certify the project’s carbon
credits (i.e. carbon income) for the year. In the design and operation phase, local
project staff often rely on technical expertise from outside the project, usually foreign
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environmental consultants. All three of the projects have also been the subject of much
academic research (as outlined in Chapter 1).

The Plan Vivo certification standard is one of many such competing standards, all
of which follow similar procedures to validate carbon credits and deliver them to the
carbon market (Kollmuss et al. 2008). The peak industry body for the carbon industry
is the International Carbon Reduction and Offset Alliance (ICROA), who publish a
series of ‘best practice’ criteria (ICROA 2019a). Where a carbon certification standard
adheres to these criteria, they can become an ICROA ‘member’, which is intended to
demonstrate to potential carbon buyers the robustness of a certification standard (and
its associated carbon credits). These ICROA criteria can thus be seen as representing
the dominant, accepted practices in the carbon market to which carbon certification
standards are encourage to aspire.

For the purpose of our analysis, based on the existing literature (Lovell 2015; Peskett
et al. 2011; Corbera et al. 2009; Kollmuss et al. 2008), we assume that local farmers and
project staff represent an epistemic community from ‘local practice’. Staff and technical
associates from carbon certification standards (and industry bodies like ICROA) are
assumed to represent the ‘market’ community, while authors of academic research on
PES as assumed to represent the ‘theory’ community.

We view that these study projects and their constituent actors are useful for assessing
the perspectives of different actors within the PES field generally. All projects resemble
the typical monitor-and-pay design of PES (Peskett et al. 2011; Ruiz-De-Oña-Plaza
et al. 2011; Grace et al. 2010), while the core methods and aims of the Plan Vivo
standard are similar to those of other carbon certification standards (Kollmuss et al.
2008). Additionally, given the many academic studies of these projects, they can be
seen to have been instrumental in the development of aspects of PES theory.

As outlined in Chapter 1, one key difference between our study projects and many
other PES projects is that our projects use ‘ex-ante’ carbon crediting. Mainly this puts
more onus on the accuracy of initial carbon calculations. In an ex-ante project, if these
initial estimates are incorrect, it could theoretically lead to the over- or under-payment
of carbon income, and an under- or over-achievement of climate mitigation impacts.
In practice this risk is managed through conservative modelling and risk buffers (see
Results section).

Rather than diminishing the wider relevance of our cases, we view that the ex-ante
nature of our study projects makes them particularly useful for assessing perspectives on
the certitude of system knowledge. Assumptions about the certitude of predicting future
states have greater impact in ex-ante projects. Thus, while the broad architecture and
theory of ex-ante projects is the same as in other ex-post carbon standards (Kollmuss
et al. 2008), given the higher stakes for ex-ante schemes, statements on certitude may
be more explicit in project rules and documents. In any case, we include in our
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results a brief comparison with documents from other dominant, mainly ex-post, carbon
certification standards (Gold Standard, and Verified Carbon Standard (VCS)).

5.3.2 Case study approach and sampling

We used a purposive sampling procedure to select interview respondents and documents
with the aim of identifying the main shared perspectives within each putative epistemic
community. The dominant views from theory and markets are well documented in the
existing research literature, and in documents laying out the rules and regulations of
carbon standards. Accordingly, for theory we analysed the range of themes apparent in
recent reviews of the PES literature (as well as in more recent studies). For perspectives
from markets, we analysed the themes in five key documents from Plan Vivo and
ICROA, which contain the detailed rules and expectations for carbon certification. We
also supplemented perspectives from markets with views elicited during meetings with
three technical specialists involved in the carbon market. Views of local actors (i.e.
farmers and local project staff) are less well documented. We thus included in the
analysis perspectives from interviews with 39 farmers and 23 project staff, as well as
themes from 17 project management documents (e.g. manuals, annual reports) obtained
from project staff. All data sources are listed at Appendix C.

One limitation of this approach is that our evidentiary sources are heavily weighted
towards the perspectives of local practitioners. Thus we need to proceed with caution
when making conclusions about the presence or absence of views in a community (i.e.
the greater diversity of sources for local practitioners implies that more perspectives will
likely be covered). Nonetheless, given the more formalised nature of documents from
theory and markets, we view that the high level documentary sources included in our
study for these communities are sufficient for our purpose of illuminating the dominant
shared views of each community.

5.3.3 Data generation and interpretation

Building on other studies of epistemic communities in the forest sector (Lovell et al.
2011; Lovell 2015), and with reference to comparative epistemic studies from other areas
of social science (e.g. Moisander et al. 2009; Mørk et al. 2008; Wagner et al. 2004),
we used thematic interpretive coding of documents and semi-structured interviews to
characterise the variety of perspectives from markets and local actors. For perspectives
from theory, there are already several recent reviews of the literature (Börner et al.
2017; Huber-Stearns et al. 2017; Bennett et al. 2015). We do not repeat these reviews
but instead use them to draw out core theoretical perspectives for comparison against
the perspectives from market and local actors.
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For documents relating to market and local perspectives, guided by Bowen (2009),
O’Leary (2017) and Atkinson et al. (2010), we first considered the origins, authors
and intended audience of each document and any potential biases or likely omissions
(e.g. publicly available reports may be edited to remove commercial in confidence
information) (see Table C.2 in Appendix C) . We then assessed the documents for
both ‘witting’ evidence (i.e. literal statements) and ‘unwitting’ evidence (i.e. the tone
and underlying opinions apparent in the document) (O’Leary 2017). To make valid
assessments of the underlying views on causal change we paid particular attention to
the language, emphasis and implied importance of particular drivers and rules in PES
projects (e.g. are particular activities ‘obligatory’ or only ‘recommended’? Are carbon
modelling results viewed as deterministic or only aspirations? Does the document
emphasise broader sustainability issues or just carbon sequestration?).

A limitation of the type of documentary evidence we used in this study is that, while
we used these documents to construct notionally complete descriptions of epistemic
perspectives and worldviews, this was not the original purpose of the documents.
Documents may thus represent partial or incomplete perspectives. While we have
sought to overcome this through including multiple documentary sources for each
epistemic community, we accept that our documentary basis is not necesarrily a holistic
representation of perspectives. Nonetheless, we view that the types of documents
we reviewed for perspectives from theory and markets, (i.e. peer reviewed literature
reviews; technical documents reviewed and endorsed by carbon standard technical
committees) are formalised enough to assess the ‘dominant’ perspectives that are of
interest in this study.

For interviews, guided by Punch (2013), Ritchie et al. (2013) and Atkinson et al. (2010),
and using the same method and constructivist approach as outlined in Chapter 4, we
generated data on local perspectives through conversations with farmers and project
staff, first in Mexico, then in Uganda and Mozambique, respectively. Interviews initially
proceeded in a ‘timeline’ style (Atkinson et al. 2010), were we asked the respondent to
relate how they joined the project and how their activities had evolved up to the current
day. We then asked open questions aimed at articulating their view on how the project
had (or had not) caused change in tree growth and diversity on project farms (e.g. why
do some participating farmers have better or different trees than others? what worked
well and didn’t work well during the project, and why?). The full interview schedules
are at Appendix C.

As outlined in Chapter 4, we engaged interpreters from outside of the areas to assist with
the interviews, sought the informed consent of the participant, and recorded responses
in audio recordings and interview notes. We also used interview debriefs with the
interpreter to reflect on the interview, clarify meanings, and to consider potential biases
and positionality issues (Guillemin et al. 2004).
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For the analysis of documents and interviews, we compiled statements from each source
into an Excel database through an iterative process of thematic coding, relying on
synthesis and interpretation by the researcher (Ritchie et al. 2013). Beginning with
interviews and documents from the Mexico project, we initially based our coding
framework simply on the type of ‘drivers’ of tree growth apparent in evidentiary sources.
As coding proceeded to other projects, and as our knowledge of the projects deepened,
the theoretical focus of our study evolved. This gradually lead to an expansion of the
coding framework to include more detailed themes for epistemic perspectives and the
treatment of SES concepts. Thus, after the initial review of all of the evidence, and
our arrival at a final comprehensive coding framework, we reviewed again all sources to
update the coding to reflect this final approach. The final coding framework included
the attributes and concepts in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, as well as the expanded list of drivers
outlined in Figure 5.4.

For each relevant statement from an evidentiary source, we made a summary in
the Excel database, and attributed a code to designate the source, location of the
statement, and its putative epistemic community. When synthesising results, we sorted
statements into various configurations based on their source (e.g. farmer, project staff
etc.) and thematic code, then reviewed together the statements under a particular
section for agreement and inconsistencies. This lead to the illumination of both differing
perspectives with an epistemic community, and the synthesis of apparently dominant
views. In our results we present synthesised views from each community, with selected
quotes to emphasise particular shared perspectives. We have anonymised references to
particular respondents or projects as much as possible to protect respondents in what
is a competitive and oft criticised PES sector.

5.4 Results

Table 5.3 summarises the apparent attributes of the different epistemic communities
based on the criteria described in the methods section, and this evidence is explored
further below. In our synthesis below and in the discussion, we include selected quotes
to illustrate the perspectives of particular actors. We attribute quotes to their source
listed at Table C.1 in Appendix C, using the codes for semi-structured interviews with
farmers (FSSIs) and project staff (TSSIs), and for project documents (PDs).

In summary, the perspectives in our data corresponded well with the three putative
epistemic communities adopted at the outset of the analysis, and as theorised previously
in Lovell (2015). Broadly, perspectives from core economic PES theory were the simplest
and grounded in a positivist theoretical perspective, perspectives from markets were
moderately complex and post-positivist, while perspectives from local practice were the
most complex and grounded in pragmatism.
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Table 5.3: Heuristic definitions of epistemic communities involved in study projects.

Theory Market rules Practice

Policy
enterprise

To mitigate climate
change

To govern PES schemes To improve sustainable
livelihoods

Causal
beliefs

Project rules and
incentives change land
use.

Project rules and
incentives, and selected
contextual factors,
change land use.

Diverse, small-scale
variation in social and
environmental factors
change land use.
Project rules and
incentives are only a
subset of drivers.

Notions of
validity

Validity is adherence to
theory

Validity is
conservativeness

Validity is what works

Theoretical
perspective

Positivist Post-postitivist Pragmatist

5.4.1 Perspectives from theory

For perspectives from theory, views in the PES literature occur along a spectrum
of complexity, with simpler explanations remaining prominent. On the one hand,
reviews that draw on literature from ecological economics and social-ecological systems
theory are increasingly advocating broader understandings of PES, where change occurs
through diverse, complex and dynamic pathways (Huber-Stearns et al. 2017; Muradian
2013a; Bennett et al. 2015). On the other, there remains at the core of PES theory
a narrower perspective mainly focused on principles from environmental economics
around securing land tenure and facilitating efficient, conditional monetary incentives
(and associated aspects of enforcement and sanctioning). The summary of PES reviews
provided by Borner et al. (2017) shows that this latter perspective continues to dominate
the majority of such studies of PES. Additionally, more recent prominent works in the
field of PES theory (Wunder et al. 2018), and accompanying contributions from natural
science (Naeem et al. 2015), tend to emphasise measurement and enforcement, with
broader landscape factors appearing as secondary considerations. We propose that,
while broader conceptions of PES do exist, this simple economic view forms a core,
dominant perspective in PES theory: that establishing property rights and providing
a conditional financial incentive will change land use. Given the continued prominence
of this economic view, below we contrast this with the other perspectives from markets
and local actors. We then refer back to and discuss links to broader social-ecological
perspectives from theory later in our discussion.

Broadly, this core economic perspective is concerned with the high-level objective
of mitigating climate change or other aspects of environmental degradation. The
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causal rationale is that the establishment of property rights, monetary payments, and
associated rules to enforce conditionality, will directly cause change in land use by
farmers. The validity of approaches is assessed through adherence to this theory.
While individual theorists perhaps have broader epistemologies, the core perspective
appears to be associated with a mainly positivist perspective. Essentially, through the
application of appropriate scientific methods (e.g. ecological and socio-economic surveys
and modelling) we can observe current and future system states (e.g. tree diversity and
biomass), and the effects of drivers on these states.

5.4.2 Perspectives from markets

Evidence from the market rules community generally indicated a slightly more complex
perspective than in theory, with some variation between actors. In higher-level
ICROA documentation, while there was implicit acknowledgement of broader system
parameters (e.g. the wider sustainable development landscape), these aspects were only
‘encouraged’ while rules relating to incentives and monitoring were mandated:

Carbon credits shall represent permanent emission reductions and removals ... All
emission reductions and removals shall be verified to a reasonable level of assurance
by an independent third party verifier ... Most offset projects have a net positive or
at least neutral impact on social, economic and environmental factors. ... ICROA
members are encouraged to promote sustainable development in the projects that
they develop and provide.

ICROA Code of Best Practice (2018), pp. 7-9.

On the other hand, documents associated with the Plan Vivo Standard were much
broader and explicitly emphasised a landscape approach with the aim of sustainable
development:

The Plan Vivo Standard provides a broad framework through which projects can
undertake a wide range of land management and livelihood development activities,
working with multiple communities across landscapes. Project interventions may
include any improved land management activities that can generate demonstrable
ecosystem service benefits, improve the livelihoods of participants and maintain or
enhance biodiversity.

Plan Vivo Standard (2019), p.3,

This perhaps reflects a wider spectrum of perspectives within the market rules
community, spanning from narrow to moderately broad views of the SES. While beyond
the immediate scope of this study, this variation is apparent in other key documents
associated with forest carbon projects from other prominent PES certification standards.
Gold Standard occasionally reference that interventions will have accompanying social
and economic impacts, but do not explicitly state that these wider system parameters
should be a key consideration (Gold Standard 2017; Standard 2018a; Standard 2018b;
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Standard 2018c). The approach from Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) is broader and
recognises that projects must also cause changes in wider system parameters—although
it still emphasises incentives and rules as the main focus of PES programmes (VCS 2011;
VCS 2017c; VCS 2017b; VCS 2017a). Research by ICROA has also started to focus on
the wider social-ecological benefits of carbon offset programmes (i.e. co-benefits), but
this appears more focused on promoting the benefits of carbon projects to buyers rather
than reforming practice, and is not yet enshrined in their best practice rules (ICROA
2019b).

In general, we characterise the market rules community as sharing a common objective
of governing PES schemes. The primary causal mechanisms remain financial incentives
and project rules, with some recognition of wider system parameters amongst some
actors. Validity in this community is associated with ensuring the actual ecosystem
service benefits are never overestimated, or that programmes are ‘conservative’ (Berry
et al. 2013). Approaches appear largely post-positivist, where the emphasis is on using
multiple and appropriate technical methods to minimise incertitude about current and
future system states. For example, projects are required to use ‘approved approaches’
(e.g. carbon modelling methodologies) to estimate ecosystem services benefits at
or below the lower uncertainty bound (e.g. through the use of conservative model
parameters, model error propagation, and the deduction of a further ‘risk buffer’ from
the final result), and to triangulate this with other primary data sources (e.g. ground-
truthing with ecological surveys; remote sensing data), and other similar studies and
field surveys.

5.4.3 Perspectives from local practice

The local practice community contained the broadest and most diverse perspectives.
Within the community, local farmers were mainly focused on the broader parameters
of the system, including environmental (e.g. water availability; pests), socioeconomic
(e.g. access to finance, labour and skills) and political (e.g. acceptance of the project
by the broader community and leadership) factors. Local project staff had a similar
focus, but with a greater focus on the need for rules and enforcement. As a whole, local
actors generally agreed that financial incentives were important drivers, but that the
effect was indirect, and equal in importance to a range of other factors.

The money was important, but people still didn’t want to plant trees because
they didn’t trust the project. People had to be convinced that the project was
trustworthy and was not trying to take their land and evict them ... my trees were
also better because I was friends with the [project staff] extensionists, so it was
easy for me to get knowledge ... but people do need to paid. It is hard and time
consuming, so they need the money for it.

Farmer, FSSI 28, Mozambique
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... you have to have motivation apart from the [carbon payment] ... it is easier
for richer people, or people with a bigger family, because they have more labour ...
the money is also important. No one would do it if you didn’t get paid.

Farmer, FSSI 12, Mexico

Both farmers and project staff also emphasised the importance of a process of learning
and adaptation to overcome partial knowledge of the system, and to respond to emergent
factors (such as changes in the environment, or pressure on natural resources from
immigration to project areas).

New things arrived in the project. We had to change the species we used because
there was a pest that caused problems. So the flexibility is there. When changes
come, we all change as one.

Project technician, TSSI 18, Uganda

Now that almost all the mine fields [from the civil war] have been cleared, the new
tar roads rebuilt ... this has seen even more of the old families [return] back that
use to stay here in the time before [the war] ... the families are developing new
agricultural land ... The challenge is to get the families to plan with Plan Vivo
[rather than to clear land the old way]

Annual Report 2008, p.3, SCCP, Mozambique

Together, actors from local practice tended to emphasise that the central aim of the
PES project was to develop sustainable livelihoods more generally. Causal beliefs were
the most diverse, with project rules and incentives only having a partial and indirect
effect. The validity of approaches was based on what works rather than adherence
to established methods or theory. Consequently, local perspectives appear to align
more closely with a pragmatist theoretical perspective, where multiple useful types of
knowledge about the environmental exist, and where all approaches are useful as long
as they help to solve a problem.

5.5 Discussion

We now build on this analysis to theorise on how different actors approach incertitude,
knowledge generation and change in an SES, before exploring the interactions and
dominance between communities, and the implications for PES practice. In doing so,
we build on the evidence presented above and draw on further illustrative statements
from interviews and documents.
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5.5.1 Approaches to incertitude

Using the incertitude framework from Figure 5.1 as a comparative tool, we argue that
the different apparent epistemic perspectives lead to different views on incertitude in
the system. Actors from theory associated with the simple, core economic view of PES
imply high certitude about system processes (i.e. the causal link between financial
incentives and land management) and variability (i.e. predictable responses to financial
incentives). They thus seek to manage incertitude as risk (e.g. through risk-based
assessments on assessing when a scheme is or is not feasible). Actors from markets
appear to moderate this perspective by viewing that while there is a strong link between
incentives and land management, the impact can vary (i.e. high process knowledge, low
variability knowledge). Such actors thus approach incertitude as uncertainty which can
be dealt with by accounting for margins of error (e.g. by using the lower bounds of
carbon estimates). For local actors, knowledge appears to be perceived as low for both
system processes and variability: the causes of land management outcomes are diverse,
indirect and often unknown. Local actors thus engage with incertitude as indeterminacy,
and advocate adaptive approaches to managing it (e.g. participatory assessment and
learning).

5.5.2 Knowledge generation at different scales

These differing epistemological origins and views on incertitude also imply different
perspectives on valid types of knowledge generation. Actors from theory and
markets mainly appear to endorse exogneous (expert-analytic) approaches to knowledge
generation (e.g. statistical analyses; generalised descriptions of the ecosystem and
economy). Local actors also appear to value these approaches, but also espouse the
value of endogenous (local-adaptive) approaches (e.g. experiential learning about which
species and management techniques work on a particular farm; adjusting plans based
on local costs and market conditions).

We suggest that these different approaches introduce into project processes different
ways of managing incertitude. Exogenous approaches tend to lead to the use statistical
approaches such as environmental stratification (where experts apply the same land use
design and per hectare carbon estimate to a group of farms judged to have sufficiently
similar environmental and land use conditions) (Goetz et al. 2015; Kauffman et al.
2012; Pearson et al. 2005) and conservative carbon estimation (where the lower certainty
bounds of modelled carbon benefits are used to ensure that carbon is not overestimated)
(Berry et al. 2013). Endogenous adaptive approaches appear accommodated in project
processes through a type of informal flexibility where project managers allow specific
smallholders to (within bounds) deviate from project plans where emerging social or
environmental conditions make this necessary (e.g. drought, illness).
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Figure 5.2: Knowledge types at different scales. Actors from theory and markets
mainly rely on exogneous (expert-analytic) knowledge, while local actors rely on
endogenous (local-adaptive approaches). Exogenous and endogneous approaches are
mainly useful at respectively larger and smaller spatial and temporal scales, with an
(exogenous dominated) co-production in the middle (e.g. project desgin documents).
Endogenous approaches remain largely undocumented (or hidden).

We further suggest that in the day-to-day operation of PES projects, there is an ongoing
interaction between exogenous and endogneous approaches, driven by their usefulness at
respectively larger and smaller spatial and temporal scales (Figure 5.2). For example,
exogenous knowledge is useful for mapping and strategising for long term land use
trends at the landscape level, while enodgenous approaches are better at responding to
diverse and emergent challenges on a day-to-day and farm-to-farm basis. Within this,
in our cases, we suggest that endogenous approaches appear to remain largely informal
and undocumented (or hidden). These different approaches interact through a co-
production at moderate spatial and temporal scales, which is usually led and dominated
by exogenous actors. For example, through consultations on project design and period
feedback exercises.

5.5.3 PES and change in SES

Ultimately, we propose that the different perspectives amongst these epistemic
communities lead to different understandings of how PES causes change in an SES.
Figure 5.3 depicts the system attributes present in all three perspectives across two
state variables of biomass and tree diversity. All actors recognise that interventions will
likely affect other state variables in the system (e.g. social and economic; represented
by the z-axis), but with varying degrees of emphasis. The perspectives then begin to
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differ. For state variables, theory assumes high certitude about states (what we term
‘point’ states), market actors have moderate certitude where states can be known to
within a margin of error (e.g. buffer zones), while local actors have low certitude (e.g.
states are ‘assumed’ or ‘expected’) and instead focus on domains of attraction.

For drivers of these state shifts, perspectives differ in both the certitude of the effect of
drivers, and the breadth of different drivers that cause the change. Regarding certitude,
theory and market rules assume relatively high certitude and directness in how drivers
perturb state variables (straight arrows in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b), while local actors
assume that the effects of drivers are uncertain and indirect (non-straight arrows in
Figure 5.3c).

Regarding the breadth of drivers, theory is focused on land tenure and financial
incentives (Figure 5.3a), while market and local actors take progressively broader
views, respectively (Figure 5.4). Both market and local actors recognise that there
are a range of endogenous (i.e. local) and exogenous (i.e. external) factors which are
beyond the immediate control of project actors, but which may work for or against the
desired change in state variables. For drivers that are controlled by the project, both
communities expand concerns beyond land tenure and financial incentives to include the
need for vertical and horizontal extension, co-benefits and engagement with endogenous
factors. Local actors expand this further still, to include the need to build the resilience
of institutions to exogenous and endogenous shocks, and to link to complementary
projects. The focus on building organisational resilience in particular appears to be a
key factor in project success for local actors:

[the local organisation coordinating the project] changed its legal structure to be
a civil society organisation because when it was a farmer cooperative people were
questioning the finances, and there was pressure from some members to use the
funds for things not related to the project. The formalisation of the organisation
made it more transparent through the use of invoices and good accounting. This
made the organisation more secure.

Project staff member, TSSI 18, Mexico

The long-term success of projects will rely on the ability to transfer management
authority to local actors over time so that project activities are institutionalized
locally. ... The chances of a smallholder carbon project being sustainable in the
long-term will rest to a large extent on the success of community groups.

Trainers Manual, TGB, PD 14, Uganda

In addition to organisational resilience, local actors generally imply a process of adaptive
management of these diverse factors, where incertitude about their effect is reduced
through a process of iterative learning.

Finally, with regard to system parameters, Figure 5.5 uses a cup-in-ball diagram (as
per Beisner et al. 2003) to demonstrate different perceptions of how interventions (do
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of change in SES amongst communities. The z-axis shows
that all actors recognise that interventions will likely affect other state variables in the
system (although this occurs to varying degrees. The perspectives then begin to differ.
For state variables, theory assumes high certitude about states (what we term ‘point’
states), market actors have moderate certitude where states can be known to within a
margin of error (e.g. buffer zones), while local actors have low certitude (e.g. states are
‘assumed’ or ‘expected’) and instead focus on domains of attraction.
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Figure 5.4: Comparisons of drivers amongst market rules and practice. Perspectives
from markets and actors recognise the influence of other exogenous and endogneous
drivers. Local perspectives account for a wider array of local drivers, but with less
confidence in their effect (non-straight arrows). Local perspectives managed these
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a) EC1: Theory

b) EC2: Market rules

c) EC3: Practice (local actors)

Figure 5.5: Cup-in-ball diagrams showing overall perspectives of change. Theorists
are focused on a precise shift of the state to a new position, market rules are similar
but with less precision. Local perspectives are focused on a shift in bother the state
variable and the landscape (i.e. a regime shift).

or do not) change system parameters and cause regime shifts. Theory mainly focuses
on shifting state variables directly and implies high certitude about current and future
states: successful schemes perturb the state variable directly to a new position with high
certitude (represented by solid lines), and parameters have little effect. Perspectives
from market actors are similar but allow for a broader cup within which the state
will eventually settle (i.e. the buffer zone), with uncertainty about the actual states
(represented by dashed lines). Local actors on the other hand, through their perception
of great incertitude and a focus on introducing a domain of attraction within a broader
landscape, seek to shift or maintain the parameters to attract the state to a different
sustained position (or regime), all with low certitude. Thus, local perspectives can be
seen to explicitly pay attention to sustained regimes in the system. Perspectives from
theory and market rules are less explicit about how state shifts will be sustained, and
changes to states may only represent a temporary change which does not address the
wider (perhaps undesirable) regime of the system.
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5.5.4 Complementarities and tensions

We argue that the different perspectives of the epistemic communities result in a number
of complementarities and tensions between perspectives. Regarding complementarities,
there are two main areas of agreement between the communities. First, while the
pragmatist perspective of local approaches endorses a wider array of methods overall, all
perspectives at least value technical positivist-type approaches. Second, all perspectives
agree that land tenure and conditional financial incentives are in some way important
(though to differing degrees) (Figure 5.3).

These commonalities between perspectives can be seen to enable the approaches to
co-exist in a kind of nested structure within the PES sector. The core perspectives
from economic theory are the simplest and most abstract, with actors in markets, then
in practice, having increasingly complex views which integrate and adapt the more
abstract views from other communities. Given that the purpose of theory is abstraction,
this nesting of views is perhaps expected and necessary, and has thus far enabled these
communities to work together to deliver PES programmes to varying degrees of success.

This co-existence, however, also coincides with three key areas of tension between the
communities. First, perspectives on the certitude of knowledge about the system vary
greatly: economic theory and market rules assume relatively good knowledge, while local
perspectives emphasise persistent incertitude of system states and processes. Second,
and relatedly, perspectives differ in their assumed diversity of system drivers, and in
their focus on domains of attraction and regime shifts. Theory and market rules assume
that selected drivers, mainly around financial incentives and property rights, will directly
shift a state variable to a new, fairly predictable state. Local actors on the other hand
view that system states and drivers are diverse and unpredictable, and that the aim of
PES is to influence broader system parameters in the hope of introducing or maintaining
a desired domain of attraction. Within this local perspective there is great focus on
building up the resilience of local PES project institutions so that they can adapt to
and resist shocks and stresses. Third, perspectives vary on which methods of knowledge
generation are valid, with local perspectives taking the broadest view. Ultimately these
tensions appear to lead to different conclusions about what is important in delivering
a PES scheme: theory and markets emphasise selected drivers and formal technical
methods, while local perspectives suggest that these drivers are no more important than
myriad others, and advocate a wider range of approaches to knowledge generation.

5.5.5 Dominant communities and the impact on local actors

These differences in perspectives are to be expected, and perhaps even encouraged—
such competition of ideas may drive innovation and the development of new knowledge
(Carlisle et al. 2017). But which perspectives currently dominate project rules, and
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why? And what are the consequences for PES success? Below we first discuss this
generally in our study projects, before presenting a specific case where external views
appear to have dominated local practice.

In our study projects, we argue that perspectives from market actors, and through
them core perspectives from environmental economic theory, appear to continue to hold
the most sway. PES market administrators and associated auditors create and enforce
rules and regulations, and often ultimately determine which local PES actors can access
carbon finance (Kollmuss et al. 2008; Corbera et al. 2009). Accordingly, the perspectives
of these actors (i.e. views on the relatively high certitude of system knowledge, a focus
on selected economic drivers, and an emphasis on expert technical assessments) form a
set of non-negotiable criteria against which local PES schemes are judged, even if these
local actors themselves do not privately adhere to these views.

As stated previously, within the market rules community, some carbon certification
standards and their associated cohort of experts take a broader and more participatory
view than others. For example, Plan Vivo, the main carbon certification actor in
our study projects, includes senior staff from local intermediary organisations on its
board. In such cases there is no doubt an upward flow of ideas, where, to some degree,
market rules evolve to account for local perspectives. However, this upward flow of ideas
competes with a powerful top-down power dynamic, where arbiters of ‘best practice’
from theory and markets confer on local projects their expectations and values (Leach
et al. 2013; Kamelarczyk et al. 2014; Kollmuss et al. 2008; Corbera et al. 2009). Where
this top-down dynamic dominates, we argue that actors from markets and theory can
choose to operate in a sphere somewhat detached from practice. For example, market
regulators and economic theorists view that success in PES can be anticipated and
judged by focusing on relatively narrow metrics, while local practitioners judge progress
in a much more complex way.

Here we do not claim that these theoretical and market perspectives are necessarily
incorrect, nor do we seek to diminish the importance of rules and regulations in PES.
Instead we seek to highlight the consequences for local PES practice, and to suggest how
these different communities can better work together to improve PES implementation.
We highlight two practical consequences for PES practice. First, local actors must exist
in two worlds. On the one hand, as rule-takers, they must pay heed to the relatively
simple worldview enshrined in rules from markets and theory. On the other, they must
exist and work within their local, complex and indeterminate reality with all of its
own demands and difficulties. Project staff in particular appear to act as translators,
or boundary actors, between these two worlds. They work to rationalise and justify
the complexity of daily PES implementation against the relatively simple and narrow
performance criteria conferred by markets and theory. Their level of success in doing
this ultimately impacts the reputation and potential carbon income of the project.
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[formalising the commitments of farmers] is one of the most important parts for
the viability of the carbon sales ... on the one hand ... [projects need] observations
to ensure transparency and robustness of the actions [for buyers], and on the other
hand, [procedures need to be] easy to understand by the [farmers] ...

Project Design Document, p.14, Scolel’te, PD 1, Mexico

The fact that local actors satisfy these dual realities highlights a number of issues.
While external perspectives are apparently dominant, local actors still have agency
within this power dynamic. Several projects have persisted for many years by adhering
to narrow rules from markets on the one hand, while also pursuing a more fluid strategy
on the ground which may not always align with the primary objectives of markets (e.g.
markets may be focused on carbon sequestration while projects may be focused on
broader goals economic and political transformation). Relatedly, while local actors do
have agency and introduce flexibility into their programmes, because this is not the
primary focus of theory and markets, much of this innovation may go unnoticed (i.e.
it is not emphasised in project reports or formal guidelines). This local reality thus
remains hidden to external actors who may hold much of the power.

The second main issue highlighted by these dual realities is that, while local actors may
have agency in the process, the dominance of external perspectives can cause issues
on the ground in both the short and long terms. In the short term, given the very
limited time and resources available to PES project staff, and the associated need to
prioritise activities, PES projects can end up prioritising project activities which, while
important for meeting carbon market regulations, may be less important for the success
of the project. In the longer term, PES projects can be influenced to adopt a narrower
overall project strategy for achieving land use change, which may align with theory
and market rules, but which fails to account for the complexity and unpredictability of
the system. In doing so, projects can fail to account for wider factors such as building
institutional resilience or engaging with emergent factors. In such cases, projects may
attempt to create simple shifts in system state variables through administering a narrow
set of drivers instead of seeking a wider change of system parameters and a sustained
regime shift.

There were visitors from foreign donors and auditors who imposed a lot of
conditions. But they only saw half the picture and didn’t understand the
challenges, nor what was actually going on with the project. There were too
many restrictions on the project. It didn’t deal with the fact that each farmer was
different.

Project staff, SCCP, TSSI 16, Mozambique

This view was not only apparent amongst local actors, with some technical actors
from the market rules community also stating that simple perspectives would not cause
sustainable change in carbon agroforestry.
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People forget that carbon payments are not the main aim. They spend so much
time monitoring, writing reports and making bank transfers that people forget that
the payments are meant to help farmers catapult their entire livelihood onto a new,
more sustainable trajectory. The payments will stop eventually, and people need
to plan for that wider change.

Technical specialist, TSSI 27,

I can’t help but think sometimes that carbon markets have created a really complex
process for monitoring and reporting on carbon that takes up a lot of resources,
when in reality it is all still very imprecise. We can tell approximately if a forest
is getting bigger, but anything more detailed is really hard to do accurately, and
we can’t do it everywhere. Even remote sensing and [advanced computer models]
will not enable us to do it everywhere. Why don’t we just make it simple, and just
make a payment if the trees look generally like they are bigger and still there? We
could then spend the money we save [from cheaper monitoring] on all of the other
more important things in the [rural villages].

Technical specialist, TSSI 28,

So much of what has been written on PES forgets that it is not a magic bullet.
We’re talking about tiny amounts of money in the scheme of things, but people are
expecting a huge change in the landscape from such a simple approach. But that
bigger change is related to a thousand other things that you need to think about.

Technical specialist, TSSI 29,

In our study, one case in particular highlighted the consequences of simple approaches
dominating short term practice and long term strategy. In villages in one of our study
projects, the project resembled the project structures advocated in market rules and
theory: financial incentives were very high; there were clear land tenure arrangements;
there was a lot of academic research conducted to understand the ecology of the area
and design specific land use options for participants; project staff were made up of
external specialists, who relocated to live and work in the village at the beginning of
the project; and there was very detailed monitoring by these technical staff and a range
of external auditors and evaluators.

Initially, the project successfully implemented widespread tree planting in the village,
with associated technical learning, and responded well to various initial problems
from droughts and pests. Eventually, however, as internal and external shocks and
stresses began to mount (e.g. the project’s name and key supporters being caught
up in international political and academic debates about carbon markets; associated
fluctuations in funding; internal conflicts between project staff; military conflicts in
the region; disagreements with donors on project and financial management) the
implementation of the project in some villages began to suffer. Key staff and funders
withdrew from the project and, because the project relied almost entirely on these
external actors, there was little remaining capacity or institutional memory amongst
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their replacements and the local participants. Ultimately, while there are still a number
of farmers with existing contracts and established trees who intend to harvest the trees
at maturity (as per their contract), the project as a whole in these villages stopped
expanding and became dormant. And this occured despite the project continuing to
receive supplementary types of certification from other certification standards (and thus
implicitly adhering to market rules) until just before it halted.

While the causes of the problems in this case are likely to be more complex than those
just outlined above, generally it does contrast with other villages in our study projects.
In these other projects, activities have persisted over much longer timescales, apparently
by adopting broader strategic visions to anticipate and respond to myriad similar
challenges. Levels of success have varied in the other areas, but this variation has largely
been adapted to in the project design, and a complete halt of tree planting activities
has been rare. We thus propose the above mentioned case as an example of what
can happen when local project actors are driven to adopt narrow project designs and
strategies, rather than to conceptualise projects as one part of a wider transformation of
the social-ecological system and associated regimes. In particular, projects that do not
to consider the wider social-ecological landscape and build resilience to diverse future
shocks and stresses are likely to run into trouble. More generally, it illustrates the
problem when market rules and theory dominate practice without accounting for local
complexities.

5.5.6 PES, power, complexity and accidental ‘cash-and-control’?

In the remaining part of this paper we examine the wider implications of our findings.
We first relate our findings to the existing PES literature. We then expand this to the
SES, political ecology and STS literatures generally, and compare these above described
perspectives to those envisaged in the original original neo-classical economic vision for
market based solutions to environmental problems.

Our findings align with three bodies of existing PES literature. First, our study re-
affirms existing research showing the existence of powerful communities of practice in the
carbon forestry sector, some of which can overshadow local understandings and practices
(Leach 2008; Lovell 2015; tabular et al. 2014). Our results build on this by showing
that the perspectives of these communities are likely tied to different perspectives of
how change occurs in an SES, and that, while these approaches do co-exist, unequal
power dynamics between communities can sometimes cause problems in practice.

The second link with PES theory is that the local reality of PES appears much broader
than simple perspectives focused on establishing land rights and conditional financial
incentives. Such broad perspectives are already apparent (though not necessarily
dominant) in the PES literature through studies that argue the importance of social
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equity, human agency, and non-monetary motivations (Pascual et al. 2014; Muradian
et al. 2010; Fisher 2012; Martin et al. 2014; Van Hecken et al. 2015a; Van Hecken et al.
2015b), as well as through the emergent interdisciplinary theoretical frameworks which
emphasise the importance of both human and environmental factors (Huber-Stearns
et al. 2017; Sattler et al. 2013; Börner et al. 2017; Grima et al. 2016; Bennett et al.
2015; Paudyal et al. 2018). Our findings on the importance of building organisational
resilience to external shocks and stresses also reaffirm existing research showing the need
for ‘institutional durability’ in PES through careful design, leadership and organisational
learning (Escobar et al. 2013; Murray 1997). For carbon forestry in particular, our
findings align with emerging perspectives on REDD+ projects as complex policy making
processes that need to account for diverse interests and incentives in order to maintain
strong and widely supported project structures that can withstand and respond to
emergent challenges (Gebara et al. 2014; Luttrell et al. 2013). Our work builds on
these existing theories to illustrate how diverse perspectives and interests can interact
to affect PES practice on the ground.

The final contribution to PES theory that we outline here relates to whether these
local complex realities of PES align with the original economic rationales for PES and
similar economic instruments. PES was originally justified as an innovative alternative
instrument for environmental conservation which would address degradation in a more
efficient and dynamic way than traditional command-and-control instruments (Sattler
et al. 2013). The perspectives of different communities outlined in this paper represent
the efforts by different actors to make this idea a reality. One would expect dominant
perspectives (and associated rules and expectations) from theory and markets to be
closest to this original ideal. However, in our cases, these perspectives appear to
be relatively narrow and prescriptive: they have resulted in a long list of rules and
regulations to which local actors must adhere. Thus, it could be argued that instead
of delivering the flexible and innovative instrument originally envisaged, such views
perhaps represent a more restrictive form of ‘cash-and-control’. On the other hand,
the adaptive and dynamic nature of local approaches may more closely align with the
original economic justification of PES. While rules from theory and markets may shut
down and proscribe certain ways of working, local approaches, and their exercising of
agency at the local level, appear more entrepreneurial in their outlook.

5.5.7 Understanding PES in SES: panarchy, adaptation and
post-normal approaches

More broadly in the SES and associated political ecology literature, the apparent narrow
views of some actors from theory and markets can be seen to present ‘simple stories’,
which while useful as broad heuristics for articulating a worldview, represent a form of
social-ecological reductionism not necessarily useful for dealing with the complex and
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dynamic reality of programme implementation (Bausch et al. 2015; Leach et al. 2010;
Roe 1991; Dawson et al. 2015). In our cases, such simple stories appear linked to now
widely criticised notions of equilibrium ecology (i.e. where ecosystems progress through
a linear process of succession to reach predictable, singular ‘climax’ or ‘steady state’
communities) (Beisner et al. 2003), and simple notions of humans as utility-maximising
rational actors (i.e. homo economicus) (Levitt et al. 2008; Thaler 2000; Barile et al.
2015). Local perspectives on the other hand tend to reflect more nuanced theories
of SES as complex adaptive systems with multiple possible states, and to emphasise
aspects of system dynamics such as resilience, diversity, feedbacks and indirect or
nonlinear relationships (Folke et al. 2016; Reyers et al. 2018). The multiple and locally
contextualised values articulated through these local perspectives also appear to better
reflect new, grounded and pluralistic ecosystem services frameworks (e.g. IPBES)
(Pascual et al. 2018). Local approaches also appear to adopt more complex models
of human behaviour by acknowledging that behaviour is a product of individual agency,
diverse social-ecological contexts and power relations between actors (Van Hecken et
al. 2015a; Boonstra 2016; Stojanovic et al. 2016; Ostrom 2000; Dawson et al. 2010).
Ultimately local approaches can be seen to engage with the ‘panarchy’: the interactive
dynamics of a continually evolving system (Holling 2001; Folke et al. 2010).

According with this view, local approaches put great emphasis on adaptive learning (of
which technical methods play an important but minor role), where system knowledge
evolves through diverse formal and informal processes of experimentation and knowledge
generation (Allen et al. 2015b; Williams et al. 2014; Armitage et al. 2009). Local
perspectives can thus be seen to engaging in a form of ‘post-normal science’ (Funtowicz
et al. 2003; Kay et al. 1999; Healy 2011). Kay et al. (1999) propose that in such a
paradigm:

[an analyst’s] role in decision making shifts from inferring what will happen, that
is, making predictions which are the basis of decisions, to providing decision makers
and the community with an appreciation, through narrative descriptions, of how
the future might unfold

We propose that, in a natural response to their complex reality, local and other actors,
including farmers, local technicians and external consultants, collectively engage in
such post-normal knowledge generation. This more nuanced but less precise type of
knowledge appears to be what drives outcomes on the ground in PES projects.

5.5.8 Rationalising PES rules and metrics of change

So what are the implications for PES practice? We reaffirm existing findings that PES
would benefit from an opening up of decision making and project design, where theory
and market perspectives still play a role, but are treated on par with local perspectives
(Lima et al. 2017). Stirling et al. (2007) propose that problems around sustainability
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can benefit from a ‘broadening’ of inputs to knowledge generation and an ‘opening
up’ of outputs in subsequent decision making. In forest management specifically, there
are increasing calls for better integration between technical and local knowledge in
order to improve outcomes (Rist et al. 2016). In PES this might resemble a process
whereby local perspectives on system complexity and indeterminant drivers are made
more explicit in project designs, alongside rules and expectations from theory and
markets. Doing so may improve understandings of how PES causes change in SES.
It may also avoid conflicts or negative consequences that can occur when one epistemic
community imposes their version of best practice on another (Wagner et al. 2004).

To achieve this, PES rules would need to address two issues. First, PES processes would
need to explicitly include consideration of power dynamics and how this affects decision
making (e.g. are common requirements flowing from carbon standards appropriate
or achievable at the local level?). This accords with calls for better recognition by
PES researchers of the diverse and nuanced power dynamics at play in such schemes,
and better recognition of how project rules and processes can cause both positive
and negative impacts locally (i.e. trade-offs) (Van Hecken et al. 2015a; Bidaud et
al. 2017), and could be informed by approaches related to reflexive governance. This
is where decision making processes include explicit phases of reflection, during which
established practices are assessed for their broader impacts and discarded or refined
accordingly (Leach et al. 2007; Voß et al. 2015; Marsden 2013). In PES, this could
include interactions between arbiters of ‘best-practice’ (e.g. ICROA) and genuinely
local actors (e.g. project technicians and farmers) to encourage greater recognition in
the market community that, rather than there being a narrow, singular valid approach,
project structures and processes should vary (and should likely grow to be broader
sustainable development interventions). Some carbon standards already invite periodic
feedback from local stakeholders, and this could be extended to include two-way and
equitable interactions between peak industry bodies and representatives of local farmers
and communities.

Second, and most controversially, given that local realities of PES appear focused on
supporting desired domains of attraction rather than specific states, PES may need to
develop new metrics for assessing performance. Currently in forest carbon projects,
success is determined by assessing whether a specific system state has been achieved
(e.g. tonnes of biomass accumulated). But why should farmers be assessed for achieving
a specific state when, if you accept the local view, we don’t even know if it is possible
or sustainable? Likewise, why privilege such metrics when they apparently do not drive
local decision making? To improve ways of working between different actors, should we
perhaps come up with better measures of success rather than reductive and uncertain
metrics around system state variables?
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PES can perhaps be guided in this by contributions from promise theory, a branch of
informal logic utilised in theoretical informatics and contract law (Bergstra et al. 2014;
Fried 2015). Currently farmers participating in PES essentially undertake ‘obligations’
to achieve a certain system state on their land. Promise theory distinguishes between
obligations and ‘promises’ (Bergstra et al. 2014). Both are concerned with achieving
a prediction (e.g. a quantified expectation). However, while an obligation is imposed
by the threat of sanctions if the prediction is not achieved, a promise accounts for
the subjectivity and uncertainty inherent in predictions, and instead rewards genuine
‘best efforts’ towards achieving the prediction. This does not imply that a party should
be rewarded for failing the expectation, but that achievement is assessed based on
progress towards the expectation, given the surrounding challenges and uncertainties.
Such promises reduce uncertainty about behaviour, but allow uncertainty about the
prediction to persist. In the case of carbon forestry, carbon targets apparently better
resemble promises rather than obligations. To adapt a general principle presented by
Bergstra et al. (2014): the uncertainty and apparent subjectivity of a carbon estimate
does not disappear by simply thinking of it as an obligation. This notion of ‘carbon
promises’ (as opposed to ‘carbon obligations’) aligns with local perspectives in our
study that success in PES comes from supporting a general domain of attraction within
a diverse and indeterminant system, rather than targeting a specific system state.

The question then is how to monitor these promises? One option would be to operate
PES based on the achievement of ‘best efforts’. In this case, as stated previously, this
would not imply that actors are rewarded for not achieving a target, but instead that
actors could be rewarded for working towards a target, even though progress has been
moderated due to emergent factors. An equivalent from the application of promise
theory in informatics could be the concept of ‘reliable best effort delivery’, where
consumers (e.g. email users) pay a supplier in advance (e.g. an email provider) to make
best efforts to provide an ongoing service, even in the knowledge that the level of service
may vary due to a range of surrounding factors (e.g. sometimes internet traffic our
outages may slow or prevent delivery) (Burgess 2015). The ‘reliable’ component means
that, where the delivery of the service falls below expectations, the supplier undertakes
to try again until the original promise to the consumer is met (this is in contrast to
‘unreliable best efforts’ which do not repeat after an initial failure). Alternatively,
borrowing from promise theory in contract law, rather than monistic approaches to
assessing the validity or fulfilment of a contract (i.e. where assessments are based on
a single privileged criteria), the best efforts towards the fulfilment of a contract can
be assessed with reference to multiple criteria and the surrounding context (Trakman
2010).

This leaves the question of how to establish that reliable best efforts are being
undertaken? A full answer to this question is beyond the scope of this paper and a
potential area for further research. Below we draw from the existing PES literature ideas
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on how this might be achieved, and summarise the main apparent challenges. First, in
the case of forest-carbon PES, in addition to conducting monitoring on progress towards
a specific system state (e.g. tonnes of biomass per hectare), PES standards could
mandate that verification of carbon credits is accompanied by associated metrics on
project progress on a wider range of factors (e.g. the status of the biophysical, economic,
governance and socio-cultural enabling conditions posited in Huber-Stearns et al. 2017).
These could be communicated to markets as an accompanying indicator of change at
the domain of attraction level, and could be associated with each uniquely identified
carbon credit. Buyers could then choose to invest in projects which, in addition to
sequestering carbon, are also addressing a wider array of factors. Periodic project audits
(or ‘verifications’) already assess progress on technical aspects like biomass accumulation
and financial management. This could be extended to include social-ecological enabling
factors more broadly.

This could be facilitated by the participatory development of project-specific ‘domain
change indicators’ during project design. During the design phase, project participants
could assess the broader factors that are expected to create or maintain a dominant
domain of attraction in the system (i.e. one that causes a desired regime shift), and
develop metrics for monitoring these rather than only system states. This already
occurs through the development of project risk assessments and business strategies,
and could be formalised into something that is monitored with the same rigour as
ecosystem service provision. In PES, this might represent payments based on sustained
progress in addressing the broader indirect drivers of degradation. This already occurs
occasionally in some ex-ante projects (e.g. where proportions of overall payments are
based on the extent to which trainings engage particular key stakeholders; EthioTrees
2019), and could be extended to other types of PES projects more generally.

Finally, the success or health of a PES project could be judged according to the
underlying capacity of project institutions to respond and adapt to shocks and stresses,
and so their ability to continue to create a sustained domain of attraction, and
an associated regime shift. Metrics of adaptive capacity are already widely used
in the development sector in the form of resilience (also vulnerability) assessments,
which assess social, economic, environmental and institutional factors associated with
resilience to shocks and stresses (Adger 2006). Similar metrics have also been advocated
to assess the sustainablity of broader policies and plans in the development and NRM
sectors (Brooks et al. 2011; Raadgever et al. 2008). Additionally, there is an emerging
literature on how to reform legal frameworks to allow for, and to assess the quality
of, adaptive management in contexts of high uncertainty (Craig et al. 2014; Ruhl
2005; Allen et al. 2015a). Metrics on adaptive capacity, or the quality of adaptive
management, could co-exist alongside existing technical metrics of system states, to
provide more nuanced measurements of how change in an SES is progressing, and the
sustainability of this change.
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Changing the way we assess PES, however, would require a rethinking of conventional
ideas about ‘conditionality’ in PES. Traditionally, payments in PES are only made when
an ecosystem service provider has verifiably delivered the expected level or amount of
the service (Wunder 2005). This perspective still dominates PES theory and market
rules, and moving to making payments based on ‘best efforts’ would require big shifts
in perspectives amongst these communities. Additionally, it would require moderating
the expectations of PES buyers. As one respondent in our study put it, rather than
buyers of PES credits viewing their transactions as the purchase of tangible goods (e.g.
tonnes of carbon), buyers should perhaps instead view their purchases as ‘investments
to increase the likelihood of sustainable land use in the future’ (TSSI 16, Mozambique).

Additional challenges stem from the introduction of (yet more) metrics by which projects
are judged. Such an approach would need to avoid the imposition of further unhelpful
regulations on projects and the reinforcement of top-down power dynamics—indicators
should be locally contextualised and support dynamism and flexibility, not the opposite.
Another challenges is that, given the likely subjectivity of these additional metrics,
adjudicators of ‘PES success’ would need to be aware of how the subjectivity decisions
on performance are perceived locally. For example, local people or projects may view
complex and subjective decisions as illegitimate or inequitable. Another challenge
would be to introduce and monitor these other metrics without increasing the costs
of administration and monitoring.

Despite these challenges, our findings indicate that currently PES rules and much of
PES theory do not widely recognise local efforts to introduce sustained domains of
attraction and associated regime shifts in SES, and that this can cause problems in
practice. Finding ways to better recognise this in practice could be fruitful. We argue
that ultimately PES projects should be assessed and valued as much for their open,
broad SES approach as for any increased ecosystem service provision.

5.6 Conclusion

In this paper we explored, through an empirical analysis of perspectives across
three smallholder agroforestry carbon projects, the origins of the different epistemic
communities at play in PES, how they interact and the consequences for PES in practice.
Our findings show that, in our cases, local actors perceive and engage with change in
PES with the aim of creating or maintaining domains of attraction and desired system
regimes, while other perspectives are focused on simple shifts in state variables, which
are perhaps less sustainable. While these approaches have found a way to co-exist,
this does not occur without tension, and is largely supported by local actors working
double-time to satisfy the narrow views of external stakeholders while also dealing with
their own complex day-to-day reality.
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Given the similarity of our cases to many other PES projects and carbon standards,
we suggest that our results are generally relevant to the wider PES field. We argue
that PES practice would benefit from greater reflexivity by rule-makers, and improved
understandings of perspectives between different groups of actors. We also offer ideas on
how PES could supplement existing metrics of success (which are focused on particular
system states), with other metrics that better reflect the things that drive decision
making and change at the local level: namely, relative measures of progress in changing
domains of attraction, and adaptive capacity.
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Chapter 6

Synthesis and conclusions

Throughout this research process we have embarked on an interdisciplinary analysis of
outcomes and perspectives of land use change across three of the world’s oldest tropical
smallholder carbon agroforestry projects: Scolel’te in Mexico; Trees for Global Benefits
in Uganda; and the Sofala Community Carbon Project in Mozambique. In doing so
we have sought to address key knowledge gaps by improving our understanding of how
environmental, social and institutional factors drive variability in land management
outcomes, and by examining different ways of understanding and managing this in
practice.

We approached this analysis in four parts: 1) assessing the actual variability in
aboveground biomass (AGB) and tree diversity that has occured between farms, villages
and projects; 2) examining the effects of different hypothesised social and environmental
drivers on this variability; 3) examining how within-project, or intra-institutional,
factors have been associated with different farm-level AGB outcomes; and 4) examining
the different perspectives amongst actors from theory, carbon markets and local practice
on how payments for ecosystem services (PES) cause change in social-ecological systems,
and how these perspectives interact.

Below we first summarise the key findings from each of these chapters. We then highlight
how these findings combine to inform wider PES theory and practice, and natural
resource management (NRM) and land use science more generally.

6.1 Key findings

In Chapters 2 and 3 we focused on improving our understandings of the level of
variability in land management outcomes, and their social-ecological drivers—a key
challenge for PES and other land use projects (Klapwijk et al. 2018; Naeem et al.
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2015). Given their close links, here we summarise the findings from these two chapters
together.

Through ecological modelling and regression analyses across 1299 farms, supplemented
by a qualitative thematic synthesis of interviews, we analysed the degree and drivers
of variability in two common metrics of land management outcomes in forest NRM
projects: AGB and tree diversity (Goetz et al. 2015). Our focus on smallholders was
particularly useful given that they manage most of the world’s agricultural land (Lowder
et al. 2016), and represent extreme cases of social-ecological variability due to small land
management units and the diversity of individual social and environmental contexts
(Nahuelhual et al. 2018; Tittonell et al. 2005; Giller 2013).

We highlight four key findings from these chapters. First, great variability in land
management outcomes appears to be the norm rather than the exception in such
projects, and this occurs even when groups of farmers are notionally implementing
the ‘same’ land use, and when farmers are subject to close administrative control. Both
tree diversity and AGB varied greatly between farms implementing the same type of
agroforestry: the amount of AGB on farms that were the same age and implementing
the same land use varied by factors of 6 to 25. Additionally, this variability increased
over time and appeared unaffected by the different level of control exerted by project
administrators—Mexico was the most flexible, and Mozambique the least, yet they
experienced similar levels of variability in outcomes.

We argue PES projects thus need to allow for this increasing diversity of land uses
and outcomes in their project rules and projections. In contrast to notions that project
actors can closely control land management outcomes through careful design, monitoring
and incentives (Naeem et al. 2015; Wunder et al. 2018), we suggest that the ability
of project actors to influence outcomes will decline after the initial establishment of
the system, once exogenous and stochastic influences come to bear. PES projects
should thus expect and plan for such heterogeneity through flexible and adaptive project
processes, and by managing the expectations of external and internal stakeholders.

A second main finding from these chapters is that the conventionally considered
environmental drivers of primary production appear to explain little or no variation in
AGB across our project farms. Instead variation is better explained by household-level
socioeconomic factors such as household wealth and access to knowledge (i.e. extension
services). While this may partly be because participant eligibility requirements have
already excluded farms with poor environmental quality (thus reducing the explanatory
power of these factors), this finding does suggest, that for participating farmers,
improved PES outcomes are linked as much to household-level socioeconomic resilience
as to environmental factors. We argue that PES projects should thus explicitly focus on
the socioeconomic context of individual farmers as a direct driver of carbon sequestration
(and other ecosystem services) (Fisher et al. 2014). This is of particular concern for
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those hoping to reduce poverty through PES projects: there is varying evidence as
to whether PES can help the poorest (Milder et al. 2010), but any efforts to make
this happen will likely need to offer additional financial and technical support to these
groups. It may also be of concern for those seeking change at the landscape-level in PES
schemes (Prager et al. 2012)—excluding particular smallholders in the landscape may
not be an option, thus effective ways of engaging and supporting poorer demographics
will be key. We suggest that PES could implement this through more explicitly paying
attention to the resilience (or vulnerability) context of individual farmers when they
join (and during) the project, and tailoring project interventions accordingly.

Our third key finding is that village- and higher-level institutional groupings also
appear to be powerful predictors of AGB accumulation, and this is often not a spatial
phenomenon. Groupings by village and municipality were often ranked highly as
predictors of AGB in Mexico and Mozambique, and in the combined analysis across
all three countries. Qualitative results also suggest that village-level institutions are
important for managing nurseries, regulating human disturbance and responding to
environmental shocks. While such village- and higher-level structures are already
part of such projects, great resources are often allocated elsewhere to the activities
of intermediaries and external experts (Cacho et al. 2010; Chan et al. 2017; Corbera
et al. 2009). Our findings suggest that village-level institutions should also be a key
focus for PES projects.

Finally, for the first two chapters, we highlight findings that while there were moderate
differences in tree diversity between farmers, this had little effect on variation in AGB.
This suggests that projects can permit some farm-level flexibility in land use designs and
outcomes without endangering their broader land use change objectives (e.g. carbon
sequestration). This may be particularly useful for letting smallholders build up multi-
functional land use systems (i.e. farms with diverse species delivering diverse goods),
and to encourage broader mosaics of land cover at the landscape level (Fischer et al.
2006).

InChapter 4 we extended our analysis into a more in-depth examination of how a series
of within-project (intra-institutional) factors had been associated with farm-level AGB
outcomes across 39 smallholdings in Mexico and Mozambique. We used fuzzy qualitative
comparative analysis combined with a thematic synthesis of farmer perspectives to
analyse four institutional attributes that we view relate to a number of key debates on
PES design: organisational centralisation; organisational decentralisation; participation
in decision making; and responses to monetary incentives (Huber-Stearns et al. 2017).

One key finding from this chapter is that good AGB outcomes were always associated
with both perceptions of high participation and sufficient monetary incentives. This
is particularly relevant given the ongoing debate in PES design about the primacy
of delivering appropriate financial incentives over other considerations about building
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broad support and legitimacy for the project in the community (Ferraro 2011; Ezzine-
de-Blas et al. 2016; Corbera et al. 2008; Muradian et al. 2010; Pascual et al. 2014).
Our study suggests that there is no trade-off to be had between these different
factors. Within this, our results also suggest the importance of emphasising longer
term monetary and non-monetary benefits rather than just short-term payments.
Maintaining long term monetary, non-monetary and participation-linked motivations,
alongside short term monetary incentives thus appears key for PES projects.

The other key finding we highlight from this chapter is that project processes can be
either centralised or decentralised (or aspects of both) as long as project institutions
are allowed to evolve with local contexts and are perceived locally as legitimate. Our
findings thus challenge normative positions that assume that decentralisation is always
appropriate—although our findings leave open the question about how centralisation
may affect project resilience in the long term (Larson et al. 2008; Kolinjivadi et al.
2014). For PES projects this once again implies a need for ongoing flexibility in project
design.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we took a step back to look at how different key groups of actors
perceive that PES causes overall change in a social-ecological system. This analysis was
aimed at better understanding different perspectives of PES to improve interdisciplinary
ways of working, which are widely advocated in theory but remain difficult to implement
in practice (St John et al. 2014; Wesselink et al. 2017). We focused our analysis on
three key groups of actors with shared views (here treated as ‘epistemic communities’)
already widely applied in the PES literature: actors from theory, market administration
and practice (Lovell 2015; Peskett et al. 2011; Corbera et al. 2009; Kollmuss et al.
2008). Through existing reviews of the academic literature, and thematic analyses of
65 new interviews and 23 project documents, we then assessed the epistemological and
theoretical origins of these different perspectives, and discussed how these may translate
into different views of change in social-ecological systems, the certainty (or certitude)
of these views, and how they interact to effect PES outcomes on the ground.

We highlight two key findings from this chapter. First, perspectives on change in the
system appeared to vary along a spectrum of complexity and certitude amongst the
different epistemic communities: actors from theory mainly had simpler perspectives
with greater certitude about the components of the system and how change occurred
(i.e. land rights and simple financial incentives cause direct change), actors from markets
were somewhere in the middle, while local actors had the most complex views with
lowest certitude (i.e. drivers of change are many, indirect and unpredictable). These
perspectives appeared underpinned by a focus on positivist-type epistemologies and
technical methods in theory and markets, and a focus on pragmatist and adaptive
learning approaches amongst local actors. Ultimately, from a systems view point, actors
from theory and markets seemed to view that the change caused by PES was a simple
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and relatively precise ‘state shift’ in the system, while local actors viewed PES as part
of a broader and less clear process of introducing a desired ‘domain of attraction’ into
the system in the hope of achieving a ‘regime shift’ (Folke et al. 2010; Beisner et al.
2003).

Second, within this, perspectives from theory and markets tended to be more formalised
and to have more power in determining project rules and metrics of PES success. Local
actors thus appear forced to exist in two worlds: one defined by the demands and
metrics imposed by rule-makers from theory and markets, and the other defined by the
complex reality of day-to-day project implementation. While the reality of local actors
does partially align with perspectives from theory and markets, the power imbalance
between these communities means that local actors are sometimes focused on things
that are, in their view, less important for PES success. This finding aligns with existing
research showing the influence of professional communities on practice in carbon forestry
(Leach 2008; Lovell 2015; tabular et al. 2014).

We argue that the findings in this chapter highlight two issues for PES. First, our
findings reaffirm calls for the PES sector to acknowledge the influence of a wider range
of drivers of change, beyond simple economic views (e.g. land rights and financial
incentives) (Wunder et al. 2008). Within this we argue that PES projects must take
more adaptive and post-normal approaches to understanding and managing land use
change through a ‘broadening’ of inputs to knowledge generation and an ‘opening
up’ of outputs in subsequent decision making (Stirling et al. 2007). Ultimately this
process should be aimed at addressing current power imbalances in the framing of
rules through ensuring that different perspectives are treated equitably and are better
integrated. Doing so may avoid negative consequences that can occur when one
epistemic community imposes their (not always accurate) version of best practice on
another (Van Hecken et al. 2015; Bidaud et al. 2017; Wagner et al. 2004).

Second, and most significantly, we suggest that the PES would benefit from rethinking
the metrics it uses to assess success in land management outcomes. Why should farmers
be assessed for achieving a specific states when, if you accept the local view, we don’t
even know if it is possible or sustainable? Should we perhaps come up with better
measures of success on more general domains of attraction and regimes shifts, rather
than reductive and uncertain metrics around system state variables? We present a range
of ideas on how this could be achieved, drawing on aspects of promise theory from the
fields of informatics and contract law (Bergstra et al. 2014; Fried 2015). Essentially we
introduce the idea of, in addition to monitoring and rewarding projects based on changes
to simple system states (e.g. tonnes of carbon per hectare), using additional metrics
measuring ‘best efforts’ towards achieving land use objectives in the context of a range
of other complex and emergent factors (i.e. metrics on supporting desired domains
of attraction). We present a range of options for developing locally contextualised
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and legitimate metrics of broader systems change based on existing practices from the
development sector (e.g. measuring adaptive capacity or local indicators of development;
Craig et al. 2014; Ruhl 2005; Allen et al. 2015; Brooks et al. 2011; Raadgever et al.
2008). We also discuss the challenges to such reforms including entrenched views on PES
conditionality and issues around the cost and fairness of additional (more subjective)
monitoring (Engel et al. 2008; Wells et al. 2016).

6.2 Implications for PES theory and practice

We suggest that, together, the findings from these chapters contribute to a number of
knowledge gaps in PES theory and practice. First, better predicting and managing
land management outcomes in PES requires explicit consideration of a wide array
of household- and village-level social and institutional drivers, in addition to the
environmental and financial factors which currently dominate PES practice. Chapters
2, 3 and 4 all show that, in our cases, AGB (and in some cases tree diversity) were
directly linked to household- and village-level socioeconomic factors related to wealth,
access to knowledge, participation in decision making and the anticipation of (short and
long term) monetary incentives. Further, Chapter 5 shows that this broader perspective
dominates amongst those local actors who actually implement changes in land use in
PES projects.

We view that these findings challenge prominent existing theories on ‘desirable design
features’ of PES. On the one hand, some theorists privilege simple environmental and
economic criteria over broader considerations around poverty, community participation,
legitimacy and political change at the local level (e.g. Wunder et al. 2018; Ezzine-de-
Blas et al. 2016). Conversely, an opposing literature emphasises the importance of
perceptions of procedural equity and legitimacy at the local level (Muradian et al.
2010; Pascual et al. 2010). According to our research, this dichotomy is not useful in
practice. Food land management outcomes in PES appear as reliant on social factors,
as environmental and economic ones, and it appears that there cannot be trade-offs
between the two.

Additionally, throughout our chapters there is a consistent theme around variability
and uncertainty in PES projects. Chapter 2 showed great variability in AGB and tree
diversity. In Chapter 3, while our quantitative analyses showed the significance of
social factors in explaining some of this variability, approximately half of the variation
was unexplained by our modelled variables. Chapter 4 suggested uncertainty about the
eventual shape that PES institutions will take, depending on local cultural, political and
historical factors. Finally, Chapter 5 highlighted increased acceptance of uncertainty
amongst actors closer to the ground: while many perspectives in theory presented quite
high levels of certainty around how PES causes changes in land management, market
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administrators then local technicians and farmers were progressively uncertain about
system states and drivers. While our focus on smallholders means that variability is
likely greater than in other projects with larger land management units, we argue that
all PES schemes seeking to influence land use at the local level will all eventually have
to engage with local social-ecological heterogeneity.

We view that these findings move forward the expanding literature on the ‘optimal’
types of PES design. Some of this literature suggests that land management outcomes
can be controlled through economic design principles around land tenure and financial
incentives (Ferraro 2011; Engel et al. 2008; Wunder et al. 2018), while others are
broader wishlists of project attributes linked to good outcomes (Huber-Stearns et al.
2017; Sattler et al. 2013; Börner et al. 2017; Grima et al. 2016; Bennett et al. 2015;
Paudyal et al. 2018). Our contribution is to suggest that, while many of these project
attributes may indeed be important, PES theorists and practitioners as a whole may
need to moderate expectations around our ability to guide future land use states through
project design, and even our ability to ‘design’ project institutions at all. Our evidence
suggests that land management outcomes will continue to vary, and effective institutions
will evolve organically (and sometimes unpredictably). Accordingly, we argue that PES
would benefit from explicitly adopting flexible and adaptive approaches to design and
management, rather than focusing too much trying to find specific ‘optimal’ approaches.

Overall, we suggest that these findings are particularly relevant for the upscaling of PES,
including the expansion of REDD+. For both smaller-scale PES and larger REDD+-
type interventions, there is great demand amongst policy makers to rapidly improve
coverage and outcomes, which have so far been limited (Porras et al. 2013; Pirard et al.
2010; Angelsen 2018). The various chapters in this thesis make clear that such upscaling
will need to avoid top-down, rigid, one-size-fits all approaches. Approaches which ignore
local social diversity, diminish face-to-face interactions with local farmers and privilege
external technical analyses will likely fail to achieve their objectives. Thus, technological
approaches to upscaling (e.g. the use of remote sensing, block chain and cloud based
technologies; Marke 2018; Howson et al. 2019) and national directives (Angelsen 2018),
while potentially useful, will need to be balanced with innovations for maintaining the
recognition of local social-ecological diversity, flexibility and participation.

From a sustainable landscapes perspectives, our findings suggest that PES will only
form an effective policy tool when it is locally contextualised based on both social and
environmental perspectives. We suggest several reasons why rigid approaches to PES
that ignore the importance of household- and village-level social factors are at risk of
being antagonistic to other sustainable landscape interventions, and to have a lower
impact on sustainable landscapes due to a higher risk of failure. First, PES will need
to co-exist alongside and interact with a range of other drivers of land use change,
including other policy instruments. Allowing PES schemes to evolve with these others
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drivers will be important to ensure complementary rather than antagonism between
different drivers and policy tools (Lambin et al. 2014). This includes allowing for the
emergence of hybrid designs that may not adhere to more traditional theory on PES
schemes (Muradian et al. 2012). Additionally, PES that accounts for the variation in the
social and environmental needs and objectives of different farmers could help to attract
a wider array of participants, thus increasing impact at the landscape level (Ramirez-
Reyes et al. 2018; Paudyal et al. 2016). Flexibility amongst smallholders in a landscape
could also result in mosaics of land cover which are argued to be important for resilient
multi-functional ecosystems (Fischer et al. 2006).

6.3 Implications for NRM and sustainability science and
policy

Given that our cases operate in the same social-ecological systems and share many
of the same objectives as other NRM and sustainability initiatives, we view that our
study projects offer lessons to NRM and sustainability science and policy more generally.
First, our findings emphasise the importance of human factors in understanding and
predicting land cover. This is an increasing field of research and our findings here
provide yet further examples of the importance of social and institutional interactions
in social-ecological system. In the broadest sense, our agroforestry cases can be seen
as examples of ‘designed’ or ‘impacted’ ecosystems, which are becoming increasingly
common in the epoch of the anthropocene (Morse et al. 2014). As we embark on
increased efforts at conservation and ecological restoration, understanding the social
drivers of land management outcomes will be key (Kueffer et al. 2014; Knight et al.
2011; Knoot et al. 2010). Cases such as ours help to highlight some of the important
social and institutional interactions in smallholder landscapes.

Our findings also emphasise the importance of open and adaptive approaches,
and associated constructivist (and possible pragmatist) theoretical perspectives, in
approaching problems in NRM and land use science. Accepting that there are multiple,
valid ways of understanding and resolving problems appears to be a first step in
achieving widely advocated (through seemingly rarely achieved) integration in NRM
decision making, and in avoiding the social-ecological reductionism which has so far
plagued much of NRM policy and practice (Dawson et al. 2015; Hagmann et al.
2002; Norgaard 2010). The variability and uncertainty of social-ecological systems
demonstrated throughout this thesis suggests that, in our cases, adaptive and inclusive
post-normal knowledge generation has been of high value. For example, local approaches
to management often leverage both external technical knowledge, alongside local-level
adaptive learning. In practice we argue that this will likely require that all actors who
hold the power in NRM decision making, whether natural scientists, social scientists or
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policy makers, have at least basic understandings of knowledge generation beyond direct
realist and post-positivist approaches. In the case of ‘designing’ NRM institutions, an
understanding of critical institutionalism and concepts of bricolage appear highly useful
in understanding the limits and uncertainties of land use policy instruments (Cleaver
2017).

We view that such findings are relevant to global policy initiatives on mitigating
climate change (such as the current flurry of work around achieving nationally-
determined contributions for decarbonisation under the UNFCCC), as well as nature-
based contributions to the Sustainable Development Goals. While forest landscapes
may present a key opportunity for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and conserving
biodiversity, maintaining forest cover in these areas is far from an ‘easy win’ (Turnhout et
al. 2017; Timko et al. 2018; Grassi et al. 2017). Our results emphasise that in smallholder
landscapes (which occupy large portion of the world’s land; Lowder et al. 2016)
the determinants of land management outcomes are both social and environmental,
and highly variable and complex. In our view, global initiatives addressing land
use sustainability thus need to avoid prescriptive, rigid top-down approaches, and
instead find ways to coordinate and achieve objectives while allowing for flexibility and
adaptation at the local level. Similarly, global processes need be careful of adopting
‘simple stories’ on the drivers of land use and land cover (i.e. overly simplistic economic
and environmental explanations), and instead pay attention to the wider social and
institutional drivers of land management outcomes.

Relatedly, and much more broadly, we suggest that this thesis represents yet another
critique of narrow monistic approaches to understanding and managing our society and
environment—i.e. approaches which make decisions based on singular, one dimensional
metrics. PES has already been widely criticised for being essentially monistic: decisions
are made based on often singular quantified metrics of performance or change (e.g.
dollars or tonnes of carbon per hectare) which perhaps do not capture well the wider
complexities of the system (Spash 2008; Muradian et al. 2012). This reflects a much
wider trend in society to ‘govern by numbers’, at the expense of more nuanced decision-
making based on principles and context (Rose 1991; Supiot 2017). Our research
here shows that, while monistic approaches appear alive and well in environmental
governance, such narrow approaches are likely insufficient for predicting, managing and
rewarding change in social-ecological systems. Instead, as outlined above, we may
benefit from accepting the limits of our methods for calculating single overarching
metrics. Instead we may need to develop more effective ways of making decisions,
with reference to wider and more nuanced criteria that better reflect the complexity of
the world around us.
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6.4 Concluding remarks

As outlined and at the beginning of this thesis, I found myself wandering down the
path of doing a PhD largely motivated by a desire to understand more about when and
where local participation in decision making, institutional factors and social-ecological
resilience were important for sustainable development projects. When did such factors
lead to tangible benefits to the outcomes of sustainable development projects? I
believe that, through examining these cases in Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique,
we have contributed to this question in two main ways. First, we have uncovered
novel and robust empirical evidence on how non-economic social factors directly affect
environmental states and outcomes in social-ecological systems. Our evidence suggests
that, in managed land systems, these factors are as important as environmental or
simple economic drivers, and should be treated with the same degree of attention.

Second, as to when open and inclusive approaches to decision making are useful, the
answer in our cases seemed to be: almost always. This is true for both technical
and political reasons. On the technical side, given the great variability and associated
uncertainty of our surrounding social-ecological systems, it is almost impossible to fully
understand the range of drivers, interactions and feedbacks that determine change in
a system. In the context of such indeterminacy, in my view, the only option is to
continually invite in and evaluate all available knowledge (technical or otherwise) to
maximise our understanding of the system. Inclusive decision making, in addition to
generating better knowledge, also serves to build the legitimacy and long term durability
of projects on the ground (and this legitimacy itself can be seen as one of the drivers of
system outcomes).

Looking forward, I see two key research priorities around this subject. First is to
use the increasing amount of data at our fingertips to better test theories on human-
environment interactions, including factors related to socio-economic resilience and
institutional factors. Theories on how social and institutional factors affect social-
ecological outcomes have been around for several decades (Agrawal 2002; Ostrom 1990;
Daniels et al. 1997; Cleaver 2002), yet often still appear to be peripheral to decision-
making in practice (McGinnis et al. 2014; Armitage et al. 2008). The increasing ease by
which we can collect, access and analyse large social and environmental datasets presents
an unparalleled opportunity to rigorously test these theories (both quantitatively and
qualitatively), and to better inform policy makers about when, where and how such
approaches provide tangible benefits.

Second is to work with land use programmes to better develop effective and efficient
methods for this broader, integrative decision-making. It is easy to say that everything
should be considered in decision-making, but much harder to find actual ways of doing
this efficiently in practice (Williams et al. 2014; De Groot et al. 2010). Part of the
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solution may be procedural and technological: continuing to develop accessible methods
and tools to facilitate open, inclusive and rigorous decision-making (Lynam et al. 2007;
Robertson et al. 2012). The other part of the solution may be more difficult: changing
socio-cultural values and expectations away from simple monistic views of the world
which mask uncertainty and complexity, and towards more constructivist and fuzzy
ways of generating knowledge which embrace it instead (Stirling 2008). This task
perhaps represents an ongoing endeavour in research impact and advocacy, to ensure
that evidence on the benefits of pluralistic decision-making actually leads to reform in
practice.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Material: Chapter 2

Below are:

• the details of the tree inventory data and preparation for Mexico (p. 232), Uganda
(p. 239) and Mozambique (p. 241);

• the disaggregated rank abundance plots for all sites (p. 242);

• the results of the tree community ordination plots for Live Fence (Mexico),
Improved Fallow (Mexico), Intercropping (Uganda) and Live Fence (Mozambique)
(p. 249); and

• the results of the mapping of relative aboveground biomass (RAGB) for sites in
Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique (p. 252).

A.1 Data: aboveground biomass

We collated data on tree size and the number of trees per hectare on each farm from
existing project monitoring databases. These measurements were taken periodically
during the project and stored on a Microsoft Access database. Only trees planted as part
of the projects were measured. To check the reliability of these databases, we checked
database entries against a subset of hardcopy records obtained during field visits to
each project (299, 312 and 77 hardcopy records in Mexico, Uganda and Mozambique,
respectively). The databases were assessed as reliable with only minimal data entry
errors. Any farms with apparent data error entries were removed from the analysis. We
then used the remaining measurements to model diameter growth rates and accumulated
AGB on each farm (see Section 2.2.3 section in the main article).

To assist with estimating AGB, we also estimated the mean wood densities for the
species on each farm using species counts and regional data on species wood density
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from the Global Wood Density Database (Chave et al. 2009; Zanne et al. 2009). The
data for each of the study project is summarised below.

A.1.1 Mexico tree inventory

In the Mexico study area, data on dominant maximum, mean and minimum height, and
on total surviving stocking densities, were collected on smallholdings across four types
of AF interventions (AMBIO 2009). For the live fence land use, per hectare tree counts
are not indicative of overall performance, because farmers may have different lengths
of fences per ha (e.g. fences dissecting the plot). Thus, for live fence, we assumed the
same stocking density per ha (i.e. performance was only assessed on growth rates).
Data were collected by project-trained community technicians in years 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10
of the AF plantations (see Figures A.1 and A.2). The estimated mean wood density for
each farm that was included in the study is at Figure A.3.

To align the Mexico height-based dataset with the dbh-based datasets from Uganda
and Mozambique (so that all biomass analyses could use the same type of allometric
equations), we used existing formal forest inventories on a subset of project AF farms
(seperated by ecoregion) to convert average tree height data into predictions of stem-
level DBH for each farm. We did this through: a) a regression on the formal inventory
data to provide a model for each ecozone for predicting DBH from height (using a log-
log polynomial for the tropical zone, and a Michaelis-Menten model for the subtropical
zone, as per the BIOMASS R package (Rejou-Mechain et al. 2018)) (Figures A.4 and
A.5); b) a simple linear regression on the same data to predict the farm-level SD of
height as a function of mean height (see Figure A.6); then c) applying these models to
the Mexico AF project mean height data to predict the distribution of heights on each
plot and convert these into predictions of of stem-level dbh on each farm A.7.

We used this predicted dbh data to generate AGB accumulation curves for each AF
type as outlined in the Aboveground biomass: data and analysis section in the main
manuscript. General goodness-of-fit metrics are reported at Figure 2.2.
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Figure A.1: Mexico: mean tree heights recorded during all monitoring visits in (a)
tropical and (b) subtropical ecozones, and (c) by plot age
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Figure A.2: Mexico: trees per hectare recorded in all monitoring visits, by type of
agroforestry
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Figure A.3: Mexico: estimated mean wood density at the farm level for species
recorded during each monitoring visit
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Figure A.4: Mexico: Log-log linear regression of DBH and height for the tropical
ecozone: (a) and (d) raw data; (b) and (e) log transformation; (c) and (f) normal
quantile-quantile plots; (g) scatter plot with original data and regression line
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Figure A.5: Mexico: Log-log linear regression of DBH and height for the subtropical
ecozone: (a) and (d) raw data; (b) and (e) log transformation; (c) and (f) normal
quantile-quantile plots; (g) scatter plot with original data and regression line
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Figure A.6: Mexico: Models of standard deviation as function of height for (a) tropical
and (b) subtropical ecozones
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Figure A.7: Mexico: Mean DBH modelled from height data and used in AGB analysis
for: a) tropical; and b) subtropical zones
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A.1.2 Uganda tree inventory

For Uganda, where there is only one land use design (intercropping), data on dbh and
stocking density of surviving trees were collected by trained forestry professionals on
each farm at 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 years after planting (Figures A.8 and A.9. On each farm
DBH were collected for all planted trees in 25m radius sub-plots over 5cm. Estimated
mean wood density on each farm is summarised at Figure A.10.
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Figure A.8: Uganda: a) Mean DBH recorded during all monitoring visits; and b) by
plot age
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Figure A.9: Uganda: no. trees recorded in all monitoring visits
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Figure A.10: Uganda: estimated mean wood density at the farm level for species
recorded during each monitoring visit
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A.1.3 Mozambique tree inventory

In Mozambique there is only one land use type (live fence). DBH was collected by
professionally trained foresters in years 1 to 7, and year 10, after planting (Figure A.11.
DBH was measured on all trees over 5cm DBH and over 1.3m in height. As for Mexico,
stocking densities for live fence land uses are not indicative of performance as different
farmers arrange fences differently on their fields. All stocking densities were therefore
scaled to one hectare. Figure A.12 presents the estimated wood densities.
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Figure A.11: Mozambique: a) Mean DBH recorded during all monitoring visits; and
b) by plot age
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Figure A.12: Mozambique: estimated mean wood density at the farm level for species
recorded during each monitoring visit

A.2 Data: Disaggregated rank abundance plots

Data on tree diversity was extracted from the Microsoft Access monitoring databases,
and verified against hardcopy monitoring records, in the same way as for the AGB
data. The species on individual farms are summarised at Figures A.13 to A.18 using
disaggregated rank abundance plots. Rank abundance plots are used in ecology to
summarise in a two dimensional bar chart the number of different species (richness),
the number of individuals of each of these species (abundance), and their relative
proportions (evenness) of species within a given region or community (Foster et al.
2010). In a typical plot, each species is arranged along the x axis in declining order of
abundance for the whole region , while the y axis shows the actual abundance of each
species.

Here we use the BiodiversityR package in R (Kindt et al. 2005) to develop rank
abundance plots with a third dimension showing, in addition to the rank and actual
number of abundances, the individual abundances of species on each farm. In these
altered plots, the y axis presents the species in declining order of rank (the most
abundant at the top), the x axis presents the individual farms (grouped by village), while
the colour scale represents the abundance on each plot. In addition to summarising
the data used in the other tree diversity analysis in Section 2.2.4, this new visual
representation allows us to observe the most abundant species at the land use level
(i.e. the order of the y axis), as well as the way that species richness, abundance and
evenness vary between farms and villages.
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Figure A.13: Live fence, Mexico: Disaggregated farm- and village-level rank
abundance scatter plots of planted tree species on each farm
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Figure A.14: Intercropping, Mexico: Disaggregated farm- and village-level rank
abundance scatter plots of planted tree species on each farm
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Figure A.15: Coffee, Mexico: Disaggregated farm- and village-level rank abundance
scatter plots of planted tree species on each farm
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Figure A.16: Improved fallow, Mexico: Disaggregated farm- and village-level rank
abundance scatter plots of planted tree species on each farm
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Figure A.17: Intercropping, Uganda: Disaggregated farm- and village-level rank
abundance scatter plots of planted tree species on each farm
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Figure A.18: Live fence, Mozambique: Disaggregated farm- and village-level rank
abundance scatter plots of planted tree species on each farm
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A.3 Results: tree community ordination plots

Figures A.19 and A.20 show the community ordination plots for all land uses.
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Figure A.19: Spider ordination plots (using hellinger transformations and detrended
correspondence analysis) for Live Fence and Improved fallow in Mexico, to compare
between actual communities of planted trees (at the farm-level) and the spectrum of
tree communities anticipated in the initial land use designs. Small points represent
farmers, each spider is a village, while tree communities from land designs are overlaid
in red. Displaying the names of the ten most abundant species.’
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Figure A.20: Spider oridnation plots (using hellinger transformations and detrended
correspondence analysis) for Live Fence (Mozambique) and Intercropping (Uganda),
to compare between actual communities of planted trees (at the farm-level) and the
spectrum of tree communities anticipated in the initial land use designs. Small points
represent farmers, each spider is a village, while tree communities from land designs are
overlaid in red. Displaying the names of the ten most abundant species.’
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A.4 Results: maps of RAGB in project areas

Figures A.21 to A.23 show the spatial mapping of RAGB within the project areas.
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Figure A.21: Mexico: Maps of relative AGB in sub-areas of each project
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Figure A.22: Mexico and Uganda: Maps of relative AGB in sub-areas of each project
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Figure A.23: Uganda and Mozambique: Maps of relative AGB in sub-areas of each
project
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Appendix B

Supplementary Material: Chapter 3

B.1 Data: relative AGB

The distributions of adjusted standardised residuals of the AGB accumulation curves
(i.e. RAGB) for each land use are at B.1. There was no bias from land use or age.

B.2 Data: social-ecological drivers

Tables B.1 (p. 260), B.2 (p. 264) and B.3 (p. 267) contain descriptions for all observed
independent variables used in the quantitative analysis while Figures B.2 (p. 263), B.3
(p. 266) and B.4 (p. 269) show the distributions of these variables.

B.3 Data: Schedule for Mexico household survey

The schedule for the household survey in Mexio is at Figure B.5 (p. 270).

B.4 Results: Bivariate correlations

Tables B.4 to B.6 show the bivariate correlations between all indepdent variables and
the dependent variables, as well as between the depdenet variables (RAGB and tree
divesity metrics).
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B.5 Results: Linear mixed models

Tables B.7 (p. 278), B.8 (p. 279) and B.9 (p. 280) show the full results of the linear
mixed models for Mexico, Uganda and the combined analysis.
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Figure B.1: Relative AGB accumulation under all land uses.
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Table B.1: Mexico: Observed variables with median and interquartile range (IQR) or category frequencies.

Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary
Soil quality Sand

content
(inverted)

Inversion of modelled percentage of
sand at 30cm soil depth. Higher
assumed to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Interval Percentage 757 Med. = 7; IQR = 2

Soil quality Soil organic
carbon

Modelled soil organic carbon stock
at 30cm soil deptt. Higher assumed
to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Continuous MgC/ha 757 Med. = 92.25; IQR = 3

Soil quality Cation
exchange
capacity

Modelled cation exchange capacity
at 30cm soil depth. Higher
assumed to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Continuous cmol + /kg 757 Med. = 26; IQR = 5

Water
availability

Climatic
water
deficit

Inversion of difference between
annual potential and actual
evapotranspiration since planting.

Willmott et
al. 2015

Continuous mm/yr 757 Med. = 2421; IQR =
484

Water
availability

Mean
annual
rainfall

Mean annual rainfall on plot Willmott et
al. 2015

Continuous mm/yr 349 Med. = 179; IQR =
180

Light
availability

Annual
insolation

Modelled annual potental incoming
(direct and diffuse) insolation, from
latitude and topography.

INEGI
2018

Continuous kWh/m2/year757 Med. = 802; IQR =
182

Competition Initial tree
cover
(inverted)

Inversion of percentage of plot with
existing trees at planting. Higher
means more light availability.

Sexton et
al. 2013

Interval Percentage 757 Med. = 23; IQR = 17

Hh wealth Land title Formal or informal land when
household joined the project

Project
records

Binomial Informal;
Formal

334 Informal=54;
Formal=280

Hh wealth Education
head of
household

Schooling completed by the head of
household

Household
survey

Ordinal None;
Primary;
Secondary;
Higher

284 None=31;
Primary=103;
Secondary=44;
Higher=106
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Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary
Hh wealth Children in

household
Children under 17 in household
when joined the project

Household
survey

Interval 0; 1; 2; 3; 4;
5+

278 0=69; 1=59; 2=60;
3=70; 4=8; 5+=12

Hh wealth Amount
land

Amount of land owned when
farmer joined the project

Project
records

Continuous Hectares 317 Med. = 7; IQR = 8

Hh wealth Shower Whether the household has a
shower with running water

Household
survey

Ordinal No; Yes 280 No=217; Yes=63

Hh wealth Refrigerator Whether the household has a
refrigerator

Household
survey

Ordinal No; Yes 284 No=139; Yes=145

Hh wealth Language Whether the farmer speaks Spanish Household
survey

Ordinal No; Yes 284 No=22; Yes=262

Knowledge No.
existing
farmers

The number of other farmers
already in the project when joined

Project
records

Continuous No.
existing
farmers

652 Med. = 231; IQR =
314

Knowledge Technician
in vill.

A community technician resides in
the community

Project
records

Binomial No; Yes 516 No=130; Yes=386

Knowledge Length
community
learning

The length of time that the project
has existed in the region

Project
records

Interval Years 652 Med. = 4; IQR = 6

Knowledge Prior AF
experience

The household prior experience
planting trees

Household
survey

Binomial No; Yes 274 No=220; Yes=54

Knowledge Member
farmer
assoc.

Household had member of farmer
association when joined the project

Household
survey

Binomial No; Yes 282 No=150; Yes=132

Knowledge Feasibility
study

Whether a feasibility study was
initially conducted in the village

Project
records

Continuous No; Yes 652 No=558; Yes=94

Knowledge Length
community
learning
(village)

The length of time that the project
has existed in the region

Project
records

Interval Years 652 Med. = 0; IQR = 1
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Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary
Knowledge No.

existing
farmers
(village)

The number of other farmers
already in the project when joined

Project
records

Interval No. farmers 652 Med. = 52; IQR = 70
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Figure B.2: Mexico: histograms of independent variables
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Table B.2: Uganda: Observed variables with median and interquartile range (IQR) or category frequencies.

Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary
Soil quality Sand

content
(inverted)

Inversion of modelled percentage of
sand at 30cm soil depth. Higher
assumed to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Interval Percentage 301 Med. = 6.54; IQR = 2

Soil quality Soil organic
carbon

Modelled soil organic carbon stock
at 30cm soil deptt. Higher assumed
to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Continuous MgC/ha 301 Med. = 106; IQR = 15

Soil quality Cation
exchange
capacity

Modelled cation exchange capacity
at 30cm soil depth. Higher
assumed to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Continuous cmol + /kg 301 Med. = 15; IQR = 2

Water
availability

Climatic
water
deficit

Inversion of difference between
annual potential and actual
evapotranspiration since planting.

Willmott et
al. 2015

Continuous mm/yr 301 Med. = 2316; IQR =
262

Water
availability

Mean
annual
rainfall

Mean annual rainfall on plot Willmott et
al. 2015

Continuous mm/yr 293 Med. = 120; IQR = 23

Light
availability

Annual
potential
insolation

Modelled annual potental incoming
(direct and diffuse) insolation, from
latitude and topography.

USGS 2006 Continuous kWh/m2/year301 Med. = 611; IQR =
182

Competition Initial tree
cover
(inverted)

Inversion of percentage of plot with
existing trees at planting. Higher
means more light availability.

Sexton et
al. 2013

Interval Percentage 301 Med. = 15; IQR = 0

Hh wealth Land title Formal or informal land when
household joined the project

Project
records

Binomial Informal;
Formal

229 Informal=166;
Formal=63

Hh wealth Travel time
to town

Estimated travel to nearest urban
area with 50,000 inhabitants

Weiss et al.
2015

Continuous minutes 301 Med. = 102; IQR = 4

Hh wealth No. ppl in
household

The number of people in the
household

Fisher 2011 Continuous People 273 Med. = 0; IQR = 0
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Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary

Knowledge No.
existing
farmers

The number of other farmers
already in the project when joined

Project
records

Continuous No.
existing
farmers

301 Med. = 189; IQR =
318

Knowledge Project
technician
in
community

A community technician resides in
the community

Project
records

Binomial No; Yes 301 No=301

Knowledge Length
community
learning

The length of time that the project
has existed in the region

Project
records

Interval Years 301 Med. = 2; IQR = 4

Knowledge Feasibility
study

Whether a feasibility study was
initially conducted in the village

Project
records

Continuous No; Yes 301 No=251; Yes=50
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Figure B.3: Uganda: histograms of independent variables
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Table B.3: Mozambique: Observed variables with median and interquartile range (IQR) or category frequencies.

Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary
Soil quality Sand

content
(inverted)

Inversion of modelled percentage of
sand at 30cm soil depth. Higher
assumed to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Interval Percentage 238 Med. = 6.38; IQR = 1

Soil quality Soil organic
carbon

Modelled soil organic carbon stock
at 30cm soil deptt. Higher assumed
to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Continuous MgC/ha 238 Med. = 50; IQR = 3.13

Soil quality Cation
exchange
capacity

Modelled cation exchange capacity
at 30cm soil depth. Higher
assumed to mean better soil.

Hengl et al.
2017

Continuous cmol + /kg 238 Med. = 10; IQR = 1

Water
availability

Climatic
water
deficit

Inversion of difference between
annual potential and actual
evapotranspiration since planting.

Willmott et
al. 2015

Continuous mm/yr 238 Med. = 3199; IQR =
44

Water
availability

Mean
annual
rainfall

Mean annual rainfall on plot Willmott et
al. 2015

Continuous mm/yr 238 Med. = 90; IQR = 10

Light
availability

Annual
potential
insolation

Modelled annual potental incoming
(direct and diffuse) insolation, from
latitude and topography.

USGS 2006 Continuous kWh/m2/year228 Med. = 542; IQR =
117

Competition Initial tree
cover
(inverted)

Inversion of percentage of plot with
existing trees at planting. Higher
means more light availability.

Sexton et
al. 2013

Interval Percentage 238 Med. = 22; IQR = 3

Hh wealth Literacy Number of literate people in the
household

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval No. people 57 Med. = 2; IQR = 2

Hh wealth Education Highest level of education in the
household

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval None;
Primary;
Secondary

59 None=5; Primary=44;
Secondary=10

Hh wealth Amount
land owned

The amount of land owned by the
household

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval No. fields 59 Med. = 2; IQR = 2
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Latent var. Obv. var. Description Source Type Units n Data summary

Hh wealth Avg. farm
size

The average size of the land owned Jindal et al.
2012

Interval Hectare 59 Med. = 1; IQR = 1

Hh wealth Number
cash crops

The diversity of cash crops
produced by the household

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval Crop types 59 Med. = 1; IQR = 0

Hh wealth Number
livestock

The number of livestock owned by
the household

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval No.
livestock

59 Med. = 20; IQR = 25.5

Hh wealth Formal
employment

Whether a member of the
household has formal employment

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval No; Yes 59 No=54; Yes=5

Hh wealth No.
physical
assets

The number of valuable physical
assets owned by the household

Jindal et al.
2012

Interval No.
valuable
assets

59 Med. = 3; IQR = 2

Knowledge Length
community
learning
(village)

The length of time that the project
has existed in the region

Project
records

Interval Years 238 Med. = 3; IQR = 4

Knowledge No.
existing
farmers
(village)

The number of other farmers
already in the project when joined

Project
records

Interval No. farmers 171 Med. = 24; IQR = 34
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Figure B.4: Mozambique: histograms of independent variables
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Preguntas para el cuestionarioa a productores

PREGUNTA 1 PREGUNTA 2 PREGUNTA 3 PREGUNTA 4

Primero, tengo algunas preguntas del 

ambiente de su(s) parcela(s).

Cuántas parcelas tiene con Scolel'te?

Pensando en la primera parcela que 

registró en Scolel'te, en qué se mueve de su 

casa a la parcela?

Esta parcela está localizada en alguna 

loma?

De qué color es la tierra?

[  ] Uno

[  ] Dos

[  ] Tres o más

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

[  ] A pie

[  ] Caballo

[  ] Vehículo

[  ] A pie y vehículo o caballo

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

[  ] En la cima 

[  ] Cerca de la cima 

[  ] Cerca de la base 

[  ] En el  fondo de un valle

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

[  ] Oscuro

[  ] Claro

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

PREGUNTA 5 PREGUNTA 6 PREGUNTA 7 PREGUNTA 8

Qué tan difícil es la tierra de trabajar? Hay muchas rocas en el suelo? Antes del proyecto, cuál fue el uso prinicpal 

de la parcela? 

Antes del proyecto, comparado con otros 

campesinos, que tan buenas fueron algunas 

cosechas en su parcela?

[  ] Fácil

[  ] Normal

[  ] Difícil

[  ] No sé

[  ] No hay  

[  ] Pocas  

[  ]Muchas 

[  ] No sé

[  ] Milpa

[  ] Cultivos con árboles

[  ] Solar

[  ] Cercas vivas

[  ] Barbecho

[  ] Ganadería

[  ] Pastos

[  ] Otro

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

[  ] Malas

[  ] Normales

[  ] Altas

[  ] No fue cosechas

[  ] No sé

Figure B.5: Mexico household questionnaire
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PREGUNTA 10 PREGUNTA 11

Cómo conoció al técnico que lo ayudó a 

diseñar su Plan Vivo y quién monitorea sus 

parcelas?

Antes del proyecto usted y su familia 

cultivó árboles durante: 

[  ] Lo conocí a través del proyecto

[  ] Ya lo conocía, era mi amigo

[  ] Es un miembro de nuestra familia

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

[  ] + 10 años

[  ] 5 a 10 años

[  ] Menos de 5 años

[  ] No cultivamos arboles

[  ] No sé

PREGUNTA 12 PREGUNTA 13 PREGUNTA 14 PREGUNTA 15

Cuando plantó árboles por primera vez: Cuando plantó árboles por primera vez 

reemplazó a los arboles que se murieron?

Durante los cinco primeros años que plantó 

los árboles, cuántas veces al año visitó su 

parcela? 

Ahora tengo preguntas sobre dos tipos de 

apoyo que pudo haber recibido. Primero 

quiero saber quien les asesoró con 

conocimiento o consejos sobre como 

crecer árboles. Después les preguntaré si 

alguien les ha ayudado con esfuerzo físico 

en la parcela.

Primero, quién lo aconsejaba en como 

crecer árboles?

[RESPUESTAS MÚLTIPLES ESTÁN BIEN]

[  ] Funcionó desde el principio como en el 

mapa de Plan Vivo, sin cambios

[  ] No funcionó, así que hubo cambios a las 

especies y/o posición de los árboles

[  ] No funcionó, pero no hubo cambios

[  ] No sé

[  ] Si

[  ] No, no necesitó

[  ] No, necesitó pero no tenía semillas

[  ] No sé

[  ] cada semana

[  ] casi cada mes

[  ] casi cada dos meses

[  ] una vez cada seis meses

[  ] una vez al año

[  ] No sé

[  ] Técnicos

[  ] Vecinos

[  ] El municipio

[  ]Asosiación campesina

[  ] Otra ONG

[  ] Investigadores

[  ] Otros

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

PREGUNTA 9

[REVISAR SI TODOS ESTÁN BIEN Y RESPONDER CUALQUIER PREGUNTA. DESPERTAR A LA 

GENTE]

Ahora tenemos preguntas acerca de sus experiencias durante el proyecto.

Qué personas en el hogar ayudan a tomar decisiones sobre como plantar y cosechar 

árboles o cultivos en su parcela?

[  ] Sólo yo

[  ] Sólo los hombres adultos de la casa

[  ] Sólo las mujeres adultas de la casa

[  ] Ambos, hombres y mujeres

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores



PREGUNTA 16 PREGUNTA 17 PREGUNTA 18 PREGUNTA 19

Usted siente que durante el proyecto ha 

tenido suficiente conocimiento sobre cómo 

crecer árboles exitosamente?

Qué occurio con los árboles a partir del 

consejo de estas personas?

Ahora, les quiero preguntar si alguien los 

ayudó con esfuerzo físico a realizar el 

trabajo en la parcela sin necesidad de 

pagarles. 

Recibió ayuda gratuita (dónde no hubiera 

que pagar) durante el proyecto para 

plantar o mantener los árboles de 

cualquiera de las siguientes personas:

[RESPUESTAS MÚLTIPLES ESTÁN BIEN]

Desde su punto de vista, cuáles de estos 

grupos son respondables del crecimiento 

de los árboles en su parcela?

[  ] No, necesito más información

[  ] Sí, he tenido suficiente conocimiento

[  ] No sé

[  ] Se murieron

[  ] Se deterioraron

[  ] No hubo cambios

[  ] Mejoraron

[  ] No sé

[  ] Mi familia

[  ] Otra persona de la comunidad 

[  ] Nadie me dio ayuda gratuita, tuve que 

pagarles

[   ] No necesité ayuda

[  ] No sé

[  ] Cada productor es responsable de sus 

árboles

[  ] Los productores son un grupo 

responsable de todos los árboles de   

Scolel'te

[  ] Toda la comunidad es responsable de 

 los árboles de   Scolel'te

[  ] No sé



PREGUNTA 20 PREGUNTA 22

Aún está recibiendo pagos de Scolel'te? Si 

no, por qué?

Ahora tengo algunas preguntas para 

ayudarnos a entender sobre la vida en su 

comunidad. Es muy diferente del lugar del 

que yo vengo. 

Que idiomas/lenguas habla?

[  ] Sí, aún estoy recibiendo pagos

[  ] Sí, pero los pagos llegan tarde

[  ] No, abandoné el proyecto antes 

[  ] No, recibí todos los pagos

[  ] No sé

[  ] Sólo lengua indígena

[  ] Sólo español 

[  ] Ambos, lengua indígena y español

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

PREGUNTA 21

[VER SI TODOS ESTÁN BIEN. RESPONDER PREGUNTAS. DESPERTAR A LA GENTE]

Ahora tengo algunas preguntas sobre su experiencia en el proyecto.

La siguiente pregunta es un ejercicio un poco más largo. Primero vamos a platicar las 

posibles razones, aparte de los pagos, por las que otras personas se han unido al 

proyecto. Después les voy a preguntar cuáles son las tres más importantes para ustedes.

Tenemos una lista de posibles razones, que obtuvimos de conversaciones con otros 

productores. Voy a mencionarlas y ustedes también pueden anadir otras razones.

 [LEER CADA UNA DE LAS RESPUESTAS EN ORDEN ALEATORIO. USAR LAS TARJETAS]

[  ] Leña

[  ] Asegurar derechos sobre la parcela

[  ] Otros lo hacen en la comunidad

[  ] Es bueno participar en programas de desarrollo

[  ] Es bueno para mis cultivos y mi ganado

[  ] Es bueno para la vida silvestre

[  ] Provee sitios donde relajarse

[  ] No tenía en qué más usar la tierra

[  ] Protege de la erosión

[  ] Por la sombra

[  ] Aprender sobre agroforestería

[  ] Beneficiar a mis hijos

[  ] Barreras contra el viento 

[  ] Medio ambiente limpio

[  ] Método para aprovechar mejor la tierra (arboles más cosechas y ganado)

[  ] Nueva categoria uno

[  ] Nueva categoria dos

[  ] Nueva categoria tres

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores



PREGUNTA 23 PREGUNTA 24 PREGUNTA 25 PREGUNTA 26

Cuál es el grado más alto que usted, su 

esposa o sus hijos completaron en la 

escuela?

Pensando en las personas que el jefe de 

familia tiene que mantener, cuántas de 

estas personas ahora tienen menos de 17 

años?

Otra vez pensando en las personas que el 

jefe de familia tiene que mantener, cuántos 

miembros del hogar tienen un contrato por 

escrito para trabajar con alguien más?

Cuál es el material principal del piso de su 

residencia?

[  ] Ninguno

[  ] Primaria

[  ] Secundaria

[  ] Preparatoria

[  ]Tecnica

[  ] Licenciatura o mas

[  ] No hay mujeres

[  ] No sé

[  ] Ninguno

[  ] Uno

[  ] Dos

[  ] Tres

[  ] Cuatro

[  ] Cinco o más

[  ] Ninguno

[  ] Uno

[  ] Dos o más

[  ] No sé

[  ] Tierra

[  ] Cemento

[  ] Otro

PREGUNTA 27 PREGUNTA 28 PREGUNTA 29 PREGUNTA 30

Con qué tipo de combustible cocina o 

calienta sus alimentos normalmente?

Su casa tiene una regadera de agua de 

tinaco?

Su casa tiene televisión? Usted es un ejidatario?

[  ] Leña

[  ] Otro

[  ] Sí

[  ] No

[  ] Sí

[  ] No

[  ] Si

[  ] No

PREGUNTA 31 PREGUNTA 32 PREGUNTA 33 Fin

Es miembro de alguna asociación de 

campesionos?

Tiene otras parcelas que no estan 

registradas con Scolel'te?

Cuál es el uso principal del resto de sus 

tierras?

[  ] Sí

[  ] No

[  ] No sé

[  ] Sí

[  ] No

[  ] Milpa

[  ] Cultivos con árboles

[  ] Solar

[  ] Cercas vivas

[  ] Barbecho

[  ] Ganadería

[  ] Pastos

[  ] Otro

[  ] Ninguna de las anteriores

Eso es todo de nuestro preguntas. Muchas 

gracis por su tiempo y atencion.

Ahora por favor dé su formulario a uno de 

nuestros antes de usted sale. Y si usted 

quiere aprender de los resultados de 

nuestros investigaciones, diga nos y 

podemos pasar los resultados a sus 

tecnicos comunitarios



Table B.4: Mexico: Kendall’s tau correlations between independent variables and
dependent variables, grouped by the associated latent construct. p < 0.05 = *

RAGB Survival LCBD Richness E Dominance

Observed variable n tau p tau p tau p tau p tau p tau p

Relative AGB accumulation 761 NA NA 0 0.95 -0.02 0.5 -0.08* 0.02 -0.06 0.06 0.04 0.24
Establishment survival rate 757 0 0.95 NA NA -0.03 0.34 0.02 0.47 0.03 0.39 -0.07* 0.05
LCBD 402 -0.02 0.5 -0.03 0.34 NA NA 0.11* 0 0.09* 0.01 -0.33* 0
Richness 402 -0.08* 0.02 0.02 0.47 0.11* 0 NA NA 0.9* 0 -0.47* 0
Simpson’s evenness 402 -0.06 0.06 0.03 0.39 0.09* 0.01 0.9* 0 NA NA -0.48* 0

Dominance of design species 402 0.04 0.24 -0.07* 0.05 -0.33* 0 -0.47* 0 -0.48* 0 NA NA
Sand content (inverted) 757 0.02 0.44 -0.04 0.1 -0.08* 0.03 0.04 0.27 0.02 0.54 0 0.93
Soil organic carbon 757 0.02 0.39 0.01 0.59 0.03 0.45 -0.05 0.18 -0.05 0.19 0 0.97
Cation exchange capacity 757 -0.02 0.53 -0.06* 0.02 -0.05 0.15 -0.03 0.46 -0.02 0.62 0.07 0.06
Climatic water deficit (inverted) 757 0.01 0.8 0.15* 0 0.03 0.38 0.05 0.18 0.06 0.11 -0.09* 0.01

Mean annual rainfall 349 0.1* 0.01 0.09* 0.01 0.05 0.28 0.14* 0 0.12* 0.01 -0.1* 0.05
Annual insolation 757 0.04 0.16 -0.14* 0 0.03 0.31 0.03 0.38 0.02 0.66 -0.02 0.56
Initial tree cover (inverted) 757 -0.06* 0.03 -0.02 0.33 -0.02 0.55 -0.08* 0.03 -0.08* 0.03 0.04 0.3
Land title 333 0.03 0.47 -0.12* 0.01 -0.06 0.32 -0.18* 0 -0.19* 0 0.13* 0.03
Education head of household 283 -0.03 0.5 0.19* 0 -0.06 0.33 0.15* 0.01 0.15* 0.01 -0.21* 0

Children in household 277 0.04 0.33 0.23* 0 -0.13* 0.03 0.07 0.25 0.13* 0.03 -0.08 0.16
Amount land 316 0.08* 0.04 0.13* 0 -0.01 0.88 0.04 0.43 0.04 0.42 -0.13* 0.01
Shower 279 -0.08 0.09 -0.14* 0.01 0.1 0.13 -0.1 0.14 -0.09 0.19 0.05 0.43
Refrigerator 283 0 0.97 -0.01 0.85 0.05 0.48 -0.02 0.73 -0.07 0.29 0 0.99
Language 283 0.09* 0.05 -0.2* 0 0.09 0.19 -0.05 0.48 -0.07 0.28 0.02 0.71

No. existing farmers 650 -0.12* 0 0.24* 0 0.02 0.68 0.01 0.75 0.02 0.57 0.01 0.82
Technician in vill. 514 0.11* 0 0.18* 0 -0.11* 0.03 -0.08 0.1 -0.08 0.11 0.1 0.06
Length community learning 650 0.04 0.15 0.17* 0 0.02 0.7 0.17* 0 0.16* 0 -0.16* 0
Prior AF experience 273 -0.11* 0.02 -0.16* 0 0.01 0.91 0.08 0.2 0.06 0.4 -0.15* 0.02
Member farmer assoc. 281 -0.04 0.41 0.36* 0 -0.05 0.42 0.09 0.19 0.12 0.06 -0.12 0.08

Feasibility study 650 0 0.91 -0.26* 0 0.03 0.53 -0.09* 0.05 -0.12* 0.01 0.24* 0
Length community learning (village) 650 0.04 0.19 -0.08* 0.01 0.12* 0 0.08* 0.05 0.06 0.12 0.01 0.76
No. existing farmers (village) 650 -0.06* 0.04 0.21* 0 -0.02 0.52 0.01 0.76 0.02 0.61 0.06 0.1
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Table B.5: Uganda: Kendall’s tau correlations between independent variables and
dependent variables, grouped by the associated latent construct. p < 0.05 = *

RAGB LCBD Richness E Dominance

Observed variable n tau p tau p tau p tau p tau p

Relative AGB accumulation 333 NA NA 0.00 0.92 -0.03 0.43 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.99
LCBD 333 0 0.92 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.95 -0.53 0.00
Richness 333 -0.03 0.43 0.08 0.03 1.00 0.00 -0.33 0.00 -0.10 0.01
Dominance of design species 333 0 0.99 -0.53 0.00 -0.10 0.01 0.01 0.84 1.00 0.00
Sand content (inverted) 333 -0.07 0.05 -0.02 0.58 0.07 0.09 0.01 0.74 0.03 0.43

Soil organic carbon 333 -0.16 0 -0.02 0.56 -0.07 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.06 0.13
Cation exchange capacity 333 -0.16 0 0.01 0.70 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.78 -0.01 0.87
Climatic water deficit (inverted) 333 0.05 0.16 0.02 0.65 0.01 0.71 0.03 0.40 -0.10 0.01
Mean annual rainfall 323 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.30 -0.06 0.13 -0.05 0.17 0.07 0.09
Annual potential insolation 333 -0.07 0.05 0.02 0.65 -0.12 0.00 0.13 0.00 -0.08 0.04

Initial tree cover (inverted) 333 0.07 0.1 0.01 0.88 0.15 0.00 -0.12 0.00 0.02 0.62
Land title 255 0.03 0.53 0.05 0.32 0.06 0.25 -0.02 0.67 -0.06 0.26
Travel time to town 333 0.02 0.6 0.03 0.48 -0.07 0.08 0.01 0.81 0.03 0.42
No. ppl in household 303 0.15 0 0.02 0.66 -0.06 0.20 0.07 0.11 -0.01 0.79
No. existing farmers 333 -0.02 0.57 0.04 0.32 0.08 0.05 -0.06 0.09 0.06 0.12

Length community learning 333 0.11 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.08 -0.10 0.02 0.08 0.06
Feasibility study 333 -0.1 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.13 -0.07 0.13 0.03 0.52
Length community learning (village) 333 -0.01 0.88 0.10 0.02 0.11 0.01 -0.11 0.01 -0.01 0.78
No. existing farmers (village) 333 -0.13 0 0.08 0.02 0.10 0.01 -0.05 0.16 -0.04 0.31
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Table B.6: Mozambique: Kendall’s tau correlations between independent variables
and dependent variables, grouped by the associated latent construct. p < 0.05 = *

RAGB LCBD Richness E Dominance

Observed variable n tau p tau p tau p tau p tau p

Relative AGB accumulation 238 NA NA -0.24* 0 0.01 0.91 -0.01 0.82 0.13* 0.01
LCBD 231 -0.24* 0 NA NA -0.03 0.51 -0.01 0.87 -0.41* 0
Richness 231 0.01 0.91 -0.03 0.51 NA NA 0.94* 0 -0.06 0.21
Simpson’s evenness 231 -0.01 0.82 -0.01 0.87 0.94* 0 NA NA -0.07 0.15
Dominance of design species 231 0.13* 0.01 -0.41* 0 -0.06 0.21 -0.07 0.15 NA NA

Sand content (inverted) 238 -0.02 0.69 0.04 0.38 -0.02 0.75 -0.02 0.64 0.03 0.58
Soil organic carbon 238 0.03 0.45 0.02 0.64 0.1* 0.03 0.1* 0.04 0.04 0.46
Cation exchange capacity 238 0.03 0.49 -0.05 0.26 -0.01 0.88 -0.01 0.86 0.04 0.37
Climatic water deficit (inverted) 238 0.04 0.39 0.02 0.67 -0.01 0.79 -0.02 0.71 -0.06 0.18
Mean annual rainfall 238 0.03 0.55 -0.08 0.09 0.04 0.4 0.04 0.44 0.11* 0.02

Annual potential insolation 228 0.03 0.55 -0.05 0.27 -0.06 0.18 -0.08 0.09 -0.06 0.25
Initial tree cover (inverted) 238 0.01 0.77 0.07 0.12 0.09* 0.05 0.1* 0.03 0.01 0.77
Literacy 57 0.06 0.54 0.13 0.21 0.05 0.64 0.06 0.6 -0.12 0.3
Education 59 -0.05 0.63 -0.07 0.53 0.15 0.19 0.15 0.19 0.1 0.39
Amount land owned 59 -0.12 0.22 0.14 0.18 -0.02 0.83 0 0.97 -0.08 0.47

Avg. farm size 59 -0.04 0.7 0.17 0.07 -0.18 0.06 -0.17 0.09 -0.03 0.74
Number cash crops 59 0.19 0.06 0.11 0.29 0.02 0.86 0.03 0.8 -0.16 0.17
Number livestock 59 -0.13 0.16 0.12 0.21 -0.07 0.49 -0.05 0.59 -0.12 0.24
Formal employment 59 -0.18 0.09 -0.02 0.85 0.02 0.88 0.03 0.81 0.04 0.77
No. physical assets 59 0 1 0.03 0.79 -0.02 0.82 -0.01 0.89 0.01 0.91

Project technician in community 238 0 1 -0.03 0.64 -0.11* 0.04 -0.12* 0.03 0.03 0.6
Feasibility study 238 0 1 -0.03 0.64 -0.11* 0.04 -0.12* 0.03 0.03 0.6
Length community learning (village) 238 0.11* 0.02 -0.02 0.63 -0.12* 0.01 -0.11* 0.02 -0.07 0.13
No. existing farmers (village) 171 0.01 0.8 0.01 0.9 0.01 0.89 0.03 0.58 -0.04 0.46
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Table B.7: Mexico - standardised estimates of fixed effects on RAGB, LCBD, species
richness, Shannon’s index, and dominance of species in land use design. +/- standard
error. * and ** mean effect is significantly different from zero at 90 and 95 CIs,
respectively.

Fixed effect RAGB LCBD Richness E Dominance

Inverted mean CWD
since planting

0.09 ± 0.1 -0.06 ± 0.13 0.26 ± 0.11** 0 ± 0.14 -0.07 ± 0.1

Mean annual rainfall
since planting

-0.05 ± 0.09 -0.14 ± 0.13 0.09 ± 0.12 -0.31 ± 0.14** 0.08 ± 0.1

Inverted soil sand
content

0.01 ± 0.09 -0.4 ± 0.12** 0 ± 0.11 -0.39 ± 0.14** 0.16 ± 0.09*

Soil carbon -0.11 ± 0.08 -0.18 ± 0.11 -0.14 ± 0.1 -0.37 ± 0.13** 0.12 ± 0.08
Cation exchange
capacity

-0.05 ± 0.09 0.03 ± 0.12 -0.29 ± 0.11** -0.1 ± 0.13 0.05 ± 0.1

Inverted canopy cover
at planting

0 ± 0.07 -0.01 ± 0.11 0.04 ± 0.1 -0.36 ± 0.14** -0.09 ± 0.09

Solar insolation 0.07 ± 0.08 -0.16 ± 0.12 0.12 ± 0.11 0.05 ± 0.13 -0.03 ± 0.1
Wealth index 0.13 ± 0.07* 0.11 ± 0.09 -0.02 ± 0.08 -0.26 ± 0.11** 0.05 ± 0.07
Level of horizontal
extension (informal)

-0.09 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.14 0.27 ± 0.13** 0.32 ± 0.18* -0.4 ± 0.11**

Level of vertical
extension

0.26 ± 0.23 -0.06 ± 0.38 -0.15 ± 0.34 0.09 ± 0.28 0.3 ± 0.3

Level of horizontal
extension (formal)

-0.07 ± 0.19 -0.06 ± 0.29 -0.09 ± 0.26 -0.5 ± 0.39 0.52 ± 0.23**

n 215 123 123 101 123
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Table B.8: Uganda - standardised estimates of fixed effects on RAGB, LCBD, species
richness, Shannon’s index, and dominance of species in land use design. +/- standard
error. * and ** mean effect is significantly different from zero at 90 and 95 CIs,
respectively.

Fixed effect RAGB LCBD Richness E Dominance

Inverted mean CWD
since planting

0.29 ± 0.19 -0.02 ± 0.23 -0.05 ± 0.21 -0.23 ± 0.2 -0.08 ± 0.21

Mean annual rainfall
since planting

-0.39 ± 0.36 0.67 ± 0.42 0.26 ± 0.38 -0.2 ± 0.37 -0.52 ± 0.39

Inverted soil sand
content

-0.05 ± 0.14 0.28 ± 0.16* 0.09 ± 0.14 0.29 ± 0.14** -0.08 ± 0.15

Soil carbon -0.07 ± 0.23 -0.09 ± 0.27 -0.47 ± 0.25* 0.66 ± 0.24** 0.58 ± 0.25**
Cation exchange
capacity

-0.01 ± 0.07 -0.1 ± 0.08 0.15 ± 0.08* -0.02 ± 0.07 0.04 ± 0.08

Inverted canopy cover
at planting

-0.15 ± 0.14 -0.19 ± 0.17 0.01 ± 0.15 -0.08 ± 0.15 0.05 ± 0.15

Solar insolation -0.07 ± 0.23 -0.19 ± 0.28 0.18 ± 0.25 -0.15 ± 0.24 -0.1 ± 0.25
Wealth index 0.18 ± 0.08** 0 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.09 -0.06 ± 0.09 -0.04 ± 0.09
Level of horizontal
extension

0.41 ± 0.21* -0.15 ± 0.24 -0.26 ± 0.22 0.04 ± 0.22 0.37 ± 0.23

Level of vertical
extension

0.2 ± 0.53 -0.3 ± 0.52 0.53 ± 0.68 -1.07 ± 0.58* -0.22 ± 0.58

n 235 235 235 235 235
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Table B.9: All three countries - standardised estimates of fixed effects on RAGB,
LCBD, species richness, Simpson’s evenness (E), and dominance of species in land use
design. +/- standard error. * and ** mean effect is significantly different from zero at
90 and 95 CIs, respectively.

Fixed effect RAGB LCBD Richness E Dominance

Inverted mean CWD
since planting

0.11 ± 0.08 0.03 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.1** -0.04 ± 0.1 -0.16 ± 0.09*

Mean annual rainfall
since planting

-0.07 ± 0.07 -0.11 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.09 -0.02 ± 0.1 0.08 ± 0.08

Inverted soil sand
content

0.01 ± 0.06 -0.12 ± 0.08 -0.01 ± 0.07 -0.03 ± 0.07 0.01 ± 0.06

Soil carbon -0.16 ± 0.11 -0.18 ± 0.15 -0.29 ± 0.14** -0.01 ± 0.15 0.27 ± 0.12**
Cation exchange
capacity

-0.02 ± 0.06 0.03 ± 0.09 -0.17 ± 0.08** 0.02 ± 0.08 0.06 ± 0.07

Inverted canopy cover
at planting

-0.03 ± 0.06 0 ± 0.09 0 ± 0.08 -0.11 ± 0.09 -0.02 ± 0.07

Solar insolation 0.11 ± 0.14 -0.31 ± 0.19 0.25 ± 0.17 -0.07 ± 0.17 -0.08 ± 0.15
Wealth index 0.13 ± 0.05** 0.11 ± 0.06 -0.02 ± 0.06 -0.07 ± 0.06 -0.02 ± 0.05
Level of vertical
extension

-0.04 ± 0.07 0.09 ± 0.09 0.1 ± 0.08 0.15 ± 0.09 -0.11 ± 0.07

Level of horizontal
extension

0 ± 0.26 -0.06 ± 0.45 -0.04 ± 0.41 -0.46 ± 0.48 0.37 ± 0.35

n 492 396 396 369 396
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Appendix C

Supplementary Material: Chapters
4 and 5

C.1 Data: qualitative data sources

All qualitative data sources (interviews and documents) are listed at Table C.1 (p. 283).
Table C.2 contains a more detailed summary of the origin of the documents used in the
analysis in Chapter 5.

C.2 Data: interview schedules

Schedules for interviews in each country are at:

• Figure C.1 (p. 288) and Figure C.2 (p. 292) for Mexico;

• Figure C.3 (p. 295) and Figure C.4 (p. 299) for Mozambique; and

• Figure C.5 (p. 306) for Uganda.

C.3 Data: Chapter 4 QCA data inputs

Observed variables used to construct additive ordinal variables of latent constructs are
Table C.3 at page 317.
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C.4 Results: Chapter 4 QCA results

The assessment of necessity of conditions is at Table C.4 (p. 319). The logical
remainders for the main RAGB model are at Table C.5 (p. 320), the conservative
solution for the model is at Table C.6 (p. 320), and the negated version of the main
model is at Table C.7 (p. 320).
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Table C.1: List of qualitative data sources.

Source ID Country Community/Organisation Date Description Confid-
ential

Access info Use
Ch3

Use
Ch4

FSSI 1 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-06 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 2 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-09 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 3 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-06 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 4 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-08 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 5 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-08 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 6 mx Naha 2017-01-22 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 7 mx Naha 2017-01-21 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 8 mx Naha 2017-01-22 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 9 mx Nuevo Rodulfo Figueroa 2017-01-28 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 10 mx Nuevo Rodulfo Figueroa 2017-01-28 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 11 mx Punta Brava 2017-01-13 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 12 mx Punta Brava 2017-01-13 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 13 mx Villa las Rosas 2017-01-17 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 14 mx Villa las Rosas 2017-01-17 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 15 mx Villa las Rosas 2017-01-17 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 16 mx Villa las Rosas 2017-01-17 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 17 mx Yaluma 2017-02-01 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 18 mx Yaluma 2017-02-02 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 19 mx Yaluma 2017-02-01 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 20 mx Yaluma 2017-02-03 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 21 mx Yaluma 2017-02-02 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 22 mx Yaluma 2017-02-03 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 23 mx Yaluma 2017-02-02 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 24 mx Yaluma 2017-01-31 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 25 mz Nhambita 2018-05-23 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
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Table C.1: List of qualitative data sources. (continued)

Source ID Country Community/Organisation Date Description Confid-
ential

Access info Use
Ch3

Use
Ch4

FSSI 26 mz Nhambita 2018-05-22 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 27 mz Nhambita 2018-05-23 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 28 mz Nhambita 2018-05-21 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 29 mz Nhambita 2018-05-22 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 30 mz Nhambita 2018-05-24 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 31 mz Nhambita 2018-05-23 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 32 mz Nhambita 2018-05-24 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 33 mz Mutiabamba 2018-05-24 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 34 mz Nhambita 2018-05-21 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 35 mz Nhambita 2018-05-22 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 36 mz Nhambita 2018-05-21 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 37 mz Nhambita 2018-05-22 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 38 mz Nhambita 2018-05-24 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
FSSI 39 mz Nhambita 2018-05-21 Farmer interview Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 1 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-06 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 2 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-08 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 3 mx Alan-Samariakantajal 2017-01-08 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 4 mx Arroyo Palenque 2017-01-12 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 5 mx Punta Brava 2017-01-13 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 6 mx La Troncanda 2017-01-13 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 7 mx Jerusalen 2017-01-14 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 8 mx Villa las Rosas 2017-01-17 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 9 mx Naha 2017-01-21 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 10 mx Nuevo Rodulfo Figueroa 2017-01-28 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 11 mx Yaluma 2017-02-01 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
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Table C.1: List of qualitative data sources. (continued)

Source ID Country Community/Organisation Date Description Confid-
ential

Access info Use
Ch3

Use
Ch4

TSSI 12 mx Los Laureles 2017-02-01 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 13 mx AMBIO 2017-02-08 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 14 mx AMBIO 2017-02-13 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 15 mz EnviroTrade 2018-05-18 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 16 mz EnviroTrade 2018-05-21 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 17 mz EnviroTrade 2018-05-23 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file Y Y
TSSI 18 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-05 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 19 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-07 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 20 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-12 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 21 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-13 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 22 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-13 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 23 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-14 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 24 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-14 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 25 ug Ecotrust 2017-06-15 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 26 ug EnviroTrade 2019-05-24 Technician/community interviews Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 1 mx AMBIO 2017-01-01 Scolel’te Plan Vivo project design

document
N www.planvivo.org NA Y

PD 2 mx AMBIO 2018-01-01 Scolel’te annual reports and
verifications 2003 to 2018

N www.planvivo.org NA Y

PD 3 mx AMBIO 2017-01-01 Scolel’te community technician
manual

Y thesis_data_file NA Y

PD 4 mx AMBIO 2017-01-01 CONAFOR/AMBIO Field
measurement manual

Y thesis_data_file NA Y

PD 5 mx AMBIO 2017-01-01 Scolel’te presentation on farmer
exchange

Y thesis_data_file NA Y
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Table C.1: List of qualitative data sources. (continued)

Source ID Country Community/Organisation Date Description Confid-
ential

Access info Use
Ch3

Use
Ch4

PD 6 mx AMBIO 2016-01-01 Scolel’te monitoring forms Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 7 mx AMBIO 2016-01-01 Scolel’te monitoring guide Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 8 mx AMBIO 2016-01-01 Scolel’te Technician Workshop

Report
Y thesis_data_file NA Y

PD 9 mx AMBIO 2017-01-01 Scolel’te office manual Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 10 ug Ecotrust 2018-01-01 TGB Plan Vivo project design

document
N www.planvivo.org NA Y

PD 11 ug Ecotrust 2018-01-01 TGB annual reports and
verifications 2003 to 2018

N www.planvivo.org NA Y

PD 12 ug Ecotrust 2016-01-01 TGB monitoring forms Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 13 ug Ecotrust 2016-01-01 TGB Monitoring Stategies manual Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 14 ug Ecotrust 2017-01-01 TGB trainers manual Y thesis_data_file NA Y
PD 15 ug Ecotrust 2017-01-01 TGB Commuity Focus Group

reports
Y thesis_data_file NA Y

PD 16 mz EnviroTrade 2015-01-01 SCCP project design document Y www.planvivo.org NA Y
PD 17 mz EnviroTrade 2016-01-01 SCCP annual reports and

verifications 2007 to 2015
Y www.planvivo.org NA Y

PD 18 NA Plan Vivo 2014-01-01 Plan Vivo Standard N www.planvivo.org NA Y
PD 19 NA Plan Vivo 2017-01-01 Plan Vivo Procedures Manual N www.planvivo.org NA Y
PD 20 NA Plan Vivo 2016-01-01 Plan Vivo Guidance Manual N www.planvivo.org NA Y
PD 22 NA ICROA 2016-01-01 ICROA Code of Best Practice N www.icroa.org NA Y
PD 23 NA ICROA 2017-01-01 ICROA Offset Standard Review

Criteria
N www.icroa.org NA Y

TSSI 27 NA Technical specialist 2017-11-29 Project meeting Y thesis_data_file NA Y
TSSI 28 NA Technical specialist 2015-09-28 Project meeting Y thesis_data_file NA Y
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Table C.1: List of qualitative data sources. (continued)

Source ID Country Community/Organisation Date Description Confid-
ential

Access info Use
Ch3

Use
Ch4

TSSI 29 NA Technical specialist 2016-10-13 Project meeting Y thesis_data_file NA Y
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Programa de entrevista con el productor 

[LAS PREGUNTAS EN MAYUSCULAS SON OBLIGATORIAS Y 
CORRESPONDEN A LA LÍNEA DE TIEMPO] 

INTRODUCCIÓN: HISTORIA DEL PRODUCTOR 

1. ¿Cuántas parcelas tiene con Scolel'te?    
2. ¿Qué hace con estas parcelas? (Taungya, cerca viva, barbecho 

mejorado, café)  
3. ¿Cómo ha sido su experiencia cultivando árboles con el proyecto 

Scolel'te?  

4. Tengo varias cosas que quiero discutir, pero ¿hay alguna pregunta 
que tenga o cosas que le gustaría discutir? 

5. Me gustaría oír hablar de su historia con Scolel'te, desde cuando 
pensó en unirse, a través de sus reuniones con técnicos Scolel'te, la 
siembra de árboles, hasta el día de hoy. Me gustaría que me guiara 
mientras dibujo una línea de tiempo de su historia en el proyecto. 
¿Suena bien? 

6. [INTRODUCE LAS TRES FASES DEL PROYECTO Y COMIENZA A 
DIBUJAR ESTAS EN LA LÍNEA DEL TIEMPO] Generalmente hay tres 
fases en un proyecto:          

 Diseño del Plan Vivo  y plantación de árboles 
 Hasta diez años: monitoreo y crecimiento de árboles  
 Después de 10 años cuando las visitas de monitoreo paran  

¿Está usted de acuerdo en que estas son las tres fases o tiene una 
opinión diferente? 

7. Escribiré notas sobre esta línea de tiempo mientras hablamos 
 

DISEÑO DEL PLAN VIVO  Y PLANTACIÓN DE ÁRBOLES 

8. Pensando en la primera parcela que registró en Scolel'te, ¿cuándo 
plantó los árboles y qué hizo en la parcela? (Taungya, cerca viva, 
barbecho mejorado, café) 

9. MOTIVACIÓN: ¿Por qué eligió participar en el plan? ¿Qué esperaba 
lograr? ¿A corto y largo plazo?  

 

10. MOTIVACIÓN: ¿Cuáles fueron sus principales razones al diseñar su 
Plan Vivo? ¿Quería probar algo diferente o nuevo? ¿Había otras 
razones aparte del carbono o la madera? 
a. Explique el proceso mediante el cual diseñó su Plan Vivo. 
b. Durante la fase de diseño, se le permitió elegir entre algunas 

opciones pre-diseñadas de uso de la tierra. ¿Estabas satisfecho 
con estas opciones, o habría preferido diseñar su propio uso de la 
tierra, aunque tomara más tiempo? 

11. APOYO: ¿Con quién habló al principio del proyecto y le proporcionó 
el apoyo que necesitaba para diseñar el Plan Vivo y plantar los 
árboles? 
a. ¿Cómo conoció al técnico que ayudó a diseñar su Plan Vivo y que 

monitorea sus parcelas? ¿Cree que tener un vínculo personal con 
un técnico local o alguien de AMBIO ayuda a lidiar con los 
problemas cuando surgen?    

12. APOYO: Antes del proyecto, ¿durante cuánto tiempo usted o su 
familia habían cultivado árboles anteriormente? 

13. RETOS/COSAS BUENAS: ¿Era fácil o difícil sembrar los árboles? ¿Por 
qué? 

Figure C.1: Mexico: schedule of farmer semi-structured interview (FSSI).
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a. De dónde sacó sus semillas? ¿Tenía suficientes semillas para la 
primera siembre?¿Había algunos asuntos que impedían que 
tuviera semillas suficientes o de buena calidad?  

b. Durante el trascurso del proyecto, que tan seguido tuvo acceso a 
las herramientas necesarias para plantar y mantener árboles?  

14. APOYO: ¿Quién le ayudó a que los árboles se establecieran? ¿Le 
ayudaron con mano de obra, herramientas o consejos?  

a. Pensando en las personas que usted mantiene y que 
normalmente le ayudarían a proporcionar ingresos para 
usted y su familia, ¿ha migrado alguien desde que se unió al 
proyecto? 

15. RETOS: ¿Funcionó la plantación inicial o necesitó volver a plantar los 
árboles?  

16. FLEXIBILIDAD:  ¿Hizo algo diferente de lo que estaba en su  Plan Vivo? 
¿Si fue así, le preguntó antes a su técnico  si lo podía hacer? 

HASTA DIEZ AÑOS: MONITOREO Y CRECIMIENTO DE ÁRBOLES 

17. ¿Después de que plantó los árboles que pasó?  

18. SOPORTE: ¿Quién lo ayudó a mantener sus árboles? ¿Le dieron mano 
de obra, herramientas o consejos? 

19. SOPORTE: ¿Cómo conoce a los técnicos de Scolel’te que hacían los 
monitoreos? 

a. ¿Cómo se llaman? 

b. ¿Los conoce a través de la comunidad o sólo a través del 
proyecto? 

c. ¿Nos podría explicar cómo ayudaron a que los árboles 
crecieran?¿Ayudó?  

20. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿Usted le dio retroalimentación o ideas a los técnicos 
de Scolel´te? Si fue asi, ¿que tanto cree que los técnicos y el personal  
hicieron caso a sus ideas? 

21. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿Hay ejemplos en los que el proyecto ha sido flexible y 
ha permitido cambios o innovaciones? ¿Cuál fue el impacto de esto?     

a. ¿Qué necesitaba ser cambiado?? 

b. ¿Alguien más quería el cambio? 
c. ¿Con quién necesitabas hablar para conseguir el cambio? 
d. ¿Alguien no está de acuerdo con el cambio? ¿Por qué?  
e. ¿Ha ayudado el cambio? ¿Cómo? ¿Cuáles han sido los impactos? 

22. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿Hay ejemplos en los que el proyecto no ha sido 
flexible y ha permitido cambios o innovaciones? ¿Cuál fue el impacto 
de esto?  

23. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿Usted cree que es necesario que haya más flexibilidad 
en el proyecto? ¿De qué forma se podría percibir la flexibilidad? 

AHORA (TAL VEZ, DEPUÉS DE 10 AÑOS) 

24. ¿En qué punto se encuentra en este momento? 

a. ¿Ha pensado  sobre como/ cosechar y usar/vender la leña?  

25. SOPORTE: Durante todo el proyecto, si usted experimentó un 
problema importante como una inundación, un incendio, una sequía 
o una enfermedad, ¿en quién podría confiar para ayudarle?  

a. E.j. Familia; Liderazgo en la comunidad; ONG; Asociaciones de 
agricultores; Gobierno local; Vecinos. Relacionar esto con la 
discusión sobre la plaga del café 
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26. MOTIVACIONES: Dada su experiencia hasta ahora, ¿cómo le ha 
ayudado unirse al proyecto y plantar los árboles? ¿Algo fue 
inesperado? 
a.  ¿Espera más cosas buenas de los árboles en el futuro? Dadas 

estas cosas buenas, pensando en el comienzo del proyecto, 
¿esperaba todas estas cosas buenas, o  

27. MOTIVACIONES: ¿Esta experiencia ha cambiado la forma en que 
piensa cómo plantar árboles? 

28. MOTIVACIONES: ¿Cuáles son sus prioridades principales para esta 
parcela en el futuro?  

29. VARIACIÓN: Comparado con otras parcelas en su comunidad, 
[NOMBRE DE OTRO CAMPESINO] tuvo [MEJOR/PEOR] crecimiento de 
árboles después de cinco años. ¿A qué cree que eso se deba?  

30. RETOS Y COSAS BUENAS: Durante las distintas fases del proyecto, 
¿qué aspectos del ciclo del proyecto han funcionado bien y cuales 
causaron mayores retos?  

a. ¿Cuáles son las lecciones principales que ha aprendido? ¿Qué 
haría diferente la próxima vez?   

b. ¿Con qué aspectos del proyecto le gustaría que el personal de 
Scolel'te siguiera adelante? ¿Qué le gustaría que cambiaran? 

c. ¿Qué cree que son las cosas más importantes para asegurar 
árboles sanos y grandes? P.ej. Ambientales, sociales o de gestión 
de proyectos.  

31. ¿Está contento con la forma en que sus árboles han crecido? ¿Cuáles 
son sus buenas experiencias? ¿Cuáles son sus principales malas 
experiencias? 

32. SOPORTE: Desde que se unió al proyecto, han habido cambios 
mayores en la forma en que Scolel´te ha manejado el proyecto y ha 
interactuado con los productores? Si fue así, describa estos cambios. 
¿Cuándo sucedieron?  

33. ¿Los pagos por el proyecto fueron hechos a tiempo? 

34. MOTIVACIONES: ¿Para qué uso los pagos? 

35. MOTIVACIONES: Pensando en los pagos en efectivo durante el curso 
del proyecto y cualquier ingreso esperado para los árboles en el 
futuro, ¿usted piensa que pudo haber obtenido un mayor ingreso 
durante el curso del proyecto si hubiera usado su parcela para algo 
más?  

36. Cuando se unió al proyecto, ¿usted pensó que el proyecto formaría 
gran parte de su ingreso o que sería suplementario?  

PARTICIPACIÓN 

37. PARTICIPACIÓN: ¿Quién está involucrado actualmente en la toma de 
decisiones del proyecto en la comunidad? Todos deberían de estar 
involucrados o hay algo de redundancia? ¿Quién debería de estar 
involucrado y no está involucrado?  
 

38. PARTICIPACIÓN: Rol del técnico 

a. ¿Qué hizo el técnico de AMBIO durante el proyecto? 

39. PARTICIPACIÓN: Rol de las mujeres 

a. ¿Quién en su casa ha estado interesado en cultivar los árboles? 
¿Le hacen preguntas acerca de lo que está sucediendo con los 
árboles (por ejemplo, salud o crecimiento del árbol, 
mantenimiento de la parcela)?   
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b. ¿Alguien en su hogar le ayudó a tomar decisiones sobre si 
participar en el plan? ¿Las mujeres de su hogar (por ejemplo, su 
esposa o madre) ayudan a tomar esta decisión? 

c. ¿Alguien en su hogar le ayudó a tomar decisiones sobre qué 
árboles plantar? ¿Las mujeres de su hogar (por ejemplo, su  
esposa o madre) ayudan a tomar esta decisión? 

40. PARTICIPACIÓN: Rol de los niños 

a. ¿Sus hijos están interesados en plantar árboles en la parcela? 
¿Cuáles son sus ideas o aspiraciones para su parcela o la tierra? 
¿Cuál cree que será su rol en el futuro?  

ACCIÓN COLECTIVA 

41. SOPORTE: Cuando los productores en una comunidad se unen a 
Scolel´te, quién es responsible del crecimiento de los árboles? ¿Sólo 
los productores tienen contrato o hay otras personas?  

42. SOPORTE: Hay ejemplos donde el proyecto de Scolel’te haya sido 
causa de cooperación entre campesinos u otros miembros de la 
comunidad? 

CLASIFICACIÓN DE LAS MOTIVACIONES 

43. CLASIFICACIÓN DE LAS MOTIVACIONES: Diferentes personas plantan 
árboles por diferentes razones. Quiero entender qué razones son las 
más importantes desde su perspectiva, y cuáles no son importantes.  

Aquí está una lista de posibles razones por las que las personas 
plantan los árboles. Podemos utilizar estas tarjetas para dar prioridad a 
las razones  [MOSTRAR TARJETAS (ADJUNTAS ABAJO) Y LEERLA].  

¿Hay razones adicionales que usted pueda pensar?  . 

44. Por favor, organice las tarjetas en orden de importancia.  
a. Fuera de la lista, ¿cuál es la más importante?  
b. ¿Cuál es el menos importante? 
c. ¿Hay algo más importante que la tarjeta x? 

[AL FINAL LEER EN VOZ ALTA EL ORDEN Y PREGUNTAR SI ESTÁN DE 
ACUERDO] 

SEGUIMIENTO 

45. Así que esas son todas mis preguntas. ¿Hay algo más que le gustaría 
hablar o agregar?   

46. ¿Desea que le enviemos más información sobre los resultados de este 
estudio? 

47. ¿Cuál es la mejor manera de ponerse en contacto con usted? (Por 
ejemplo, por correo electrónico, por correo postal, a través de Scolel 
'te) ¿Cuáles son sus datos de contacto?  
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Programa de entrevista para técnicos comunitarios  

TODAS LAS PREGUNTAS SON OBLIGATORIAS. TOME NOTAS EN EL 
CUADERNO]    

 INTRODUCCIÓN: LA HISTORIA DE LA COMUNIDAD 

1. En los registros de Scolel'te esta comunidad se llama [NOMBRE DE 
SCOLEL'TE BASE DE DATOS]. ¿Incluye ese nombre generalmente 
cualquier otra aldea o áreas circundantes o es sólo esta aldea?  

2. ¿Cuántas personas viven en [NOMBRE DE LA COMUNIDAD]? 
3. ¿Cuántas personas en esta comunidad tienen parcelas registradas en 

Scolel'te? 
4. ¿Sabe usted en qué año se unió el primer rancho de la comunidad a 

Scolel'te?  

POLÍTICAS E INSTITUCIONES 

5. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿De quién necesitan los productores para obtener 
permiso para plantar los árboles en su tierra? ¿Es esto fácil para 
todos o algunas personas tienen problemas? 

a. ¿Había otras organizaciones, incluyendo gobiernos, ONGs, 
comités comunitarios o asociaciones de agricultores, que 
aprueben los árboles que plantaban o manejaban? 

b.   ¿Existen reglas tácitas o expectativas que también hay que 
tener en cuenta al tomar decisiones sobre la tierra? ¿De 
dónde vienen estas reglas? 

6. APOYO: ¿De dónde sacaron sus semillas las personas de la 
comunidad a lo largo de los años?  

¿Fue fácil acceder a las plántulas? ¿Había una organización 
particular involucrada en esto?  

 

DIFERENCIAS ENTRE LOS AGRICULTORES 

7. VARIACIÓN: A parte de los campesinos que participaron en el 
proyecto, ¿hay algunos que son mejores creciendo árboles que 
otros?¿Quién y porqué?  

8. RETOS: ¿Algunos de los campesinos han abandonado el 
proyecto?¿Por qué?  

IMPACTO DEL ESQUEMA EN LA COMUNIDAD 

9. MOTIVACIONES: ¿El esquema de Scolel´te ha traido beneficios a toda 
la comunidad? 

10. COSAS BUENAS: Desde que la gente de la comunidad se ha unido al 
proyecto, ¿el proyecto ha causado cambios o discusiones importantes 
en la comunidad? 

11. RETOS: Con respecto al cultivo de árboles para Scolel'te, ¿cuáles han 
sido los principales desafíos para la comunidad en el pasado? ¿Cuáles 
serán los principales desafíos para la comunidad en el futuro? 

TENDENCIAS 

12. TENDENCIAS: Desde que el primer rancho de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, ¿hay más gente viviendo en la comunidad? ¿Cuántas? 

13. TENDENCIAS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, hay más o menos tierra disponible para cultivar o es lo 
mismo? 

14. TENDENCIAS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, la gente está ganando más dinero, lo mismo o menos? 

15. TENDENCIAS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, han habido cambios mayores en el gobierno del pueblo? 

Figure C.2: Mexico: schedule of technician and community leader semi-structured interview (TSSI).
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16. TENDENCIAS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto,  la gente ha comenzado a utilizar nuevas tecnologías o 
herramientas ? 

SHOCKS 

17. SHOCKS: Desde que la primera persona de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, han habido años inusualmente secos o lluviosos? 

18. SHOCKS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, han habido temas importantes de salud o de enfermedades 
que hayan evitado que la gente pueda plantar árboles? 

19. SHOCKS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, la gente de la comunidad ha experimentado desastres 
naturales que hayan evitado que la gente plante? P.ej. fuego, 
inundaciones, tormentas, sequías  

20. SHOCKS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, la comunidad ha experimentado cambios súbitos en los 
precios de la comida? 

21. SHOCKS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, han habido circunstancias mayores de conflicto que hayan 
evitado que la gente plante? 

22. SHOCKS: Desde que el primer rancho  de la comunidad se unió al 
proyecto, han habido asuntos mayores con la salud del ganado o de 
los cultivos? 

 

 

 

PREGUNTAS SOLAMENTE PARA TÉCNICOS     

Ahora quiero entender sobre su papel personal como técnico. 
Particularmente su papel como mediador entre AMBIO y los productores. 
¿Cuándo empezó a trabajar como técnico para AMBIO? 

23. SUPPORT: ¿Cuáles han sido tus principales actividades como técnico 
a través del proyecto?  

a. ¿Reuniones iniciales y diseño? 
b. ¿Seguimiento y asesoramiento? 
c. ¿Comunicación con AMBIO?  
d. ¿Resolviendo problemas? 

24. RETOS: ¿Cuáles son los principales tipos de problemas que reportan 
los agricultores? ¿Cómo responden a esto? 

25. SOPORTE: Desde que comenzó con el proyecto, ¿ha habido cambios 
importantes en la forma en que AMBIO trabaja con los agricultores? 
P.ej. Cambios en los procedimientos 

26. FLEXIBILIDAD:¿En su opinión, en la medida en que Scolel'te ha 
crecido, los agricultores individuales se han involucrado más o menos 
en la toma de decisiones en el proyecto? 

27. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿AMBIO permite cambios en Plan Vivo o en la forma 
en que se ejecuta el proyecto? Explica cómo sucede esto. 

28. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿Hay ejemplos donde el proyecto no ha sido flexible? 
¿Cuál fue el impacto de esto? 

29. FLEXIBILIDAD: ¿Cree usted que hay una mayor flexibilidad en el 
proyecto? ¿Qué forma puede adoptar esta flexibilidad? 

30. PARTICIPACIÓN: ¿Quién participa actualmente en el pueblo en la 
toma de decisiones sobre el proyecto ? ¿Deben todos estar 
involucrados o hay alguna redundancia? ¿Quién debería participar 
pero no está involucrado? 
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31. SOPORTE: ¿Hay ejemplos donde el proyecto de Scolel'te ha causado 
cooperación entre agricultores u otros miembros de la comunidad?  

SEGUIMIENTO  

Así que esas son todas mis preguntas.  

32. ¿Hay algo más de lo que le gustaría hablar o agregar? 

33.  ¿Desea que le enviemos más información sobre los resultados de 
este estudio?  

34. ¿Cuál es la mejor manera de ponerse en contacto con usted? (Por 
ejemplo, por correo electrónico, por correo postal, a través de Scolel 
'te) ¿Cuáles son sus datos de contacto?  
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Producer interview schedule 

INTRODUCTION: THE PRODUCER’S STORY 

1. I’m interested in tree-planting under the Envirotrade programme. 

When did you first plant trees for the project? 

2. How many plots do you have with the project? 

3. What do you do on these plots? 

4. How has been your experience growing trees with the project?  

5. I have a number of things I want to discuss but are there any 
questions you have or things you would like to discuss? 

6. I would like to hear about your story with the project, from when you 
thought about joining, through your meetings with technicians, the 
planting of trees, up to the current day. I would like you to guide me 
as I draw a timeline of your story in the project. Does that sound ok? 

I will write notes on this timeline as we speak 

PLAN VIVO DESIGN AND PLANTING TREES 

7. Thinking of the first plot you registered with the project, when did 
you plant the trees and what did you do on the plot? 

8. MOTIVATION: Why did you chose to enter the scheme? What did you 
hope to achieve? In the short and long terms? 

9. Did you plan for the payment for planting trees to be a major part of 
your income, or was it just a help? 

 

10. MOTIVATION: What were your main considerations in designing your 
Plan Vivo? Did you want to try anything different or new? Were there 
considerations apart from carbon or timber? 

a. Explain the process by which you designed your Plan Vivo. 

b. During the design phase, you were allowed to choose from a few 
pre-prepared land use options. Were you satisfied with these 
options, or would you have preferred to design your own land 
use, even though it would take up more time? 

11. SUPPORT: Who did you talk to at the beginning of the project and did 
it provide you with the support you needed to design the Plan Vivo 
and plant the trees? 

a. How did you come to know the technician that helped to design 
your Plan Vivo, and who monitors your plots? Do you think having 
a personal link with a local technician or someone from 
ECOTRUST helps to deal with problems when they arise? 

12. SUPPORT: Before the project, for how long had you or your family 
previously grown trees? 

13. CHALLENGES/GOOD THINGS: Was it easy or difficult to plant the 
trees? Why? 

a. Where did you get your seeds from? Did you have enough seeds 
for the first planting? Were there any issues preventing getting 
enough or good quality seeds? 

b. In the course of the project, how often have you had access to all 
of the necessary tools to plant and maintain the trees? 

c. How many days does it take to clean the plot? 

Figure C.3: Mozambique: schedule of farmer semi-structured interview (FSSI).
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d. How much is once day’s wages? 

14. SUPPORT: Who helped you establish the trees? Did they provide 
labour, tools or advice? 

a. Thinking of the people who you maintain, would normally 
help provide income for you and your family, has anyone 
migrated away since you joined the project? 

15. CHALLENGES: Did the initial planting work or did you need to replant 
the trees? Did you need to experiment? Did you do something 
different the second time around? Explain the process. 

16. FLEXIBILITY: Did you do anything different from what was in your 
Plan Vivo? If so, did you tell check with a technician first? 

MONITORING AND TREE GROWTH 

17. After you planted the trees, what happened? 

18. What do you think are the most important things to ensure healthy 
and big trees? E.g. environmental, social or project management 
factors. 

19. Are you happy with the way your trees have grown? What your main 
good experiences? What are your main bad experiences? 

20. VARIATION: Are there other plots that have performed better or 
worse? Why do you think this is? 

21. SUPPORT: Who helped you to maintain the trees? Did they provide 
labour, tools or advice? 

22. How did the monitoring happen and did they also provide advice 
during this time? 

23. SUPPORT: How do you know the ET technicians that did the 
monitoring? 

a. What are their names? 

b. Do you know them through the Parish or only through the 
project? 

c. Explain how the advice they provided helped the trees to grow? 
Did it help? 

24. FLEXIBILITY: Did you provide feedback or ideas to TGB technicians? If 
so, how well do you think your views and feedback were listened to 
by technicians and project staff? 

25. FLEXIBILITY: Are there examples where the project has been flexible 
and allowed changes or innovation? What was the impact of this? 

a. What needed to be changed? 

b. Did anyone else want the change? 

c. Who did you need to speak to get the change made? 

d. Did anyone disagree with the change? Why? 

e. Has the change helped? How? What have been the impacts? 

26. FLEXIBILITY: Are there examples where the project has not been 
flexible? What was the impact of this? 

27. FLEXIBILITY: Do you think there is a need for more flexibility in the 
project? What form might this flexibility take? 

28. SUPPORT: Throughout the project, if you experienced a major 
problem like a flood, fire, drought or disease, who could you rely on 
to help you? 
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a. E.g. Family; Village leadership; NGO; Farmer associations; 
Local government; Neighbours. Relate this to discussion of 
coffee plague 

29. CHALLENGES AND GOOD THINGS: During these different phases of 
the project, what aspects of this project cycle have worked well, and 
which have caused the most challenges? 

a. What are the main lessons you have learned? What would you do 
differently next time? 

PARTICIPATION 

30. PARTICIPATION: Who was involved in decision making about the 
project in the village? Should they all be involved or is there some 
redundancy? Who should be involved but isn’t involved? 
 

31. PARTICIPATION: Role of technician 

a. What did the ET staff and technicians do during the project? 

32. PARTICIPATION: Role of women 

a. Who in your house has been interested in growing the trees? Do 
they ask you questions about what is happening with the trees 
(e.g. tree health or growth; plot maintenance)? 

b. Did anyone in your household help you to make decisions about 
whether to join the scheme? Did the women in your household 
(e.g. your spouse or mother) help to make this decision? 

c. Did anyone in your household help you to make decisions about 
which trees to plant? Did the women in your household (e.g. your 
spouse or mother) help to make this decision? 

33. PARTICIPATION: Role of children 

a. Are your children interested in the trees on the plot? What are 
their ideas or aspirations for the plot or the land? What do you 
think will be their role in the future? 

COLLECTIVE ACTION 

34. SUPPORT: When producers in a Parish join TGB, who is responsible 
for the growth of the trees? Is it only the producers who have a 
contract, or are there other people? 

35. SUPPORT: Are there examples where the TGB project has caused 
cooperation between farmers or other Parish members? 

PAYMENT MODEL 

36. Were payments from the project made on time? 

37. MOTIVATIONS: Thinking about the cash payments over the course of 
the project, and any expected income from the trees in the future, do 
you think you could have made more income over the course of the 
project from doing something else with your land? 

38. MOTIVATIONS: Do you think people would have been able to plant 
and maintain the trees if payments started in year 10? 

39. MOTIVATIONS: Would people switch to other land uses (e.g. palm 
oil) if they could? 
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

40. FLEXIBILITY: Would you find a table to look up carbon based on the 
number of trees and their size useful? What about farmers? Why? 
Why not? 

41. FLEXIBILITY: How do you see remote sensing and GIS technologies 
being used in the project? How would these technologies deal with 
variation and flexibility on the ground? 

NOW 

42. Where are you at now? 

43. Have you thought about if/how to harvest and use/sell the timber? 

44. When did technicians stop visiting farmers? When did producers stop 
seeing people from Envirotrade? 
 

45. What happened to your trees during this period? 

46. Were you paid all you were owed? If not, when did the lack of 
payments become a problem? 

47. What was your reaction when this happened? 

48. Has there been help from anyone else during the project, or after 
Envirotrade stopped? 

49. How has the lack of support and payments affected your livelihood? 

50. Is it a problem for your to be locked into growing trees on their land 
now? Or is this not a problem? 

51. How has the lack of support affected your motivation to continue to 
grow trees? 

52. What would you like to see happen next? 

53. Do you think, in the absence of the programme, will you continue to 
plant trees? What about other people in project? 

54. Even though the project has ended, do you think people have learnt 
anything about growing trees or agroforestry? What about other 
people in project? 

55. How has the experience with this project affected your attitudes to 
environment and development programmes? Would you join a 
similar programme in future? What about other people in project? 

56. Overall, has the programme led to there being more trees in the 
area? 

57. Overall, has the programme improved livelihoods for participants? 
What about for the community in general? 

FOLLOW UP 

58. So those are all of my questions. Is there anything else you would like 
to talk about or add? 

59. Would you like us to send you further information on the results of 
this study? 

60. What is the best way to contact you? (e.g. by email, by post, through 
Scolel 'te) What are your contact details?  
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Village-level and intermediary interview schedule 

INTRODUCTION 

1. When did you start working on the project and what was your role? 

VILLAGES: BACKGROUND 

2. Envirotrade is no longer operating in Nhambita. Are there any parts of 
the project that have continued? What about the tree-planting 
activities? What do you call this? 

3. We’re interested in learning more about the experiences of farmers 
doing tree-planting in Nhambita, Bue-Maria, Mucinha Velha, 
Mutiabama, Pungue, Mbulwa, Pavua. Did you have experience in 
these areas during the project? 

4. I want to first discuss tree-planting in particular villages, then how 
tree-panting happened in the project as a whole. 

The villages that I’m interested in are Nhambita, Bue-Maria, Mucinha 
Velha, Mutiabama, Pungue, Mbulwa, Pavua OR IF TIME LIMITED 
‘which villages do you know best’.: 

a. How did people usually get to their plots? 

b. How many days to clean the plot? 

c. What was the daily wage? 

d. How much did seedlings and tools for a one hectare plot cost 
in the village? Did this change during the project? 

e. Did the village have a community technician in the village? 
What was their function? 

VILLAGES: TRENDS 

[ASK IF SAME FOR ALL VILLAGES OR DIFFERENT] 

5. When did the first farm in the village join the project? 

6. TRENDS: Since the first farm in the village joined the project, are 
there more people living in the village? About how many? 

7. TRENDS: Since the first farm in the village joined the project, is there 
more or less good land available for farming, or is it the same? 

8. TRENDS: Since the first farm joined the project, are people usually 
earning more, the same, or less? 

9. TRENDS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 
major changes in how the village is governed? 

10. TRENDS: Since the first farm joined the project, have people in the 
village started using any new technologies or tools? 

VILLAGES: SHOCKS 

[ASK IF SAME FOR ALL VILLAGES OR DIFFERENT] 

11. SHOCKS: Since the year the first person in the village joined the 
project, have there been any unusually dry and unusually wet years? 

12. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 
major issues with health or disease in the village that have stopped 
people from farming? 

13. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, has the village 
experienced any natural disasters that have stopped people from 
farming? E.g. fire, flood, storms, drought 

Figure C.4: Mozambique: schedule of technician and community leader semi-structured interview (TSSI).
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14. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, has the village 
experienced any sudden changes in food prices? 

15. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 
instances of major conflict or unrest that have stopped people from 
farming? 

16. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 
major issues with crop or livestock health? 

VILLAGES: POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONS 

17. DECISIONS: Who do producers need to get permission from in order 
to plant the trees on their land? Is this easy for everyone or do some 
people experience problems? 

a. Were there any other organisations, including governments, 
NGOs, village committees or farmers associations, that had to 
provide approval for any part of you planting or managing the 
trees? 

b. Are there unspoken rules or expectations that you also have 
to consider when making decisions about the land? Where do 
these rules come from? 

c. I understand that the regulo gives people permission to use 
land. How long is this land for? What would happen to the 
trees once a lease is finished? 

HISTORY OF PROJECT: THE BEGINNING 

18. When did you first start working on the project? 

19. DECISIONS/KNOWLEDGE: Who was involved in designing the initial 
project? Where did they get their ideas and knowledge from? Who 

made the final design decisions? Was this a formal structured process 
or was it more fluid and flexible? What worked best, and what didn’t 
work so well? 

a. The Nhambita community 
b. Individual farmers 
c. Gorongosa National Park 
d. Robin Birley 
e. Phillip Powell 
f. The EU donors 
g. Researchers for the University of Edinburgh and elsewhere 

(e.g. forest inventories, social surveys, soil surveys, 
biodiversity surveys) 

h. WWF 
i. University of Eduardo Mondlane 
j. The Plan Vivo foundation 
k. Other Plan Vivo projects (e.g. Scolel’te in Mexico; Trees for 

Global Benefits in Uganda) 
l. Other exchange visits 

20. SCALE: How did the project design deal with the fact that each farmer 
and farm is different? 

21. DECISIONS/KNOWLEDGE: How were the menu of land use options 
for tree-planting designed?  Where did the knowledge come from? 
Was it a structured process? What worked and what didn’t work? i.e. 
Cashew orchard; Gliricidia inter-planting; Homestead planting; Mango 
orchard; Woodlot; Field boundary planting 

22. DECISIONS/KNOWLEDGE: Project documents say that the species 
changed as the project learned from experience. How did the changes 
of species happen? Which species? Where did the ideas/knowledge 
come from? E.g. the gliricidia technical specification. 
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23. DECISIONS/KNOWLEDGE: At the beginning of the plantation did 
producers usually need to experiment? Why? Explain the process. 
What was the role of technicians and Envirotrade staff here? Was it 
documented or informal? 

24. DECISIONS/KNOWLEDGE: Can you think of particular example of 
this? E.g. a producer that experimented with what they were doing? 
What is their name and village? 

HISTORY OF PROJECT: DURING THE PROJECT (UP TO 2009/EU FUNDING) 

25. DECISIONS: What were the different roles of people during the 
project? Envirotrade senior staff; Envirotrade technicians; community 
technicians/extensionists, farmers, the community association/trust 

26. KNOWLEDGE: What were the main sources of knowledge for tree-
planting? E.g. technical people, learning by the community and 
farmers? 

27. KNOWLEDGE: What was the tree-planting monitoring process and 
how did this link with extension? 

28. DECISIONS: The project documents mention that there were 
quarterly meetings within Envirotrade, to report on progress and 
address issues. Who was present at these meetings and how were 
decisions made? 

29. DECISIONS: Project documents also mention reports to the 
community and the management committee. Who was present at 
these meetings and how were decisions made? 

30. SCALE: When the project expanded to other communities beyond 
Nhambita, how did the project recognise differences between the 
farm and farmers in Nhambita, and those in the other villages? 

31. SCALE: How did the project deal with changes over time? E.g. changes 
in demographics, rainfall 

32. DECISIONS: How did the programme change after visits by donors 
and verifiers?  

33. CHALLENGES: What were the main types of problems that farmers 
report? How were they responded to? 

34. DECISIONS: Over the course of the project were there any major 
changes to the way that Envirotrade worked with farmers? E.g. 
changes to procedures 

35. KNOWLEDGE: Did the community technicians for tree-planting have 
enough resources? How were they trained? Was it successful? 
Why/why not? Who provided training? 

36. KNOWLEDGE: What did this training include? I understand that It 
included technical things (e.g. GPS, mapping, agroforestry 
knowledge), but did it include anything about managing farmer 
relations? 

37. KNOWLEDGE:  Is/were there other organisations that helped with 
project in the village (e.g. government, farmers assocs, NGOs, 
researchers, others)? What impact did this have? 

38. VARIATION: Did some villages received more support on tree-
planting from technicians or other people than others? Why? What 
was been the impact of this? 

39. VARIATION: Where did people in the village get their seeds from, 
over the years? 

a. Was it easy to access the seedlings? Was there a particular 
organisation involved in this? 
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b. Where did seedlings come from in different villages? Did 
seedlings from particular sources perform better? 

40. KNOWLEDGE:  Project documents says that nurseries got better as 
skills improved and as good parent material was found. Where did 
initial skills come from? How where changes thought off and 
introduced? Who led this process? 

41. KNOWLEDGE: Had anyone in village grown or planted trees 
previously? What impact did this have? 

42. CHALLENGES: Were there any issues with payments in the village? 
What impact did this have? 

 
43. CA: Are there any examples where farmers have helped each other 

for free in the village? Is this common? 
 

44. CA: Was there a sense that tree-planting was a group project in the 
village, or is it viewed as an individual activity? 

 
45. VARIATION: What are the environmental issues that producers have 

faced in different regions? For each of the following, have there been 
particularly badly affected regions or years: 

a. Soils? 

b. Water? 

c. Shade? 

d. Heat? 

e. Pests: plagues; bejucos 

f. Neighbouring tree cover? 

g. Termites? 

h. Fire? 

46. VARIATION: What are the species names of the main tree plagues? 
 

47. KNOWLEDGE: Did people involved in the project learn and improve 
through the project? Explain. Who was involved in this learning? How 
were lessons learned? What happened in reality when something 
fails? 

48. DECISION MAKING: How much flexibility in land use was permitted 
under the different tech specs in practice? Was this formal or 
informal? Explain how this happened in practice? 

49. DECISION MAKING:  How did Envirotrade staff and community 
technicians balance the need to monitor and enforce rules on the one 
hand, and maintain flexibility with farmers on the other? Explain an 
example where a producer has changed species, crop or management 
in practice with regard to: 

a. What needed to be changed? 

b. Did anyone else want the change? 

c. Who did you need to speak to get the change made? 

d. Did anyone disagree with the change? Why? 

e. Has the change helped? How? What have been the impacts? 

50. DECISION MAKING:  What were the pros and cons of being flexible? 
Who likes flexibility? Who doesn’t like flexibility? 
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51. DECISION MAKING:  In your view, as the project grew, did individual 
farmers become more or less involved in decision making in the 
project? 

52. DECISION MAKING:  Were there examples where the project has not 
been flexible? What was the impact of this? 

53. DECISION MAKING:  Do you think there was a need for more 
flexibility in the project? What form might this flexibility take? 

54. DECISION MAKING: Media reports imply that a lack of flexibility in 
monitoring (e.g. stopping payments if live tree targets not met) 
forced some farmers to stop farming. Is this true? Was it widespread? 
Why were payments not more flexible? 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FARMERS 

55. VARIATION: Out of the farmers participating in the project, have 
some been better at growing trees than others? Who and why? 

56. CHALLENGES: Did some farmers leave the scheme? When and why? 

57. VARIATION: Did the first people in the village find it harder or easier 
than those that join later? 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

58. KNOWLEDGE: Would you have found a table to look up carbon based 
on the number of trees and their size useful? What about farmers? 
Why? Why not? 

59. KNOWLEDGE: How do you see remote sensing and GIS technologies 
being used in the project? How would these technologies deal with 
variation and flexibility on the ground? 

DIFFERENT PAYMENT MODEL 

60. MOTIVATIONS: Do you think people would have been able to plant 
and maintain the trees if payments started in year 10? 

61. MOTIVATIONS: Would people switch to other land uses (e.g. 
tobacco) if they could? 

HISTORY OF PROJECT: AFTER ENVIROTRADE TOOK OVER 

62. DECISION MAKING: The project documentation says that the project 
changed in 2009/2010 when Envirotrade took over. What changes did 
you notice changes at this point in time? 

63. DECISION MAKING: What were the main challenges at this point in 
time? How did the project respond to these challenges? 

64. DECISION MAKING: What was done well? And what could have been 
done better? 

65. RISKS: Was the project affected by problems within the project, that 
they could have controlled? Explain. 

66. RISKS: Was the project affected by bigger problems they could not 
control? Explain. 

67. KNOWLEDGE/ DECISION MAKING: What role was played by the 
following actors during this period: 

i. EnviroTrade 
j. Plan Vivo Foundation 
k. Buyers of carbon 
l. Donors 
m. Auditors/verifiers 
n. Technicians 
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68. KNOWLEDGE: Did the project staff have sufficient skills and 
resources? 

69. KNOWLEDGE: How was the monitoring of live trees and tree 
diameter used during this phase? 

70. KNOWLEDGE: Project documents in 2011 say that farmers were 
replacing seedlings of their own initiative when Envirotrade couldn’t 
help. How widespread was this? Did it continue? 

HISTORY OF PROJECT: PROJECT AFTER ENVIROTRADE LEFT 

71. AFTER: When did technicians stop visiting farmers? When did 
producers stop seeing people from Envirotrade? 
 

72. IMPACTS: What happened on the farms during this period? 

73. AFTER: Were farmers payed all they were owed? If not, when did the 
lack of payments become a problem? 

74. IMPACTS: How did farmers react? 

75. AFTER: Have the Mozambique Carbon Livelihoods Trust (MCLT) and 
the Community Association (registered wtih Associacao Rural de 
Ajuda Mutua (ORAM)) helped since Envirotrade stopped supporting 
the project? If so, how? 

76. AFTER: Has there been help from anyone else during the project, or 
after Envirotrade stopped? 

77. IMPACTS: How has the lack of support and payments affected 
farmers livelihoods? 

78. IMPACTS: Is it a problem for farmers that they feel locked into 
growing trees on their land now? Or is this not a problem? 

79. IMPACTS: How has the lack of support affected farmer’s motivation 
to continue to grow trees? 

80. IMPACTS: What has happened to the trees on the farms since the 
end of the project? 

81. IMPACTS: What has happened to other things associated with the 
project? E.g. the nurseries, saw mill, fire management. 

82. IMPACTS: What would farmers like to see happen next? 

83. IMPACTS: Do you think, in the absence of the programme, people will 
continue to plant trees? Does this differ between villages? 

84. IMPACTS: Even though the project has ended, do you think people 
have learnt anything about growing trees or agroforestry? Does this 
differ between villages? 

85. IMPACTS: How has the experience with this project affected farmers’ 
attitudes to environment and development programmes? Would they 
join a similar programme in future? 

86. IMPACTS: Overall, has the programme led to there being more trees 
in the area? Does this differ between villages? 

87. IMPACTS: Overall, has the programme improved livelihoods for 
participants? What about for the community in general? Does this 
differ between villages?  
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88. KNOWLEDGE/ DECISION MAKING: What role was played by the 
following actors during this period: 

o. EnviroTrade 
p. Plan Vivo Foundation 
q. Buyers of carbon 
r. Donors 
s. Auditors/verifiers 
t. Technicians 

VALIDATING DIAGRAMS 

89. [REFERRING TO ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT PATHWAY DIAGRAM] 
Does this diagram depict the pathways through which producers do 
or do not adapt in the program? Is it missing anything? 

90. [REFERRING TO MOTIVATIONS FOR ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 
DIAGRAM] Does this diagram depict why farmers do or do not adapt 
in the program? Is it missing anything? 

91. [REFERRING TO SEM FRAMEWORK] Does this capture the drivers of 
AM and ultimately tree growth or is there something missing? 

92. [FOR PARISHES IN WHICH THEY HAVE EXPERIENCE, CHOOSE A 
PRODUCER AND GET THEIR ACCOUNT OF ADAPTATION] 
 

FOLLOW UP 

93. So those are all of my questions. Is there anything else you would like 
to talk about or add? 

94. Would you like us to send you further information on the results of 
this study? 

95. What is the best way to contact you? What are your contact details?  
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Parish-level and technician interview schedule 

PARISH BACKGROUND 

1. Which regions do you have experience in? 

2. We will discuss [RELEVANT PARISHES] OR IF TIME LIMITED ‘which 

Parish do you know best’.: 

a. About how many people live in [PARISH NAME]? 

b. Where is the closest major town with a bank? 

c. About how many people in this Parish have plots registered 

with TGB? 

d. Do you know in what year did the first farm in the Parish 

joined TGB? 

e. How is road access to the village? 

f. How do people usually get to their plots? 

g. What is the main industry? 

h. What language is spoken? 

i. How many days to clean the plot? 

j. What is the daily wage? 

k. How much do seedlings and tools for a one hectare plot cost 

in the village? Has this changed since the beginning of the 

project? 

l. What are the names and terms of region and Parish 

technicians, and Parish reps in each village? 

TRENDS 

[ASK IF SAME FOR ALL PARISHES OR DIFFERENT] 

1. TRENDS: Since the first farm in the Parish joined the project, are 

there more people living in the Parish? About how many? 

2. TRENDS: Since the first farm in the Parish joined the project, is there 

more or less good land available for farming, or is it the same? 

3. TRENDS: Since the first farm joined the project, are people usually 

earning more, the same, or less? 

4. TRENDS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 

major changes in how the village is governed? 

5. TRENDS: Since the first farm joined the project, have people in the 

village started using any new technologies or tools? 

SHOCKS 

[ASK IF SAME FOR ALL PARISHES OR DIFFERENT] 

6. SHOCKS: Since the year the first person in the Parish joined the 

project, have there been any unusually dry and unusually wet years? 

7. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 

major issues with health or disease in the village that have stopped 

people from farming? 

8. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, has the village 

experienced any natural disasters that have stopped people from 

farming? E.g. fire, flood, storms, drought 

9. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, has the village 

experienced any sudden changes in food prices? 

Figure C.5: Uganda: schedule of technician and community leader semi-structured interview (TSSI).
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10. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 

instances of major conflict or unrest that have stopped people from 

farming? 

11. SHOCKS: Since the first farm joined the project, have there been any 

major issues with crop or livestock health? 

POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONS 

12. FLEXIBILITY: Who do producers need to get permission from in order 

to plant the trees on their land? Is this easy for everyone or do some 

people experience problems? 

a. Were there any other organisations, including governments, 

NGOs, Parish committees or farmers associations, that had 

provide approval for any part of you planting or managing the 

trees? 

b. Are there unspoken rules or expectations that you also have 

to consider when making decisions about the land? Where do 

these rules come from? 

HISTORY OF PROJECT 

[ASK IF SAME FOR ALL PARISHES OR DIFFERENT] 

1. SUPPORT: Where did people in the Parish get their seeds from, over 

the years? 

a. Was it easy to access the seedlings? Was there a particular 

organisation involved in this? 

b. Where did seedlings come from in different villages? Did 

seedlings from particular sources perform better? 

2. SUPPORT: Had anyone in village grown or planted trees previously? 

What impact did this have? 

3. SUPPORT: Is/was there a technician or farmer coord in the village? 

What impact did this have? 

 

4. SUPPORT: Is/was there other organisations that helped with project 

in the village (e.g. government, farmers assocs, NGOs, researchers, 

others)? What impact did this have? 

 

5. SUPPORT: Were there any issues with payments in the village? What 

impact did this have? 

 

6. SUPPORT: Are there any examples where farmers have helped each 

other for free in the village? Is this common? 

 

7. SUPPORT: Is there a sense that TGB is a group project in the village, 

or is it viewed as an individual activity? 

 

8. FLEXIBILITY: Annual reports state that there is a learning by doing 

approach. Explain this approach. Who is involved? How does the 

approach deal with experimentation? How are lessons learned? What 

happens in reality when something fails? 

9. FLEXIBILITY: At the beginning of the plantation do producers usually 

need to experiment? Why? Explain the process. What is the role of 

technicians and AMBIO staff here? 

10. FLEXIBLITY: Can you think of particular producer that provides and 

example of this? What is their Plan Vivo ID, or name/parish? 

11. VARIATION: Why do some plots have better trees than others? 
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12. CHALLENGES: What are the environmental issues that producers 

have faced in different regions? For each of the following, have there 

been particularly badly affected regions or years: 

a. Soils? 

b. Water? 

c. Shade? 

d. Heat? 

e. Pests: plagues; bejucos 

f. Neighbouring tree cover? 

13. CHALLENGES: What are the species names of the main tree plagues? 

14. CHALLENGES: Are there issues with vines? What are the species 

names of these? 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FARMERS 

13. VARIATION: Out of the farmers participating in the project, have 

some been better at growing trees than others? Who and why? 

14. CHALLENGES: Have any farmers left the scheme? Why? 

15. VARIATION: Do the first people in the village find it harder or easier 

than those that join later? 

IMPACT OF SCHEME ON PARISH 

16. MOTIVATIONS: Has the TGB scheme brought any benefits to the 

Parish as a whole? 

17. GOOD THINGS: Since people in the Parish have joined the project, 

has the project caused any changes or important discussions in the 

Parish? 

18. CHALLENGES: With respect to growing trees for TGB, what have been 

the main challenges for the Parish in the past? What will be the main 

challenges for the Parish in the future? 

19. CHALLENGES: Has there been any particular tensions/problems with 

ECOTRUST? Why? Do you think this affected the motivation of people 

to grow trees? 

20. MOTIVATIONS: Do you think people would have been able to plant 

and maintain the trees if payments started in year 10? 

21. MOTIVATIONS: Would people switch to other land uses (e.g. palm 

oil) if they could? 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

22. FLEXIBILITY: Would you find a table to look up carbon based on the 

number of trees and their size useful? What about farmers? Why? 

Why not? 

23. FLEXIBILITY: How do you see remote sensing and GIS technologies 

being used in the project? How would these technologies deal with 

variation and flexibility on the ground? 

QUESTIONS FOR TECHNICIANS ONLY 

24. I now want to understand about your personal role as a technician. 

Particularly your role as the mediator between ECOTRUST and the 

producers. 

When did you start working as a technician for ECOTRUST? 
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25. SUPPORT: What have been your main activities as a technician 

through the project? 

a. Initial meetings and design? 

b. Monitoring and advice? 

c. Communication with ECOTRUST? 

d. Solving problems? 

26. CHALLENGES: What are the main types of problems that farmers 

report? How are they responded to? 

27. SUPPORT: Since you started with project, have there been any major 

changes to the way that ECOTRUST works with farmers? E.g. changes 

to procedures 

28. FLEXIBILITY: In your view, as TGB has grown, have individual farmers 

become more or less involved in decision making in the project? 

29. FLEXIBILITY: Does ECOTRUST allow for changes to Plan Vivo’s or the 

way that the project is run? Explain how this happens. 

30. FLEXIBILITY: Are there examples where the project has not been 

flexible? What was the impact of this? 

31. FLEXIBILITY: Do you think there is a need for more flexibility in the 

project? What form might this flexibility take? 

32. PARTICIPATION: Who is currently involved in decision making about 

the project in the village? Should they all be involved or is there some 

redundancy? Who should be involved but isn’t involved? 

33. SUPPORT: Are there examples where the TGB project has caused 

cooperation between farmers or other Parish members? 

FOLLOW UP 

34. So those are all of my questions. Is there anything else you would like 

to talk about or add? 

35. Would you like us to send you further information on the results of 

this study? 

36. What is the best way to contact you? (e.g. by email, by post, through 

Scolel 'te) What are your contact details?  

ADMIN REGION NOTES 

Admin region (e.g. Western Uganda) 

Sub-region (e.g. kingdom, Ankole Kingdom) 

District (e.g. Rubrizi Districit) 

County (e.g. Bunyaruguru County) 

Sub-county (e.g. Ryeru) 

Parish (e.g. ?) 

Village (e.g. Ryeru) 



Table C.2: Background for documentary sources

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD1 ST Scolel’te
Plan
Vivo
project
design
document

Public
online
document

Mexico,
UK

Project
staff

2017-
01-01

AMBIOCarbon
certifiers,
buyers

Staff aiming to explain their project
to certifiers and potential buyers

Rich document with lots of
descriptive detail about local
context. Is public and promotional
in nature, so may not report
problems/challenges. Illustrative of
scope of factors originally
considered by local project
intermediary during design.

PD2 ST Scolel’te
annual
reports
and
verifications
2003
to
2018

Public
online
document

Mexico,
UK

Project
staff,
project
reviewers

2018-
01-01

AMBIOCarbon
certifiers,
buyers

Staff reporting on progress and
problems to certifiers, and their
board

Rich documents describing the
main events in the project each
year. Public documents so may be
somewhat sanitised, but are
required to address and explain
challenges and problems.
Informative about range of
emergent factors in project.
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Table C.2: Background for documentary sources (continued)

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD3 ST Scolel’te
community
technician
manual

Private
organisational
document

Mexico Project
staff,
local
technicians

2017-
01-01

AMBIO Local
technicians

Staff trying to document the actual
process of running the project

Detailed internal (private)
document outlining in detail the
role of community technicians.
Provides much more detail than
public documents on interactions
with farmers and other actors.
Lays out in more detail the process
of balancing technical aspects of
carbon monitoring with the wider
social and political functions of
local staff.

PD4 ST CONAFOR/AMBIO
Field
measurement
manual

Private
organisational
document

Mexico Forestry
experts
and
project
staff

2017-
01-01

AMBIO Local
technicians

Technical staff trying to explain
forestry methods to non-technical
staff

A technical document on
monitoring carbon. Shows how
technical methods for forestry are
applied in practice and
communicated to local staff.

PD5 ST Scolel’te
presentation
on
farmer
exchange

Private
organisational
document,
powerpoint

Mexico Local
technicians

2017-
01-01

AMBIO Local
technicians

Local technicians sharing their
experiences

A private informal exchange
between technicians. Showed the
informal nature of many of the day
to day, often informal, functions of
local technicians.

PD6 ST Scolel’te
monitoring
forms

Private
organisational
document

Mexico Project
staff
and
local
technicians

2016-
01-01

AMBIO Local
technicians

Staff setting out the metrics used
to measure carbon for certifiers,
and ’corrective actions’ for farmers

A technical document on
monitoring carbon. Shows how
technical methods for forestry are
applied in practice and
communicated to local staff.
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Table C.2: Background for documentary sources (continued)

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD7 ST Scolel’te
monitoring
guide

Private
organisational
document

Mexico Project
staff
and
local
technicians

2016-
01-01

AMBIO Local
technicians

Staff setting out the metrics used
to measure carbon for certifiers,
and ’corrective actions’ for farmers

A technical document on
monitoring carbon. Shows how
technical methods for forestry are
applied in practice and
communicated to local staff.

PD8 ST Scolel’te
Technician
Workshop
Report

Private
organisational
document

Mexico Project
staff
and
local
technicians

2016-
01-01

AMBIO Project
staff,
local
technicians

A group reflection on what has
been achieved and learned by the
project in its first 20 years, and
thinking about improvements and
challenges going forward

A record of a participatory
workshop where local project staff
and technicians discussed the
history of the project and what
they would want to change. I was
also present at the workshop.

PD9 ST Scolel’te
office
manual

Private
organisational
document

Mexico project
staff

2017-
01-01

AMBIO Project
staff,
local
technicians

Staff trying to document the actual
process of running the project

A private organisational document,
similar to the Scolel’te community
technician manual described above,
but focused on office staff and the
process of handling the messy
reality of implementation in the
field with the need for
administration, recording keeping
and reporting.
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Table C.2: Background for documentary sources (continued)

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD10TGB TGB
Plan
Vivo
project
design
document

Public
online
document

Uganda,
UK

Project
staff,
UK

2018-
01-01

EcotrustCarbon
certifiers,
buyers

Staff aiming to explain their project
to certifiers and potential buyers

Rich document with lots of
descriptive detail about local
context. Is public and promotional
in nature, so may not report
problems/challenges. Illustrative of
scope of factors originally
considered by local project
intermediary during design.

PD11TGB TGB
annual
reports
and
verifications
2003
to
2018

Public
online
document

Uganda Project
staff,
project
reviewers

2018-
01-01

EcotrustCarbon
certifiers,
buyers

Staff reporting on progress and
problems to certifiers, and their
board

Rich documents describing the
main events in the project each
year. Public documents so may be
somewhat sanitised, but are
required to address and explain
challenges and problems.
Informative about range of
emergent factors in project.

PD12TGB TGB
monitoring
forms

Private
organisational
document

Uganda Project
staff
and
local
technicians

2016-
01-01

EcotrustLocal
technicians

Staff trying to document the actual
process of running the project

A technical document on
monitoring carbon. Shows how
technical methods for forestry are
applied in practice and
communicated to local staff.

PD13TGB TGB
Monitoring
Stategies
manual

Private
organisational
document

Uganda Project
staff

2016-
01-01

EcotrustLocal
technicians

Staff trying to document the actual
process of running the project

A technical document on
monitoring carbon. Shows how
technical methods for forestry are
applied in practice and
communicated to local staff.
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Table C.2: Background for documentary sources (continued)

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD14TGB TGB
trainers
manual

Private
organisational
document

Uganda,
UK

Project
staff,
local
technicians

2017-
01-01

EcotrustLocal
technicians

Staff trying to document the actual
process of running the project

Detailed internal (private)
document outlining in detail the
role of community technicians.
Provides much more detail than
public documents on interactions
with farmers and other actors.
Lays out in more detail the process
of balancing technical aspects of
carbon monitoring with the wider
social and political functions of
local staff.

PD15TGB TGB
Commuity
Focus
Group
reports

Private
organisational
document

Uganda Local
technicians,
farmers

2017-
01-01

EcotrustLocal
technicians

A group reflection on what the
current process looks like, including
informal elements.

A record of a participatory
workshop where local technicians
discussed how the project actually
runs on the ground, and comparing
this to what is on paper. I was also
present for this.

PD16SCCP SCCP
project
design
document

Public
online
document

Mozambique,
UK

Project
staff

2015-
01-01

EnviroTradeProject
staff,
local
technicians

Staff aiming to explain their project
to certifiers and potential buyers

Rich document with lots of
descriptive detail about local
context. Is public and promotional
in nature, so may not report
problems/challenges. Illustrative of
scope of factors originally
considered by local project
intermediary during design.
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Table C.2: Background for documentary sources (continued)

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD17SCCP SCCP
annual
reports
and
verifications
2007
to
2015

Public
online
document

MozambiqueProject
staff

2016-
01-01

EnviroTradeProject
staff,
local
technicians

Staff reporting on progress and
problems to certifiers, and their
board

Rich documents describing the
main events in the project each
year. Public documents so may be
somewhat sanitised, but are
required to address and explain
challenges and problems.
Informative about range of
emergent factors in project.

PD18all Plan
Vivo
Standard

Public
online
document

UK Carbon
standard
experts

2014-
01-01

Plan
Vivo

Project
staff,
buyers

Carbon certifier staff aiming to
explain the certification process
and justify their carbon credits

A technical document on the
criteria a project has to meet to be
certified. It is a public document
aimed at building the credicility
and defending the approach of the
standard, so is very precise and
technical. It is produced by
committee so represents the current
consensus on what a carbon scheme
should like.

PD19alla Plan
Vivo
Procedures
Manual

Public
online
document

UK Carbon
standard
experts

2017-
01-01

Plan
Vivo

Project
staff,
buyers

Carbon certifier staff aiming to
explain the certification process
and justify their carbon credits

Same as above.

PD20all Plan
Vivo
Guidance
Manual

Public
online
document

UK Carbon
standard
experts

2016-
01-01

Plan
Vivo

Project
staff,
buyers

Carbon certifier staff aiming to
explain the certification process
and justify their carbon credits

Same as above.
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Table C.2: Background for documentary sources (continued)

id case desc. medium cntry auth year publ. target purpose comments

PD22all ICROA
Code
of
Best
Practice

Public
online
document

InternationalCarbon
standard
experts

2016-
01-01

ICROA Carbon
certification
standards

Industry body trying to enshrine
technical rules for a ’good’ PES
project

A technical document aimed at
aligning the practices of all carbon
standards. Produced by committee
so represents the current agreement
on ’best practice’ in the carbon
market.

PD23all ICROA
Offset
Standard
Review
Criteria

Public
online
document

InternationalCarbon
standard
experts

2017-
01-01

ICROA Carbon
certification
standards

Industry body trying to enshrine
technical rules for a ’good’ PES
project

Same as above.
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Table C.3: Chapter 4: QCA input data and source for observed variables, grouped under latent concepts.

PTI ITV HRZ VRT WLT ENV AGB

tech_rel flex comms pay_prob mon_mot coll_ac no_ppl v_ext centr_lead wlt env agb

Source
FSSI FSSI FSSI FSSI FSSI FSSI PD PD TSSI/PD

Mx Q. No. 23 24 30; 32 33 44 41; 42
Mz Q. No. 23 24 13 46 8 34; 35

Case id Country Input data

1 mx 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 6 2
2 mx 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 2 6 2
3 mx 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 0 2 6 2
4 mx 1 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 0 1 6 1
5 mx 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 1 0 2 1 2

6 mx 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 2 0 2
7 mx 0 1 0 1 0 1 4 0 0 4 0 1
8 mx 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 2
9 mx 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 1 0 3 4 3
10 mx 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 3 4 3

11 mx 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 0 1 4 3 3
12 mx 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 1 4 0 3
13 mx 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 2 1 1
14 mx 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 1 2
15 mx 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0 1 1 3

16 mx 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 1 1
17 mx 1 1 1 1 0 1 4 1 1 3 7 2
18 mx 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 1 3 2 2
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Table C.3: QCA input data and source for observed variables, grouped under latent concepts. (continued)

tech_rel flex comms pay_prob mon_mot coll_ac no_ppl v_ext centr_lead wlt env agb

19 mx 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 1 3 2 3
20 mx 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 1 1 3 0 2

21 mx 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 1 3 2 1
22 mx 1 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 1 3 2 2
23 mx 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 1 3 2 4
24 mx 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 1 1 3 2 3
25 mz 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 4 2 2

26 mz 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1
27 mz 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 4
28 mz 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 3
29 mz 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
30 mz 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1

31 mz 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 1 4
32 mz 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 3
33 mz 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 2
34 mz 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 0 2
35 mz 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2

36 mz 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 3
37 mz 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2
38 mz 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 2
39 mz 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 0 1
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Table C.4: Chapter 4: Necessity of causal conditions for model RAGB = f(PTI, ITV,
HRZ, VRT).

Conditions Consistency Coverage

VRT + HRZ 1.00 0.44
HRZ + ITV 0.93 0.43
HRZ + pti 0.88 0.46
hrz + itv 0.86 0.40
VRT + itv 0.85 0.38
VRT + pti 0.83 0.44
vrt + hrz 0.82 0.41
VRT + hrz 0.78 0.48
VRT + ITV 0.77 0.46
vrt + ITV 0.77 0.39
pti + itv 0.75 0.40
pti + ITV 0.74 0.45
PTI 0.74 0.51
hrz + ITV 0.73 0.50
HRZ + itv 0.71 0.43
hrz + pti 0.71 0.48
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Table C.5: Chapter 4: Logical remainders for RAGB = f(PTI, ITV, HRZ, VRT).

VRT HRZ PTI ITV RAGB

0 0 0 0 ?
0 0 0 1 ?
0 0 1 0 ?
0 0 1 1 ?
0 1 0 1 ?
1 0 0 0 ?
1 1 0 0 ?
1 1 0 1 ?

Table C.6: Chapter 4: Conservative minimised solution for RAGB = f(PTI, ITV,
HRZ, VRT).

Solution terms

Consistency Coverage

HRZ*PTI*ITV + VRT*PTI*ITV => RAGB 0.679 0.379

Table C.7: Chapter 4: Results for model ragb = f(PTI, ITV, HRZ, VRT).

Truth table

VRT HRZ PTI ITV RAGB n Consist. PRI. Cases

0 1 0 0 1 4 0.902 0.832 1,6,7,8
0 1 1 0 1 9 0.902 0.845 3,4,5,9,10,13,14,16,25
1 0 1 1 1 7 0.770 0.551 27,28,29,30,32,33,38
1 0 0 1 1 5 0.714 0.543 26,34,35,36,37
1 1 1 1 0 2 0.678 0.345 18,19
0 1 1 1 0 4 0.602 0.233 2,11,12,15
1 1 1 0 0 6 0.591 0.460 17,20,21,22,23,24
1 0 1 0 0 2 0.583 0.500 31,39

Solution terms

Cons. Cov.

vrt*itv + hrz*ITV => ragb 0.714 0.73
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Table C.8: Chapter 4: Observed variables for cases with high RAGB in the main
fsQCA.

case tech_rel open_broad commun pay_prob non_mon_mots coll_ac h_ext v_ext centr_lead

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 0
11 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 0 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0
18 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 1

19 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 1
27 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
28 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
29 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
30 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

32 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
33 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
38 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
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Table C.9: Chapter 4: Observed variables for cases with low RAGB in the main
fsQCA.

case tech_rel open_broad commun pay_prob non_mon_mots coll_ac h_ext v_ext centr_lead

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 0
3 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 0
4 1 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 0
5 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 1 0
6 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 0

7 0 1 0 1 0 1 4 0 0
8 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
9 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 1 0
10 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 0
13 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 0

14 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0
16 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 0
17 1 1 1 1 0 1 4 1 1
20 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 1 1
21 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 1

22 1 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 1
23 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 1
24 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 1 1
25 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1
26 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

31 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1
34 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
35 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
36 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
37 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

39 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1
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